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This is a regional study, providing a detailed examination of the inns and taverns situated

in the western part of the county of Sussex in the south-east of England. At the beginning

of the period the English inn and tavern was entering an era of expansion and

proliferation, though numbers grew only slowly in the region; by its end communications

had worsened and there had been no great improvement to standards of paid hospitality.

There were cAD inns in 1550, increasing to c.120 by 1700; two-thirds were urban, some

of which may have been taverns, either individually or more usually functioning as inns

.that sold wine. Problems of definition are examined in some detail.

The period sees some inns growing in architectural as well as social terms, while others

decline, disappearing from the written and physical record. Reasons for their rise and fall

are discussed. Maps, using new material, provide an understanding of the difficult terrain

faced by travellers using Sussex inns, and show how important an intimate knowledge of



regional geology is to the inn historian. Roads and communications are examined and

discussed. A combination of architectural evidence from standing inn buildings as well as

documentary and illustrative sources acts as a powerful research tool, revealing the

typology and function of inns and taverns across the region. For the first time the function

of rural inns is examined. Detailed tabling of the contents of 75 innkeeping probate

inventories, associated wills and a few accounts supplements the interpretation of

architectural features, as well as enhancing the understanding of early modem paid

hospitality and innkeeping lifestyles. Documentary evidence from the archives of the

region's many landed estates has been put to good use in the study, and manipulation of

documentary sources entered on a computer database further aids the analysis.

The subject is treated chronologically within themed topics. Three case studies examine

and enlarge on the problems of categorising inns and taverns, while revealing their varied

functions as well as the lifestyles of their keepers. Close analysis and interpretation of the

inn signs, linked with architectural evidence, has led to the discovery of their importance

in indicating hierarchy and typology to the traveller, as well as patronage and land

ownership to the local inhabitants.

For the first time a regional study of inn buildings and their function has been set against

a firm legislative background. This enlarges present understanding of the subject and acts

as a stimulus for further research. The thesis, which includes the first gazetteer for inns

and taverns in western Sussex in the early modem period, makes a new contribution to

the architectural and social history of the county. At the same time it acts as a basis for

work in other regions, while adding to the historiography of the English inn.
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In quoting from contemporary sources, the original spelling, capitalisation and
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modernised to Brighton, West Chiltington, Wisborough Green, South Harting and West
Tarring. Surnames in Appendix 1 have been modernised and standardised throughout the
text. Part of Appendix 5, the transcription of Edward Salloway's probate inventory,
1638, has had capitalisation and punctuation modernised, but the original spelling
remains. The recognised formula for inventory transcription has been followed.

Contractions have been extended within square brackets in contemporary quotations.
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Abbreviations

The phrase 'inns, taverns and alehouses' is used frequently throughout the text. This has
been abbreviated to ITA. Dr. Judith Hunter introduced a similar convention in her PhD
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CHAPTER!

Introduction

1.Tbe reasons for uDdertaking tbis regional study; its geograpb icaI location

2. Definitions of the drinking establishments functioDing in tbe region

INN: A house of entertainment for travellers.' A public house kept for the lodging and
entertainment of travellers, or of any who wish to use its accommodation; a hostelry or
hotel; sometimes, erroneously, a tavern which does not provide lodging.2 'Inns are both
licensed to sell intoxicants and provide overnight accommodation for travellers. ' J

TA VERN: A house where wine is sold, and drinkers are entertained <# A public-house or
tap-room where wine was retailed'

PART 1 A rationale for a study of Sussex inns

This is a study of early modem inns and taverns in Sussex, a coastal county in the south

east of England. The research area comprises an administrative region that covers the

western half of the county. The thesis examines and analyses the typology, hietarchy and

function of the inns and taverns there over a 150 year period, 1550·1700.

There were three main types of drinking establishment operating in England throughout

the early modem period - inns, taverns and alehouses - whose functions were inextricably

entwined and difficult to define. This study examines and discusses the inn and tavern, but

addresses the alehouse only briefly. Anyone living in England today will have made

asswnptions about inns and taverns, the forerunners of our public houses and hotels. The

word tavern is frequently used to advertise public houses in towns and cities across the

1 Johnson's Dictionary of the English Language, 2 vols, (London: 1766, 3n1 edn). The first edition was
published in 1755.
21he Compact Edition of the Oxford English Dictionary, 3 vols, (Oxford: OUP, 1987 re-issue) [hereafter
OED]
3 R. Oliver, Ordnance Survey Maps: A. Concise Guidefor Historians, (London: Charles Close, 1993),60.
" Johnson's Dictionary.
'OED.
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country. The phrase 'fonner coaching inn' is often displayed on hotels in country market

towns. Literature, art and popular culture have all contributed to the mental image

produced when these words are read or spoken. The modem and archaic dictionary

definitions set out above do not really clarify the situation. This has been one of the fust
.'

problems to overcome when examining the corpus of work relating to the subject of inns

and taverns. Assumptions have had to be dissected and in many cases discarded.

Definition has been a great problem Inns and taverns in the past have often been one and

the same, as will be seen below. The first impression of these in Sussex is that there are
,

plenty of them and that they have flourished for centuries in both town and countryside.

The reality is rather different.

It has taken several years of research to discover the approximate numbers of inns and/or

taverns existing in the region during the 150 year period under study. It was impossible to. .
proceed with further analysis until that was done. Tables displayed below give numbers

and chronology. Not only were innumerable documents and maps examined to produce

these figures, but former roads were explored on foot using early maps. Many actual inn

buildings were also investigated. An inn or tavern is a building with an architectural

history. An experienced researcher can evaluate a building through its architectural form,

and socio-economic history can be revealed by combining this with documentary

evidence. While the written word is a powerful medium - letters, accounts and inventories

provide evidence from which past events can be made to emerge - it is not so readily

appreciated that buildings can be treated in the same way.

This is a new approach to inn history research methods. A unique combination of sources

has been used. It is the first time that a regional examination of inns and taverns has been

undertaken in England using vernacular architecture and maps, as well as diocesan and

estate records. It is also the first time that it has been possible, due to recent research, to

set such a work against a firm legislative background." Sussex inns and taverns are a

6 J. Hunter, 'Legislation, Royal Proclamations & other National Directives Affecting Inns, Taverns,
Alehouses, Brandy Shops & Punch Houses 1552-1757', (unpublished doctoral thesis, University of
Reading, 1994) [hereafter 'Legislation'].
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neglected subject and this study sets out to address the lack of research in such an

important area of socio-economic and cultural history.

Fig. 1 overleaf shows the area covered by the research, with an indication in b) of the

geology that underlies the region (but see Chapter 4 and Fig. 8 for more geological

detail). Seven towns and 21 villages have been identified as urban and rural inn sites, the

reasons for which will be fully explained in the following pages. Fig. 1 c) clearly shows

their whereabouts. The road system is based on Richard Budgen's 1724 map, which is

discussed and illustrated inChapter 3.
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Fig. 1 a) Location map b) Natural regions c) Urban and rural inn centres of the seven towns
and twenty one villages in western Sussex
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The area under scrutiny covers the western half of the historic county of Sussex. The

county is approximately 80 miles in length and it has always been extremely difficult to

travel laterally, and still is. From early times there have been two administrative centres,

Lewes, on the river Ouse in the east, and Chichester, a small cathedral city, on the river

Lavant in the west," Together with Horsham, a lesser administrative centre towards the

north of the county, Chichester plays an important role in this study.

To the west and north of Sussex are the county boundaries with Hampshire and Surrey, to

the south, the sea; the lower reaches of the river Adur effectively form part of an eastern

boundary, though the parishes of Old and New Shoreham on its eastern side are

included/' The former parish contains a terminus for a ferry crossing, and the latter a port

which plays a significant part in the study. New Shoreham was at the southern end of an

important route to and from London via Horsham and Dorking, as well as being on a

west/east route. The river was known locally as the Shoreham, Beeding or Bramber river'

until the early-seventeenth century when the name Adur came into use, which will be used

throughout the text. 9

The subject of inns and taverns in their regional settings is a much neglected one. While

plenty has been written on the history of drinking establishments in England, none of the

material is regional in concept. Even Chartres' research on London and western England

inns post-1660 is not a regional study." Much has been written on the 'great inns of

England' - none of which were in Sussex - and there are many publications on the so-

called 'coaching era', the post-l700 period which ended with the coming of the railways

7 J. Godfrey, 'Local Government in the 19th and 20th Centuries', in, An Historical At/as of Sussex, ed. by
K. Leslie & B. Short, (Chichester: Phillimore, 1999), 126-27 [hereafter Historical Atlas]. From 1865 this
was gradually formalised and until 1974 the boundary between west and east more or less divided the
county in half.
8 T.P.Hudson, (ed.), The Victoria County History, 6, Pt 1, (Oxford: OUP, 1980), 138-139 [hereafter
VClIJ. The two benefices of Old and New Shoreham were united in 1897. In 1910 the urban district of
New Shoreham was enlarged, taking in part of Old Shoreham, Lancing and Kingston Buci parishes, and
renamed Shoreham-by-Sea. In 1933 the rest of Old Shoreham was added to the urban district. In 1974,
with the addition of Southwick and parishes west of the river, the Adur District was formed.
9 Ibid., 139.
101. Chartres, 'The Place of Inns in the Commercial Life of London & Western England 1660-1760',
(unpublished doctoral thesis, Oxford University, 1973) [hereafter 'The Place of Inns']
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in the 1840s and the gradual decline of coaching thereafter. While there are some pre-

1700 studies, many beginning in 1660, there are none that have combined the following:-

1) an examination of standing inn buildings

2) documentary evidence from estate archives

3) the extensive use of maps

4) the examination, on foot, of the geology and topography of a region in relation to its

inn and tavern sitings from 1550 to 1700.

This combination of sources has revealed a regional inn and tavern hierarchy related to

function and topography. Seven towns and twenty one villages across the region have

emerged as contrasting urban and rural inn centres during the period. The inter-

relationships of the towns and villages have revealed how poor the road system was,

showing that it worsened as time progressed, rather than the reverse as might have been

expected. The research has revealed the locations of the inns and taverns, and that there

were around 38 of them operating within the region in the mid-sixteenth century.

Urban 1550 1700
Chichester 8 26
Horsham 7 14

Midhurst 5 8
Petworth 3 7

Arundel 3 10

Steyning 3 8

New Shoreham 3 8
Sub Tota] 32 81
Rural 6 39
Total 38 120

Table 1
Approximate numbers of urban and rural inns and taverns

functioning in 1550 and 1700

Sources: see Tables 4 and 6

While these numbers must be approximate, it can be seen that overall numbers trebled

during the period, though the hierarchical pattern changed over time and the increase was

6



slow. I I Inns were fewer and their physical proportions smaller than had been expected,

caused by the difficulties of travel within the area. New inns emerged after the Restoration

and some of the older inns slowly slid down the social scale. Urban inn numbers more

than doubled throughout the period, but there was a six-fold increase in rural inn

numbers, reflecting the need for their services due to difficult travelling conditions within

the region. Table 2 gives an approximate breakdown of inn topography.

URBAN COAST DOWNS WEALD

1550 1700 1550 1700 1550 1700
Chichester 8 26 Arundel 3 10 Horsham 7 14
N.Shoreham 3 8 Steyning 3 8 Midhurst 5 8

Petworth 3 7
Subtotal 11 34 6 18 15 29
RURAL 1 11 2 10 3 18
Total 12 45 8 28 18 47

All lans and Taverns 1550 1700
Coast 12 45
Downs 8 28
Weald 18 47

Totals 38 120

Table 2
Topographical breakdown of urban and rural inns in 1550 and 1700

Sources: see Tables 4 and 6

It can be seen that there was growth in the number of inns across the whole region over

the 150 year period, the wealden-based inns outnumbering the coastal and downland

areas. The coastal area includes Chichester, which had the largest number of inns by 1700,

as might be expected from the county town, but growth in the Weald nearly tripled. This

reflects the poor travelling conditions over the clay, indicating a need for stopping places

for travellers, their horses and vehicles.

11 Due to urban change, lack of specific documentation or buildings, it is likely that some inns will have
been missed. Petworth was a particularly difficult town to research in this respect, and I am grateful to
Peter Jerrome for advice. Some welJ-known urban and rural public houses and hotels of today are not

7



As stated above, seven towns have been identified within the area from which evidence

for the urban inns has been extracted. In inn terms, these towns existed in a fairly stable

and long-established relationship. The expected linkage of inn signs to patronage and land

ownership was augmented by an unexpected discovery. This was the revelation of a

regional pattern to the signs, leading to a deeper understanding of their buildings'

architectural history, as well as inn function. This is discussed in Chapter 5.

It is difficult to provide accurate population figures, as Chapter 4 will show. However, a

national survey of inns and alehouses for the county taken in 1686 can be used throughout

the period to illustrate the town hierarchy, which did not change with time, though the

survey makes no distinction between the numbers of inns and alehouses in each town."

Towns Guest Beds Stabling Population Estimates*

1686 1686 1676
Chichester 84 22] 1850
Horsham 83 365 3750

Midhurst 53 ] 18 670
Petworth 45 122 1200

Arundel 26 50 500
Steyning 25 48 450
New Shoreham 28 44 750"'*

Table 3
The regional urban inn hierarchy

*These figures are fully explained in Chapter 4, Table 14. They refer to the whole parish, and in the case
of Chichester, those within and without the city walls.
"'* The population figures for New Shoreham may include the neighbouring parish of Old Shoreham.

Sources: PRO, WOI3014817788,Returns & accommodation/or men and horses 1686, Sussex; P. Clark &
J. Hosking, Population Estimates 0/ English Small Towns 1550-1851, Working Paper no. 5,
(Leicester:University a/Leicester, 1993),147-53.

included in the Tables because I do not consider that they were inns during the research period. They are
more likely to have been alehouses.
12 PRO, WO/30/4817788, War Office, Miscellanea: Inns and Alehouses, fos. 437-443; R.S.Neale, Bath
1680-1850: A Social History, (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1981),39,states that the War Office,
under the direction of William Blathwayt, later MP for Bath, set this survey in motion.
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The towns are listed in three groupings, Chichester and Horsham the most important,

though Horsham had more stablings, with Arundel, Steyning and New Shoreham the

least. The guest beds and stabling figures indicate a tripartite hierarchy of the towns in

innkeeping as well as regional terms.
_,

Fig. 2 displays the number of guest beds and stablings throughout the region; while it

includes the 21 villages, there are also many alehouses that would have provided just one

or two beds or accommodation for horses," The map shows the dominance of Horsham's

stabling quite clearly, indicating that town's importance as a stopping place for rest and
,

change of travellers' horses. More will be said about this in Chapter 4. Fig. 1 and Table 3

show the urban inn hierarchy at a glance; my research shows that this balance between the

three 'sets' of towns remained constant throughout the period.

The more important roads have been indicated on the map. For example, the route across

the county from the west via South Harting to Steyning and on to the port of New

Shoreham shows how the chalk downland was utilised. There is a lack of rural inns there,

as travel on the chalk was usually faster and safer in comparison with the wealden route

through Midhurst, Petworth and Pulborough to Billingshurst and the main London road;

more small inns and alehouses were needed in the treacherous clay and sandstone areas of

the Weald.

13 J. Pennington, 'Inns and Alehouses in 1686', in An Historical Atlas of Sussex, ed. by K. Leslie and B.
Short, (Chichester: Phillimore, 1999),68-69.
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of 1724
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Fig. 2 Number of guests beds and stablings throughout the region in 1686
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The research has not been easy. First of all, a thorough examination of all the maps of the

area was made. The earliest to have drinking establishments systematically noted are the

nineteenth century Ordnance Survey (hereafter O/S) 1" series published between 1855

and 1897. The O/S 25" series, surveyed between 1860-79, also gives details of inns and
"

hotels in the towns." Inn names and map dates were entered on a computer database

(which I designed and gradually amended) which gave a baseline from which to work

back in time. Information from Tithe Maps, Directories, Census and the Land Tax

Returns from 1780 to 1891 was added to the computerised entries. With dates and names
..

of owners and occupiers for the late-eighteenth and early-nineteenth centuries it was

possible to gain an idea of numbers at certain periods, adding more detail from primary

sources such as manorial, estate, legal and diocesan records. It took several years to

achieve a database that could be manipulated to provide varying sets of information. The

Appendix contains several examples.

Visits to those former inns and taverns still trading today as public houses and hotels were

pursued with vigour. Included were many walking forays in and around the towns and

villages using nineteenth century O/S maps to see how inn buildings related to their

environment. This meant looking at the underlying geology, particularly the chalk,

sandstone and clay - three of the main strata of which Sussex is composed - as well as the

rivers of the region, to see what problems travellers would have encountered at different
"

times of the year when journeying to and from their destinations. The main conclusions

(discussed more fully in Chapter 4) were that the enormous difficulties of travelling

through the Weald and Gault Clays, as well as the sandstone areas, meant that the inns

were strategically sited to counter, and adapt to, this. Buildings were formerly much

smaller - though many were enlarged towards and after the end of the period under study

- and numbers were much lower than had been anticipated at the outset of the

investigation. It was also necessary to re-discover former inn buildings in other use, as

well as the sites of those that had disappeared. All this has involved the use of maps

dating from 1595 to the present day, as will be explained in Chapters 3 and 4.

14 D. Kingsley, (ed.), 'Printed Maps of Sussex 1575-1900', SRS, 72, (1982), 380-381; see Oliver, 85,96,
103, 107, 113.
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The original research outline included inns, taverns and alehouses (hereafter ITA) for the

whole of Sussex, and covered the period 1500-1750. It soon became obvious that the

sources were too overwhelming and a decision was taken to reduce the area, shorten the

chronology and disregard the alehouses. Western Sussex was chosen, one of the reasons

being that, like eastern Sussex, it is largely composed of agricultural estates whose

recorded history stretches back to Domesday, but a larger proportion of estate archives

have survived for the western half of the county. These collections, comprising many

thousands of documents and maps, have either been deposited at the West Sussex Record

Office, Chichester, or are available for perusal privately. Prior research experience with

some of these collections led me to believe that they would be a rich source for regional

inn history, and so it has proved. The huge growth of Brighton, Haywards Heath and

Crawley during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, together with the enormous

changes in the road systems due to the M23 and Gatwick Airport, also detracted from a

study that included these areas. IS An added motivation for choosing the western half of

the county was the Chichester diocesan records. The diocese is approximately co-

terminous with the county, but probate documents survive in greater numbers for West

than East Sussex. The former's inventories and their associated wills are listed on

microfiche."

These probate documents have been extensively examined and, with the few surviving

matching probate accounts, used to great effect, particularly by the detailed tabling of the

contents of 75 innkeeping inventories (see Appendix 1). This analysis has revealed

function and lifestyle, as well as augmenting architectural evidence and room use of many

of the inns and taverns of the region.

15 The growth of Brighton, Haywards Heath and Crawley over the last two centuries means that
architectural research would have been curtailed because of the destruction of many inn buildings and the
difficulties of rediscovering former routes.
16 T. McCann, West Sussex Probate Inventories 1521-1834: A Catalogue, (Chichester: WSCC, 1981),
[four microfiche, the inventories listed by parish, surname, chronology and inventory total].
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Narrowing the chronology to cover a 150 year timespan, 1550-1700, has proved to be a

good decision for several reasons:-

a) The mid-sixteenth century is i) post-Reformation and ii) well within the tradition of

timber-framed building in the county.

b) By beginning the study in the years just after the Reformation, and as it was gathering

pace, the inn and tavern can be examined in the light of a perceived 'breaking away' from
monastic domination, though this is not as simple as it sounds. It is discussed briefly later

in this chapter and also in Chapter 5.

c) The end of the study comes before timber-framing was replaced by other types of

construction, which has clarified some of the architectural details, even though later

additions to buildings have to be mentally 'stripped away' when analysing inn function.

d) The decision to end the study before the Turnpike Acts were applied to Sussex is

deliberate. The roads in the county were very bad for far longer than has been generally

realised. It was not until after the mid-eighteenth century that improvements were being

made, and this influenced the development of the area's ITAs as an acceleration of
additions and enlargements to many of the buildings occurred. Geological influences have

not previously been examined closely in connection with regional inn history, and it will

be shown here that the difficult terrain was one of the major reasons that the Sussex inn

developed so slowly, and was generally small in building terms.

Major road improvements in England took place under the Turnpike Acts. The first Act

was passed in 1663, then there were no more for c.30 years. Western Sussex was not

affected until the mid-eighteenth century when the first Act to have any bearing on the

roads and inns of the region was passed in 1749.17 The bad roads before this date and the

17 E. A. S. Garrett, 'The Story of Roads in Sussex, Surrey & West Kent', (unpublished master's thesis,
Brighton Polytechnic, 1990), 201-202, 206; J. Farrant, 'Growth of Communications 1720-1840', in
Historical Atlas, 78·79.
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gradual demise of the timber-framed tradition of building as the eighteenth century

progressed, as well as a proliferation of documentation, makes 1700 a useful terminal date

for the study.

Many problems were encountered during the research. For some surviving inn buildings,

few documents exist relating to their earlier history, whereas abundant documentary

evidence survives for inns that have long disappeared from the physical record. New

Shoreham, for example, one of the seven towns in the survey and a port, has only two

buildings left from the period that were used as inns, and the cellars of another, though

most of the inn sites are known. There are no innkeeping probate inventories for the port,

a sad lack, as these documents are one of the more important sources used to reveal

architecture, function and lifestyle of inns and their keepers in the region. Midhurst, in

contrast, is rich in surviving inn buildings - four are still trading as hotels and public

houses today - and there are nine innkeeping probate inventories between 1589 and 1694.

The Cowdray Archives contain some useful documentation, but the landowner's great

house, Cowdray, burnt down in 1793 and many records were lost. This estate archive is

therefore not as informative as some of the others.

As mentioned above, one of the biggest problems has been that of definition. What is an

inn and what is a tavern, and how did they differ over time? Dr. Samuel Johnson's mid-

eighteenth century Dictionary defines the inn as a 'house of entertaimnent for travellers'

and the tavern as a 'house where wine is sold, and drinkers are entertained.' While he

appears to differentiate between them, in that the inn is for travellers, the function of the

two types of drinking establishment had become inextricably entwined long before the

Dictionary was published in 1755. Londoners in particular referred to inns with wine

licences as 'taverns', but the blurring of distinction between the inn and the tavern had

spread to the provinces long before the mid-eighteenth century and Sussex was no

exception. It is often difficult to know which was which, or indeed if there was much
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difference at all.18 Shakespeare had no dictionary to consult when he described inns and

taverns in his late-sixteenth and early-seventeenth century plays, and evidence from some

of his work has been used to seek comparisons. Varied documentary sources have been

used to clarify definitions in the region over the period under study, but it has not been

easy and some blurring remains.

All this research has revealed the approximate numbers of named inns and taverns

operating in the towns of the region between 1550 and 1700. The following tables show

that a proportion of the urban buildings have survived to the present day and some

continue to trade as public houses and hotels. The numbers are not as high as might have

been anticipated from the often misleading chronological information that is used to

advertise public houses, but they are the first listing of names and sites of early modem

urban inn and tavern buildings, many of which are still functioning in the region in the

twenty-first century. Some have been dispensing paid hospitality for 500 years. Many

have been refronted and most have undergone major alterations. Tables 4 and 5 list the

earliest known names.

The gazetteer in Appendix 20 has combined these tables and other material used for the

thesis in a listing of all the known urban and rural inn names across the region throughout

the period. It includes a few earlier inn names, and three rural 'strays', Le. three drinking

establishments that were probably small inns but with little evidence existing to confirm

their exact status. While there must necessarily be some errors and omissions, and it does

not tie in absolutely in numerical terms with all the tables, this gazetteer is the first known

listing of named inns (and possibly some taverns) for western Sussex. It indicates whether

the documentation for each inn is abundant or not, and whether the sites are known and if

architectural evidence is available. The table at the end of the gazetteer, pJOO, sums up

the current state of knowledge for the region.

18 A. Everitt, 'The English Urban Inn', in Perspectives in English Urban History, ed. by A. Everitt,
(London: MacMillan, 1973), 121 [hereafter 'The English Urban Inn']; P. Clark, The English Alehouse, A
Social History 1200-1830, (London: Longman, 1983),5 [hereafter The Eng/ish Alehouse]
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[on Names Chichester Horsham Midhurst Petworth Arundel Steyning New Shoreham
Intra-mural

Tabard 1440

George(2) 1487 & 1604 1555 1679* 161J (cellars) 1570 1646 1655
Crown (2) 1574& ]634 ]730 1789 1576 1592 1681 J 839* & Anchor
Swan 1513 1650 1641 1606 1759* 1609
WhiteHorse 1533 17th ceotury pre 1610 1571* 1614 (part)·
Wonderrralbot 1611*
Dolphin (I) 1649 1686
Star (2) 1537 & ]628 1681 1650 1664 (ceJlars)
Kings Head 1581 1664 1689· 1662

Plough 1604

Spread Eagle .1604 1614 pre-1668 1717*
Anchor 1671 1611 BlueAI686
Sun 1680
Bear 1670

Black Horse 1689 1690

Extra-mural
WhiteHorse pre-I642

Ship ]672 1664
Three Tuns 1688

Queens Head 1701

Unicorn 1670

Dog&Duck 1670

Lion pre-1642
Fountain ?late-17thC 1789
Dolphin (I) 1632

Red Lion 1598 pre-1707* ?16"'/17thC* 1658
Chequer 16ll 1576
HalfMoon 1640 1666 1703·
KingsAnns 1667
Green Dragon 1694*
Angel 1612/1695

WbiteHart 1670 ?16thC
Golden Lion 1673
Black Bull 1591* 1695
Griffin 1670
TOTALS 26 (17 +9) 14 8 7 10 8 8

Table 4
The earliest known urban inn names

Bold print - buildings still exist f:xtra-mural bo -Inns functioning outside Chichester's city walls.

*Starred dates indicate various name changes, which are explained by authors of the source materials.
(2) Chichester had four or more inns of the same name functioning at different times on different sites.

All dates refer to the earliest known documentary evidence, but these inns were probably all functioning
at one time or another during the period under study. Six early Chichester inns had gone by 1650. In
Midhurst, the AngeJ can be dated by architectural and documentary evidence to c.1695, but contains some
re-used timbers and possible early-seventeenth century documentary evidence. An inn or two may be
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missing for Petworth. Numbers are therefore approximate but give an average estimation on available
architectural and documentary sources.

Sources (see Bibliography for fuller details): Chichester, Appendix 1; Hunnisett, 'Treason by Words',
SNQ, 14, (1955); Morgan, Chichester, (1992); Steer, The Dolphin & Anchor Hotel, Chichester, (1961);
WSRO, Chichester City Archives; Dean & Chapter Archives; Godman, 'Itchingfield', SAC, (1886).
Horsham, Arundel Castle MSS; Steer, The Arundel Castle Archives: A Catalogue, 1, (1968); Hughes,
Horsham Houses, (1986); Down at the Old Bull and Bush, (1997); The King's Head, (1998); Freeth,
Mason & Wilkinson, A Catalogue of the Horsham Museum MSS, (1996); VCH, 6, Pt 2. Midhurst,
Gardner, 'Midhurst Court Rolls', SNQ, 13, (1953); Cowdray Archives MSS; Dibben, The Cowdray
Archives: A Catalogue, 1, (1960), 2, (1964); Appendix 1; PRO, EI63117122; WSRO, EPI12911381239,
John Allen, Midhurst, 1747; Petworth, Beck, 'Some Petworth Inns and Alehouses', (1962); Kenyon,
'Petworth Town and Trades, 1610-1760', Pts 1, 2, 3, SAC 96, (1958), 98, (1960), 99, (1961); Steer &
Osborne, The Petworth House Archives: A Catalogue, 1, (1968), McCann, 2 (1979), ibid. 3, (1982);
Petworth House MSS; Arnold, Petworth: A Sketch of Its History and Antiquities, (1864); Jerrome, Tread
Lightly Here, (1990);Arundel, Arundel Castle MSS; Steer, TheArundel Castle Archives: A Catalogue, 1,
(1968); VCH, 5, Pt 1, (1997); WSRO,Arundel Borough Archives; Steyning, VCH, 6, Pt 1, (1986); WSRO,
Wiston Archives MSS; Booker, The Wiston Archives: A Catalogue, 1, (1975); Freeth, The Wiston
Archives: A Catalogue, 2, (1982); Centre for Kentish Studies, (KAO), U2691M1J1712;Breach, 'William
Holland', SAC, 43, (1900), Farnefold of Steyning', SAC, 59, (1918); Pennington & Sleight, 'Steyning
Town & Trades', SAC, 130, (1992); New Shoreham, Steer, The Arundel Castle Archives: A Catalogue, 1,
(1968); Cheal, The Story of Shoreham, (1921); VCH, 6, Pt 1, (1986).

Chichester Horsham Midburst

White Horse (/533) Wonder or Talbot (1611) Crown (1789)

Dolphin (/649)(part) Chequer (1611) White Horse (17thC) Swan (/64/ - moved)

Red Lion (1598) Crown (/730) Red LionlWhite Hart (pre-1707)

Petwortb Kings Head (1665) Spread Eagle (/6/4)

George (cellars) (1613) HalfMoon (1640) Angel (/695)

Black Bull/Star (/59/) Green Dragon (/694)

Arundel Kings Arms (1667)

George (1570) Crown (1592) Steyning New Shoreham

White Hart (? / 6thC) (rebuilt) George (1646) Crownl&Anchor (1839)

Red Lion (/658) (rebuilt) Swan (1609) Star (cellars) (1686)

Swan (rebuilt 1759, name White Horse (1614) (part survives) Ship/Marlipins (1664) (moved to adjacent bdg)
change)
Half Moon (rebuilt 1703, name Chequer (1576)
change)

Table 5
The surviving urban inn buildings 1550-1700,

indicating those which continue to trade as public houses and hotels

Nineteen of these (in italics) are still functioning (five in rebuilds). The bracketed dates refer to the first
known documentary evidence for the first listed name, though parts of the buildings may be older.

Sources: See Table 4
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There are probably a few more former inn buildings still in existence which have gone

unrecognised due to lack of documentary evidence and the difficulty of the accurate

placement of a building within its urban setting due to refronting and general urban

growth, particular1yin Chichester, the regional county town.

It has not been easy to discover information for the rural inns, as the documentation is not

so prolific. Thirty nine inns (there may have been one or two more for which little

documentary or architectural evidence remains) in 21 villages and/or parishes have been

identified as probably being in existence throughout much of the seventeenth century,

while six were there between 1550 and 1600. They are displayed in Table 6. While now

there may be more rural public houses in existence in the villages listed, and others

elsewhere in the region, they were either alehouses or not functioning during the period

under study, only emerging as inns in the eighteenth or nineteenth centuries.
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Name of Village Ino/Alebouse Earliest Inn/Alehouse Earliest Siting Wine Wine Beds Stables
Name Date Name Date Licence Licence 1686

Angmering Red Lion'" 1743 Lamb 1835 Water 5 10

WhiteHorse 1687

Billingshurst Kings Arms 1632 WhiteHorse 1618 Clay 1626 10 17

Black Lion 1679

Bramber White Lion (now 1526 ?St. Mary's 1596 Bridge 1570/85 - -
Castle Hotel}" House

West Cbiltington Queens Head 1637 WhiteHorse 1616 nr. Clay 1626 3 7

Femhurst Red Lion 1669 Spread Eagle ?1592'" Hill 4 6
Blue Bell 1710

Findon Musket Gun 1619 X road 5 6
:(now Gun)

Fittleworth Swan 1726 White Horse 1594 Bridge 3 10

Wisborougb Grecn Three Crowns 1792 Bridge 1585 6 12

Soutb Harting Buck (now While 1555 X road 1555 1626 5 7
Hart)

Horsham Common Dog & Bacon+ 1662 Common 6 6

Lancing Padl\ 1698 Black Lion 1686 Ferry 7 14
I(now Sussex Pad)

Nortbchapel HalfMoon 1669 Clay 3 6

Pulborough Chequer+ 1616 Swan·· 1809 Floods & 6 13
Red Lion= 1776 Hill

Rogate While Horse 1874 Black Lion 1641 Hill 4 6

Sidlesbam Crown & Anchor 1721 Crab & 1880 Harbour 1626 13 5
(now Anchor) Lobster

Singleton Greyhound= (was 1732 Hill 6 14
Horse & Groom)

Slinfold Kings Head 1651 Crown 1651 Clay 6 16

Southwater Fighting Cocks 1744 Clay 10 24
(now Cock)

Storrington White Horse 1666 Anchor 1770 X road 10 20

West Tarring George 1798 WhiteHorse 17thC Market 1570 1626 8 16

Westboume While Horse 1875 Lamb= 1853 Market 13 28

Table 6
Twenty one rural sites and their inns

Villages in bold print have contained inns or taverns with wine licences at the dates indicated. Inn names
in italics are still functioning as pubs. The dates refer to the earliest known documentary evidence.
... Closed in twentieth century
......Closed in twenty-first century
1\ T.nnrebuilt
+ Inn moved to neighbouring building
Four of the villages have had their former names modernised in this study. West Chiltington, Wisborough
Green, South Harting and West Tarring were usually, but not always, called Chiltington, Green, Harting
and Tarring in the documentation consuJted.

Sources (see Bibliography for fuller references): Appendix 1; BRO, DX 64811041105;Caldecott, SAC,
79, (1938); Chapman, West Sussex Inns, (1988); Cooper, SAC 10, (1858); ESRO, QRlEl304116;
Goodwood MSS. E122, E4992; HLRO, no. 3341; Freeth, Mason & Wilkinson, A Catalogue of the
Horsham Museum MSS; Hunnisett, Sussex Coroners' Inquests 1558-1603, (1998); Ham, Storrington,
(1987); Lavington MS. 3; OIS 6" series, sheet 73, 1880; Mee, Bourne in the Past, (1913); Petworth
House MS. 6683; Pigot's Directory, 1839; PRO, A0111239611,E163117122, E176111169, E176111172,.
E35113153, E35113155-6, WOI301481778;Sllli}'er, SAC 36, (1888); Tudor, Fernhurst, (1969); VCH, 4; 5,
Pt 1; 6, Pt 1, Pt 2; Wine Licence Copy, 1555, in private hands; WSRO Add MSS 855, 6077, 10,055,
14,295, 14,305, 14,909, 28,321-342; EP1112911741042,EPl12911061457, EPl12910861090; EP11ll17,
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ff.93. 96-97, 104-10,' MP 1629; QDP/WI5; ESRO,QS Returns. 1550-1800, computerised database in
private hands.

Twenty-one of these thirty nine rural inns are still functioning. It should be noted that

Houghton and Kirdford both had wine licences in 1614 and 1626 but have not been firmly

identified as inn sites during the period due to lack of other evidence. An alehouse or

small inn named the George was functioning at Houghton from at least 1616, usefully

placed just before a dangerous causeway and bridged crossing of the fast-flowing river

Arun north of Arundel. The reason for a wine licence at Kirdford is not immediately

apparent, though it could have been for an establishment (possibly the Half Moon)

situated on an alternative route from London to Petworth via Wisborough Green, or a

north-south by-road." The rural inn sitings are discussed in Chapter 3.

It has not been easy to uncover the above statistics. The evaluation of the urban and rural

inn buildings has taken several years of map and documentary analysis combined with

exploratory walking. Many of the disused roads are now bridleways or footpaths. While

documentary evidence has been a primary source, so has experience in recognising former

inn buildings from their architectural form. As a member of the Wealden Buildings Study

Group and the Vernacular Architecture Group, I have been able to take advantage of the

experience acquired with both groups to make some architectural analyses.20 England is

fortunate in having a good survival of medieval and early modern inn buildings in the

streets of its provincial towns and country villages. Many Sussex inns have survived the

vicissitudes of war and town planning, and the majority of the seven towns and 21 villages

under study were not badly damaged by fire or levelled by Civil War action, though, as

19 C. W. Scott-Giles, (rev. by), Boutell's Heraldry, (London: Warne, 1950), 168. The sign of the Half
Moon in the village indicates patronage by the Percy family of the Petworth Estate; one of their badges
was a silver crescent.
20 The WBSO exists to further the study of timber-framed houses and vernacular buildings in the Weald
and adjacent areas of south-east England. It was formed in 1964 by RT. Mason, a pioneer in the study of
timber-framed buildings, and J. R Armstrong, founder of the Weald & Downland Open Air Museum at
Singleton, West Sussex. I have been a member for 22 years and was elected Vice-President in 200L The
VAO is a national society that exists for the advancement of public education in the study of lesser
traditional buildings, particularly those of the United Kingdom. I have been a member for five years.
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will be seen, some problems did occur in Chichester and Arundel." The only way to

understand the situation and past function of these establishments has been to explore

their surroundings on foot and in the case of surviving buildings, to evaluate their

architectural form, and this is discussed in Chapter 3.

PART 2 Definitions or Inns, Taverns and Alehouses

As mentioned above, there were three types of drinking establishment throughout the

early modem period. They are difficult to define but an attempt has been made here to

clarify their legal functions and to indicate what is meant by their hierarchy and typology.

The Inn

This was primarily for travellers, those on horseback or with wheeled transport. It

supplied accommodation, victuals and stabling, and also took on the secondary but

increasingly important role of serving the community as a venue for the administration of

local and often regional affairs. An inn with a wine licence could also be described as a

tavern, and would have had a special sign indicating that wine was on offer. This is

discussed in Chapter 4. Unlike the alehouse, inns were not perceived as a threat to law

and order in Tudor times. Though as the seventeenth century progressed, inns tended to

apply for alehouse licences in order to sell drink. But not until 1729 were they actually

required to be licensed as inns;22

The 'perceived idea' of inn function in England was often at variance with what was

actually happening. A traveller during the seventeenth century hoped that the inn would

supply a good standard of accommodation, food and drink, security, warmth, good

stabling and fresh horses, as well as news and entertainment. Guests would expect

comfortable surroundings and chamber fellows of equal social status. An inn of some

21 R Morgan, Chichester, A Documentary History, (Chichester, 1992), 117-118; A. McCann, 'Fire in
Chichester in 1654', SAC, 123, (1985), 276.
22 Hunter, 'Legislation', 237-274.
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standing could be expected to have a smart guest chamber that would double as a public

room for regional administrative duties and local community activities.

A variety of early modern literary and illustrative sources have supplied this list of

expected inn facilities. But would they have been found in Sussex, or, indeed, anywhere in

England? The ideal inn may, in part, be just a figment of a combined imaginative literary

heritage, the dream of playwrights and poets. If the reality of the provincial inn was rather

unpleasant, then perhaps the perfect inn has had to be invented to overcome it.

Both Everitt and Clark have delineated a tripartite hierarchy and typology of urban inns

which can also be seen in Sussex. The biggest and best were centrally placed in the town,

in the market place, or near the landowners' great houses, selling wine and catering for

gentlemen and high-class travellers as well as the better off yeoman farmers. They had

stables, shops, and good facilities. The next down the scale were smaller in size, with

lesser facilities and may have been next to the larger inns, but catering for an average sort

of guest. The third type was smaller, lower class, possibly situated at the town perimeter

with grazing for drovers' cattle and carriers' horses. Everitt did not consider rural inns,

but Clark equated his larger alehouses, at least in the latter part of the period, with small

rural inns, often isolated or existing singly in the village, rarely supplied more than three

bedchambers for guests and with little to offer in the way of facilities. 23

The Tavern

A tavern was not legally able to accommodate travellers; it was meant to be a wine-

drinking venue that also supplied food. Apparently strictly regulated by the Vintners'

Company" and government legislation, only supposed to operate in towns, the tavern

soon cross-fertilised with the inn, particularly in the provinces. It was intended to be

different from the inn. By law since 1553 taverns supposedly only sold wine and food, and

did not offer beer, ale or accommodation, though in practice many probably did.
,

23 Everitt, 'The English Urban Inn', 104-109, 123-129; Clark, The Eng/ishA./ehouse. 5-10.
24 see A. Crawford, A.History of the Vintners' Company, (London: Constable, 1977).
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The 1553 Act stipulated that only towns were allowed to have taverns." Wine could be

sold in a city, corporate town, borough, port, market and four other towns, namely

Gravesend, Sittingbourne, Tuxford and Bagshot, which were on the Dover, Great North

and Exeter roads from London. There were to be no more than two taverns in any town,

apart from certain places, such as London (40), York (8), Bristol (6) and 19 others with

three or four each, such as Norwich (4), Canterbury (4) and Southampton (3). None were

named for Sussex.

From 1553 a tavern needed a wine licence to operate legally, and this privilege was

farmed by the Crown from 1570 when 14 licences were issued for Sussex, eight in the

region under study." Other licences have also been discovered during the research, and

Table 7 below lists the known sixteenth century wine licences.

1

1555 1570 1571 1572 1578 1585
3 1

1
1

3
1 1 1

1 1

1
1

Table 7
Sixteenth century wine licences issued for western Sussex

Sources: Copy (inprivate hands) of a wine licence for the Buck at Harting, issued by Queen Mary, 1555;
PRO, E17611117; E17611118; E176111162; E176111169; E176121115; E35113153; WSRO, Lavington
Archives, MS. 152

25 Hunter, 'Legislation', 87-88; S. Spaeth, A History of Popular Music in America, (London: Phoenix
House, 1960 edn.), 226-227, wrote "The still popular 'gang' song, There is a Tavern in the Town, is now
generally dated 1883, although it was probably written much earlier." With thanks to Alan Black of
Lancing College for this reference.
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It is difficult to draw conclusions from the totals as some licences may have lasted for

several years, and the records of those renewable annually may have been lost. It is

probable that landowners such as the dukes of Norfolk of Arundel, the lords Montague of

Midhurst and others may have held licences granted directly by the Crown, for which

records have not survived, which they could have applied as they wished."

Further evidence for ITA numbers comes from the attempt made by the Privy Council in

1577 to conduct a national survey of the three types of drinking establishments. It was

still incomplete in 1580 when 30 English counties had made their returns, including Kent,

Surrey and Hampshire. Ten counties did not respond, and Sussex was one of them 28

Table 8
Inns, taverns and alehouses in south-east England, 1577

·The entries for Sussex are estimated .
•• The Cinque Ports, described in 1577 as '5 ports and their limits' may have comprised four Kent and
three Sussex ports. 29 .

Sources: PRO, SP 12196,/01.405 et seq.

There is no easy evidence obtainable for the numbers of drinking establishments in Sussex

in 1577, but it has been possible to estimate some figures, though the numbers for the

Cinque Ports have to be split proportionally between Kent and Sussex. Ignoring these for

26 PRO, E35113153, Pipe Rolls.
27 Hunter, 'Legislation', 93-96.
28 PRO, SP12/I41, 'A note of countries that have not certified their victualling houses.' Fourteen Welsh
counties also did not make returns; Everitt,'The English Urban Inn', 93, examined the returns for 27
counties and quotes from a document stating approximate numbers for ' ... the remaining thirteen shires.';
Clark, The English Alehouse, 60, fn 5 says the PRO return covers 28 English counties and gives sources
for a further two.
29 Pre-1S00, five of the Cinque Ports with six members were in Sussex, see 1. Bleach and M. Gardiner,
'Medieval Markets and Ports', in Historical Atlas, 43; R. Lemon, Calendar of Stale Papers, Domestic
Series of the Reigns of Edward VI, Mary, Elizabeth 1547-1580, (London: Longman, 1858).559, no. 20,
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the moment, it can be seen that Kent had 12 taverns, Hampshire 14 and Surrey eight.

Seven ~ears previously in 1570, 14 wine licences were issued for Sussex when these were

first farmed by the Crown, which puts the county on a par with the tavern figures for Kent

and Hampshire in 1577, though some of them are sure to have been inns. The geology of

Kent tends to mirror that of Sussex and it could be postulated that because of this the

figures might be similar, though inns on the London- Dover road might have increased the

Kent total. However, a guess-estimate has had to be made. Table 1 lists 38 inns and

taverns in western Sussex in 1550, therefore 60 for the whole county is a reasonable

estimate, taking into account the larger wealden area in the eastern half of the county with

its difficult terrain. It is impossible to estimate alehouse figures, but Kent's figures are

likely to match those of Sussex. Even including the Cinque Ports, divided proportionally

between the two counties, the results are still very similar, as Table 9 shows.

Table 9
Inns, Taverns and Alehouses in Sussex and Kent, 1577,

including the Cinque Ports

II< The entries for Sussex are estimated .
.... The Cinque Ports have been deduced as four for Kent and three for Sussex, and divided accordingly -

see Table 8 for combined figures. Sources: PRO, SP 12/96, fol. 405 et seq.

The 1553 Act specifically excluded the supply ofaccornmodation by taverns, but by 1600

it would seem that for most towns in Sussex a tavern was an inn where a smart room,

often the parlour or an upstairs chamber, was used for wine drinking and for which the

innkeeper needed a wine licence. The inn, of course, could offer accommodation as well

as wine, beer, other liquors and food. The availability of smuggled wine must also be

Certificate of the number of alehouses, inns, and taverns within the liberties of the Cinque Ports in
August and September 1577.
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taken into account, though it is difficult to produce evidence for this from the

documentary sources of the period.

It could be wondered whether the merging of taverns with inns, or more probably, the

turning to innkeeping by provincial vintners, came about in part because of a 'hospitality

gap' caused by the dissolution of the monasteries. This idea does not seem to have been

addressed elsewhere. If provincial monastic foundations had been supplying

accommodation for travellers, some of these places literally fell, or were felled, by the

wayside in the mid-sixteenth century, like the Boxgrove Priory guest house on the

London to Chichester road." Wine merchants and taverners may have recognised an

opportunity to replace some of this lost accommodation for travellers during the second

half of the sixteenth century. If a provincial tavern began in a wine merchant's own house

with a drinking room as part of the cellar, it would have been quite possible to invite

travellers into the main part of the house, and supply them with bedchambers, with the

added incentive of the availability of'wine." There was no law to stop anyone opening an

inn at that time.32 Travellers who could afford to drink wine - it was expensive - would

wish to do so in comfortable and often luxurious surroundings, compatible with this

usually high status activity.

A wine licence could be issued to a private individual who owned inns that he sublet. It

could then be applied wherever the owner wished. An example of this can be seen in

Arundel where a wine licence was granted to a gentleman in 1578. It allowed him to keep

a tavern or wine cellar in his 'mansion house' but instead he seems to have used the

licence for an inn or tavern in the town named the White Horse." John Goodman of

Petworth called himself a vintner in his will made in 1619, but his inventory appraisers

30 L. F. Saltzman, (ed.), VCH, 4, (London: OUP, 1953), 141. [hereafter VCII]
31 W. A. Pantin, 'Medieval Inns', in Studies in Building History, ed. by E. M. Jope, (London, 1961), 188-
189, describes some cellars fitted up with seats, tables and lattice-work partitions for 'less genteel
customers' .
32 see Clark, The English Alehouse, 173-4; yet Pantin, 189, describes a licence granted by the mayor of
Oxford in 1607, (perhaps under a City 'by-law'), to enable yeoman Thomas Francklyn to tum his house
into an inn. Francklyn, whose house was called 'the Austin Fryers', was going to hang out the sign of the
Kings Arms.
33 Lavington MSS 149, 151-155,211. Garton's mansion house was the former Arundel College.
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· described him as an innholder. He held three wine licences which he bequeathed to his

wife 'for retailing of wines' until his two sons and daughter were 28 years of age. He

particularly wanted his daughter Martha ' ... to be nominated in the said licence... ' The

licences were therefore obviously not just for one year and the nominees could be

altered."

While taverns were not supposed to offer accommodation, if a licensed tavern wished to

become an inn, bed chambers could be made available with no legislative procedures.

Therefore an inn could also function as a tavern, and might be described as either, though

there would be an indication of the availabilityof wine attached to the inn sign, often in

the form of a colourful carved representation of a bunch of grapes (see Chapter 5 and

Appendices 8 and 10).

By 1614 wine licences were certainly being granted to innkeepers in Sussex. Table 10

below shows that by that date there had apparently been a three-fold increase in the issue

of licences for the region, indicating an increase in the number of inns. John Taylor, a

Thames waterman, poet, author and innkeeper, listed six 'taverns' in Chichester in 1636,

which was double the number in 1570 when three establishments there had been issued

with wine licences under a law which said the city could only have two. He noted 61

'taverns' for the whole county of Sussex, nearly five times the 1570 total, but these were

mostly inns. Table 10 below lists numbers for the region under study."

34 All references to innkeepers, vintners and others that are not footnoted will be found in Appendix 1.
35 J.B. Caldecott, 'Sussex Taverns in 1636', SAC, 79, (1938), 63,65-66, 70. There may have been 68
'taverns'.
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1636 'Taverns'
Urban

6

2

4

2

Arundel 2

Table 10
John Taylor's list of Sussex 'taverns' for the region, 1636

Source: J.B. Caldecott, 'Sussex Taverns in 1636', (1938), 65-66, 68-69

However, most of his so-called taverns were inns, as many of the surnames he lists are

those of known innkeepers. It would seem that by the early-seventeenth century the word

'tavern' was synonymous with the word 'inn', particularly to a Londoner. Provided that

an inn had a wine licence it could also be called a tavern, and often was. There is no

evidence, for example, that the small village of Bramber ever had a purpose-built tavern,

but Peter Cheeseman was licensed to sell wine there in 1570, as was WilliamFrancis in

1585. Taylor lists a Richard Meade with six tavern licences for Sussex in 1636, one of

which was for Bramber. This is likely to have been for the White Lion inn, which serviced

the bridged crossing of the river Adur there."

36 PRO, E351/3153, Pipe Rolls; E176/1/169, Exchequer. F. E. Sawyer, 'Sussex Tavern-keepers and
Taverns in 1636', SAC, 33, (1883), 273, writes 'Beding, and Bramborow' as if there were two licences;
Caldecott, (1938), 66, does not insert a comma and writes 'Beeding and Bramber' as if there was only
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Towns 1555 1570 1571 1572 1578 1585 1614 1626
Chichester 3 1 7 6
Horsham 1 ] 1 2 2
Midhurst 3 3
Petworth 2 2
Arundel I 2 2
Steyning 2 2
New Shoreham 2 3 1 1
Sub Totals 6 I 1 I 4 ]9 ]8
Villages
Billingshurst 1 1
Bramber 1 1
West Chiltington 1 1
Wisborough Green 1
South Harting 1 I 1
Houghton I 1
Kirdford I
Pulborough 1
Sidlesham I 1
West Tarring 1 I 1
SubTotals 1 2 0 0 0 2 7 7
l·i::;~t~"1'5~:.~)-;~'';:,:,[.~.'If, ,'~i~ " $ '.f 't'l: '·::·'·~M,:\;:'~·'~~ijr~rbY4I.·lIt.~•• ;.:k ,- .._.,~ v.,?l}i ;;., ".", "., .• K ".o,j \.!i:.:\, \]:\~"il!Ji't ""W .J'''..!. " I~. "

Table 11
Urban and rural wine licences, 1555-1626

Sources: As for Table 7 and PRO, E163117122, Miscellanea of the Exchequer (see Appendix 2)

This table shows that the inns or taverns of Chichester, Horsham and New Shoreham had

the earliest wine licences. Horsham and Chichester were important towns in the

administration of the western part of the county, the former well-placed as a half way

stopping place between Dorking and the coast, while Chichester and New Shoreham were

also ports. These towns were on the two prime regional routes to and from London and

the coast. Wine licence numbers do not seem to have increased until the early part of the

seventeenth century. By this time Midhurst, Petworth, Arundel and Steyning also held

licences, though New Shoreham had apparently dropped from three to one. Appendices 2

and 19 give examples of early-seventeenth century wine licence listings.

one licence, but separates them for his alphabetical list of places in Sussex having taverns. The villages
were situated respectively to the west and east of Bramber and Beeding bridges in the early seventeenth
century. No reference to an inn at Upper Beeding during the period has been found; see J. Pennington,
'Brarnber Castle Hotel or the White Lion Rediscovered', in A. Noble ed., Bramber: Glimpses of a
Village, (Bramber, 1996),28-33 [hereafter 'White Lion']. There were two bridges.
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South Harting, on the crossroads from Chichester (and Midhurst) to Petersfield, or to

London, was the only village in the region, seemingly, to hold a licence as early as 1555.

This belonged to the Buck (later the White Hart inn) and was one of the few licences

issued by Queen Mary and King Philip. Bramber and West Tarring had licences by 1570,

the latter with an important com market." By 1585 a licence was held in Wisborough

Green, a small village but on a route which branched off to the west from the main

London to Chichester road (known as Stane Street), leading to Petworth and Midhurst.

While approximately nine inns in the region held wine licences in the early part of the

period, numbers had trebled to 26 by 1614. There were six urban licences in 1570, and 19

in 1614. There were probably three rural licences in 1570, but about nine in 1614 - the

licences for Bramber and Wisborough Green were probably still in operation.

Billingshurst, West Chiltington and Pulborough were on routes that were becoming

busier, while Sidlesham's harbour, with boats and carriers handling goods to and from

Chichester, was also providing wine legally. Andrews writes that Dell Quay was the

principal landing place in Chichester Harbour, but there only seems to have been one

alehouse there, supplying three beds and three stablings in 1686, whereas Sidlesham

supplied 13 beds and five stablings and would seem to have been dealing with larger

. imports." Smuggled wine must have been a great temptation. It could be surmised that in

a coastal county like Sussex wine was frequently supplied illegally, not only by inns and

taverns, but also by many of the alehouses.

The Alehouse

The alehouse existed in vast numbers throughout the county and the majority of buildings

are untraceable today. Serving the lower social classes, it was seen as a threat to public

order by successive governments, particularly during the Tudor age with a rising

population and subsequent social problems.

37 VCR, 6, Pt 1,275, Tarring was said to hold the chief com market in the county in 1568, though it was
no longer held by 1724.
38 J. H. Andrews, 'The Port of Chichester and the Grain Trade, 1650-1750', SAC, 92, (1954), 94-96.
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An Act of Parliament in 1552 brought alehouse-keeping under the jurisdiction of the

Justices of the Peace for the first time and thereafter legislation was increasingly applied.

From 1603 alehouses were required to have at least one lodging for 'wayfaring people' .39

While this study is unable to encompass much detail about Sussex alehouses owing to

their overwhelming numbers - like Kent there may have been about 700 towards the end

of the sixteenth century - they constantly appear in the written records for the county (see

Chapter 2). It is useful to contrast the definition of the alehouse with that of the inn and

tavern, to understand the difficulties of categorisation that confront anyone working in

this field. In 1755 Bum's Justice of the Peace and Parish Officer devoted 25 pages to

alehouse legislation, much of which by then also applied to inns." It illustrates the

problems faced by those who endeavoured to uphold drinking laws in the provinces and

the following extracts are worth quoting if only to emphasise the difficulty of inn and

alehouse definition, both for the contemporary Justices and later researchers:-

Every inn is not an alehouse, nor every alehouse an inn; but if an inn uses
common sellingof ale, it is then also an alehouse; and if an alehouse lodges
and entertains travellers, it is also an inn ...It was resolved by all judges,
that any person might erect an inn to lodge travellers, without any license
of allowance for such erection...And if an inn use the trade of an alehouse,
as almost all innkeepers do, it shall be within the statutes made about
alehouses."

This problem of definition was further muddled by Sir Giles Mompesson MP who

obtained a patent from James I to license inns. He put forward a scheme to create a

special commission to grant licences to innkeepers. It came into force in 1617, though in

practice may have been backdated a year. Many alehouses were illegally licensed as inns

during the next four years, often forced into paying the fees, though the Musket Gun at

39 Hunter, 'Legislation', 28, 159.
40 See P. Clark, 'The Alehouse and the Alternative Society', in Puritans & Revolutionaries, ed. by D.
Pennington & K. Thomas, (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1978),47-72; R. Bum, TheJustice of the Peace
and Parish Officer, Vol. I, (London: 1755), 17-41. By the time the 1820 edition was published, 5 vols
and supplement, (London: 1820),29-75, the alehouses entries had grown to 47 pages.
41 Bum, (1755), 17-18; Hunter, 'Legislation', 332, says the Rev. Richard Bum's work of 1755 was
accepted for the rest of the century as the authority.
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Findon prospered. Keepers of long-established inns complained about corrupt practices,

the patent was withdrawn in 1621 and Mompesson impeached." But from then on most

inns were required to have an alehouse licence in order to sell beer and ale.43 Table 12

shows which of the towns and villages inwestern Sussex were targeted by Mompesson's

agent(s). It can be seen that eight villages and four towns were visited over a period of

approximately five years.

Town/Village Ownerl Inn! 1616- 1617 1618 1619 1620 1620 1621
Occupier Alebouse 1618*

PRO BRO HLRO PRO BRO HLRO PRO BRO HLRO BRO HLRO

Houghton+" J. Coles George £5 £5 £5 £5 5s.l0s. 15s. £5 Ss. lOs. lOs.

Lodsworth+s W.Payne Spr. Eagle £5 £5 £5 5s.l0s. l5s. £5 lOs. lOs.

W Chiltington C. Johnson W. Horse £5 £5 £5 5s.l0s. £5 lOs 55. £5 55. lOs.

Steyning W. Stonard K Head £5 £5 £5 5s.l0s. KHead 5s. K.Anns KAnns W.Horse
lOs.

Pulborough T. Brooke Chequer £5 £5 £5 5s. lOs. £5 lOs. 5s. £5 Ss. lOs. lOs.

Petworth R. Sparke Black Lion £5 s. £55s. lOs. ios.
Petworth N. Turgis Star £6 lOs. £5 Ss. lOs.

Slindon** J. Chaper Bull Red Bull £55s. lOs. lOs.

Felpham** J. Michell Chequer £55s. £5 lOs. ros. lOs.

Chichester J. Moore Palsgraves 0 £6125. 0 12s.
Arms

Findon T. Leicester Musket £555. £5 lOs. 105.
Gun

Midhurst Ann K. Arms £55s. lOs. Yes
Wallwyn

Rudgwick** F. Allyn W.Horse lOs. £5
lOs.

Table 12
Mornpesson inn licences issued between 1616 (sic)* and 1621

* One of Sir Giles Mompesson's account books is dated 3 May 1616 - 29 September 1618. As the patent
for licensing inns did not come into force until 1617, either 1616 has been written in error for 1617, or
some alehouse-keepers were persuaded to back date their 'contributions'.
** These villages have not been identified in Table 6 as containing inns.

Sources: BRO, DIX 648/104,105, photocopies of two account books of Sir Giles Mompesson; HLRO,
no.3341, Box 2A, account book of Sir GM; PRO, AOl11239611, E35113155, two account books of Sir
Giles Mompesson.

It would seem that the agent(s) - it is not known how many came to the county - did not

stray far from the main routes, and Fig. 3 below shows the targeted establishments for the

first time.

42see 1. Pennington, 'The Gun Inn, Findon, West Sussex', West Sussex History, 60, (L997), 26-27.
43 Clark, The English Inn, 173-74; Hunter, 'Legislation', 153.
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Fig.3 Mompesson 'inn licences' in western Sussex, 1616-1621
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The coloured key shows the date of issue of each licence, and in this way it can be seen

which towns or villages were targeted in which year. The same two towns and four

villages were visited every year, while others only received spasmodic visits. This could

mean that either the weather was bad and the roads impassable, or that some alehouses

were seen as better targets than others for the provision of regular rentals. Much more

work could be done on these accounts over a wider region, as they survive well for many

counties, but appear to be little known and under-used. Table 12 and Fig. 3 display the

first analysis of the records for the western part of the county.

Five account books for Sussex have been examined and if the records are complete it was

not until 1619 that Midhurst and Chichester were visited." Horsham, Arundel and New

Shoreham are not listed, though may have been visited and the agents repulsed. These

three towns had absentee landowners and were probably much more independent than the

other four, with lack of control by the local Justices of the Peace. It is noteworthy that the

five urban establishments targeted at Chichester, Midhurst, Petworth and Steyning were

not inns and never raised their status to that level. The Palsgraves Arms at Chichester and

the Kings Arms at Midhurst do not appear in any other documentary material examined

for this study, the latter, incidentally, being the only Mompesson licence in the region

issued to a woman.

In Steyning it is possible that errors were made by the agent or clerk who entered the

signs in the accounts. In 1618 William Stonard was tenanting the Kings Head, in 1619 and

1620 the Kings Arms, and in 1621 apparently the White Horse. The latter was the leading

town inn, and Stonard's entry was written below that of Johnson of the White Horse,

West Chiltington. The agent probably carelessly copied the same inn sign. The Kings

Arms was an inn situated opposite the White Horse, in the centre of the town, but the

Kings Head was an alehouse that never became an inn, at the north-west end of the town

and this is likely to have been the targeted establishment.

44 J. Gibson & J. Hunter, Victuallers' Licences: Records for Family and Local Historians, (Birmingham:
Federation of Family History Societies, 1994), 6, states that four account books survive, but I have
examined five.
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West Chiltington, Pulborough and Findon are likely to have had an inn each by the early-

seventeenth century. The Chequer at Pulborough was strategically sited on the London to

Chichester road, on the brow of a steep hill by the church. It was still trading when it

burnt down in 1963.45 Lodsworth, Slindon, Rudgwick, Felpham and Houghton have not

been identified as containing inns during the period of study; all had alehouses, though at

the latter two places tenants may have been calling their premises inns by the end of the

seventeenth century. The bestowal of a Mompesson licence did not mean that an alehouse

suddenly became an inn - the accommodation was unlikely to be of the standard that

seasoned travellers expected. But it may have been the manner in which some

entrepreneurial alehouse-keepers, like those at Houghton and Felpham, made their way up

in the world.

The Red Bull at Slindon, run by John Chaper, is an example of one of the transitory early-

seventeenth century Sussex alehouses and their keepers which only appear in the

Mompesson account books, and nowhere else in the documentation examined for this

study. Chaper was no doubt tricked into paying the fees - the agents were known for their

'persuasive' methods." It can be seen that a lump sum of £5 was paid initially, followed

by two annual instalments amounting to £1, though this seems to have been collected

erratically. Some alehouse keepers may have paid a higher lump sum of £5 5s. or £5 lOs.,

though it is not clear whether any of this was part of the instalment system, presumably

done to save visits by the agent(s).

Alehouses, then, could exist side by side with inns, each class of customer knowing his

place. An inn client could enter an alehouse, but it is unlikely that the reverse applied."

With a Mompesson licence, an alehouse could call itself an inn, but may still have only

have welcomed lower class customers. The situation is not easy to clarity, but by the end

of the period some alehouses were probably functioning as true inns. After some

45 I. L. Strudwick, Pulborough. A Pictorial History, (Chichester: Phillimore, 1983), illustration no. 76.
46 Clark, The English Alehouse, 173-74; R F. Bretherton, 'Country Inns and Alehouses', in Englishmen
at Rest and Play. Some Phases of English Leisure 1558-1714, ed. by R Lennard, (Oxford: Clarendon
Press, 1931), 158.
47 Clark, The English Alehouse, 225-26, indicates that after the Restoration some gentlemen were to be
seen in alehouses, though perhaps the low-life was what they sought.
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deliberation it was decided to introduce alehouses as a class of drinking establishment, but

not to include them as a major part of the study."

The reasons for undertaking this research have been clearly set out. The existence of such

an overwhelming number of sources has been a problem which necessitated an early

reduction of the area, chronology and subject matter. Once the region was delineated and

the 150 year chronology allocated, exploration on the ground and the use of maps and

documents gradually elicited an approximation of the inn and tavern numbers throughout

the period. The final figure of 28 urban and rural sites has enabled maps and tables to be

used to display and explain the many facets of the subject. More than 120 named inns and

taverns have been explored in every possible way. A quarter of them are still trading, over

a third of those in original buildings, which has meant that architectural analysis has been

possible, enhanced by documentary research.

Definition of the inns and taverns has been, and continues to be, a problem. The blurring

of their many functions, the probable lack of wine licensing evidence, and the way that

contemporary observers described inns and taverns has meant that complete clarification

of the differences has not been possible. But an attempt has been made and it is hoped

that future researchers will gather information from other regions to complement the

unavoidable gaps in this study.

The following chapter provides a national historiography of the subject, showing what

work has been done, but also how much there is still to do.

48 I am very grateful to Derek Rawlings of Danehill (Chairman of the Sussex Record Society 1991-2001)
for a copy of his computerised database of extracted details from the ESRO Quarter Sessions Rolls. He
has been extracting details of alehouse licences from these records for approximately 20 years; some
entries for western Sussex are included amongst the Rolls.
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CHAPTER2

A national historiography of inns, taverns and alehouses in the early modern
period.

Having decided on the region and chronology for a study on Sussex inns and taverns, the

next step was to see what had been written about them already. Some research had been

done for parts of the region, as the Victoria County History for Sussex was re-started in

the 1970s, but I was not aware of much else. I knew that I needed to read widely, not

only looking at works on drink-related establishments in the south-east of England, but at

the country as a whole, to see how other authors had tackled such a diverse subject. The

results of this reading plan indicate that interest in 'pub history' has been growing slowly

over the last few decades, and that only a few historians have researched particular

aspects of the subject thoroughly.

The development and survival of the English inn has not interested many modem

researchers, presumably owing to its complicated history and the vast range of source

material available. It may even be that the public house is such a familiar part of both the

rural and urban scene that academic historians have hardly considered it as a serious

research subject.' Only a few articles and books using primary sources for the general

history of the English inn have been published during the past 40 years but among them

are six pieces of pioneering research that anyone working in this field cannot afford to

ignore. The work of John Chartres, Peter Clark, Barrie Cox, Alan Everitt, Judith Hunter

and W. A. Pantin has opened up and revolutionised the history of the inn.2 Until their

work, it could be said that more was known about our inns from English literature than

1 S. Riches, St. George: Hero, Martyr & Myth, (Stroud: Sutton,2000), 127,214, briefly states ' ... our
most biHar experience of the saint and his emblem are in the form of signs of public houses,
commercial insignia and ... flags ... • but does not link this with the vast number of George inns around the
country that have survived the Reformation and live on today, some under a Hanoverian George disguise.
She notes that the Chichester Guild of St. George was founded in or soon after 1368. Table 4 of this
thesis shows that the George inn sign was the earliest across the region; B. Cox. English Inn & Tavern
Names, (Nottingham: Nottingham University, .,994), 8, notes that the George is the earliest of all the
signs he has listed, in 1369.
2 Chartres, 'The Place of Inns'; Clark, The English Alehouse; Cox, English Inn & Tavern Names;
Everitt, 'The English Urban Inn', 91-137; Hunter, 'Legislation'; Pantin, 'Medieval Inns'.
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from historical research. While a vast range of other material exists, it is mostly popular,

selective writing, though containing useful information.'

Everitt states in his introduction to 'The English Urban Inn' that despite the 'very

considerable literature' about the English inn, 'its history has never been written'. He

refers to 'worthy if rather superficial general works about inns', mostly written from the

'picturesque' viewpoint, and goes on to list 'a handful of scholarly monographs', amongst

which is Pantin's 'seminal essay' on medieval inns (see below). Everitt continues: 'the

historian will find the literature of the English inn for the most part a wretched farrago of

romantic legends, facetious humour and irritating errors. There is no serious, systematic

study ...of inns ... ,4 And so it would still seem, though the situation is slowly changing.

Everitt's work was unknown to me in 1990 when I made an investigation into the history

of the Chequer inn in Steyning, one of the seven identified urban inn centres. I wrote

about it after ten years of research on the town, and it was in many ways a leap in the

dark. It included over 100 documentary sources, 24 illustrations and three maps -

c.l0,000 words covering a 500 year chronology.' Many later sources, such as

newspapers, remained unexplored." The investigation raised a series of questions, none of

3 Many publications have good illustrations and useful quotations, but no footnotes or bibliography, such
as F. W. Hackwood, Inns, Ales and Drinking Customs of Old England, (London: Bracken Books, 1994
reprint); A E. Richardson, The Old Inns of England, (London: Batsford, 1934); H.P. Maskell & E. W.
Gregory, Old Country Inns, (London: Pitman, 1912 edn). P. Haydon, The English Pub, A History,
(London: Hale, 1994), is a well-illustrated book, though only one primary source has apparently been
used and much of the text has been extracted from c.70 printed secondary sources and Haydon repeats
errors from many of these. There are useful footnotes and an index. Books on 'coaching' are often full of
seventeenth and eighteenth century quotations from original documentation relating to inns (though
rarely footnoted), and nearly always contain useful illustrations of buildings that have long gone or have
been greatly altered. See R.C. & J. M. Anderson, Quicksilver. A Hundred Years of Coaohing 1750-1850,
(Newton Abbot: David & Charles, 1973); C. Harper, The Brighton Road, (London: Chatto & Windus,
1892); The Old Inns of Old England, 1 & 2, (London: Chapman & Hall, 1906); The Portsmouth Road:
The Sailors' Highway, (London: Palmer, 1923 2nd & revised edn.); S. Harris, Old Coaching Days,
(London: Bentley, 1882); W. Outram Tristram, Coaching Days and Coaching Ways, (London:
MacMillan, 1894); V. Wilson, The Coaching Era, (London: Bodley Head, 1922); Bretherton put together
a useful account of some of the legislation surrounding ITA in 'Country Inns and Alehouses', 164.
4 Everitt, 'The English Urban Inn', 91.
S J. Pennington, The Chequer Inn, Steyning. Five Centuries of Innkeeping in a Sussex Market Town,
(Lancing: [n.pub.], 1990) [hereafter The Chequer Inn].
6 There was only four months to produce the booklet after the landlord announced his retirement. He and
his forbears had run the inn for over a century.
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which had immediate answers but all have led to this wider regional inn study - one of the

serious, systematic studies which Everitt suggested.

The Chequer inn is a medieval timber-framed building which dates from the mid-fifteenth

century and may have been purpose-built (see Chapter 7 and Appendix 3). Investigations

into its building history encouraged a belief that an analysis of regional inn buildings

would be a valuable addition to a more general social history of Sussex inns, linking

architectural evidence to the many unexplored documentary sources," The Chequer

became the catalyst for this regional study. The first constructive step was to discover

what had been written about English inns and their architecture, and this is where

Everitt's work came into its own.

His study of urban innkeeping opened up many lines of enquiry. Most writers of the early

modern urban scene since 1973 quote him, and few have done any new research on inns.

Much of his essay is based on the town of Northampton - burnt to the ground in 1675. He

uses comparative material from other English counties, but draws chiefly from the

Midlands. His research on innkeeping dynasties is very useful and will be set against

evidence for Sussex. He also delineates the role of women in the innkeeping world and

gives examples of their power and status. His was a pioneering socio-economic study,

though there is an obvious lack of architectural evidence for seventeenth century or earlier

Northampton inn buildings.

Everitt looks at the distribution, siting, scale and status of urban inns, sometimes drawing

on his extensive knowledge of Kent history. He cites Northamp!on as 'an inland entrepot'

and feels that it was 'one of the great innkeeping centres of England', though this study

shows that Sussex had no 'great' innkeeping centres. Everitt examines the trading,

administrative and political functions of the inn, but only looks at the urban situation. He

7 With thanks to Dr. Annabelle Hughes of Horsham for her guidance, and architectural interpretation of
the Chequer Inn; and acknowledgement to the late Sylvia Bright of Horsham for the illustration of its
probable appearance in the fifteenth century (see Appendix 3).
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feels that topography is an important factor in an inn's fortunes, which can certainly be

applied to Sussex.

Everitt writes of 'a group of great inns in each of the forty or so county towns of

England' and finds it surprising that their administrative and political functions have not

been seriously studied by historians, though his view ofall county towns being the same in

inn terms may be rather stereotyped. He may not have known Sussex well, as Chichester,

a small cathedral city with a population of under 2,000 in the mid-seventeenth century, did

not have a 'group of great inns',"

He uses some probate inventories to provide late-seventeenth and eighteenth century

documentary evidence for inn status and to reveal lifestyles and social mobility of the

innkeeping hierarchy in Northampton. It is possible to do this in greater depth for Sussex

towns - and villages - as of the 75 early and mid-seventeenth century innkeeping

inventories that survive for the county many can be linked with existing inns or their

known sites (see later chapters and Appendix 1).

Everitt is no architectural historian, but sadly has few early examples of inn architecture to

cite for Northampton, due to the 1675 fire. He only has late-Jacobean or Hanoverian inns

to examine. This is in direct contrast to the Sussex towns under study, none of which

suffered from the all-consuming fires that devastated so many English urban inn centres."

It is clear, however, that the Northampton inns were twice the size of the largest Sussex

examples discovered. Most of Everitt's documentary evidence is post-1700, whereas the

8 P. Clark & J. Hosking, Population Estimates of English Small Towns 1550-1851, Working Paper no. 5,
(Leicester: University of Leicester, 1993), 149-50; Morgan, 14; Bretherton, 181, writes 'It is well known
that at the time of...Queen Elizabeth there were already many great and famous inns upon the main roads
and lines of travel from London to the centres of population in the provinces' but he does not mention
Sussex.
9 Clark & Slack, English Towns in Transition, 1500-1700, (Oxford: OUP, 1976),57,99-100 ' ... nearly
every English town suffered at least one major fire between 1500 and 1700', and cite Norwich 1507,
Dereham 1581 and 1679, and Bury 1608; P. Borsay, The English Urban Renaissance: Culture & Society
in the Provincial Town, 1669-1770, (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1991 issue), 15, 18, 168, notes fifes at
Gloucester, 1643, Axminster, 1644, Taunton 1645, Tunbridge Wells 1687 and Warwick 1694; K.
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majority for this thesis falls before that date. There would have been many gaps in the

evidence for a study of the inns using just one town in Sussex, but in a regional study any

lack of building or documentary evidence in one town can be balanced by others and

comparisons drawn.

Everitt only mentions Sussex once in his essay and has used six sources from Kent and

two from Surrey. This leaves a large regional gap in his work for this research to

complement. He has pioneered the way to scholarly inn research with an in-depth analysis

of urban inns, leaving the field clear for a regional study in south-eastern England that

combines architectural and documentary evidence for an examination of both the urban

and the rural provincial inn.

Peter Clark's work differs greatly from that of Everitt. Though both are local as well as

economic and social historians, Clark took a very different approach. He examined the

English alehouse over a long period, from 1200 to 1830, and this 630 year time span

means that the information is necessarily more thinly spread than if he had taken a more

compact chronology. He acknowledges that 'The theme is too large and the sources too

diffuse to allow anything else'.'"

While this general approach has been extremely useful, Clark has only concentrated on

one class of drinking establishment, the alehouse. However, his work makes a good

contrast to this new research on Sussex inns. He, like Everitt, calls for 'a series of detailed

local studies of the popular drink trade' in order to produce a more definitive account,

which is being partly addressed by this study. I I

Downes, English Baroque Architecture, (London: Zwemmer, 1966), 96 notes fires at Blandford and
Tiverton 1731 and Wincanton 1747; A. McCann, 123.
10 Clark, The English Alehouse, x.
II Ibid.• x. These studies are slowly beginning to materialise and a good example is D. Ayres and J.
Hunter. The Inns and Public Houses of Wokingham, (Reading: Berkshire County Council. 1994). which
examines c.l 00 ITA in the town from the sixteenth to the end of the twentieth century. The authors look
at typology and function. road networks and the legislative framework that surrounds the drink trade.
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Much of Clark's evidence comes from Quarter Session Rolls and he states that he visited

'over SO record repositories up and down the country'. While he has quoted from several

East Sussex Quarter Sessions' cases, he does not appear to have visited the West Sussex

Record Office [hereafter WSRO]. Though there is no bibliography, he has copious

footnotes which have been very useful in revealing new sources for inn history. His work

on alehouses has brought out many contrasting ideas about inns. Clark does not appear to

have used site visits to look at surviving former alehouses that have climbed the social

ladder to become inns, or which have ended up as public houses, which is something that

has been done in this study. Some of his generalisations may apply to Sussex, but he has

more or less excluded the county from his research. 12

He refers briefly to inn legislation, or rather to the lack of it, when compared to laws

applied to the alehouse. 13 He did not have the good fortune to be able to draw on Judith

Hunter's thesis on the subject (see below) but his was, like Everitt's, a pioneering

approach, and their combined work has become the 'Bible' for those working on the

socio-economic history of inns and they are heavily quoted. Their work on inns and

alehouses has been an inspiration for this Sussex study.

A recent influential piece of research has been Hunter's thesis on the legislation affecting

drinking establishments from 1552-1757.14 She has broken new ground in bringing

together all the known Acts of Parliament, Royal Proclamations and other national

directives applied to drinking establishments in England during these years, illustrated by

examples of their application. She has taken Berkshire, Buckinghamshire, Norfolk and

Somerset as exemplar counties and has used the town of Windsor for some case studies.

Her research has clarified and greatly enlarged upon the work done by the Webbs at the

12 Clark, The English Alehouse, cites Goble's 1670 Petworth probate inventory, from J. Thirsk and
E.P.Cooper, (eds.), Seventeenth-Century Economic Documents, (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1972), 560-1,
to illustrate some inn room names.
13 Clark, The Eng/ishA/ehouse, 7-8,10.
14 see Hunter, 'Legislation'.
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beginning of the twentieth century. They covered the years 1700-1830 while Hunter has

concentrated on the earlier period. IS

Her thesis reveals how drink-related legislation in Tudor times was applied by the

Government for reasons of social control, whereas in the Stuart era, particularly during

the Civil War and after the Restoration, it was primarily aimed at raising revenue for

Crown and Parliament. She explains fully Sir Giles Mompesson's scheme for inn licensing

(see Introduction). After his impeachment in 1621 the inn became increasinglyregarded as

a source of revenue by the Crown and inns were often required to pay for alehouse

licences, even though the first Act of Parliament ordering the licensing of inns was not

passed until 1729.16 Burn states that 'It was resolved by all judges, that any person might

erect an inn to lodge travellers, without any license of allowance for such erection'." This

was in stark contrast to the legislation used to control alehouses since the medieval period

and reflects the general lack of governmental concern over the type of clientele using inns.

Hunter referred to one printed primary and two secondary sources for Sussex in her

research, which was not concentrated in the south-east." Her case studies are of the large

inns of Windsor..Only one of 25 known sixteenth century Windsor inns remains today,

though Hunter was not looking for architectural evidence to support her research," In

comparison six of the seven Sussex towns under study are rich in surviving inn buildings

(see Tables 4, 5 and 6).

IS S. & B. Webb, History of Liquor Licensing in England: Principally from 1700-1830, (1903: reprint
London: Cass, 1963); Clark, The English Alehouse, 178-79, 192 refers to the Webbs' work, but feels the
situation was less permissive than they say, and notes a criticism of their work by E.G.Dowdell; Everitt,
'The English Urban Inn', 246, calls it 'the standard text'.
16 Hunter, 'Legislation', 126-135, 273. These relatively underused sources - the Mompesson Account
Books - have revealed names and sites of some 'lost' Sussex drinking establishments, and pushed back
the date of others.
17 Burn, 17.
18Theseare: D. Vaisey, (ed.), The Diary of Thomas Turner 1754-1765, (East Hoathly: CTR Publishing,
1994 edn.); G. Mayhew, Tudor Rye, (Falmer: University of Sussex, 1987); A. Fletcher, Sussex 1600-
1660: A County Community in Peace and War, (Chichester: Phillimore, 1980, re-issue).
19J. Hunter, 'Legislation', 166-71.
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The legislation applied to ITA is clearly and thoroughly delineated by Hunter. The

information she has gathered and collated was not easily available to Chartres, Clark,

Cox, Everitt or Pantin, and they did not have the overall view of the period that can be

gained by a thorough study of Hunter's work. She has done all ITA historians a great

service in clarifying drink-related legislation for the period and her work deserves a wider

public." It has enabled this regional study to be set against a firm legislative framework.

Barry Cox is another pioneer in the history of the English inn and tavern. Like Clark, his

research covers a long period, 1350-1935; it is the first scholarly attempt at a national and

regional listing and dating of inn names, published by the Centre for English Name Studies

at Nottingham University. Cox has drawn on all available dated inn and tavern names

from the published county surveys of the English Place-Name Society, while adding

unpublished materials from the town of Leicester and his own home county of Rutland.

The early county surveys of the EPNS have, in most cases, ignored inn names, and Sussex

is unfortunately one of these. Cox admits that the material on which his study is based 'is

very uneven both in geographical distribution and in the numbers of forms available from

various centuries.' However he has discovered that despite this, 'significant patterns in

naming styles present themselves very clearly', and this has encouraged my own research

on regional inn names which is outlined in Chapter 5.21

Cox's research embraces ITA and public houses, and contains useful examples of the

movement of early inn names. He gives the earliest known examples of each name with

their locations, grouped chronologically from 1350-1599, and 1600-1935, the latter in 50

year sections. Each name, with original spelling to 1599, is given its first known date, the

town and source of the information. A few Surrey and Middlesex inn names are the only

south eastern examples available. Six Rutland inn names have been mapped, three

20 Hunter did not set out to research the legislation but had intended to write about drinking
establishments in general, and in particular those in Berkshire. She found the subject so wide and difficult
to control that she ended up researching the legislation, as she continually came up against it while
looking at Windsor inns (personal comment to author).
21 A. Mawer & F. M. Stenton, The Place-Names of Sussex, English Place-Name Society, 6, Pts 1 & 2,
(Cambridge: CUP, 1929) which does not include inn names. Any references are co-incidental, i.e. Pt I,
Steyning, 236 'Sheep-pen Lane ... is now called WHITE HORSE LANE, from the inn of that name.';
Cox, 5-6 hopes that inn names will be included in future English Place-Name surveys.
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showing the distribution of early heraldic names which Cox connects to local fashion and

habitat. They are linked with the arms of the largest landowners in the county and are, as

might be expected, tightly grouped around the locations of the family seats, indicating

their patronage. Cox feels that even Rutland's limited range of inn names indicates that

'those of any county are worthy of collection and analysis as an important and integral

part of its toponomy'.22

This theme is discussed in Chapter 5, as it has been possible, using my computerised

database, to produce the first chronological listing of inn names for western Sussex to set

alongside Cox's work (see Appendix 4). This complements and reinforces his research

and can be added to the first series of mapped inn names for the region, together with

some reasons for their distribution (see Fig. lOin Chapter 5). Thirty six of Cox's inn

names appear in the region, and 14 on the database pre-date them; seven are between 15

and 50 years later. Nineteen of the names are later than Cox's. This may indicate the need

to search for an earlier date for some of the inn names in western Sussex. Contrarily it

might mean that the Sussex inns developed later, compared with those in other parts of

England researched by Cox. He has also studied and analysed the 164 ITA names

recorded by Pepys in his Diary between the years 1660 and 1670. This illustrates the need

for different source materials to be tapped in order to reach a clear view of the

development of these names, which is something I have been able to do. 23

This scholarly approach to inn names has been a revelation. Cox's innovative work in

mapping names and applying results to ownership and patronage has encouraged a similar

approach for this study. His pioneering research provides a basis for further inn name

studies in other regions.

22Ibid.,7S.
23Cox stresses that 'it is important not to confuse the age of an inn building with the age of its name' and
gives the example ofYe Old Trip to Jerusalem in Nottingham which boasts of being the earliest surviving
inn in England, though it was known as the Pilgrirn until 1799. In other words, while an inn building
rnay be medieval, its name can be relatively rnodern (letter to author dated 19.4.1999). Cox, 99-105;
surprisingly, Cox does not rnention the work of J. Larwood and J. C. Hotten, English Inn Signs, Being a
Revised and Modernized Version of History of Signboards, With a Chapter on the Modem Inn Sign by
Gerald Millar, (London: Chatto and Windus, 1951 reprint). This was first published in 1866 and is the
best general and wide-ranging work on the subject, giving useful pointers to the derivation of inn sign
meanings all over the country.
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Turning to some recent national studies of English towns set in the early modem period,

there is little new information about inns.24 Most writers after 1973 quote from Everitt's

urban inns' study, and after 1983 include Clark's all-embracing work on the English

alehouse, but little new research on ITA seems to have been undertaken. Many authors

hardly mention inns at all.2S The majority discuss the alehouse and its disorders."

However, Borsay, while drawing heavily on Everitt and Clark, uses some new sources for

information about inns in his work on culture and society in post-Restoration provincial

towns. He mentions architecture as well as the recreational uses of inns. He has integrated

the role of the inn with the other influences at work in provincial towns." A study of

Hertfordshire inns and public houses by Jolliffe and Jones is a well-researched alphabetical

listing, by parish, of all those buildings in the county. It is an excellent gazetteer but ~as

not produced as a regional study."

24 P. Clark & P. Slack, (eds.), Crisis & Order in England Towns 1500-1700, (London: Routledge and
Kegan Paul, 1972); see Clark & Slack, English Towns in Transition 1500-1700; P. Clark, The
Transformation of English Provincial Towns 1660-1800, (London: Hutchinson, 1984); M. J. Daunton,
Progress & poverty: An Economic and Social History of Britain 1700-1850, (Oxford: OUP, 1995), 165
'Inns were often owned by clothiers or merchants, operated as businesses in their own right as well as
places to store cloth and transact trade.'; C. Chalklin, The Rise of the English Town 1650-1850,
(Cambridge: CUP, 2001); P. Borsay & L. Proudfoot, (eds.), Provincial Towns in Early Modern England
and Ire/and: Change. Convergence and Divergence, (Oxford: OUP, 2002).
25 For example, C.G. Clay, Economic Expansion & Social Change: Eng/and 1500-1700, I, (2 vols)
People, Land and Towns, (Cambridge: CUP, 1984), 176-187, quotes from A. Everitt, A Change in the
Provinces, (Leicester: Leicester University Press, 1970), though he does mention in 2, Industry. Trade
and Government, 271, that in London '." inn-keepers and others, provided financial services, but usually
as a side line.'; R. Grassby, The Business Community of Seventeenth-Century England, (Cambridge:
CUP, 1995),317, quotes from Clark, The English Alehouse, and A. Everitt, Landscape and Community
in England, (London: Hambledon Press,1985), 184.
26 For example, K. Wrightson, 'Alehouses, Order and Reformation in Rural England, 1590-1660', in
Popular Culture & Class Conflict 1590-1914: Explorations in the History of Labour & Leisure, ed. by E.
and S. Yeo, (Brighton: Harvester Press, 1981); K. Wrightson & D. Levine, Poverty and Piety in an
English Village. Terling, 1525-1700, (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1995, rev. edn); Clark, 'The Alehouse
and the Alternative Society'.
27 see Borsay, The English Urban Renaissance.
28 G. Jolliffe & A. Jones, Hertfordshire Inns and Public Houses: An Historical Gazetteer, (Hatfield:
Hertfordshire Publications, 1995). There is a short bibliography but no footnotes.
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Individual town studies have been more useful as they sometimes include new inn and

tavern information," McInness describes the rise of the inn in Shrewsbury 1660-1760,

and includes a note that in 1706 a new by-law ordered street lighting to be provided by all

'Victuallers, innholders, Vintners and alesellers'. They had to ' ... keepe at their Several

doors a lanthorne and Candle lighted therein' between the hours of 5 p.m. and 9 a.m. on

allmoonless nights during the winter months," Neale uses the 1686 War Office survey of

accommodation for men and horses (see Table 3) and also mentions the many lodging

houses in Bath which took away custom from the inns. He refers to the building materials

of the best inns and lodging houses as well as some that were 'inconvenient and

uncomfortable' with thin doors, draughty windows and bare internal walls, the latter a

rare description of the interior architecture of a 'lower class' public building at this

period."

Underdown's study of Dorchester in the seventeenth century gives a valuable description

of this Dorset town which suffered a disastrous fire in 1613. The 'great George Inn' was

gutted and the owner later complained that his tenant ' ... was very diligent about getting

her own goods out, but made no effort to preserve the building... ' 32

Chartres, well known for his later work on roads and transport, carried out a very

different piece of research in the early 1970s. His unpublished PhD thesis examines the

way the inn fitted into the commercial life of London and western England between 1660

and 1760. He, too, found great difficulty in defining ITA, writing that many alehouses

must have been inns, and that many taverns became coffee houses. While the legal

distinctions were clear, function was often blurred." Much of his study refers to London,

but in western England he was mostly looking at the county towns (four of the towns

29 For example, A. Mclnness, 'The Emergence of the Leisure Town: Shrewsbury 1660-1760', Past and
Present, 120, (August, 1988),53-87; Neale, Bath.
30 Mclnness, 56, 65-66, 68, 72.
31 Neale, 39 th.71, 40-41, 50.
32 D. Underdown, Fire from Heaven: Life in an English town in the Seventeenth Century. (London:
Fontana, 1993), 1-4,36.
33 J. A. Chartres, 'Road Carrying in England in the Seventeenth Century: Myth and Reality', in
Economic History Review, 30, (l977), 73-94;'The Place ofInns', 47-48, 93.
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each contained over 10,000 people) which were vastly more populous than the two

biggest towns in western Sussex where Chichester and Horsham were respectively

c.2,l30 and c.l,090 in 1670 (see Table 14 in Chapter 4). So while his study covers two

contrasting areas a century later than the analysis attempted here, his wide-ranging

research has provided many useful ideas. Though it begins after the Restoration, it can be

compared and contrasted to useful effect with this study. The work of Chartres, Clark,

Cox, Everitt, Hunter and Pantin (see below) has been invaluable. All who research ITA

and allied establishments ignore these authors at their peril.

While the above studies cover much of England, there are only a few published researches

which give useful details of inns and taverns in the south-east" As an example, an

analysis of the wills and inventories of Sevenoaks in Kent describes the Crown as the

'greatest' inn there in the seventeenth century and an inventory dated 1669 indicates a

building with a barber's shop and accommodation for 40 people, including servants. The

Crown's recognizance, or licence, describes it as ' ... a common Alehouse and victualling

house ... ' but it is clearly an inn, confirming the blurring of definition during the period."

However, the Crown does not seem so great when set alongside the English county inns

descnbed by Everitt and Pantin.

The most recent research on ITA in western Sussex appears in the four Victoria County

History volumes published between 1980 and 1997 edited by Hudson His work includes

useful information on inns inArundel, Horsham, Steyning and New Shoreham - four of

the urban inn centres under study - and for six of the rural inn sites, namely Bramber,

Findon, Horsham Common, Lancing, Southwater and West Tarring. In 1953 Salzman

edited Volume 4 of the VCHwhich, unusually for that era, includes a short section on the

Spread Eagle inn at Midhurst with some useful architectural details. He also gives a brief

34 C. W. Chalklin, 'A Seventeenth-Century Market Town: Tonbridge', in Essays in Kentish History, ed.
by M. Roake & J. Whyman, (London: Cass, 1973),89-99, names the inns but does not go into detail; J.
Parratt, Licensed Farnham: A Tour of Pubs Past and Present, (Farnham: Pollyphonics, 1994), is a
succinct listing of 98 hostelries with illustrations and a short social history of each one.
3S H.C.F.Lansberry, Sevenoaks Wills and Inventories in the Reign of Charles II, (Maidstone: Kent
Archaeological Society, 1988), xviii-xix, 216, includes a full transcription of the Crown inn's
Recognizance.
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mention of four other town inns, as well as the Anchor inn and the Crab and Lobster,

probably a small inn or alehouse, in the village of'Sidlesham,"

Looking back at what might be termed seminal Sussex studies, the nineteenth century

antiquarian authors Dalloway, Cartwright and Horsfield, did not include information

about inns." Armstrong's popular twentieth century History of Sussex and county studies

by Brandon and Short do not address early modem inn history, though Lowerson has a

useful section on nineteenth century public houses." So while it might have been expected

that there would be a wealth of information awaiting the Sussex inn researcher, that is not

the case.

There are a few useful single-inn studies. One (perhaps it should be a double-inn study) on

the Dolphin & Anchor Hotel, Chichester, explains how these neighbouring inns combined

their functions in 1910. Many documentary sources have been used and some attempt

made to explain architectural features." Hughes' recent work on the King's Head in

Horsham has been helpful, there is a good study on the Chequer at Horley, just over the

Sussex border into Surrey, and my own research on the Chequer inn at Steyning has been

discussed above.i"

36 VCH, 6, Pt 1; T. P. Hudson (ed.), Pt 2, (Oxford: OUP, 1986), Pt 3, (Oxford: OUP, 1987); YCR, 5, Pt I,
(Oxford: OUP, 1997) [hereafter VCHj; VCH, 4, 74-75, 211.
37 J. Dalloway, A History of the Western Division of the County of Sussex, 2 vols, Pt I, (London: Bowyer
Nichols, 1832, a new edn by Edmund Cartwright); T. W. Horsfield, The History, Antiquities, and
Topography of the County of Sussex, 2 vols, (Lewes: Sussex Press, 1835).
38 J. R Armstrong, R Pailthorpe, & D. Zeuner, A History of Sussex, (Chichester: Ph iIlim ore, 1998
reprint); P. Brandon, The Sussex Landscape, (London: Hodder & Stoughton, 1974); J. L. Lowerson & J.
Myerscough, Time 10 Spare in Victorian England, (Hassocks: Harvester Press, 1977); P. Brandon & B.
Short, The South East From AD J000, (London: Longman, 1990).
39 F. W. Steer, 'The Dolphin & Anchor Hotel, Chichester', The Chichester Papers, 23, (Chichester:
WSCC, 1961); M. Balfour, The Spread Eagle Hotel, (Chichester: Gamstone Press, 1980), which has no
footnotes or bibliography.
40 A. Hughes, The King's Head Horsham's Best-Known Inn, (Horsham: Sussex Press, 1998); O. Brown,
B. Buss & B. Davis, The Chequers: A Place in Horley's History, (Maynards Green, Authors' Guild,
1997). The latter is a good example of a history of a Surrey inn. There is a full explanation of the
building's architecture, with plans and illustrations, the social and economic history and the book is full
of maps, pedigrees and portraits. There is a bibliography, though it would be difficult to trace the many
documentary sources used. See Pennington, The Chequer Inn.
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Recent studies of Sussex towns give useful infonnation about inns and taverns. A

documentary history of Chichester by Morgan is a street by street account which has been

invaluable." Mayhew's Tudor Rye in eastern Sussex also includes much documentary

evidence which can be contrasted with the western part of the county ...2 An analysis of

Steyning inventories, wills and probate accounts 1559·1787 gives details of some inn

interiors and their fumiehiags." Chapman's publications on Sussex inns contain selective

material and some primary sources have been used," Fletcher's extensive and impeccably

footnoted work on the Sussex community throughout the years 1600·1660 produces

some ideas about inn function, particularly during the Civil War period, and these are

discussed in Chapter 5.4S

An architectural historiography of the inn

There has been no architectural examination of inn buildings for the period 1550·1700 in

a single region of England. Inns are hardly mentioned at all in the Sussex edition of The
Buildings of Eng/and, a county series of descriptive architectural reference books. There

are just a few brief and bland references but no architectural exposition of the county's

inns, which, bearing in mind that many are still open to the public, is a serious omission. 46

Post·1700 in other areas of the country the architecture of drinking establishments has

been studied, for example, the Victorian public houses of London. 47 Downes' English

Baroque Architecture touches on four inns built after 1680 and there is an illustration of

41 see Morgan.
42 see Mayhew.
43 J. Pennington and J. Sleight, 'Steyning Town and Its Trades 1559-1787', SAC, 130, (1992),164-188.
44 B. Chapman, West Sussex Inns; East Sussex Inns, (Newbury: Countryside Books, 1988). There are
bibliographies but no footnotes to primary sources.
45 see Fletcher.
461. Nairn & N. Pevsner, Sussex, The Buildings of England, (Harmondsworth: Penguin Books, 1965). A
new edition of The Buildings of England for East and West Sussex is under consideration; the editor
agrees that inns are significant buildings, both socially and architecturally, and deserve a more thorough
treatment (letter to J. Pennington 18.2.1998).
47 M. Girouard, Victorian Pubs, (New Haven, Conn, & London: Yale University Press, second printing
1990).
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each with a few descriptive words of text." An architectural history of the Northumbrian

public house by Pearson examines the nineteenth and early-twentieth century history of

these buildings in architectural terms." A study by Davis of Wales and the Marches

contains a number of drawings and plans showing interior views of timber and stone

buildings which became inns after the end of the seventeenth century.so An Oxford pub

encyclopaedia by Honey lists over 700 licensed premises in Oxford, from the fourteenth

to the twentieth centuries." He gives some architectural detail and building histories,

particularly for the medieval inns of central Oxford, though there is no overall view of

their typology, chronological hierarchy or an explanation of how they fitted into the

socio-economic infrastructure of the city. However, useful material and ideas can be

drawn from all these works.

Some individual English inn studies can be cited, such as Hunter on the George Inn,

Southwark, and Lloyd, Howell and Richards on the Feathers at Ludlow. The latter is a

particularly good example of an academic single-inn study, with a detailed architectural

history including plans, drawings and photographs, with copious footnotes to primary and

secondary sources.52 Hunter's well-researched work, published by the National Trust,

owners of the George inn, has been aimed at a more general readership.53 Architectural

historian and archaeologist Julian Munby has written articles on two medieval Oxford inns

48 Downes, 96-98 and Plates 353-355, 357-358, notes two former inns in Blandford built after the 1731
fire that destroyed the town, one in Wincanton, 1733, again after a fire, and the fourth in King's Lynn,
Norfolk, a building begun in 1683.
49 L.F.Pearson, The Northumbrian Pub: An Architectural History, (Warkworth: Sandhill Press, 1989).
50 P. Davis, Historic Inns and Taverns of Wales and the Marches, (Stroud: Sutton, 1993), viii, ' ... in
Wales and the Marches they invariably date from after the 1"mcentury...the 'purpose-built' inn reached
Wales only in the last 300 years... '; Clark, The English Alehouse, 90, fn. 42 et passim, mentions T.P.
Cooper, 'some old York inns', in Associated Architectural Societies' Reports and Papers 30, (1928-29),
292-301, which I have not seen.
51 D. Honey, An Encyclopaedia of Oxford Pubs, Inns and Taverns, (Usk: Oakwood Press, 1998). He uses
the Oxford 'Ring Road' as a boundary.
52 J. Hunter, The George Inn, Landon, An Rlustrated Souvenir, (Over Wallop: National Trust, 1989), and
D. Lloyd, P. Howell and M. Richards, The Feathers, Ludlow Research Paper no. 5, (Ludlow: Ludlow
Historical Research Group, 1986).
53 Hunter, The George Inn, London is illustrated, though no footnotes or bibliography are included. The
acknowledgements list the names of nine record repositories for the George inn sources.
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in which the buildings' histories have been analysed in great detail, together with the

social and economic background. 54

An influentialpioneering piece of work undertaken in the 1950s was Pantin's research on

medieval inns. This is an architectural treatise which examines 14 of the largest inns in

England, two of which had been demolished by the time of publication in 1961. None of

these were in Sussex, though he does refer briefly to a possible medieval courtyard and

galleried inn at Bramber. The drawings comprise detailed ground plans of 13 inns, with

some elevations and sections, and two isometric plans of one of these. Pantin covers the

late-fourteenth to early-seventeenth century and identifies two main architectural types,

the gatehouse inn and the courtyard inn. While the main thrust of his essay is to the

medieval period, his analysis of these great inn buildings is a useful contrast to those

surviving in Sussex.55

Pantin read his essay to the Society of Antiquaries in 1957, four years before it was

published. Nearly 50 years ago much of the primary source material now available to

researchers in county record offices was not easily accessible. Pantin was an architectural

historian and did not incorporate much social or economic history to reinforce his

architectural survey, though he uses several probate inventories to investigate chamber

names and furnishings.

Seventy five Sussex innkeeping inventories are used in this study to reveal the scale and

status of inn buildings, to show evidence for the building of new rooms, and for

evaluating function. This evidence complements the architecture, using some of Pantin's

ideas, and together with wills and other documents, reveals the lifestyles of some Sussex

innkeepers and their families (see Appendix 1).

S4 J. Munby, 'J.C.Buckler, Tackley's Inn and Three Medieval Houses in Oxford', Oxoniensia, 43, (1979),
123-169; 'Zacharias's: a 14th-century Oxford New Inn and the origins of the medieval urban inn',
Oxoniensia, 57, (1993), 245-309.
ss Panlin, 166-191. The galleried inn is thought to have been St. Mary's House of which one range still
remains, though there is no known documentary proof that it was an inn (see later remarks in Chapter 6);
E. Roberts, 'A Sixteenth-Century Inn Lodging Range at Alton, Hampshire', Vernacular Architecture, 31,
(2000), 81-82, 83, fn.I, states that Pantin's distinction between 'gatehouse' and 'courtyard' inns is
unsatisfactory, because many medieval inns had both features.
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As stated above, WSRO holds many estate archives for the county. They contain leases

and maps as well as names of innkeepers and their inns, and abutments of inn buildings.

These documents reveal patterns of patronage and land ownership, which will

complement the work on inn names by Cox, discussed above, as well as addressing the

documentary heritage that Pantin lacked while pursuing his research. The latter's work

has provided many new ideas, as well as encouraging a closer examination of available

documentation for evidence of architectural design and function.

So, while there is useful information about inns and taverns in all these literary sources,

there are no regional studies; even Chartres' wide-ranging study of London and the west

country cannot really be designated as such. This lack seems surprising, taking into

account the part that inns and taverns played in the local and regional economy. While it

seems that most early modem historians have not considered the inn building as a source

for regional history, all these studies show an increasing output of research into function

and hierarchy over the last half century. The subject is recognised as of more than just

local interest. Indeed, three months before the completion of this study, an article I had

been asked to write three years ago for a book on taverns and public houses in early

modem Europe was published, part of an anthology whose contributors have researched

drinking establishments in Austria, Germany, Russia and Switzerland, as well as

England." This collection of articles shows that the subject is not only of interest in this

country, but in much of Europe and beyond.

Inns reflect the socio-economic history of a region, they delineate its road system and

reveal local geology. Points of architectural history can be explained through inn buildings

and the evolution of the urban street scene can be understood through their signs (see

Chapter 5). A region's administration can also be explored via inns and their meeting

rooms. The history of inns is important, and this thesis will show that a study of the inns

56 J. Pennington, 'Inns and Taverns of Western Sussex, 1550-1700: A Documentary and Architectural
Investigation', in The World of the Tavern: Public Houses in Early Modern Europe, ed. by B. Kumin &
B. A. Tlusty, (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2002), 116-135.
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and taverns in a specific area of England during the early modem period is well worth

undertaking. It has been neglected for too long.

The pioneering researches of Chartres, Clark, Cox, Everitt, Hunter and Pantin have

opened up the field for scholarly studies of the inn, tavern and alehouse. They have

provided an excellent background for this regional study of western Sussex that draws

upon some of their conclusions. It also provides completely new evidence by using a

combination of architectural and documentary sources which fills many gaps and presents

a new regional approach to inn and tavern history in south-east England. Information

from the other literary sources has added intimate glimpses of inn and tavern life and

stimulated new ideas.

Within the county, the work of Hughes, Morgan, Steer and others has contributed much

to the study. A chronology of the inn in western Sussex has been established and its

changing function through time will be examined in the following pages. A hierarchy of

inns has emerged during the period and will be examined, together with the lifestyle of

some of the innkeepers and their families. Everitt did this for Northampton but he had no

buildings to draw on pre-1675, nor did he look at the town with the eye of a vernacular

architectural historian. In contrast, there are inn buildings that date from well before the

late-seventeenth century in the towns and villages of western Sussex and I have the

experience to use these to supplement the documentary evidence.

Everitt tended to look at the larger inns on important countrywide routes. Sussex inns are

smaller and the routes more diverse, not least because of the county's topography and

underlying geology. This thesis will examine the Sussex inn and tavern from a regional

perspective. By avoiding the use of only one town as an example, but comparing and

contrasting all the towns in one region, examining many of the smaller rural inns as well,

and using vernacular architecture to supplement documentary evidence, some insight into

the construction and function of these buildings will be provided, in both their urban and

rural settings.
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Hunter was constrained by her material. She stayed with the law and, apart from Windsor,

did not go out into the field to look at inn buildings, which process has been a large part

of this study. Her research shows the ideal model of how ITA should have functioned

according to the government thinking of the day. The reality was very different, as can be

seen from the Quarter Session Rolls and Assize Court records she researched. These and

other sources will be used to examine the function of Sussex inns.

Clark's research on the long history of the English alehouse is in direct contrast to this

study, which takes a more specific approach over a much shorter period, examining the

types of drinking establishment that lay at the opposite end of his social spectrum. While

Clark covered much of England's alehouse history, this study looks at a region which has

not been examined before in the light of inn history. Sussex is a coastal county which had

many thriving ports in the early modem period, such as Chichester and Arundel, New

Shoreham and Brighton, Hastings and Rye. Shipbuilding, fishing, grain crops, sheep and

cattle grazing - all these trades supplied the ever growing London market and it will be

shown that the inns and taverns, particularly on coast-to-capital routes, reflected the

economy of the county. By taking a shorter chronology than Clark, any change over time

can be shown more clearly.

Pantin's and Everitt's research has revealed the vast differences between the relatively

small Sussex inns and the 'great inns of England'. Pantin Mites of the New Inn at

Gloucester, built c.1450 with monastic backing, and holding up to 200 guests." Everitt

describes the George Inn of Northampton with its 41 rooms at the end of the seventeenth

century. The west Sussex region only had two or three what might locally have been

termed 'large' inns during the period under study. The Red Lion at Horsham had 24

rooms in 1611 and the Great White Hart at Petworth had 20 in 1670, half the size of the

George at Northampton. S8

57 Pantin, 172.
58 Everitt, 'The English Urban Inn', 124.
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The English inn has been explored by many writers, both academic and popular. None

have combined architectural and social history within a legal framework to produce a

regional study which shows change over a 150 year period. The use of architectural

evidence as a source for the analysis of inn buildings is a new approach. It can be shown

that Sussex was a 'special case' and that its inns were much smaller than has hitherto been

recognised; good reasons can be given for this. Recent research on the legislation

surrounding ITA has produced a strong framework against which to set this evidence.

Few general inn studies have used primary sources in such detail as this study. Tabled

documentary evidence extracted from probate inventories and wills has not been

previously analysed to reveal the typology and hierarchy of the innkeeping world as well

as revealing innkeeping equipment and furnishings during the early modern period within

one region of England. The use of a series of maps, showing inn and tavern sites under

such categories as urban and rural topology, geology, typology and inn signs, is a new

tool for researching inn history.

The case for a regional study of inns and taverns in the early modem period is

overwhelming. The sheer number of sources has made it difficult to structure and it can be

seen from the foregoing that nothing like it has been attempted before. Despite this, the

combination of architectural detail from the surviving inn buildings plus the diversity of

the associated documentation has meant that this is a worthwhile study of a neglected

subject.
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CHAPTER3

A description of sources for inn history and a discussion of methodology

Chapter 1 explains the reasons for undertaking the research, and underlines the fact that

regional inn history in England is a neglected topic. Before reading it, a beginner to the

subject might have expected information to be easily available, only to discover that there

is no quick way to explore such a diverse theme. This chapter reveals how the sources

have been explored and manipulated in order to produce information that can be analysed

and discussed. In particular the difficulties of working with such a wide range of material

has been outlined.

I had expected socio-economic and cultural history to be part of the study, but had not

realised that political history would intrude, or that there would be such intense

concentration on geology and landscape. There are no comprehensive books on Sussex

inns, and as for taverns, it was immediately apparent that the word was very loosely used

and could not easily be defined. WSRO has vast collections of documents but nothing

neatly labelled 'inn history for western Sussex'. Several months of exploratory research

there revealed the source materials that could be used to the best effect.

Maps, estate archives and probate documents provided much of the information. I had

worked on probate documents for over 20 years and knew that many pitfalls face

researchers in this field. It is necessary to understand the process of administration to

avoid errors of interpretation. I realised that the existing inn buildings would provide

architectural evidence to support my research. The specialised study of the evolution of

the region's timber-framed houses was something I had been involved in for some years,

and I also had colleagues to advise me. Local knowledge of roads, bridleways and county

geology has also been necessary in order to understand how the communication network

functioned. Apart from these major sources, there was other documentation, printed

primary sources, also literary and illustrative material. There is only space here to discuss

sources that are central to the research- the Bibliography gives far more detail.
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There were also practical considerations, such as photography of inn buildings and

topographical observation. Many miles have been walked over former routes using late-

seventeenth and early-eighteenth century as well as modem maps. The streets of the seven

towns have been explored with the help of nineteenth century O/S maps, and c.1000

photographs of inn buildings, or their former sites and environs, have been taken. All

surviving inn buildings and their curtilages have been visited and investigated. This

chapter reveals the methods and problems involved in discovering and using these

differing sources to the best advantage for the architectural and social history of the inns

and taverns of western Sussex.

1. MAPS - how they have been used to reveal tbe siting, function and typology of

the Sussex inn and tavern.

Three cartographic sources have been vital. The first is Richard Budgen's 1723 county

survey (published in 1724), used as the base map for this study. It is the first map to show

Sussex roads in such detail. He did much original surveying and his map is relatively free

of the plagiarism that haunts early modem cartography.' Fig. 4 shows part of it, including

the towns of Midhurst, Petworth, Arundel. These and many of the villages mentioned in

the study have been underlined to draw attention to their situation. Budgen wouldhave

known John Ogilby's 1675 Road Atlas, the second cartographic source, published nearly

50 years previously. Ogilby produced England's first collection of road maps; before this

date there were few showing a national road network with any accuracy. He was the first

cartographer to adopt the statute mile of 1,760 yards and plotted at a standard scale of

one inch to one mile. Part of his 'strip map' route from London to Chichester, with a

branch from Midhurst to Winchester, is displayed in Fig 5, again with relevant place-

names underlined. In Sussex Ogilby mapped routes from London to Rye, to New

Shoreham via Lewes, and to Arundel. The Oxford to Chichester route includes 12 miles

in the county, while the London to Portsmouth map has four, near Rogate.2

IKingsley, 57-63; I.D. Margary, 'Traffic Routes in Sussex, 1724 as shown by 'Milestones' on Richard
Budgen's Map', SAC, 109, (1971). The date 1724 will be used throughout with reference to this map.
2 Ibid. 359; E. Bowen, Britannia Depicta or Ogilby Improved, (Newcastle-upon-Tyne: Graham, 1970
facsimile reprint of the 1720 edn.), 3, S. This is a reduced copy of Ogbily's 1675 work and the Sussex
maps are on Ogilby's page nos. 8-10,68-76, 21S-217.
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Fig.5 Part of the London to Chichester road map, with a branch to Winchester,
by John Ogilby, 1675 (from Bowen)
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The third map source lies in the Goodwood Estate Archives. WSRO is fortunate in having

one of the best collections of county maps in England, one of the main reasons being that

the owner of the Goodwood Estate, Charles Lennox, the 3rdDuke ofRichmond:-

From the 1760's onwards ... employed the distinguished cartographers
Thomas Yeakell and William Gardner, who produced beautiful and
extremely accurate maps of Chichester and its environs, of Sussex,
and ... ofthe Duke's estate'.'

Between 1778 and 1783 he was patron of a new venture to map Sussex at two inches to

the mile, to include' ... every farmhouse, barn and garden ... every road ... every bridle

way ... ' though inns were not noted. Only four of the eight sheets were published,

covering the southern part of the county, but they are invaluable in delineating much of

the road system and can be used to check earlier cartography. Part of Yeakell and

Gardner's map of the southern part of Sussex, Sheet 1, the Chichester area, can be seen in

Fig. 6. This shows SeIsey Bill and Pagham harbour, with the estuarine reaches of

Chichester harbour. Every field boundary and building has been surveyed, though sadly no

inn names have been included.
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The Duke was Master-General of the Ordnance in 1791 when the Ordnance Survey was

founded, so Yeakell and Gardner's maps became the basis for the Sussex OIS maps.

Other maps, such as the OIS 1" to the mile New Series, 1855-95, and the 25" to the mile

1st and 2nd editions, 1861-1875, have inns and public houses marked; Pantin confirms

their usefulness. There are privately drawn maps in many of the Estate Archives described

below which name and position inns and alehouses in the region."

It is not always possible to understand an inn's siting at first, because of modem road

changes, but use of the maps usually clarifies this. Important early routes are now often

partly bridleways, footpaths or no-through roads. Walking them has revealed some of the

problems that faced travellers in past centuries. Taking a section ofOgilby's 1675 London

to Arundel route (see Fig 9 in Chapter 4), and comparing it to Budgen's 1724 map (see

Fig. 4), it can be seen that Ogilby ignored the Arun floodplain to the south ofPulborough.

He passed to the east of the village by the White Horse inn at Marehill. S By Wickford

Bridge he crossed the Stor and the Chilt, two tributaries of the Arun.

The road continues south, now a bridlepath, through Wiggonholt. Many deep ways and

alternative routes can be seen under the modem tree cover on the sandstone of

Wiggonholt Common, indicating constant past use by riders and horse drawn vehicles.

Ogilby crossed the Arun at Houghton, where there were probably two bridges as well as a

causeway, thus avoiding the frequent floods south of'Pulborough/'

Dr. John Burton, travelling across Sussex at some time between 1746 and 1751 had to

leave the Roman road Stane Street (the present A.29), which was still metalled in parts,

for Horsham, probably at the turning by the Crown at Slinfold where he:-

3 F. W. Steer & J. E. A. Venables, (eds.), The Goodwood Estate Archives, A Catalogue, I, (Chichester:
WSCC, 1970), xiv.
4 Ibid., 108; Oliver, 9; Kingsley, ix-xx, 378-379; Pantin, 174; F. W. Steer, 'A Catalogue of Sussex Estate
and Tithe Award Maps', SRS, 61, Pt 1, (1962); 'A Catalogue of Sussex Maps', SM, 66, Pt 2, (1968).
, PRO E163/17122, Miscellanea of the Exchequer, shows that a wine licence for the White Horse at
'Chiltington' was issued in 1614. No inn of this sign has been discovered in the parish of West
Chiltington, though there is a timber-framed inn there named the Queens Head which is on a good site;
the present White Horse is just in neighbouring Pulborough parish to the west.
6 Hunnisett, Sussex Coroners' Inquests 1558-1603, 56-57. 65 indicates that there were several wooden
bridges and stepping stones here in 1580 and 1583. Budgen's map (see Fig. 4) shows 'Houghton bridges'
in 1724. There is a stone bridge and a long causeway today.
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... fell immediately upon all that was most bad, upon a land desolate and
muddy ... and upon roads which were, to explain concisely what is most
abominable, Sussexian ... Our horses could not keep on their legs ... the
especially impassable Sussex roads ... The Surface of the earth deceived
and impeded us in our advance, for although apparently dry, and looking
firm, yet it entrapped us ... 7

Horsham, with its many inns and horse stablings, must have seemed like an oasis in the

desert. It was the most important town for stabling and guest beds in Sussex. Ogilby

indicated three roads leading there from Stane Street, but did not map any routes through

the town. Indeed he preferred to approach New Shoreham via East Grinstead and Lewes,

in the east of the county, rather than through Dorking and Horsham, thereby avoiding the

worst ofthe notorious Weald Clay.8

Map analysis reveals Horsham to be a pivotal town in regional innkeeping terms and it is a

prime example of the importance of understanding the geology that underlies inn sitings,

and of walking former routes. Horsham is situated at the western end of the sandstone

Hastings Beds which project into the Weald Clay. The headwaters of the rivers Arun and

Adur are in close proximity, and the whole area was frequently impassable for travellers

because of the appallingly muddy conditions caused by the sticky clay after rain." Dr. John

Bargrave, receiver general of Christ Church, Canterbury, made a survey of church estates

in Sussex in 1672. He had a very difficult journey from Arundel to Horsham in September

following six nights of rain. Several bridges had been 'tore down' and he described

Horsham as surrounded by:-

... very very bad wayes, fro[m] whence it is sayd that towne had its name
the steps to it being up to the horses hams."

7 W. H. Blaauw, 'Extracts from the "Iter Sussexiense" of Dr. John Burton, SAC, 8, (1856), 254-256; J.
Farrant, 'The Dates of John Burton's Journeys Through Surrey and Sussex', SAC, 114, (1976), 337-338;
SAC, 117, (1979), 263.
8 Brandon, 183, quoting Arthur Young, notes that before the construction of the Horsham to London
turnpike in 1756 'whoever went on wheels was forced to go round by Canterbury'. See WSRO,
PM12/103, 157, and Bowen, 68-70.
9 This was seen during the winter floods in 2000.
10 C. Eveleigh Woodruff, 'A Survey of the Sussex Estates of the Dean and Chapter of Canterbury, taken
in 1671', SAC, 53, (1910), 197. Bargrave stayed at an inn in the town but did not name it. Mawer &
Stenton, 225 state that Horsham probably means a horse homestead or enclosure, i.e. presumably where
they were bred. There must always have been a great need for horses in this difficult travelling area.
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William Cowper, a future Lord Chancellor, visited Sussex in 1690. On his return to

Surrey he wrote to his wife, explaining that he had not been able to write from Horsham

as there was no postal service within six miles, presumably because it was so difficult to

get in and out of the town:-

I write to you from this place as soon as I arrive to tell you I have come
off without hurt, both in my going and return through Sussex ways, which
are bad and ruinous beyond imagination ... The country is a sink ... kept
moist and soft by the water till the middle of a dry summer, which is only
able to make it tolerable to ride for a short time. 11

These contemporary writings, together with the Ogilby and Budgen maps, highlight some

of the difficult travelling conditions, and explain why inns, offering rest, refreshment and

horses for hire, were so important. Ogilby was selective, guiding his travellers, while

Budgen enabled his to make their own decisions, presumably with local advice. The 50

year gap between the two cartographers saw improvements in coach design and an

increase in travelling, but did not see better road conditions in Sussex.

2. Vernacular architecture

Vernacular architecture has not previously been used as a primary source for a regional

inn study, but Tables 4-6 and the gazetteer in Appendix 20 show over 50 urban and rural

inn buildings still existing from those recorded for the period, albeit with alterations and

additions to their original constructions and a handful of rebuilds. Of these approximately

nineteen urban and 21 rural are still functioning as public houses. Vernacular architectural

evidence is an important part of the history of the inn and tavern, supplying many clues to

age and former use. The building itself is a valuable source which can be used to deduce

information about inn chronology, typology and function.

All the inns, trading or closed, or their former sites, have been visited. An examination of

exteriors, interiors, and some roof spaces has been made. Dr. Annabelle Hughes of the

11 C.Thomas-Stanford. Sussex in the Great Civil War and Interregnum 1642-1660, (London: Chiswick
Press, 1910),6.
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Wealden Buildings Study Group has backed this investigative approach and has kindly

given the benefit of her expertise. The Group's and other publications have also been an

invaluable aid in exploring and analysing the architecture and function of the many-faceted

inn buildings that still survive within the urban and rural landscape of the region.12

A photographic survey has recorded significant interior features of buildings and many

views of inn exteriors and landscape features that might have had a bearing on siting."

Roof lines, additions and alterations to the building, fenestration and door features and

any special architectural adornments have been recorded. A photograph of the inn sign

and its bracket has been taken. The photography has allowed comparisons and contrasts

to be made and has been a constant reminder to observe, record and analyse. Many

landlords have early photographs of their buildings showing evidence of architectural

changes. Deeds displayed on the walls of public houses may reveal changes of ownership

and occupation, but sometimes have nothing to do with the building at all.

Many early modem inn buildings are Listed, which has afforded some degree of

protection. Sampling from Horsham and Adur Districts' Listings has been done, but many

of the reports examined are unreliable, as when they were carried out, mainly in the mid-

twentieth century, there was little understanding or training of officials in the

interpretation of vernacular architecture." An example of an incorrect entry made in 1954

12 See M. W. Barley, The English Farmhouse and Cottage, (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1961);
R. W. Brunskill, Illustrated Handbook of Vernacular Architecture, (London: Faber & Faber, 1978, 2nd
edn); Timber Building in Britain, (London: GoJlancz, 1985); R. Harris, Discovering Timber-Framed
Buildings, (Princes Risborough: Shire, 1993); J. Warren, Wealding Buildings: Studies in the Timber-
Framed Tradition of Building in Kent, Sussex & Surrey, (Horsham: Coach Publishing, 1990); A. F.
Hughes, 'The Evaluation and Ownership of Timber-Framed Houses within the Old Parish and Market
Catchment Area of Horsham. Circa 1300-1650: A Socio-Economic Survey', (unpublished doctoral thesis,
University of Sussex, 1988), past President of the Wealden Buildings Study Group. The Group exists to
further the study of timber-framed houses and vernacular buildings in the Weald and adjacent areas of
south east England. It was formed in 1964 by R. T. Mason, a pioneer in the study of timber-framed
buildings, and Roy Armstrong, founder of the Weald & Downland Open Air Museum at Singleton, West
Sussex. I have been a member for 22 years and was elected Vice-President in 2001. The Vernacular
Architecture Group is a national society which exists for the advancement of public education in the study
of lesser traditional buildings, particularly those of the United Kingdom. I have been a member for five
years.
13 With thanks to University College Chichester which (as the West Sussex Institute of Higher Education)
awarded a bursary towards film for this project in 1997.
14 R.W. Suddards, D. Hicken, & P. Hardman, Listed Buildings: The Law and Practice of Historic
Buildings, Ancient Monuments, and Conservation Areas, (London: Sweet & Maxwell, 1988, 2nd edn), 9.
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could be seen for the Gun Inn, Findon until 1997.1S It had been listed as 'seventeenth

century' but recognisable features indicating a late-fifteenth or early-sixteenth century

building are easily visible.A medieval crown post on the east gable wall of the crosswing

can be seen from the road, the ground floor shows a medieval moulded oak dais beam

above the saloon bar where there is wide joisting to the first floor crosswing over the

seating area."

While about half the inn buildings under study have disappeared, their former existence

can often be discovered from maps, from which curtilages can be surmised. Service and

support buildings are another important part of the evidence, many now in other use.

Blacksmiths' and wheelwrights' shops have become garages and workshops, while

stables, coachhouses, brewhouses and maIthouses may have been converted into housing

or garden outhouses. Some inn yards, such as that of the Crown at Arundel, have become

public car parks. The surviving buildings speak to the informed observer of many

alterations over the centuries, displayingtimber-framing, differing styles of brickwork and '

roofing materials. Additions to the main build will probably relate to changes of

ownership, upgrading of roads or opening of a market. Architectural changes can often be

linked through documentary evidence to such social and economic forces, giving a better

understanding of their function.

Names of former inns are sometimes reflected in the streets and buildings. Crown House

and Yard, Arundel; Red Lion Street, Midhurst; George House, Petworth; Dolphin Hard

and Star Lane, New Shoreham; George Inn House, Steyning and Swan Walk, Horsham

are but a few of the examples that alert a researcher to inns that were once a familiar part

of the street scene. Empty inn sign brackets may remain suspended above the streets, as at

the former Red Lion, Midhurst.

The 1944 Planning Act empowered the new Minister of Town and Country Planning to prepare lists of
buildings of special architectural or historic interest, which lists were for the guidance of local authorities.
UDepartment of National Heritage, Entry TQ 1208,23/15,12.10.54, GV
16 I called in Dr. Annabelle Hughes for a new interpretation of the building and her report was accepted
by the Department of National Heritage on 12 May 1997, see above.
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A lost inn might be discovered from its former yard entrance and exit, even though the

yard has been infilled with other buildings. These stone or brick ways are usually very

battered, and some still have stone or timber 'guard posts' on either side to protect the

timber corner posts or brick quoins from the blows of wagon, cart and coach hubs, like

the former Crown at Arundel and one of the White Harts at Petworth," This sort of

damage does not occur on private houses of similar age, even though they may have had

coaching entrances. Often the top part of an inn yard entrance will be equally defaced,

where coach tops and luggage have knocked against it over many years. One or both

sides of an entrance may be cut back, or rounded off with decorative brickwork, to

protect the quoins from damage. These signs are important visual clues to former inns."

The frontage of a former inn may be totally disguised, so obtaining access to the rear of

inn buildings is important. Brick became cheaper, also more popular and fashionable,

throughout the eighteenth century; many of the inns at the higher end of the social scale

joined this new trend. A medieval timber-framed inn building may survive behind an

eighteenth century brick frontage, completely unnoticed by the casual passer-by, as at the

former George and Crown inns on either side of Arundel High Street. While an inn may

have been demolished, closed down or altered, some idea of its site and former size can be

revealed by service buildings still in existence. The Half Moon at Petworth was replaced

by a bank in 1900 but its site and former inn yard can be traced on the ground with the aid

of nineteenth century maps." The Dolphin and Anchor inn at Chichester closed a few

years ago and has been re-opened partly as a public house and other outlets. In the former

Dolphin building, part of the first floor is a coffee room to Waterstone's bookshop, where

one can look south across West Street to the cathedral, and note the blocked up

seventeenth century wooden-mullioned window on the east side of the room, part of the

evidence for the inn's original build.

17 O. M. A. Beck, 'Some Petworth Inns and Alehouses', in G. H. Kenyon, Petworth Town and Trades
1610-1760, ([n.pub., n.p.], 1962), 138-141.There have been four drinking establishments of this name in
the town over the years.
18 J. Pennington, 'Terminology. Bollards - Part 2', Vernacular Architecture Newsletter, 43, (June, 2002),
12-13.
19 Beck, 138. P. Jerrome, Tread Lightly Here: An Affectionate Look at Petworth's Ancient Streets,
(petworth: Window Press, 1990), 1882 Survey Map facing p.7.
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During the medieval timber-framed period, rafters and joists were greater in width than

depth. These wide joists can often be seen overhead in the bar of an old inn, and the wide

ends of rafter feet may be seen poking out under the roof line above the road. A jetty,

indicating raised social status, may be obvious from the outside, as on the southern side of

the White Horse, Chichester where a continuous jetty can be seen, or from internal

evidence, as pressure marks, in the Chequer, Steyning or the Gun at Findon.

While the age of a building may be deduced by using architectural evidence, this is

unlikely to reveal when an inn began to function. Some houses became inns later than

their first building dates, so documentary and other evidence is vital in trying to determine

this. Initials, dates, names and other ornamentation, engraved or painted on the building,

can give clues to former owners and occupiers. Care must be taken with date-stones, as

these can be moved from earlier buildings and re-sited, as possibly happened at the second

Dolphin inn built at Chichester." They more often relate to an addition like a chimney or a

wing, or alteration, rather than the building's actual erection. Dates and initials sometimes

appear on the chimney beam over a hearth on the ground or first floor."

The position of the hearths is significant, as the largest may have been in the inn kitchen.

Firebacks and hearth equipment may be part of the building's earlier history. Chimneys

were often added to the outside of former non-chimney houses, or inserted in the open

hall in the sixteenth or seventeenth centuries. A new chimney might mean a new kitchen,

serving more people with food and drink than previously. A former open hall with a new

chimney will probably have been floored over, providing more bedchambers for guests,

which could tie in with probate inventory evidence and room names like 'new chamber'.

However, interiors are difficult to analyse. The modem practice of converting the ground

floor to one large bar makes it almost impossible to understand former room divisions,

but some landlords have allowed access to private rooms on the first floor, and the roof

20 Steer, The Dolphin & Anchor Hotel, Chichester, 2, fit.S, states that a stone dated 1519, once recorded
as built into a chimney of the hotel, seems to have been destroyed.
21 See N. W. Alcock & L. Hall, Fixtures & Fittings in Dated Houses 1567-1763, (York: Council for
British Archaeology, 1994).
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space, which has proved useful for interpretation purposes," Roof access is important, as

the timber-framed roof has evolved in a recognised tradition in south-east England and if

unchanged, or even if altered, can give valuable dating evidence. The Chequer at Steyning

is a good example of this - see Chapter 7.

A cellar is normally the last place that will help to date an inn.23 Unusually there is a date-

stone in the cellar of the Chequer, Steyning, which may refer to the cellar's build or

enlargement in 1633 when there was a change of tenant, though the inn is much 01der.24

Wine storage areas and relieving arches can look like blocked doorways, and these are

often presented as 'blocked-up smuggling tunnels' leading to churches or manor houses.

Any 'tunnels' that may have been present would have been former drainage channels for

sewage or water."

The number of cellars, and their form, i.e. joisted or barrel-roofed, are relevant. Wine

cellars were often barrel-roofed and this might tie in with an inn that formerly held a wine

licence. The former George Inn at Arundel has several cellars, one of which is barrel-

roofed and exceptionally large. The first documentary reference to the inn is in 1570 and

it was one of the premier inns in the town for the next 200 years." Cellars for drink

storage did not have to be underground.

Various myths and legends have been encountered while pursuing this study, the most

popular being that many inns are constructed from 'old ships' timbers', reputed to have

come from broken-up or wrecked vessels, supposedly the Mayflower or a ship from the

Spanish Armada. These stories are current a long way inland, but it is highly unlikely that

22 Owners of Free Houses (privately owned public house not tied to particular breweres) were usually most
helpful. Tied houses have not been so easy to evaluate, as managers were often disinterested in their
buildings' histories.
23 Unless, like the Lamb at Eastbourne, in East Sussex (out of the area of study), it is a fine groined and
vaulted medieval cellar, see illustration in M. A. Lower, 'On Certain Inns and Inn-Signs in Sussex', SAC,
10, (1858), 184.
24 Pennington, The Chequer Inn, 13. A stone in the front cellar marked 1633 had two sets of initials on it
which were difficult to read in 1989. It has since been painted over by tenants who 'did not notice it'.
25 G. Ambridge, 'Eastbourne Tunnels, Subterranean mystery of the Lamb', Sussex Past & Present, no. 82,
(August 1997),9. L. Stevens, Eastbourne, and J. Pennington, Steyning, 'Letters. Tunnel Vision', Sussex
Past & Present, no. 83, (Deeember 1997), 14, re the Lamb Inn, Old Town, Eastbourne.
26 VCR,S, Pt 1, 37. .
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anything but a small coastal hovel would contain former ships' timbers." The owner of

the Sussex Pad at Lancing reported timbers in the cellars, which he had been told were

'old ships' keels'. When examined these proved to be two heavily charred oak tie beams.

They were chamfered, indicating the slightly raised status of the room in which they had

originally appeared. The old timber-framed inn burnt down in 1905 and the following year

a new public house was built on the same site, over the former cellars. Some of the

timbers survived the fire, as contemporary photographs show, and were obviously good

enough to re-use in the cellars, though not to be seen above ground."

Many of the medieval inns had reached the end of their structural lives by the Victorian

age and were either in danger of collapse, or needed too much investment to keep them

going. The coming of the railway in the 1840s also caused many changes. Long

established inns became defunct if they were in the wrong situation once a railway station

was built. New inns sprang up next to stations and this probably happened at New

Shoreham, which had one of the earliest stations in the country in 1840. The old Dolphin

inn, some way south from the new station, had closed by 1860 and was utilised as a

school for some years before being demolished in 1938. Three new public houses were

built by the station,"

It can be seen that architectural evaluation is important. It provides a new source for

regional inn studies. The experience to recognise features of timber-framed buildings,

combined with documentary evidence, is vital in understanding why and how inns

functioned in the region. Photography has been useful for comparative purposes, though

27 See for example H. A. Peters, 'Tree Ring Analysis', Current Archaeology, 176, (December, 2001),
359; P. Siddall, 'Tree Ring Dating', Current Archaeology, 177, (January, 2002); D. Chatwin, 'Ships'
Timbers', Current Archaeology, 178, (March, 2002), 490-491; R. Waterhouse, 'Ships' Timbers', Current
Archaeology, 179, (May, 2002), 446-447; M. Holt, 'Ships' Timbers', SAC, 122, (1984), 224-225;
'Hastings, 'Noah's Ark' on the America Ground, 11815', in J. Farrant, (ed.), 'Sussex Depicted: Views
and Descriptions 1600-1800', SRS, 85, 2001) 247, [hereafter 'Sussex Depicted']; Oliver, 48, 'Boats on
beaches used as houses appear to have been treated as temporary buildings, and thus not mapped ... '.
28 Lancing College Archives, F3. The College owned the Sussex Pad at the time of the fire and rebuilt it
in 1906.
29 VCH, 6, Pt 1, 141-142, 147; H. Cheal, The Story of Shoreham, (Hove: Combridges, 1921), 76, 249; J.
L. Lowerson & J. Myerscough, Time to Spare in Victorian England, (Hassocks: Harvester Press, 1977),
64, notes that between 1840 and 1891 52 new railway inns were built at Sussex stations and railway
junctions; P. Hadley, (ed.), Sam Brooke's Journal: The Diary of a Lancing Schoolboy 1860-1865,
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the national Listing system has not. There are visual and written clues to inn history

attached to the surviving buildings. Local legends must be explored and, if necessary,

discounted. Building additions, road alterations and modem adjuncts like railways and

tree cover need to be investigated on foot and with the aid of maps.

3. Probate documents as a source for inn and tavern history - inventories, wills and

accounts

Probate inventories and wills are well known to researchers, but probate accounts are not

so familiar.30 Seventy five innkeeping inventories and 55 wills have been analysed for this

study, but only two matching probate accounts have been found, with two more,

unusually, partially listed on the inventories (see Appendix 1). Probate documents open

up the buildings' interiors to expose more intimate details, such as room furnishings,

landlords' belongings and family members, as well as local and regiona1links. They are a

vital source for regional inn history.

Fig 7 shows the survival rate of the 75 inventories, with the number for each town and

village listed against their place-names. This ties in fairly well with the established

innkeeping hierarchy within the region, though Chichester is missing many inn inventories,

and none have survived for New Shoreham. Twelve of the 21 villages are represented and

some 'strays' (probably large alehouses-cum-small inns) are included. While the

inventories do not embrace all the inns in the region, 31 can be linked to known signs. and

others have tenuous connections, a valuable bonus which aids the analysis.

(Lancing: Friends of Lancing Chapel, 1953), 31; pers. comment from Trevor Povey of Portslade,
historian of the nineteenth century public houses of New Shoreham.
30T. Arkell, N. Evans, & N. Goose, (eds.), When Death Do Us Part. Understanding and Interpreting the
Probate Records of Early Modern England, (Oxford, 2000), [hereafter When Death Do Us Port]. This
contains articles by the leading exponents of probate documents and should be at the elbow of all
historians using inventories, wills and accounts; N. & J. Cox, 'Probate Inventories: the Legal Background
- Part 1', The Local Historian, 16, (3), (August, 1984) 133-145; 'Probate Inventories: the Legal
Background -Part II', (4), (November 1984),217-227; 'Valuations in Probate Inventories - Part 1', (8),
(November 1985),467-477; 'Valuations in Probate Inventories· Part II', The Local Historian, 17, (2),
(1986),85-100. There are about a million inventories in Record Offices in England and Wales. Probate
accounts are listed in P. Spufford, (cd.), Index to the Probate Accounts 01 England and Wales, 2 vols,
(London, 1999) [hereafter Index to lhe Probate Accounts]. Neither Everitt, 'English Urban Inns', nor
Clark, The English Alehouse, mention probate accounts though both use inventories and wills, and
presumably were unaware of them as a source.
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Fig. 7 The distribution of the 75 innkeeping probate inventories listed inAppendix 1
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a) Probate Inventories

The West Sussex Record Office holds 11,740 inventories, and from this source the 74

inventories, many of whose innkeeping occupations are listed in their preambles, have

been extracted. They cover the years 1589-1710.31 It can be surmised that some

innkeepers who died between 1700 and 1710 may have been trading for some years

before this, so inventories up to this latter date have been included. If the estate was

complicated, or the deceased owned land that extended over more than one diocese,

probate was given in the Prerogative Court of Canterbury whose inventories are now at

the PRO. One inventory comes from this source, making 75 in total, and they are listed in

Appendix 1. Other innkeeping inventories during and after the period have been used for

comparative and contrasting purposes, and they are listed separately in the Bibliography.

Innkeeping inventories stand out in several ways from those of other trades. The most

usual occupational description - innholder - may be set out in the preamble, or the term

innkeeper or victualler might be used. It can be surmised from surnames that occur in

other drink-related capacities that one, sometimes two or more of the appraisers were also

in the drink trade. The deceased may have been given another occupational description,

such as yeoman, gentleman or widow, but the inventory reveals innkeeping contents. It is

rare that the inn's name is included in the preamble. Only one, the White Horse at

Billingshurst in 1665, has been found for the period." The linking ofan inventory with an

inn sign and its building needs much more documentary evidence, such as a will, a probate

account, manorial or estate documents. Despite the expected low rate of attaching an

inventory to a known inn building, 33 of the 75 inventories analysed have been linked to

an inn sign in the region under study, and several more have tenuous links, a good success

rate. A copy of Edward Salloway's 1638 Chichester inventory with my transcription can

be found in Appendix 5.

31 McCann, West Sussex Probate Inventories,' there are other named innkeepers amongst these
inventories but they have been discarded from the study as they had no innkeeping goods listed at the
time of their decease, so were probably retired (see list in Bibliography).
32 Two later inventories reveal their inns' names, WSRO, EPI129/0081262, William Short of Arundel,
1724, 'The Sign of the White horse & the Ironwork', and EPl129/149/32S, William and Jane Johnson of
Petworth, 1758, 'Three signs of the White hart ... '. Jane's inventory was added to that of her husband, see
note in Bibliography.
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Named rooms and chambers, such as Crown, Angel or Rose, always indicate an inn or

tavern - the more names, the higher the inn's status." The word 'boardsend', used in

conjunction with the word 'room' or 'chamber' is always associated with an inn, or a

building that has been an inn. The meaning is not immediately clear (see Glossary), but it

would seem from the evidence to indicate a room that was traditionally used for guests'

dining, with a long table." The table may also have been used for the game of

shovelboard. As well as shovelboard tables, playing tables used for backgammon, billiard

tables, nine and ten pins with bowls also appear in innkeeping inventories (see Chapter 5).

Cellar and buttery contents include ale, beer, various wines, cider and mead, and

sometimes gin, brandy and rum, amongst other spirits. Plenty of drink storage containers

such as hogsheads, firkins, kilderkins, tierces, barrels and runlets for ale and beer, with

pipes and butts for wine, are inn indicators, together with glass bottles and stallages.

Large numbers of spits, chamber pots and candlesticks are also present. The kitchen may

have acted as a drinking room in some cases, and often contained wine glasses, flagons,

pewter quart and pint pots for beer and punch bowls, though these - and the pewter

chamber pots and candlesticks - may have been collected there for the inventory listing

(the pewter was weighed for valuation) thus giving a false impression of everyday kitchen

contents.

On the first floor there was often a high status bedchamber, good furnishings and plenty

of chairs indicating what would today be called a function room. It was usually heated. Its

status can also be seen from the valuation. A large inn might have had more than one

meeting room. Other room names such as loft, garret, gallery, gatehouse and entry

chambers and street parlour give clues to architectural form. Shops and shop chambers,

33 The OED makes no distinction between the words room and chamber.
34 The word boardsend is not clearly defined in the OED. Mrs. J. Field, Senior Assistant Editor, suggests
board-end as the equivalent of the [dining] table. Though see the 'games' section in Chapter 5 and
Glossary. Clark, The English Alehouse, 198, says the boardsend room was for shove-halfpenny. By the
19111 century the word seemed to indicate facilities for the lower class of guest. Thanks to Joyce Sleight for
drawing my attention to the following: Sir Walter Scott, The Bride of Lammermoor, (London: Frowde,
OUP, 1912), 256, 357 'The board will have a corner, and the comer will have a trencher, and the
trencher will have a glass beside it: and the board-end shall be filled... ' 'Only I must have a comer at the
board-end for a worthless old play-fellow of mine .... ; The Fair Maid of Perth, (London, Frowde, OUP,
1912),57, 'Old Dorothy sat down at the board-end, as was the homespun fashion of the period ... '
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hampers in stables or garrets indicate dual occupation. This can also be determined if

inventories contain lists of farming tools, perhaps milling or barbering equipment. Poles,

trestles and boards stored in the stables or the inn yard indicate the accommodating of

special feasts, such as at election times, market days or for particularly large meetings. A

highly valued brewhouse could mean an innkeeper brewing for others as well as himself.

Inventory listings may include signs and signposts, which items were immovable and

should not have been noted. Their accidental inclusion and valuation is useful in

determining function and hierarchy.

The inventories reveal much more than just lists of drink-related goods and chattels. The

character of some of these long dead innkeepers emerges from the faded secretary hand,

and local voices speak through the dialect words and variety of spellings. Inventories open

a window on the past that cannot be revealed in any other way, as the reader follows the

appraisers from parlour to garret, from cellar to brewhouse, from stable to yard, as they

list the deceased's trade goods and personal possessions. However, there are many

problems of interpretation involved, and great care must be taking during analysis.

The Civil War severely disrupted the organisation of probate administration. During the

Commonwealth period there were no ecclesiastical courts functioning in England and

Wales, so gaps for all documentation can be expected; only five regional innkeeping

inventories and wills survive between 1642 and 1660.3S The others divide into 19 pre-

Civil War, and 51 post-1660; that is one-third pre-1660 and two-thirds post-Restoration.

Spufford emphasises the dangers of drawing conclusions about financial status from
I

inventories and gives an illuminating example of the pitfalls of taking a probate inventory

total as the assumed value of a man's estate." Gittings reminds the reader that the

deceased's debts are listed in the probate account but rarely in the inventory."

3~ M. Scott, Prerogative Court of Canterbury. Wills and Other Probate Records, (London: PRO
Publications, 1997), 25.
36 M. Spufford, 'The Limitations of the Probate Inventory', in J. Chartres & D. Hey, (eds.), English Rural
Society, 1500-1800, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1990), 151, cites two citizen-stationers of
London, one who died in 1707 with an inventory value of£341, and another in 1716 with a total of£400.
It could be expected that the deceased had a similar financial standing. However, both had real estate
which was not listed on their inventories, the first to the value of £3,274, and the second of £236.
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Inventories present other problems. The most obvious, as noted above, is their survival

rate, which can give lopsided results. Sometimes the appraisers did not list the deceased's

occupation in the preamble, though it may be found in the will, if it survives and can be

traced. Lack of occupation listings leads to 'hidden' drink-related inventories. If an

innkeeper had another job, or was a 'gentleman', this might have been listed as his

primary occupation. Sometimes the inventory contents indicate that the deceased must

have been keeping an inn, but no occupation has been listed. No reason can be given for

this and it seems unlikely that the appraisers just forgot to write it in.

Researchers must therefore beware apparent occupational descriptions given in probate

inventories. In order to run a sampling exercise on the 11,740 inventories at WSRO, two

towns and two villages were chosen, Arundel and Steyning, Lancing and Westbourne, and

744 inventories (with a terminal date of 1710) have been read on microfilm to discover

whether any innkeepers or allied drink traders had been missed. Dr. Hughes' work on 331

Horsham inventories has also been added for comparison in the Table below.

Town/Vii/age Number of Years Span of Preamble Innkeeping Other doc.
inventories years occupation deduced from sources (not

(drink-related) inv. contents inventories)
Arundel 235 1570-1710 140 years 6 ?1
Steyning 191 1587-1710 123 years 1 5
Lancing 92 1612-1710 98 years 1 0
Westboume 226 1556-1710 154 years 0 ?1
Sub-total 744 8 7
Horsham 331 1610-1710 100 years 6 7 28
Total 1075 14 14 28

Table 13
An occupational exercise: probate inventories

from three towns and two villages

Sources: T. McCann, West Sussex Probate Inventories 1521-1834: A Catalogue, (Chichester: WSCC,
1981); A. Hughes, Down at the Old Bull and Bush: Goods & Chattels of Some Horsham Innkeepers
1611-1806, (Horsham: [n.pub.), 1997) and unpublished research by Dr. A. Hughes

The Table shows that there were a further seven possible innkeeping inventories in the

four places. Westbourne's inventories revealed that very few houses there had cellars.

37 C G" ,. ittings, Probate accounts, a neglected source', The Local Historian, 21, (2), (May, 1991),55-56.
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One that did belonged to George Sherlock whose 1684 inventory listed no occupation.

His five barrels of beer and small quantity of cider might have indicated a small inn or

alehouse but there was nothing else in the inventory, such as games or drinking vessels, to

confirm this trade. Sherlock had malt and a brewhouse but could just have been brewing

for others. More research is needed to reveal his trade description. Five Steyning

innkeepers had no occupations listed, but their inventories show associated goods.

Only six Horsham innkeepers had their occupations noted in the preamble. Hughes has

revealed another seven from inventory contents and a further 28 (with no inventories)

from Parish Registers, Assize and Quarter Sessions Records, Marriage Licences and

Apprenticeship Records. This means there must be more innkeepers awaiting discovery

across the region. WSRO has an on-going project of inventory transcription. When this is

finished it will be possible to discover numerous occupations that have not been listed.38

Beer was brewed at different times of the year, particularly in October and March, so

cellar contents will vary because of this. Damaged inventories are frustrating, and there

are several that present problems, as they either have no valuations visible, or the room

names are missing and the contents are only partially legible.

Debts owed by the deceased were listed in the probate account but rarely in the inventory.

Debts owed to the deceased, usually listed in the inventory, often reveal that a

rudimentary form of banking had been taking place. the innkeeper keeping an account

book. This was rather more than money 'on the slate' for drinks. In the case of a widow-

and some innkeepers' widows carried on with their deceased husband's trade - the

original dowry may be listed in the inventory. Conversely, an innkeeper's inventory may

not list his wife's goods which would still be there in the rooms, but invisible to the

reader. Ifa widow died soon after her husband and both inventories survive, it is possible

to pick this Up.39

38 Norma Weir, Project Co-ordinator, the West Sussex Archives Society Inventory Project, 1998.
39 For example see WSRO, EP1I29/011/065, 073. brickmakers John and Mary Hills of Ashurst, whose
inventories were taken in 1736 and 1743 respectively. They were possibly also running an alehouse.
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Empty or sublet rooms were omitted from inventories. While 15 innkeeping inventories

list shops, four inns had only shop chambers, so presumably the shops were either empty

or leased out. There is also the problem of interpretation of room names. The words

chamber and room are interchangeable, and while a chamber was more likely to be above

the ground floor, it does not necessarily follow that a room was not. A 'bakehouse' may

be just that or a misspelt 'back-house', i.e. lean-to, though contents often clarify use.

It can be seen that inventories are frustrating documents for the inn researcher, though

used with caution and knowledge of their drawbacks, they provide a unique insight into

early modem innkeeping practices, as Chapters 5-7 will show.

b) Wills These concern real estate such as land and buildings, not usually listed in

inventories. They also reveal family networks. Of the 75 innkeeping inventories, 19 do not

have wills or administrations attached. Of the 56 that do, only 17 contain useful

information," Seventeen others are administrations with no bequests. The wills often just

confirm the deceased's occupation of innholder, and show that he bequeathed everything

to his family, but rarely give any insight into the drink trade." Names of overseeers,

servants and witnesses may be recognised as members of other innkeeping dynasties in the

locality. Occasionally inn signs are revealed.

A will may reveal copyhold land missing from the inventory, as in Henry Goble's stables

at the Great White Hart, Petworth in 1670, but if the testator wanted the executor to have

some property, it need not have been bequeathed so does not appear in the will or

inventory." Bequeathed items do not always appear in the inventory and these may have

been some of the testator's most valuable possessions. The time between death and the

taking of the inventory varied, though tended to be about a week or two, so goods were

often taken before probate was granted, or may even have been given informally before

the death. A copy of Jane Haylor's 1667 will can be found in Appendix 6 (see Chapter 7).

40 Everitt, 'The English Urban Inn', 128, 129 et passim, obviously found them useful.
41 E. McLaughlin, Wills before 1858, (Solihull: Federation of Family History Societies, 1985, 2nd edn.), 3.
Everitt, 'The English Urban Inn', 134, found female innkeepers' wills more informative.
42 See M. Spufford, Contrasting Communities, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1987 reprint),
320-344 for some insight into wills, their writers, and the opinions of testators.
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c) Probate Accounts This neglected source is often unknown to researchers who use

inventories and wills." The probate account records how the estate was disbursed and is

the third document of the set needed to obtain an idea of the deceased's financial

circumstances. There are 1,230 accounts surviving for West Sussex, a tenth of the number

of inventories," Of the 75 identified innkeepers, only two probate accounts survive, and

partial accounts are listed, unusually, in two of the inventories, but perversely, no wills

survive for three of these innkeepers (see Appendix 1).

Without an account no real conclusions can be drawn from the inventory's total valuation.

Nevertheless many books and articles on probate inventories ignore probate accounts,

although there are at least 30,000 of these documents in Record Offices all over

England." Spufford draws attention to the problems and warns that 'The inventory alone

is a seriously misleading document.t" Gitting's work makes it clear that researchers

ignore these documents at their peril." Their articles were published in the early 1990s

and draw attention to a great loophole in the interpretation of wills and inventories. It is

only in the last few years that revised editions of local historians' reference books have

begun to include brief details of accounts.

The accounts are not always easy to understand, being closely written and often difficult

to read or transcribe. The reasonably legible example in Appendix 7 relates to Henry

Mercer, a Midhurst innkeeper who died in 1677 and is described more fully in Chapter 6.

The overseers rendered the accounts to the church court at Chichester and obtained their

'Quietus est under the seal', or Discharge." In the Charge, they took responsibility for the

contents of the inventory and any money received since the death. In the Discharge they

43SeeGittings, 51-59; P. Spufford, Index to the Probate Accounts, xvii, notes 1,221 accounts for Sussex,
but this number is nine short as WSRO, EP1/88/43 lists 1,230 probate accounts, alphabetically by
surname and parish, 1572·1711. See Arkell, Evans & Goose, passim. .
44Gittings, 51, noted' ... about five or six hundred accounts ... ' for West Sussex, but see above.
4.5D. Hey, (ed.), The Oxford Companion to Local and Family History, (Oxford: OUP, 1999 reprint), 380.
46 M. Spufford, 'The Limitations of the Probate Inventory', 144.
47Gittings, 51-59. Beer and wine were served at the funeral feast of the mayor of Sandwich, Kent, in
1610 and' ... a further 48 people were fed separately at a local inn, there not being room for all the guests
to eat at the dead man's house.'
48 See William Shakespeare. The Complete Works, (London: Michael O'Mara Books, 1988), 802, in
Hamlet's speech, 'To be, or not to be ... When he himself might his quietus make with a bare bodkin?'
(my italics)
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craved allowances for what they had spent. They charged themselves with the business of

administration of the estate of the deceased, based upon the inventory valuation. The

accounts are a good source of current market prices for local services, but if they are

missing, an innkeeper's financial status at the time of death cannot be established merely

by probate inventories and wills.

Gittings does state that probate accounts' ... cannot be employed totally uncritically... '

and says that everything depends on the accuracy and honesty of the accountants.

Another problem is that because the documents are so widely ignored or simplyunknown,

many are in poor condition because they are under-used and Record Offices may not

consider the funding of conservation worthwhile. Spufford's recent comprehensive work

shows where to find them around the country."

Despite the difficulties of working with probate documents, those used in this study have

proved of outstanding value in providing an understanding of the inns and taverns

throughout the period. There would have been no other way of discovering such intimate

details of room furnishings, innkeepers' personal belongings, money owed and owing,

family problems and relationships. The documents have revealed architectural details,

typological evidence and shown change over time. They are, despite the drawbacks, a

valuable and unique source for inn history.

Estate Archives

These collections of documents and maps contain some of the most important primary

source material, as will be seen from the Bibliography." The western part of Sussex

mainly comprises large agricultural estates, with associated towns and villages that have

changed hands only a few times since the Norman Conquest of 1066; vast documentary

49 Gittings, 52; WSRO, EP1/88/43, Probate Accounts, 1572-1711; West Sussex is fortunate that T.
McCann has listed these 1,230 accounts by parish and surname. However, in many of the bundles, (which
are stored in chronological groupings) there are warning notices that, for example, 90% of some bundles
are not fit for production; P. Spufford, Index 10 the Probate Accounts, passim.
50 K. Leslie & T. McCann, Local History in West Sussex: A Guide to Sources, (Chichester: WSCC,
1971),54-60. Arundel Castle Archives are preserved at the Castle and may be consulted there for a fee.
Petworth House Archives are kept there but with notice can be consulted at WSRO.
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collections have built up over the centuries. Examples from three contrasting collections

are given here to indicate their value to the inn historian.

The WistODArchives

The two catalogues of the Wiston Archives comprise over 7,000 entries, rich in property

details. The main estate lies to the west of Steyning. The Archives comprise documents

relating to land and property in 66 Sussex parishes (and many relating to Kent and

London) from the thirteenth to the twentieth centuries." They also contain the deeds of

80 Steyning properties between 1600-1800. In 1663 the White Horse there was occupied

by WilliamBarnard, and had stables, outhouses, buildings, garden, a yard and backside. It

had changed its name to the Half Moon by 1696 but by 1732 was again called the White

Horse."

In 1686 the Blue Anchor inn, with five chambers, was operating in Steyning High Street.

In 1712 it was described as a former inn, now divided in two, the west half a kitchen,

shop, buttery and chamber, the east half a kitchen, shop, two butteries, cellars, four

chambers, brewhouse and barn, giving an idea of its size when an inn. Both halves were

described as burgage messuages, indicating that division for the voting rights that went

with such properties had taken place. This led to the demise of many inns (see below and
Chapter 7).S3

The Arundel Castle Archives

These are owned by the Duke of Norfolk and comprise over 50,000 documents.54 The

estate collection contains many documents relating to Arundel inns, but also, due to

property interests and voting rights in the 'rotten borough' of Horsham, numerous

51 J. Booker, (ed.), The Wiston Archives: A Catalogue, I, (Chichester: WSCC, 1975); S. G. H. Freeth,
(ed.), 2, (Chichester: WSCC, 1982). There are more Wiston documents at the Centre for Kentish Studies.
(formerly Kent Archives Office), see F. Hull, (ed.), Guide 10 the Kent County Archives Office,
(Maidstone: Kent County Council, 1958).
52 WSRO, Wiston MSS. 5403,6021-6024,6103-6104,6112-6114,6118-6119.
53 Ibid., 6387-6401.
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documents relating to 14 inns there. The Wonder or Talbot inn had a ' ... great Parlour and

the vaults and cellars under the same and half of the great Chamber over the said great

Parlour, next adjoining the Star inn, and the moiety of the garrets of the new buildings

concerning the Market Place and the buildings gardens or enclosed grounds ... .ss

The wealth of information for Horsham is overwhelming. There are 159 documents for

the George inn, its meadow and stable from 1555 to 1816, 82 of these being title deeds,

showing that the property was split up after 1682. The Chequer inn has 217 documents,

1623-1831, and the Wonder or Talbot has 92, 1698-1816, to name only a few of the inns.

Many of these 468 documents, and many more in the Archives, are 'faggot conveyances',

indicating that the inns were split to obtain more parliamentary votes on these old burgage

properties. 56

The Lavington Archives

The lands forming this small estate are to the south west of Petworth and once belonged

to the Earls of Arundel. Conveyed to the Crown in 1541, they were in the private

ownership of the Garton family by 1578. The Archives comprise only 845 documents but

contain details of two inns, the White Horse at Arundel and the Black Bell at

Billingshurst. The former inn name. in the region usually refers to land ownership or

patronage by the Dukes of Norfolk, as a rampant white horse is one of the supporters to

their coat of arms. Documents reveal that in 1571 an Arundel yeoman and his wife

conveyed an inn or tavern named the White Horse, and its garden, to Adam Chamber for

£40. Three further documents show that Chamber was a tailor who sublet the inn on a

seven year lease at £4 p.a. He sold it in 1580 for £60 to Francis Garton."

54 F. W. Steer, Arundel Castle Archives, 1, (Chichester: WSCC, 1968), and H. Warne, (ed.), Draft
Catalogue in progress, 2002, cover the documents used in this study.
55 This inn is usually called the 'Wonder or Talbot' and a satisfactory explanation eludes the writer and
Dr. A. Hughes of Horsham. WSRO, Wiston MS. 2285, in 1681 it was named only as the Talbot. Steer,
Arundel Castle Archives, 1,104; H. Warne, draft catalogue of Arundel Castle MSS in preparation.
56 Arundel Castle Archives, HO 864-945; see Glossary for explanation of terminology.
57 F. W. Steer, The Lavington Estate Archives: A Catalogue, (Chichester: WSCC, 1964), v, 29, 34;
WSRO, Lavington MS, 151-155, 199.
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The documents also reveal another important detail - the granting of a wine licence to

Garton in 1578, no record of which has been traced elsewhere. It allowed him to keep a

tavern or wine cellar with certain stipulations as to the price of the wines sold and he

presumably applied it to the White Horse. The family were also involved in innkeeping at

Billingshurst. 58

These estate and other records hold many hundreds of inn property deeds, maps and other

documents which give details of owners and occupiers as well as function. The splitting

up of the properties points to parliamentary corruption, discussed in Chapter 7. They are

one of the richest sources for regional inn history and have been used to their best

advantage in the space allowed for this study .
.'

Legislative Sources

Until Hunter's work on ITA legislation, there was no easily obtainable information before

1700.59 Her PhD thesis reveals the extensive legislation applied since 1552.60 Taverns

required licences from 1553. The Act made it clear that they were often separate from

inns or alehouses, but that they were restricted to towns. The law required wine retailers

to be nominated by the mayor or chief town officer, and licensed by him, or by the

Justices. Queen Mary granted licences by letters patent and a copy of one of these, issued

in 1555, survives for the Buck at South Harting, the nearest village to Uppark, on a route

between Petersfield in Hampshire and Chichester in Sussex." Many legal records have

been researched for this study. WSRO holds Quarter Sessions Rolls from 1594 to 1972

containing unlisted references to inns and alehouses in the region; signs were not often

noted, but surnames were. There are hundreds of entries and some sampling has been

done for this study. One case refers to the Swan inn at Steyning in 1610, describing its

stable and yard (see Chapter 7). A building 'formerly known as the Swan' and by 1674 as

58 WSRO, Add. MS, 6,077.
59 Hunter, 'Legislation'. see Chapter 1. Bretherton mentions a few of the legal aspects in 'Country Inns
and Alehouses'.The Webbs' History of Liquor Licensing, first published a centuryago, only covered the
years 1700-1830.
60 Hunter, 'Legislation', 28-9.
61 With thanks to Cynthia Bacon of Chichester, who formerly lived at the Buck in South Harting.
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the George still exists in the High Street as four shops with a yard and outbuildings.

Unfortunately no Victuallers' Recognizances survive at WSRO. ESRO has a large

collection of Quarter Sessions Rolls and some of these contain entries for the region."

Manorial courts were often held in inns in the eighteenth century, but there is not much

written evidence for this happening during the period under study, though there are hints

that it occurred." Two inventories for a Bramber inn list a court chamber in 1624 and

1682. Court Rolls are a useful source too, those for Bassett's Fee, a manor in

Billingshurst and several adjoining parishes, listing John Penfold of Slinfold, victualler,

probably running the Kings Head, selling drink in illicit measures from 1626-1639.64

Other material

Parish Registers have not been extensively searched for the region but would bear further

study, as ministers sometimes noted occupations. With a few exceptions, the Land Tax

Returns do not survive at WSRO earlier than 1780, but they can sometimes provide a link

with earlier records and many parishes have been sampled for this study. Records for the

whole county have been published for the year 1785. Property owners and occupiers are

given and inn names were often noted. For example in 1785 the Earl of Egremont of

Petworth House owned the Half Moon in the town, which indicates that a search of the

estate archives might uncover earlier records for the inn.65

Defamation papers show that Thomas Westden, a Petworth innkeeper, had been drinking

during evening prayers in 1597, and in 1603 the same man was accused of defamation of

the character of Margaret Goodman, the wife of one of the leading town innkeepers (see

62 see Leslie & McCann, 44, Sessions Records and Quarter Sessions Rolls, 1594·1972; WSRO,
QRlW5/4/64; W. Cox & F. Duke, In and Around Steyning, (Steyning: [n.pub.], 1954), 93·94; D.
Rawlings' Database.
63 rCB, 6, Pt 1,23.; Pennington, The Chequer Inn, 18.
64 WSRO, Add. MS. 6077, Bassett's Fee Court Rolls, 1604-1642.
65 A. Readman & others, (eds.) 'West Sussex Land Tax 1785', SRS, 82, (2000), 176-179, 181; R Davey,
(ed.), 'East Sussex Land Tax 1785', SRS, 77, (1991).
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John Goodman, 1619, in Appendix 1).66 The Archives of independent Sussex school

Lancing College holds material on the Sussex Pad inn, situated at an important former

ferry crossing of the river Adur." In Berkshire and Oxfordshire Heraldic Visitations were

held at inns and further research might discover where the Sussex Visitations from 1530

to 1668 were held."

Printed Primary Sources

The Quarter Sessions Order Book for 1642-1649 for Sussex includes details of

Victuallers' Recognizances which have not otherwise survived." Evidence of political

alliances connected with inns is revealed." Sussex Assize records show that innkeepers

were involved in criminal activities in the region." While most drink-related

misdemeanours in published seventeenth century Churchwardens' Presentments refer to

alehouses, a few innkeepers do appear." Coroners' inquests also reveal some named inns

and their keepers." Most museums hold document collections and several in the region

have been sampled, for example Horsham Museum holds deeds, schedules of deeds, and

other documents relating to the King's Head 1664-1760, the Anchor 1656, the Star

burgage 1681-1839, the Dog and Bacon 1662-1844, the Red Lion burgage 1690-1826

66 P. Jerrome, "'Greenwich Bird": A Case of Defamation at Petworth 1603', The Petworth Society
Magazine, no. 51, (March, 1988),29-31; 'With Lyeing and Strange Wicked Invention', The Petworth
Society Magazine, no.80, (June, 1995),41.
67 Lancing College Archives, F3.
68 G. W. Marshall, 'Notes on the Heralds' Visitations', The Genealogist, New Series, 8, (1886), 36.
Visitations took place in Sussex in 1530, 1574-75, 1633-34, 1662 and 1668; 'The First and Last Heraldic
Visitations of Sussex', SNQ, 2, (no.7), (August, 1929), 202; with thanks to Timothy McCann of WSRO
and John Hawkins of Bognor Regis for alerting me to this source.
69 B. C. Redwood, (ed.), 'Quarter Sessions Order Book, 1642-1649', SRS, 54, (1954).
70 G. Hothersall, 'Guy Carleton Bishop of Chichester 1679-1685', WSH, no. 67, (Spring, 2001), 26-28.
71 J. S. Cockburn, (ed.), Calendar oj Assize Records, Sussex Indictments, Elizabeth I, (London: HMSO,
1975), 103, 171, 192-193,316.
72 H. Johnstone, (ed.), 'Churchwardens' Presentments (l7th Century): Archdeaconry of Chichester, 1621-
1628, 1664-1670', Pt 1,SRS, 49, (1947-1948).
73 R. F. Hunnisett, (ed.), 'Sussex Coroners' Inquests 1485-1558', Sussex Record Society, 74, (1985);
Sussex Coroners' Inquests 1558-1603, (1996); Sussex Coroners' Inquests 1603-1688, (London: PRO
Publications, 1998). The latter (1603-1688) does not include any innkeepers for the region, though some
examples for eastern Sussex can be found.
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and the Swan Inn 1650-1855.74 Museums often have drinking vessels with inn and

landlord's names on them, as well as other drink -related miscellanea."

Sussex travel journals, diaries and letters vary considerably in chronology and content. It

has been disappointing that more date from the eighteenth than the seventeenth century.

Most commentators were travelling in the east of the county, but comparisons can be

drawn with the region under study.

The Revd. Giles Moore, rector of Horsted Keynes, a village in mid-Sussex, kept a journal

from 1656 to 1679. In July 1673 he went to Horsham where he 'Spent at the Red Lyon

6d. At the Tavern 1s.' He paid his local landlord for barbering services from 1656·1666,

once paying with apples instead of cash. Moore visited his brother on the Isle of Wight, in

July 1665 going via Horsham, Fittleworth and Chichester. On the way home he crossed

on the Lancing to Old Shoreham Ferry for 2d. and probably stayed the night at 'Mr.

Knapps at the George in [New] Shoreham' where he spent 2s. 8d. He only made these

journeys in the summer.76

Celia Fiennes came to Chichester c.1694, ' but a little Citty encompass' d with a wall... '

She described her journey from thence as ' much in blind dark lanes and up and down

steepe hills, to Billinghurst (sic)... ' where she travelled on to Dorking." Thomas Turner's

mid-eighteenth century diary is well known to Sussex historians. A shopkeeper in East

Hoathly, a small village in the east of the county, many of his entries relate to hangovers

and regret his drinking of the night before. In 1761 he came to Steyning where he lodged

and breakfasted at the White Horse, but preferred to dine at the Chequer, even though the

White Horse was the premier inn.78

74 S. O. H. Freeth, I. A. Mason, & P. M. Wilkinson, A Catalogue of the Horsham Museum MSS,
(Chichester: WSCC, 1995), nos. 1326, 1365·70, 1386.89, 1528·3, 1574·8, 1581-1588.
75 See Chichester, Horsham, Shoreham (the Marlipins) and Steyning Museums.
76 R. Bird, (ed.), 'The Journal of Giles Moore 1656-1679', SRS, 68, (1971), 87,222,235-237,279-283,
285. The 'tavern' might have been the King's Head which by that date had become the town's leading
inn.
77 C. Morris, (ed.), The Journeys of Celia Fiennes, (London: Cresset Press, 1949), 40-41.
78 Vaisey, 71-7 2, 234-235, 247.
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A mid-eighteenth century diary compiled by three successive members of the Tompkins'

family frequently refers to their employers, the Shelleys of Michelgrove, a house situated

to the west of Findon on the Arundel to Lewes downland route. All three diarists became

mayors of Arundel and in 1771 one wrote that opposing election candidates met either at

the Crown or the George inn there. In September of the same year the corpse of the late

Sir John Shelley was brought from London to Clapham church near Michelgrove for the

burial, travelling though Horsham and Steyning. The hearse, with its two mourning

coaches and six horses stopped at the Kings Head, Horsham where the corpse was

displayed in a room hung in mourning, ' ... in the usual manner on such Occasions ... ',

indicating one of the functions of a leading town inn." It can only be presumed that the

weather was dry at this time.

The late-eighteenth century journals of the Hon. John Byng are frank in their descriptions

of Sussex inns, though he did not come further west than Brighton. Some small country

inns pleased him in 1788 but he commented on the lack of coal fires and the prevalence of

wood kitchen fires. He noted that the innkeepers at several neighbouring villages had the

same surname and were all related. He met with an inn ' ... without even a wine licence or

a stall for a horse' which seemed to surprise him. The beer everywhere was 'very

indifferent' and ' ... good port, that is port that should be swallowed, we have not met

with ... ' He did not believe there were any excellent inns in Sussex."

The topographical poetry of Thames waterman and innkeeper John Taylor recites details

of Sussex lnns." In 1623 he made a boat journey from London to Salisbury, stopping at

several Sussex ports, including Goring (then a small village to the west of Worthing),

where he and his companions stayed in a homely place, presumably an alehouse, but did

79 G. W. Eustace, (ed.), 'The Tompkins Diary', SAC, 71, (1930), 28-30.
80 D. Souden, (ed.), Byng's tours. The Journals of The Hon. John Byng 1781-1792, (London: Century,
1992), 66-90.
81 He produced sixty three quirky publications in his lifetime: J. Taylor, All the Workes of John Taylor
the Water-Poet. Being Sixty and three in Number. Collected into one Volume by the Author: With sundry
new Additions, corrected, revised and newly imprinted, (1630).
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not sleep well because of the fleas. At Selsey, a fishing village to the south of Chichester,

there was no accommodation to be had and they slept in some straw."

In 1653, in his seventies, Taylor made a journey across Sussex on horseback, stopping at

inns and describing them in verse. He commented on the empty frame of the Kings Arms

inn sign at Billingshurst:-

There at a sign, and no sign, but a Frame,
'Twas the Kings arms, but shattering shot and flame
Did beat them down, as useless, of small stead,
For arms are of no used without a Head.
Mine Host was mighty good, and great withal
And amongst Hosts, may be a General,
He's friendly, courteous, although big and burly,
A right good fellow, no way proud or surly ... 83

He was wryly referring to the execution of King Charles I four years earlier. Soldiers must

have destroyed the inn sign, as Billingshurst lay on the main route between London and

Chichester, the latter suffering an eight day siege by Parliamentary forces in 1642.84

Literary sources

Shakespeare (1564-1616), Jonson (1572/3-1637), Fielding (1707-1754), Dickens (1812-

1870) and many other authors used the inn to express ideas and present characters. There

is a wealth of literature relating to inns and taverns (see Bibliography) and it is not

possible to do it full justice here, so a few examples will have to suffice. ss

Irving quotes from many seventeenth century poems. One written in 1693 describes how

the son of Sir John Lewkenor of West Dean near Chichester made a journey to Tunbridge

Wells - there were five friends travelling by three routes. One went by coach, and two

82 [No author], 'John Taylor, The "Water Poet's" Adventures on the Sussex Coast', SAC, 18, (1866), 137-
140.
831. B. Caldecott, 'John Taylor's Tour of Sussex in 1653', SAC, 81, (1940), 23.
84 M. Howard, 'Civil War', in Historical Atlas, 58-59.
ss S. Earnshaw, The Pub in Literature, (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2000), gives many
such examples.
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pairs went on horseback by different ways. At the end of the day they met at a Kentish inn

to relate their experiences. The one in the coach had spent 12 hours travelling 36 miles, an

indication of the difficulties with wheeled vehicles in the Sussex terrain."

Shakespeare used English drinking establishments as a background to many of the scenes

in his plays. With the aid of a CD ROM, I have extracted all references to ITA from his

complete works," King Henry IV, Part 1 is important for its late-sixteenth century

description (written 1597-98) of the provincial innkeeping scene where activities at a

Rochester inn could just as easily be applied to Sussex. The complaints of the two carriers

in the inn yard in the early hours reflect on the bad practice of ostlers at inns. They also

grumbled that the innkeeper would not supply them with chamber pots (made of pewter,

their theft might have been anticipated), so in revenge, the carriers relieved themselves in

'the chimney', presumably the hearth in their room, where their 'chamber-lie breeds fleas

like a loach'. 88

Illustrative Sources

Illustrations of ITA are voluminous and instructive. All give pointers to different

functions. Sixteenth and seventeenth century drawings and woodcuts show lively

representations of those who spent time in and around inns and taverns, whether working

there, staying or travelling through. The illustrations flesh out the documents with a sense

of colour and movement which aid the understanding of function and architectural

development of those inn buildings that still remain in the region. Architectural change

over time is also revealed through illustrative evidence. Woodcuts, etchings, paintings and

photographs from the medieval period to the twentieth century have been used to

illuminate the early modem architectural and social history of the inn and tavern in the

region. There are many contained in the books listed in the Bibliography and six are

displayed inAppendices 8-10.

86 W.HIrving, John Gay's London, (Cambridge, MASS: Harvard University Press, 1928), is illustrated
by the poetry of Gay's lifetime (1685-1732), 130-134.
87 William Shakespeare, 1564-1616: Shakespeare Study Guide: the Complete Works of William
Shakespeare Plus Selected Audio Passages on One CD-ROM, (Irvine, CA: World Library, 1996).
881bid. King Henry IV, Part 1, II. 1. 1-29.
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It has taken several years to explore the vast amount of source material for this study. Not

only has it been difficult to structure, but the volume and variety of sources has meant that

in a thesis of 75,000 words much of value and interest has had to be omitted. Four central

sources have emerged. Maps, architectural evidence, probate documents and estate

archives hold the keys which unlock much of the region's inn and tavern history. The

maps show that the county's geology is important in revealing and explaining inn sitings.

Using the maps to walk early routes between the inns and taverns of the seven towns and

21 villages has revealed former road networks and some comprehension of the difficulties

faced by travellers in the past as they visited rural and urban inns.

It has been possible to apply specialist vernacular architectural knowledge to many of the

inn buildings which have survived to the present day. Some buildings relate to the 75

probate inventories that have been transcribed and analysed. The several thousand items

listed therein have been extensively tabled to evaluate inn and tavern typology and

function. The region's estate archives are so rich in inn and tavern source material that

they are almost an embarrassment. It has only been possible to give three examples in this

chapter but they are used extensively throughout the study, as footnotes and the

Bibliography show. An understanding of the legislative background has given a :firm

setting for this regional scene and shown how it did, or did not, work.

While Sussex travel journals and diaries have been rather disappointing, in that the region

under study does not feature heavily in them, this negative evidence perhaps points to the

extra difficulties of travel within western Sussex in the early-modem period, the lack of

sources in this field indicating the resultant importance of those inns and taverns that did

function there. Illustrative material shows that paintings and drawings from different

periods can be studied and interpreted in order to extract useful material for early modern

ITA history in a particular region.

It has been difficult to constrain the sources, but their very existence in such volume and

variety points to the important part played by inns and taverns in the region during the

early modem period. It may also indicate why such a regional study has not been

undertaken before.
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CHAPTER4

The influence of landscape and population on the growth of inns in western Sussex

Introduction

This chapter will look at landscape, and the effects that it has had on inn typology and

siting. It might seem obvious to say that the landscape must have played an important part

in the location of inns in the region. It could be expected that there would be more urban

than rural inns and that inns probably became larger as time passed. In fact there were

very few large inns in the region, and many more smaller inns than might have been

expected. On the whole great changes did not occur to urban inn buildings until the mid-

eighteenth century. There were more rural inns, particularly in the Weald, and these

would have been vital in terms of easing travel difficulties.

In inn terms the landscape dominates the region; the appalling conditions of the roads in

Sussex were only too well known to travellers within and without the county, not only

during the period under study, but before and after it. The emergence of inn sites was

heavily influenced by the difficult road network. Contemporary quotations about the

county's roads from travellers on horseback or with wheeled vehicles underline the

importance of the inns and their locations.

Descriptions of the atrocious travelling conditions were not exaggerated. My own

experience of walking many former routes using early maps lends weight to the argument

that difficult, sometimes impossible, communications held back the development of urban

inns inwestern Sussex, as well as, perversely, contributing to the survival of many of the

rural ones.

Population distribution, as might be expected, has also played its part in inn siting. Figures

for the region are difficult to ascertain, but a 'guess-estimate' table for the seven towns

and their parishes has been drawn up. Some ideas have been put forward to link these

with the location of the urban inns. It is more difficult to produce meaningful population
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figures for the rural inn communities, but an attempt has been made and some tentative

conclusions drawn.

The influence of London and the coast on the development of routes and inn location is

discussed. London provided reasons for travel to and from the coastal ports of the region

and vice versa, as well as providing a market for goods and services produced in the

county. The frequently difficult travelling conditions meant that inns were sited where

they could provide useful shelter and accommodation for benighted travellers. Horsham's

role as a pivotal town in regional inn terms has been chosen as an example of an urban inn

location influenced by landscape, and some problems relating to documentary sources for

its inns are examined. The lack of a widespread postal system in Sussex during the period

is also discussed. The reasons for this are not hard to seek but there is a perceived idea

amongst some authors that many English innkeepers were postmasters. This was not the

case in the region under study. The chapter concludes with a discussion of rural inn

locations, indicating why and how the inns survived.

Population distribution and its influence on inn location

The perception of western Sussex today is of a densely populated coastal region, a cluster

of small villages along the northern scarpfoot of the South Downs, and a string of busy

Wealden towns like Midhurst, Petworth and Horsham across the middle of the area. But

the scene was very different in the period under study, The following table gives a broad

idea of population distribution over the 150 year period. The table is not accurate and the

figures must be regarded as 'guess-estimates', even though all the available sources have

been utilised. Authors of articles about population figures all warn of unreliability, No

differentiation can be made between town and parish in the figures. Acreages and 1642

figures have been rounded up or down to the nearest 0 or 5, though from 1670 onwards

figures are already suspiciously rounded, presumably by contemporary recorders. t

I For example, A. Dyer, 'Small Towns in England, 1600-1800', in P. Borsay & L. Proudfoot, (eds.),
Provincial Towns in Early Modern England and Ireland, (Oxford: OUP. 2002), 54. fn.3, referring to
Clark & Hosking's work, writes: ' ... it is very difficult to come to a reliably accurate estimate of the
population of many places at this date, especially when it is uncertain in some cases how large a rural
population in the surrounding countryside is included in the figures',
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TOWN Parish acreage 1548 1842* 1670 1676 1724
Chichester 1890 2240 2130 1850 3720
Horsham 10770 c.900 910 1090 3750 3100
Midhurst 670 985 800 670 930
Petworth 5980 1510 690 1200 1610
Arundel 1970 520 500 890
Steyning 3395 730 370 450 640
N.Shoreham 170 80+ 475 750** 790
Totals 24835 (1000)5825 6075 9170 11680

Table 14
Population figures for the seven urban inn centres

* 20% has been added to recorded totals.! ** These figures may include Old Shoreham.

Sources: P.Clark & J. Hosking, Population Estimates of English Small Towns, 1550-1851, rev. edn
(Leicester, 1993), 147-153; VCH 5, Pt 1; 6, Pts 1,2.

Horsham and Petworth are the largest parishes, so it is difficult to know just what

percentage of their populations were concentrated in the towns. New Shoreham is the

smallest parish, on the coast, while Midhurst is the smallest in the Weald, tiny compared

to Horsham and Petworth. The Protestation Returns for New Shoreham and Arundel are

missing, which means that their pre-Restoration population figures cannot be compared

with those later in the century.

Some very broad conclusions can be drawn. It is interesting to see that even though the

figures appear to fluctuate quite wildly across the period, Table 15 below shows that the

number of inns does not correspond. For example, the population of Horsham and

Arundel parishes more than tripled over the period, and that of New Shoreham increased

tenfold while the numbers of inns for all three towns only doubled. It might be expected

that travel would have increased and that inns would have proliferated. The towns were

obviously thriving, but all the indications point to travel in the region having slowed

down. New inns were not being built to any great extent because the road system

deteriorated throughout the 150 year period.

2 T. McCann, 'The Solemn League and Covenant for Botolphs, 1644', SAC, 123, (1985), 275-276, who
made the important discovery that at least a 20% underestimate of the Protestation Returns was not
unusual.
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Table 14 above shows that from 1642-1724 Chichester's population increased by more

than a third, while Midhurst, Petworth and Steyning stayed about the same. Table 15

shows that the latter's inns doubled in number, while Midhurst and Petworth produced

only a slight increase. What seems to have happened is that, despite their contrasting

parish acreages, the populations of Steyning, Petworth and Midhurst stagnated, while

those of Arundel and New Shoreham, two port towns, grew steadily. Steyning's inns

continued to flourish because the town was on a well-used north/south and west/east

route. It was on part of the greater Southampton to Canterbury route and had once been

an inland port, with a small tidal harbour which was no longer in use by the end of the is"
century.' The population of Chichester and Horsham grew, though both suffered a dip in

numbers after the Restoration, unless this is due to inaccuracies in the Compton Census.

Both towns were flourishing towards the end of the period, but like Steyning their inn

numbers had only doubled.

URBAN COAST DOWNS WEALD
1550 1625 1700 1550 1625 1700 1550 1625 1700

Chichester 8 11 26 Arundel 3 4 to Horsham 7 9 14
N.Shoreham 3 S 8 Steyning 3 5 8 Midhurst 5 6 8

Petworth 3 3 7
Sub total 11 16 34 6 9 18 15 18 29
RURAL 1 3 11 2 3 10 3 9 18

Total 12 19 45 8 12 28 18 27 47

All Inns 1550 1625 1700 lncrease All Inns 1550 1625 1700 Inc.
Coast 12 19 45 x4 Urban 32 43 81 x 2.S
Downs 8 12 28 x3 Rural 6 IS 39 x6
Weald 18 27 47 x 2.S Totals 38 58 120 x3

Totals 38 58 120

Table 15
Approximate numbers of urban and rural inns in 1550,1625 and 1700,

divided into the three main geological areas of the region

Sources: as for Tables 4 and 6

Some of the figures are guess-estimates based on vernacular architectural evidence as well

as documentary sources." This Table has been expanded from Table 2 in the Introduction

3 VCH, 6, Pt 1,203,220,234.
4 My experience tells me that if there are inns named George, Swan, Crown, Chequer and Red Lion in the
towns, they are likely to have been functioning there c.lS50 and probably before.
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to show the three main geological locations of both urban and rural inns and includes

guess-estimate figures for 1625, as well as totals for all inns. There is a steady growth but

no great fluctuation in the numbers. The natural features as seen from these Tables are the

coast, the Downs and the Weald, the latter dominating the region which can, in broad

terms, be descnbed as 1) brick earth/alluvial deposits, 2) chalk and 3) clay and/or sand, all

of which we take for granted today as we travel shielded from the terrain and the

weather.' The seventeenth century traveller on horseback hoping to reach an inn before

nightfall would have had a very different experience. The geology that underpins the

location of inns is vital in appreciating their siting, function and survival.

Fig. 8 (a) displays the geology and (b) reveals just where the urban and rural inn sitings

occur within its different outcrops. Fifteen Wealden inn sites contrast with five on the

downland and eight on the coast. The rural inns, however small, played a vital part in the

chain of communication across the county. While the urban inns doubled in number over

the period, the rural inns increased sixfold. There were always more rural inns in the

Weald than on the coast or the Downs. Inns on the clay were more useful. People were

able to travel further on the chalk downland but were held up on the clay. Combined inn

and tavern numbers trebled over the 150 year period, those in the Weald outnumbering

the other areas - though coastal numbers are weighted by Chichester, the cathedral city.

The coastal and downland inns trebled, and the Wealden inns more than doubled over the

whole period. In general, numbers of urban and rural inns doubled after 1625. but

Wealden inn numbers grew more quickly between 1550 and 1625, then slowed a little, in

contrast to inns on the coast and the Downs. This would indicate that travel became more

difficult in the Weald as the period progressed, the inns there stagnating. At the beginning

of the period the need for Wealden inns drove numbers up. As wheeled transport became

more efficient, and the population increased during the second half of the sixteenth

century, so a negative effect was caused. The roads in the Weald gradually became worse.

Deterioration was caused by iron shod wheels and wheeled transport of all sorts. By the

seventeenth century Sussex had become a byword for the impossibility of travel.

S R. Williams, 'Natural Regions', in Historic Atlas, 6-7.
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Fig. 8 a) Geology of Sussex b) Urban and rural inn sites in relation to the regional geology
of western Sussex
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ViUage 1642 ]724 Inn Name Earliest Siting

Males Families Document
18+

Angmering 143 64 Red Lion 1743 Coast

WhiteHorse 1687 Coast

Lamb 1835 Coast

Billingshurst 224 147 Kings Arms 1632 Weald

Black Lion 1679 Weald

WhiteHorse 1618 Weald

Bramber Missing 24 White Lion" 1526 Downs

Unknown ?St.Mary's 1552 Downs

West Chiltington 122 84 Queens Head 1637 Weald

WhiteHorse 1616 Weald

Femhurst 145 78 Red Lion 1669 Downs

Spread Eagle ?1592 Downs

Blue Bell 1710 Downs

Findon 74 40 Musket Gun 1619 Downs

Fittleworth 117 70 Swan 1726 Weald

WhiteHorse 1594 Weald

Wisborough Green 179 (94)" Three Crowns 1792 Weald

South Harting c.200 Numerous BucklWhite Hart 1555 Downs

Horsham Common unknown unknown Dog&8acon 1662 Weald

Lancing 72 30 Pad 1698 Coast

Black Lion 1686 Coast

Northchapel 113 78 Half Moon 1669 Weald

Pulborough 230 80 Chequer 1616 Weald

Swan 1839 Weald

Red Lion 1776 Weald

Rogate 97 60 WhiteHorse 1858 Weald

Black Lion 1641 Weajd

Sidlesham 120 88 Crown & Anchor 1721 Coast

Crab & Lobster 1880 Coast

Singleton 76 45 Greyhound 1732 Downs

Slinfold 109 69 Kings Head 1651 Weald

Crown 1651 Weald

Southwnter unknown unknown Fighting Cocks 1764 Weald

Storrington 97 82 White Horse 1666 Downs

Anchor 1770 Downs

West Tarring 165 c.St George 1798 Coast

WhiteHorse 17ihC Coast

Westbourne 235 136 WhiteHorse 1858 Coast

Lamb 1880 CORst

Table 16
Approximate population figures for the rural inn communities in 1642 and 1724

* The White Lion was mostly rebuilt in 19th century and renamed the Castle Inn.
1\These figures include the parish of Loxwood
Inns listed in italics are still functioning, sometimes under different names.
Inns with first known documentary dates after 1700 have been included because there is architectural or
other evidence to indicate they, or previous inns of that name, were in the villages before that date.
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Sources: as for Table 6 and Garraway Rice, 'West Sussex Protestation Returns 1641-2', SRS, 5, (1905);
VCH, 6, Pt 1; Ford, 'Chichester Diocesan Surveys 1686 and 1724', SRS, 78, (1992).

The only consistent population figures for the 21 rural inn communities are from the 1642

Protestation Returns and the 1724 Bishop Bower's survey, shown above. The former lists

males over 18 years of age. The latter only gives numbers of families in the parish. The

figures have been incorporated into the following table with 20% added to the 1642 list

(see f.n.2), and both sets of figures increased by the accepted family multiplier of 4.5,

though it must be borne in mind that a proportion of the younger men would probably not

have had wives and children." The overall population totals are made more complicated

by the fact that Horsham Common and Southwater are both within the parish of Horsham

so separate figures cannot be deduced. Bramber's Protestation Return is missing, and

South Harting's 1724 families are just reported as 'numerous'. Taking all this into

account, a guess-estimate has been made, and when divided into the three main geological

areas, the following figures are obtained.

Rural Population WEALD DOWNS COAST
Dates 1642 1724 1642 1724 J642 1724

Totals 6642 3150 2939 1130 3969 1160

Rural Inn Numbers
Dates 1625 1700 1625 1700 1625 1700

Totals 9 18 3 10 3 11

Table 17
Approximate population totals for the rural inn communities in 1642 and 1724,

divided into the three main geological areas of the region

Sources: as for Table 16

This shows that while the overall rural inn community population appears to have halved

between 1642 and 1724, between 1625 and 1700 the number of rural inns has increased

trebling across the Downs and the coast, and doubling in the Weald.

6 See Hey, 370-374 for population levels and trends.
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It is significant that over half the rural inns are still functioning today, but only a quarter of

the urban inns are still in operation. The urban inns have of course seen many changes as

towns have grown, markets closed, railways come and gone and the focus of town life has

altered. But the reasons for the rural inn survival are quite different. Some have become

private houses. Eight rural Wealden inns are still functioning as public houses, though few

now provide accommodation. Six downland and four coastal inns still function as hotels

and public houses. The Gazetteer in Appendix 20 gives details of known sites and

remaining buildings. Table 16 shows that the Wealden inns are all situated on what were

important routes, providing vital overnight or rest stops for travellers held up because of

bad weather or difficult roads. As Table 18 on p.ll 0 shows, the five earliest known rural

inn sites in the region - from Billingshurst in 1487 to Wisborough Green in 1585 - still

contain functioning public houses. Their village names echo down half a millennium as

having been vital transport stops for travellers crossing this notorious region.

As English coach design improved, wheeled transport proliferated but the Sussex roads

were ' ... bad beyond all badness'.' Iron shod wheels and hooves churned up the Weald

Clay to liquid mud. Early modem travellers in the county wrote about the horrors of their

journeys. The Sussex roads were some of the worst in England until the mid- to late-

eighteenth century. A mixture of clay and sandstone outcrops contributed to the problems

faced by those crossing the county. The heavy and poorly drained soils, particularly the

impenneable Gault and Weald Clays, caused terrible problems for travellers.! Despite this,

inn nwnbers in the region slowly increased, and the rural inns of the Weald, perversely,

continued to survive.

The rivers

Journeys throughout the region were made worse by the watersheds of the three main

rivers, the Arun, Adur and the Western Rother with their wide flood plains and

7 Brandon, 178, quoting Horace Walpole in 1752.
8 D. Robinson. 'Soils', in Historic Atlas, 4-5. The natural drainage was so poor that peat had formed in
some areas.
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meandering channels." Their tn'butaries spread out and intertwined across the whole area,

as can be seen in Fig. 8 b). The Arun and Adur are tidal a long way inland. They were as

important as the roads, and often the easiest route for getting heavy goods, such as

timber, iron and Horsham roofing stone, out of the Weald, and bringing in other materials.

Inns located by bridges would have benefited economically from their situation, but roads

were only as useful as the bridges which were not well maintained throughout the period.

Many travellers must have stayed longer than expected at rural inns waiting for floods to

subside and weather to improve before they could make a crossing."

The bridge across the river Arun at Arundel was in part supported financially by the

Crown inn, not far from its western end, in the late-sixteenth and early-seventeenth

centuries. Thomas Taylor, a former mayor of Arundel, owner or tenant of the inn,

provided an annuity of £2 from its profits to help maintain the bridge in 1592. His will of

1612 perpetuated this. The main wharves lay either side of the river to the south of the

bridge and the inns would have profited greatly from the trade carried on there. In 1645 a

tax was laid on the inhabitants of Arundel for not rebuilding their bridge which had been

damaged in the Civil War, but they refused to pay it. River bridges were often out of

repair as Quarter Sessions and Assize Records describe and repairs were frequently

deferred. II

9 The river Lavant which curves round the east, south and part of west Chichester, is smaller than the
other three rivers, but tends to burst its banks from time to time.
10 For example, see Hunnisett, • Sussex Coroners' Inquests 1485-1558',62-63, drowning of 4 men from
the ferry boat between Old Shoreham and Lancing in 1556; and Sussex Coroners' Inquests 1558-1603,
56-57,65, two drownings at Houghton bridges (north of Arundel) in 1580 and 1583; Cockburn, Calendar
of Assize Records, Sussex Indictments, Elizabeth 1, 410, notes a ruinous bridge on the road between
Horsham and Billingshurst in 1600; WSRO, QRW 14/15/12 lists six bridges in great decay in just one
area of the region in 1625.
11 VCH, 5, Pt I, 33; J. Preston, Arundel: A History of the Town and the Castle, (Selinsgrove:
Susquehanna University Press; London &. Toronto: Associated University Press, 1993), 44; WSRO,
Arundel Borough Archives, F2/1, notes that Arundel bridge was in great decay in 1686; F214, the annuity
was in operation to at least 1798; Redwood, 184.
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The Roads - some contemporary perceptions

Sussex was well known for its bad roads in the post modem period, though not for its

good inns.12 In the 1540s a verse about the English shires describes the county in

derogatory terms.-

Essex full of good housewyfes,
Middlesex full of stryves;
Kentshire hoot as fyre,
Sowseks full of dirtt and myre."

The county was clearly and widely perceived as muddy and filthy. In 1580 the two

County Commissioners (landowners of the Petworth and Cowdray estates in western

Sussex) complained of its length - three score miles and more - and refused to undertake

county surveys for Parliament unless other gentleman joined them. They said it was

impossible to travel, particularly in the winter." The Privy Council tried to dissuade

Queen Elizabeth from visiting Petworth House in 1583 ' ... considering the wayes by

which she must come to them... painfull riding for any body, nether can there be in this

cuntrey any wayes devysed to avoyd those ould wayes.' 1S The latter is an interesting

comment, indicating that 'outsiders' (or perhaps courtiers with houses in Sussex) were

well-informed about the bad roads there.

Horatio Busino's comment on the four-wheeled waggons bringing goods and passengers

up from the country to London in 1617-18 gives a good idea how the carriers' trade

increased the problems of travel in the clay soils ofSussex:-

12 Revd. E. Turner, 'High Roads in Sussex, at the end of the Seventeenth and at the Commencement of
the eighteenth Centuries', SAC, 19, (1867), 160-61;Garrett, 187-193.
13 'Extracts from the Journal and Account Book of the Rev. Giles Moore, Rector of Horstead (sic) Keynes,
Sussex, from the year 1655 to 1679. With remarks by Robert Willis Blencowe Esq.', SAC, 1, (1848), 104,
th.
14 PRO, SP12/144/30, Letter, 18 November 1580, from the Earl of Northumberland & Viscount
Montague to the Earl of Sussex; Hey, 312, the statute mile of 1,760 yards was defined by Act of
Parliament in 1593, but various customary miles long continued in use in most parts of Britain. Sussex is
approximately 80 miles at its longest length.
IS Garrett, 187.
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·..drawn by seven or eight horses in file, one behind the other ... their
stamping in the centre of the deep rut renders travelling on narrow roads in
the country so inconvenient that it is impossible to get on with a coach and
four."

Waggoners equipped the steel rims of their wheels with cogs of iron to give purchase,

which made it even worse as they smashed and tore the ground when it was hard.'?

In 1634 the Mayor of Dover wrote to the Warden of the Cinque Ports and the towns of

Brighton, Shoreham, Arundel and Chichester asking officials to meet for discussions

about providing a ship at Portsmouth in lieu of ship money for Charles I. The Mayor of

Rye explained that ' ... such is the distance of these towns and cities that the writers are at

an exigent and know not where to begin or what to do. ,18 Lateral communication by road

in Sussex was clearly thought to be impossible.

In 1655, under the Commonwealth, the cost of coach hire was fixed at 20s. a day for four

horses and lOs. a day for two, to and from London 30 miles a day, ' ... excepting in Sussex

roads, which being worst and hardest for journeying, shall be travelled as far only as is

reasonable... ,)9

The roads were not reasonable in 1673 when coaches were running daily to almost every

town within 20-30 miles of London to Middlesex, Essex, Kent and Surrey, but not to any

towns in Sussex." In the same year John Aubrey described the highways of the county as

' ... extreme deep and troublesome ... they keep up the steep banks on each side of their

lanes woth (sic) boards and timbers like the sides of ships.,21 The Sussex roads had a

memorable effect on those who used them, whether on foot, horseback or in a coach; the

inns, good and bad, played an important part during these journeys.

16 P. Razzell, (ed.), The Journals of Two Travellers in Elizabethan and Early Stuart England Thomas
Platter and Horatio Busino, (London: Caliban, 1995), 155.
17 J. Crofts, Packhorse, Waggon and Post. Land Carriage and Communications under the Tudors and
Stuarts, (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1967), 19; R. W. Gallois, The Wealden District, (London:
Her Majesty's Stationery Office, 1965), 74.
18 J. Greenwood, The Posts of Sussex: The Chichester Branch 1250-1840, (Reigate: Deerings, 1973),6-7.
19 Garrett, 188.
20 Crofts, 130-1.
21 Garrett, 188.
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Nothing had changed by 1703 when the King of Spain and the Dukes of Somerset and

Marlborough travelled to Petworth on Christmas Day via Goda1ming in Surrey. They

went by two coaches, which variously were overturned or stuck fast in the mud. It took

14 hours and they had nothing to eat - presumably they saw no suitable inn at which

gentlemen could stop for refreshment:-

... passing through the worst ways that I ever saw in my life ... the nimble
boors of Sussex had ... frequently ... supported it (his Highness's body
coach) with their shoulders, from Goda1ming almost to Petworth; and the
nearer we approached the Duke's house, the more unaccessible it seemed
to be. The last nine miles of the way cost us six hours time to conquer
th 22em ...

This shows the stark reality of trying to travel in Sussex in the winter at the beginning of

the eighteenth century. The sixteenth century perceptions of the county as full of dirt and

mire were still true nearly two centuries later.

As travel was often impossible, the small inns could not survive on the hospitality trade

alone, and many innkeepers had other jobs. If there was no great increase in travel, most

of the inns did not need to add to their accommodation or improve their facilities, though

Chapter 5 will show that a few did. Many of the inns, both urban and rural, did manage to

survive, and this points to steady use by the local and regional population, perhaps to a

greater extent than by travellers during the bad seasons.

As noted in Chapter 3, John Ogilby mapped four routes from London to the coast across

Sussex. These were published in strip map form in 1675 and are likely to have been well-

established by that date." Many parts of the two former routes to Arundel and Chichester

in the west of the county are now under copse or woodland; this disguises the old roads

where horse-riders and horse-drawn vehicles formerlY struggled to find purchase on deep,

sticky clay. Part of one route has been described in Chapter 3. Another particularly bad

stretch was on Stane Street (the A.29) on the 'Road from London to Arundel', which

22 The Rev. F. H Arnold, Petworth: A Sketch of its History and Antiquities etc., (petworth: Bryant,
1864),76.
23 Kingsley, 359.
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Ogilby named 'Stanstreet, the Causeway'), north of Billingshurst, between the Crown inn

at Slinfold and the Chequer alehouse at Rowhook on the Weald Clay. Walking this route

and its diversions using Ogilby's 1675 map was instructive, and my explorations can be

traced in Fig. 9 overleaf, where place-names have been underlined for clarity."

Under the modem tree cover it is possible to see and follow a fossilised roadway.

Decades of north/south wheeled and horse traffic have left a morass of deep wheel ruts

and hoofprints in the clay, frozen in time, from horses and vehicles formerly ranging

across the hill. The word for this was 'poaching', the continual searching for a better

route one side or the other of the original, as men and mounts sought for better purchase

on the clay.2SFig. 9 shows the two alternative routes south from 'Rohooke' (look at the

bottom of the middle strip for this name), where the river Arun tributary by Dedisham

(noted as Detsum Place by Ogilby) must have caused further problems for travellers

during bad weather. The first eastern tum to the south of this is signed 'to Horsham'. This

is where the routes re-joined, and where the Crown inn was conveniently situated on the

south-eastern comer of the road leading through Slinfold village to the town of Horsham.

Extra horses may well have been needed for the northward push up the hill on the road to

London, and these would have been supplied by the Crown.

Another alternative route can be seen on the border with Surrey at Honey Lane (see the

top of the left hand strip in Fig. 9). OgUby had left Stane Street for a while and his route

circled round to the west of it. When I attempted to walk Honey Lane, as a present-day

bridleway, it was literally a river of mud that I failed to negotiate. It was a salutary

modem experience of what travellers in Sussex had faced three centuries before when

attempting to move across this part of the landscape, and emphasised the importance of

inn and alehouse siting.

24 They are deep, rutted, ankle-turning ways which I negotiated with extreme difficulty, in damp weather,
wearing wellington boots, which were sucked off by the mud several times. It is no surprise that another
route was built to avoid the steepest and stickiest parts of this route once modern road-building techniques
arrived.
25 Crofts, 14, quoting Defoe, whose 1697 Essay on Projects related that he had seen in Sussex 'the road,
60 to a hundred yards broad, lie from side to side all poached with cattle ... and yet no going with a horse
but at every step up to the shoulders, full of sloughs and holes and covered with standing water.'
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Throughout the period under study no road improvements were made other than the

repairs forced upon parish officers by their manorial courts. Quarter Sessions and Assize

Records are full of fines for the non-implementation of such repairs." The bad roads also

affected the Assize Courts themselves. Sussex was unique in having a single Commission

of the Peace which held sessions in both the eastern and western divisions of the county.

This was well established by the 1570s, but the position of the shire towns meant that the

leading western Justices were not prepared to tolerate the long ride to Lewes, and vice

versa to Chichester. They tried meeting at Steyning and Arundel in the late-sixteenth

century, then at the latter rather than at Chichester in the seventeenth century. Fletcher

feels that the 'choice of Arundel reflected the state of the January roads rather than the

number and quality of its inns,.27 Sussex magistrates refused to fall in with the practice of

other counties, blaming it all on the bad roads.

Regional routes and the importance of London and the coast for inn siting.

The proximity of London was the reason for many of the journeys over such difficult

roads. From 1550-1600 the capital's population nearly doubled, from c.120,000 to

c.200,000; by 1650 it was c.375,000 and at the end of the period under study, 1700, it

was c,490,000.2B Sussex was well-placed to provide foodstuffs and other merchandise for

the expanding capital. Kitch states:

Even the notorious Sussex Weald with its heavy, wet clays, which made
travelling in winter extremely difficult as late as the eighteenth century,
scarcely acted as a total barrier to migration or cut off the county from
regular access to London."

As a coastal county, the ports of Sussex played an important part in supporting the inns

on the routes to and from London. Merchants, politicians and the militia crossed the

region. The aristocracy travelled for business and pleasure to the continent, and from their

26 Redwood, 107-108.
27VCH, 6, Pt 2, 133; Fletcher, 134-5.
28 R. Finlay & B. Shearer, Population growth and suburban expansion', in The Making of the Metropolis.
London 1500-1700, ed. by A.L. Beier & R. Finlay, (London: Longman, 1986),39.
29 M. 1.Kitch, 'Capital and Kingdom: Migration to Later Stuart London' in Beier & Finlay, 244.
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country seats to the capital. Overseas visitors landed at Sussex ports and found

accommodation, hired horses and employed guides. As well as the ports, there was travel

from inland towns and villages too. Many Sussex inhabitants sought their fortunes in

London where an expanding domestic service market beckoned. Grain, beef, mutton and

fish were transported across the region, though sometimes it was quicker to send goods

to London by ship from Chichester, ajourney known as 'Long-Sea'. Iron and timber were

some of the heavier goods moved out of the Weald, which led to further deterioration of

the roads. Wool was exported across the Channel, legally and illegally. The inns of the

region supported these journeys."

London had a fundamental influence on the improvement of English roads and Chartres

writes that by 1730 over half the mileage of the 13 arterial routes to the capital had been

turnpiked." However, Sussex was not part of any road improvement schemes until the

mid-eighteenth century, despite supplying goods to the capital. The Sussex iron and

timber industries, waning by the eighteenth century, have been blamed for holding back

road development in the county and certainly contributed to the difficult conditions there.

But the main problem was the Weald Clay, over which even the turnpikers were unable to

triumph until the mid- to late-eighteenth century. London had a great influence on the

north/south routes that developed across the region. It was far more difficult to travel

from west/east in Sussex and this situation is still reflected in the lateral road system

today."

The inns were linked to communications and part of an important network, despite the

drawbacks. The seven towns had markets, though that of New Shoreham had lapsed by

the late-seventeenth century." Markets were an important reason for travel, and many

30 J. Pennington, 'Inns and Taverns of Western Sussex, England, 1550-1700: A Documentary and
Architectural Investigation', in B. Kumin and B. Ann Tlusty, (eds.), The World of the Tavern: Public
Houses in Early Modern Europe, (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2002), 119, f.n.9 ; P. N. Furbanks & Owens, W.
R., (eds.), Daniel Defoe. A Tour Through The Whole Island of Great Britain, (London: Yale University
Press, 1991), 56.
31 J. Chartres, 'Food consumption and internal trade', in Beir & Finlay, (1986), 189.
32 I. D. Margary, 'The Development of Turnpike Roads in Sussex', Sussex Noles & Queries, 13, no. 3,
(August, 1950),49-53; Garrett, 192, '1743 ... these 20 (canon) have tom the roads so that nothing can
follow them, and the country curse us heartily'.
33 VCH, 6, Pt 1, 156.
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inns must have supported traders. Inns were situated in all the urban market areas and it

can be assumed that they had a part to play on market day in providing food, drink, and

possibly the display for sale of trade goods in private rooms where market tolls could be

avoided. There is evidence for meeting rooms in many of the urban inns (see Chapter 5

and Appendix 11). Everitt gives many examples of the importance of innkeeping and

trade, and Sussex inns must have been involved with commerce." The rural markets,

though, were disappearing - in Brarnber the market had lapsed by 1595, and that of West

Tarring was last noted in 1577, disused by 1724.35

No strong documentary evidence emerges to show the interaction of the inns with the

regional markets, despite the undoubted growth of trade and commerce over the period,

but there are hints in the probate inventories, and some broad conclusions can be drawn.

Sixteen inventories show inns with shops or workshops that must have been in use on

market days, some run by the innkeeper and his family while others were sublet. The role

played by inns in the local economy will be discussed more fully in Chapter S. They were

critical to the regional population, and there is evidence pointing to their use for local and

regional administration.

34 Everitt, 'The Urban Inn', 104-109.
35 VCH, 6, Pt 1,210,275. Brandon & Short say Bramber's market had lapsed by 1630.
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IDATE

(; towns
TOTALS 22 inns 7 inns

5 villages

TOWN VILLAGE lINNNAME
IUnknown

7

IWEALD IlJUW.l"<l~ ICOAST
c.1250 Chichester 1Coast
1440 Chichester Tabard

3 inns
Billingshurst 2 inns Weald

Coast
Downs1470 Steyning

George [Coast
1487
11487 Chichester

Swan
W.Lion

Coast
Downs

1513 Chichester

W.Horse
Star

lCoast
Coast

1526
1533 Chichester

S.Harting Buck
George Weald

Downs
1537

1570 Arundel
INc Shoreham

W.Tarrtng Wine Licence Coast

1555
1555 Horsham

12wine licences Coast
1570
1570

1571 Arundel
IGeorge
W.Horse

Downs
Downs

1574 Chichester 1Crown [Coast

1576 n. ...L
rvlWVlUI Crown Weald

1576 Steyning . Chequer
Kings Head Coast

1585 w.Green
11585 New Shoreham

1581 lC;h

Wine Licence Weald
~3wine licences
Black BuIJ Weald

Coast
1591 Petworth
1592 Arundel Crown Downs
1596 Bramber
1598 Horsham

2 inns
Red Lion 1Weald

Downs

9 11

Table 18
The earliest documentary evidence

for urban and rural inns in western Sussex, c.1250·1598

Sources: Fleming, 'The Chartulary of Boxgrove Priory', SRS, 59, (1960); Hunnisett, 'Treason by Words',
SNQ,14, (1955), Sussex Coroners' Inquests 1588-1603, (1998),' VCH. 6, Pts 1 &2; WSRO,Add MS 607,
Chichester City Archives; Morgan, Chichester, (1992); Wine Licence Copy, 1555, in private hands;
Hughes, Horsham Houses, (1986); PRO, E351/3153, E176111169, E176111172; Lavington MSS 151-155;
Beck; 'Some Petworth Inns and Alehouses', (1962); (KAO), U269/M/1 j 7/2; Arundel Borough Archives,'
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As can be seen from Table 18, the earliest documentary evidence for inns in the region is

at Chichester c.1250 and 1440. There were inns at Billingshurst and Steyning during the

second half of the fifteenth century - both on primary routes leading to markets and ports.

Steyning had been the site of an important medieval inland port, but its harbour was

probably no longer in use by the 1400s, though boats continued to use the river Adur to

bring goods to nearby wharfage." During the sixteenth century the evidence for inns

increases. There were two each at Billingshurst and Bramber. There is documentary

evidence for two at Horsham, but architectural evidence indicates several more, the

greater number due to the town's pivotal position between London, Arundel, Chichester

and New Shoreham.

By the end of the sixteenth century Petworth, Arundel and New Shoreham all boasted

inns, the routes supporting them leading to and from London, via Guildford and Dorking

through Billingshurst to Arundel and Chichester, or by Petworth to Chichester. A third

route came via Horsham and Steyning to the port of New Shoreham.

The neglect of Sussex inns by tbe postal service during tbe seventeentb century and

tbe relevance of tbis to inn location.

One of the common expectations about English inns is that most innkeepers were

postmasters. This perceived idea has emerged from inn literature and become an accepted

part of inn history.37Possibly Christmas cards and Charles Dickens are equally to blame,

but I had expected to discover many Sussex inns involved in this chain of communication.

I was to be disappointed.

The Royal Mail was functioning in England during the seventeenth century, but with little

success in western Sussex, or indeed the county as a whole. The Post Office was founded

in 1635 but Clark's comment that innkeepers acted as provincial postmasters for the

expanding postal services from the seventeenth century onwards does not hold good for

36 VCH, Pt 1,234.
37Bretherton, 189, 194; Everitt, 'The English Urban Inn', 120; B. Austen, English Provincial Posts 1633-
1840, (Chichester: Phillirnore, 1978), 122, writes 'During the 17th and most of the 18th centuries
postmasters had also been innkeepers', but does not refer to any in Sussex.
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Sussex." Analysis of the work of Austen and Greenwood on the posts of Kent and

Sussex shows that it was the exception rather than the norm,"

Greenwood indicates that as far as the post was concerned Sussex was a special case, as

the service was so sparse. In 1616 there were only two main postal roads recorded there,

from London to Chichester (presumably through Billingshurst) in the west and from

London to Rye in the east. The latter, being nearer to Dover, was more important than

Chichester as a postal town." Rye has produced circumstantial evidence for the only

known innkeeping postmaster in the county during the period."

In 1672 Sir John Pelham of Ha11and,near Lewes, wrote to the Under Secretary of State

complaining:

No post comes into this county but at the two ends, Chichester and Rye,
but Lewes in the middle has no conveyance to London except by

• 42carners ...

The carriers were vital for keeping up communication between towns and the capital. An

in-depth study of seventeenth century Sussex carriers would no doubt reveal that they

played an important part in an independent postal system, and that much of their trade

revolved around the inns from which they operated." In 1681 carriers were leaving from

38 Clark, The English Alehouse, 9.
39 Greenwood, 18,23,31-35,47, feels the Chichester postmaster may have operated from the Dolphin
inn, perhaps in the 1670s sub-contracting to its innkeeper. It was not until after mid-eighteenth century
road improvements were made that some regional innkeepers became postmasters, such as the Old Ship,
Brighton in 1756, George Blanch in Arundel in 1770, (Greenwood says he was then keeper of the
Norfolk Arms in that town, but he did not move there until it was built c.1785; before that he was
innkeeper of the George a few doors away), and the Gun at Findon in 1799.
40 Mayhew, 38, in 1589 the mayor of Rye was to choose a man to deal with the royal post who either kept
an inn or could serve horses arriving from France.
41 A.G.Donald, Posts of Sevenoaks in Kent, AD 1085-1985, (Tenterden: Woodvale, 1992), 38, 41. In
1666 a Michael Cadman was the town's postmaster; a man of the same name was innkeeper of the
Mermaid inn there from at least 1636. Cadman was paid £20 p.a. for his duties as postmaster; J. S.
Small field & E. Ellman, 'Sussex Tradesmen's Tokens of the Seventeenth Century', SAC, 24, (1872), 133,
lists a mid-seventeenth century token issued for 'Michell Cadman' at the 'Mearemade in Rye',
42 Greenwood, 7.
43 Hughes, Down at the Old Bull & Bush, 56-61.The probate inventory for Daniel Willard, carrier of
Horsham, taken on 4thMarch 1774 shows he was running a small inn, He also had two waggons, a cart
and six cart horses. Thirty four people owed him money, including the landlord of the Anchor. His will
shows that he lay on his death bed at the Fighting Cocks in Horsham (probably the Cock at Southwater).
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Arundel, Billingshurst, Chichester, Horsham, Petworth and Shoreham for three

Southwark inns." They were no doubt using their local inns as a base, as happened in the

nineteenth century."

In 1690 it was not possible to post a letter inHorsham. Lawyer WilliamCowper wrote to

his wife from Surrey after a difficult journey in and out of Sussex, apologising for not

having written from Horsham, where, he explained, there was no postal service available

within six miles."

It may seem surprising that Horsham, one of the most important towns in the county in

innkeeping terms, had no postal service at the end of the seventeenth century, but its

topographical siting was the reason. It was surrounded by Weald Clay. Greenwood states

that less is known about the postal services for Horsham than any other town in the area,

though the first post there began in 1678, probably via Dorking from London. It

apparently did not last long and was not in operation when Cowper visited twelve years

later."

Sussex innkeepers may have wished to be postmasters - and some were in the late-

eighteenth century after road improvements had been made - particularly if it meant they

would have been excused from jury service and from the quartering of soldiers. They

would have been expected to keep a ready supply of horses to take urgent mail. They

were also entitled to one or two free gazettes or newspapers each week, though that may

. not have been an enticement - in the 1670s it was sometimes the only form of payment.

But the bad state of the roads was against them. In 1792, by which time a few Sussex

44 Greenwood, 105.
45 e.g. see Pigot & Co. 's Royal National & Commercial Directory & Topography of the Counties of Kent
Surrey Sussex, September 1839, (Castle Rising: [n.pub] facsimile edition 1993),276. At New Shoreham a
carrier went to London from the Royal George every Saturday, another from the Bridge Inn, and others
from the Star and the Dolphin to Brighton.
46 Billingshurst is six miles away, on the London to Chichester road, and this is the most likely place
from which a letter could have been sent. R W. Blencowe &M. A. Lower, 'Extracts from the Diary ofa
Sussex Tradesman, A Hundred Years Ago', SAC, 11, (1859), 183.
47 Greenwood, 51.
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innkeepers had become postmasters, the Post Office declared itself 'against the

appointment of innkeepers' for reasons of'security."

The Urban Inns

Many social and economic historians have written about urban inns. There seems to be

plenty of information available because so many English town studies have been published

in recent years, but it is surprising to discover from footnotes that most of them just draw

on the research of Clark and Everitt, excellent as that is. Little new research has been

done on urban inns in the last 20 or 30 years.

It is possible that urban inns are conceived as similar to many of those that Everitt

describes - large, prosperous and with innkeepers involved in every facet of town life.

These are the ones remembered from reading his research on Northampton. However, the

provincial inns of western Sussex provide none to match. They were very different.

Each of the seven urban inn centres has thrown up differences in inn typology and siting,

from Chichester, a cathedral city with ecclesiastical influence over land and building

ownership, to Arundel with little control from the dukes of Norfolk, its mainly absentee

landowners. Petworth and Midhurst were both controlled estate towns and show similar

patterns of inn building, with early inns sited in close proximity to the 'big houses' of their

manorial lords. Steyning, also an estate town, was smaller, but had a flourishing market,

sited just over half a mile away from an important river crossing at Bramber on the route

to New Shoreham.

Unlike Steyning, several of whose inn buildings survive, together with plenty of

documentation from the Wiston Estate Archives, the port of New Shoreham at the mouth

of the river Adur is not so well represented. It presents a problem with little early

48 Austen, 122, writes that in 1792 the Post Office was worried about the lack of security in inns. Separate
rooms were rarely provided for postal business, which might even have been conducted at the bar;
WSRO, EP1I29/149/325; EP1I29/999/101, the only reference to old newspapers in the region is at the
Great White Hart at Petworth in 1758 but no evidence has been found to show that the innkeepers,
William and Jane Johnson, were postmasters.
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documentation for ITA and hardly any remaining physical evidence of its early modern inn

buildings. It has always been the nearest channel port to London and was England's

principal port for France in medieval times, as well as providing licensed ships to take

pilgrims to the shrine of S. James at Santiago de Compostela in Spain. In the 1340s New

Shoreham was threatening to oust Chichester as the county town of Sussex. 49 While there

must have been at least one inn in the sixteenth century, no trace remains and the first

documentary evidence is for the George in 1659, though two wine licences were issued

for the port in 1570, and three in 1585.

Horsham stands alone as an independent staging post on the roads between London and

the south coast, presenting a cluster of inns linked with its market and the Assizes, as well

as its topographical position. Some inns emerge as buildings situated in the prime part of

town, with characteristics that enabled them to serve visiting gentry, while others catered
"

for farmers and tradesmen. Other inns, smaller buildings perhaps, whose siting may not be

particularly different, were lower class estabIishments; this may have been largely due to

the innkeepers, whose facilities may not have been of a standard to encourage better class

customers. Some inns would have served drovers and carriers.
"

It is not a surprise that Chichester has the earliest known reference to an innkeeper in the

region, William de Grimesby, c.1250. The early inns were grouped near the Cathedral,

taking advantage of pilgrims to the shrine of St. Richard. By 1486 the inn name George is

associated with a site opposite the Cathedral on the north side." Chichester's inns
-

continued to flourish after the Reformation because of the city's role as an administrative

and ecclesiastical centre for the county, as well as a large exporter of grain.

In 1686 Horsham had 144 more places for horse stabling than Chichester at 365/221,

though, if the extra-mural inns of Chichester are discounted, those outside the four city

gates (see Table 4 and Appendix 20), they supported approximately the same number of

49 Cheal. The Ships & Mariners of Shoreham. (Shoreham: Bysh, 1981 edn.), 29-30; J. Pennington. 'S.
Mary of the Harbour, New Shoreham', Lancing Col/ege Magazine, (Lent, 1998). 38-39. In 1346 the
capital supplied 25 ships for Edward III for an invasion of France, while New Shoreham supplied 26 .
.50 L. Fleming, (ed.), 'Chartulary of Boxgrove Priory', SM. 59, (1960). 178; D. Jones. 'The Cult of St.
Richard of Chichester in the Middle Ages', SAC. 121. (1983), 79-86; Morgan, 70.
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inns over the period and both supplied approximately the same number of guest beds (see

Table 4).51 Stabling facilities were crucial, as the town acted as a supply centre for the hire

and care of horses, as well as accommodation for travellers coming across the Weald Clay

to New Shoreham, via Dorking from London, and for those travelling laterally from or to

Petersfield, Midhurst or Petworth and elsewhere. 52

There is no documentary evidence for the expected extra stabling at Horsham. Just as
•

innkeepers sometimes leased neighbouring cellars to add to their drink storage facilities, it

might be expected that they also rented extra stabling and grazing for horses - but there is

no proof of this. 53 Only five of the 15 surviving Horsham innkeeping inventories mention

stables - of which the Red Lion had two in 1611. Their wills do not mention stables, and

only Tredcroft's notes a close ofland leased to Thomas May of the Anchor inn.54 There ~

evidence that new stables were erected at the Anchor in 1656. ss It is possible that if a

stable did not contain a horse or anything of much value, it was not listed in an inventory.

Chartres, writing of Berkshire after 1660, says that the average inn might have room for

between 30 and 50 horses at a time, and that stables allowed for more than one horse per

bed, as travellers often had two horses. He also noted innkeepers letting stables to

independent ostlers." The absence of evidence to the contrary in Sussex might indicate

that the latter was common practice in Horsham too, but the proofis lacking."

51 Chichester's extra-mural inns all suffered greatly during the Civil War fighting in 1642 and many did
not recover. Little documentation survives for their guest provision, apart from John Scott of the White
Horse at Westgate, who had eight chambers in the rebuilt inn in 1677.
52 Pennington, 'Inns and Alehouses of Sussex, 1686',68-69.
53 Pantin, 189, says early inventories are not revealing. Though vintner Edward Crabb of Arundel had an
old table and form, a chest and brass candlestick in his wine cellar in 1617, and Richard Bishop of
Midhurst had four plank tables, with a form and a stool in a rather intriguing listing of 'the Chappell'
which was between his beer and wine cellars in 1641. Hops and coal were also stored there. This may
have been a vaulted and groined medieval wine cellar, its architectural form leading to its naming.
Frances Cooke, innkeeper of the Spread Eagle, Midhurst, had an old table and trestles listed in her wine
cellar in 1694.
54 If the fields were freehold they would not usually be listed in the inventory, though copyhold or
leasehold fields would be listed. Copyhold stables are mentioned in Goble's 1670 Petworth will 'in the
white heart land & being lately new built by me.. .' Inventories for the Red Lion, Horsham, list two
stables and £12 of hay in 1611; in 1637 there were six loads of hay but no apparently no stables.
55 Hughes, Down at the Old Bull and Bush', 6.
56 Chartres, 'The Place ofInns', 103-104.
57 There are no ostlers' inventories in the WSRO collection. Dr. A. Hughes, an expert on the history of
Horsham, has found no sign of stables being rented out and we are both at a loss to explain their absence;
Everitt, 'The English Urban Inn', 102, describes varied tradesmen in Northampton erecting stabling for
horses behind their premises at the beginning of the eighteenth century.
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The Rural Inns

Most drink-related research has tended to concentrate on urban inns and rural alehouses.

No studies of rural inns seem to have been undertaken. Pantin's work was on the greatest
"

of the English urban inns, Everitt's was an urban study and Clark concentrated on

alehouses. Rural inns were just as important. Indeed in Sussex they were vital to the

traveller because of the nature of the roads. This chapter has shown that they survived in

spite of the terrible road conditions in the county. Indeed, it was just these conditions that

led to their survival and 21 of the c.40 inns existing in 1700 are still functioning today.

The discovery of the continuity and slow growth in numbers of the rural inns of western

Sussex is one of the innovative features of this study. The region needed more rural inns

to sustain communications. They show little change in their sitings over the period,..
indicating that they were in the right places to help travellers. That they were needed is

indisputable, though dual occupation is revealed by inventory evidence, indicating that

many of the innkeepers relied on other income to add to that earned by accommodating

guests and their horses, as will be seen in Chapter 5. The difficulties of the poor roads
,

would have meant that travellers preferred to stay at the urban inns if they could, and

probably only patronised the rural inns through necessity.

Over the whole period, 21 rural communities supporting c.40 inns have been identified, in

contrast to seven towns supporting c.80 inns. What today might be thought of as a

country inn may well have begun life as a village alehouse and not been enlarged until the

end of the eighteenth century as roads in the county improved and travel increased.

However, some were already small inns in the seventeenth century, able to offer one or

two guest bedchambers, with stabling for five or six horses.

Some rural inns offered more stabling than others, indicating difficult terrain nearby, such

as a steep hill, clay soil or a river crossing. In 1686 the Swan at Fittleworth, for example,

probably offered three beds and ten stablings, the latter indicating a difficult road in this

clay and sandstone area. The inn was situated by the bridge over the river Rother (which
"

often flooded) on the road from Arundel to Petworth. It is a medieval timber-framed
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house, built in the fifteenth century, refronted with local sandstone, having had later

ranges added. It still has an early stone-built stable in the yard which would have offered

safe accommodation for a tired traveller and his horses. ss Others by river crossings were

the Pad at Lancing and the Swan inn at Pulborough. The White Lion at Bramber served

the two bridges there; in 1682 the inn could sleep at least 15 people, but seems to have

been omitted from the 1686 government survey of inns and alehouses. 59

Many of these rural inns were sited at or near crossroads on routes from London to

Arundel and Chichester, for example the Swan at Pulborough and the Kings Arms at

Billingshurst. The Musket Gun at Findon and the White Horse at Storrington were on

downland crossroads. North of Petworth, the HalfMoon inn at Northchapel was built in

the early-seventeenth century but was still only offering three beds and six stablings 50

years later, on another difficult route over the clay.60West Chiltington had seven stablings

and three beds in 1686. There was probably just the one inn, at the crossroads. The village

sits on the northern edge of a sandstone belt, and the only way to Horsham is north across

the Weald Clay. Other villages offered even more stablings: Angmering, Billingshurst,

Lancing, Pulborough, Slinfold and West Tarring had from 13-20 each. Southwater

(Burnes Hill on the 1686 Return) had 24, situated in the sodden region to the south of

Horsham. 61Viscountess Irwin in Horsham wrote from that town in 1709:-

I know not how it is w[i]th you in the North, but we are allmost drowned
here in the South, and the Weald of Sussex is a perfect bogg and those that
have Coaches can make but little use ofthem ... 62

The rural inns were strategically sited to take advantage of travellers' misfortunes in not

being able to cross rivers, use bridges or tackle the Weald Clay, particularly in bad

weather. It is probably no coincidence that of38 inventories listing games (eight of which

were for rural inns) the Pad at Lancing, a small inn by the river Adur ferry crossing, was

58 Strudwick, illustration no. 77, shows a building (now a house) known as 'the Chapel', at the rear of the
Chequer inn at Pulborough. This is probably a former stable and is very similar to the stable at the Swan,
Fittleworth, a few miles to the south west.
59 PRO, W0/30/4817788.
60 J. Pennington, The Half Moon Inn, Northchapel, West Sussex, (Steyning: [n.pub] 1998), an inn history
written for the owners, Keith and Teresa Sandieson.
61 PRO, W0/30/481778, War Office, Miscellanea: Inns and Alehouses
62 Garrett, 191, quoting from Horsham Museum MS 792, Letter IS.
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the only one with one shoveltable and one shovelboard to occupy waiting guests in

1640.63 Innkeepers also needed to have another occupation at their fingertips to help bring

in cash when there were few travellers to accommodate, presumably more often in the

winter than in the summer. Seventeen rural innkeeping inventories have evidence of their

keepers involvement in carpentry, coal dealing, fishing, grocery, husbandry, music-

making, pack-carrying and smithying.

Thomas Fuller, c.1650, described Sussex as:-

A fruitful county, though very dirty for the travellers therein, so that it may
be better measured to its advantage by days journeys than by miles. Hence
it is, that in the late order for regulating the wages of coachmen at such a
price a day and distance from London, Sussex alone is excepted, as
wherein shorter way or better pay was allowed. 64

Conditions had not improved from the reign of Henry VIII in the sixteenth century to that

of Queen Anne in the eighteenth. In 1700 the roads of the region were even worse than

they had been in 1550. Improvements were not begun until 1749 with the first Turnpike

Act for western Sussex. Fuller's mid-seventeenth century description of the county

emphasises its particular problems. If travellers hired a coach and ventured into Sussex,

they would not pay by the mile as happened in other counties, but would pay by the hour.
e-

They had been warned. The population of the region, and the travellers crossing it, were

in a constant struggle with the landscape. The clay and sandstone soils impeded travel,

social intercourse, the legal system, landowners and innkeepers. A day of heavy rain could

turn the ground to liquidmud when only oxen, with difficulty,could pull a coach.65

Much of the evidence for this chapter has come from walking and observation of the

topography. Noting the geology underlying the inns, using early maps to plot routes,

combined with a lifetime's knowledge of the county and its shape has been vital in

determining inn typology and the siting of inn buildings in the landscape of the region.

63 Robert Tredcroft of the Red Lion at Horsham had two 'long tables' in 1611, which may have been for
the game. His was one of the largest inns in the region at that time.
64 [Blencowe), 'Extracts from the Journal and Account Book of the Rev. Giles Moore etc.', 104 f.n
65 Margary, 'The Development of Turnpike Roads in Sussex', 50; Furbanks & Owens, SS.
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Wa1king routes has been a valuable lesson in understanding why the clay terrain was

regarded with such horror by travellers in the past and only confirms the truth of

contemporary reports of their impassability by horse and/or wheeled vehicles. The

liquidity of the mud in wet weather meant that travellers could not move across the region

and had to wait at their inns, contributing to the local economy. They may frequently have

been 'caught out' by the bad roads and forced to stop at rural inns overnight.

While many inns, especially in the Weald, must have benefited from longer stays by guests

due to bad weather, they also suffered from a lack of visitors for the very same reasons.

Dual occupation amongst rural innkeepers was frequent and many of the smaller urban

inns brought in extra income from other types of work, as will be seen in Chapter 5. The

Weald dominated the area, providing a larger number of urban and rural inns, if

Chichester's weighted numbers, as regional county town, are taken into account.

Some contemporary examples from the numerous letters and complaints about the Sussex

mud and the difficulties of travel give a clear idea of the problems travellers crossing the

region faced. They also highlight the fact that the postal system suffered, the Royal Mail

functioned spasmodically with only two routes at either end of the county considered

reliable enough to carry regular correspondence. The length of the county caused a lack

of communication, though this hinged on the fact that the underlying geology often did

not allow the transport systems to function, particularly in wet weather. By the late-

seventeenth century even the largest inns in the region were half the size of those in other
,

counties.

However, it can be postulated that carriers worked the bad roads with teams of horses,

based at inns in the region. Everitt describes wagons drawn by six to eight horses, carriers

travelling together in trains of half a dozen or more for protection. It could not have been

easy as bridges were often down and road repairs were not done. Flooding was endemic,

particularly around the upper reaches of the rivers in the Weald. In 1621 a group of 15

carriers from Sussex and five other counties drew up a petition to Parliament protesting

against a prohibition on the use of more than five horses to a cart, fearing that they would
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have to reduce their loads and raise their rates ' ... by reason of the deep ways ID

winter ... the steepness ofhills and the longness of journeys ... ,66

Despite all this, many urban inns flourished and rural inns continued to offer hospitality.

Trade improved, with London the focus for journeys across the region, while the ports

exported and imported goods and people. Markets in the towns and some of the villages

attracted traders and customers. All this meant that inns functioned and their numbers

slowly rose. After the Restoration there is some indication of improvements to a few inn

buildings, with new chambers, additional ranges and some improved facilities for guests as

the need for privacy grew.

There are problems with the sources in that large numbers of stables are 'missing',

although there is documentary evidence to show that several hundred horses could be

housed in Horsham in 1686, for example, but nothing to indicate where they were

accommodated. It seems likely that many stables and fields were owned or leased by

people other than the innkeepers; the latters' inventories do not reveal much evidence of

safe housing for horses, one of the prerequisites ofa good inn.

Many of the urban inns have been demolished and some have 'disappeared' within the

changing townscapes and their sites cannot now be discovered. New Shoreham lacks

sixteenth century documentary evidence as well as actual inn buildings. But there is

enough regional evidence to indicate inn typology and hierarchy over time, showing how

this has been influenced by the landscape.

The fact that both urban and rural inn numbers trebled over a 150 year period during a

time of worsening communication could indicate that they became more involved with the

indigenous population and in the administration of the region. This would have ensured

that some inns improved their facilities and provided meeting rooms as well as more

accommodation. Many of these inn buildings have survived to the present day, and some

are still operating as public houses and hotels. Others have disappeared from the

66 Everitt, 'The English Urban Inn', 108; O. L. Turnbull, 'Provincial Road Carrying in the Eighteenth
Century', TheJournalof TransponHistory,New Series 4, (1977-1978), 20.
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landscape. The next chapter will examine the function of many of the inns, their survival

or otherwise, in such difficult territory with poor communications
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CHAPTERS

The Function of the Inn and Tavern

This chapter addresses the varied functions of the inn and tavern within the region. A brief

outline of the perceived function of the inn has been given in the Introduction, but this

chapter shows that expectation did not always match reality. What travellers encountered

is explained in some detail, using documentary and architectural sources. Nine tables

within the text and others in the Appendices list many of the defining elements of the inns.

In law the inn and the tavern were supposedly different, but in western Sussex it seems

that their functions were usually combined. This theme is discussed and expanded.

A section is devoted to the inn as a public building involved in local and regional

administration. Many of the larger inns had high status dual purpose first floor chambers;

today these would be called function rooms, though would not contain beds. The rooms

and the activities that took place in them are examined. For the first time the known

rooms are listed and their contents discussed.

A new and exciting theme to emerge from the thesis is the importance of inn signs and

their brackets to inn typology. At the beginning of the study they seemed peripheral to the

main research, but it has become apparent that there was a regional and hierarchical

pattern to the signs. The names on the signs lead to a deeper understanding of an inn

building's architectural history, as well as its function. The way that the signs were

displayed meant that travellers would have had certain expectations of the inns and their

keepers.

The Inn and Tavern for Travellers

The first function of an inn was to supply comfortable accommodation with clean beds,

plentiful food and drink, warmth, security and good stabling. These were the essential

criteria for the traveller. Other guests of equal social status, news and entertainment

would also have been desirable but not essential. A secondary function of some inns was
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the supply of a public meeting room for local and regional administration, as well as

sociable community activities. While this would not have affected the traveller to any

great extent, it might have led to the expectation that an inn with such a facility would

supply a better quality of service than an inn without it.

A third function was that of shopkeeping, the innkeeper or his relatives providing

travellers and local inhabitants with useful services such as baking, barbering,

blacksmithing and much mote. Dual occupation was common within the innkeeping

fraternity, particularly in the rural areas.

So how did the tavern fit into inn function? Previous chapters have emphasised that

taverns were supposedly licensed to provide wine and food only but not to accommodate

travellers overnight. 1 Their function was blurred and they existed in greater numbers than

the 1553 legislation allowed. Inns with wine licences were also called taverns and some

provincial vintners turned to innkeeping as well in the latter half of the sixteenth century.

Indentures survive for William Barkham of Chichester, 1571, and Henry Botting of

Horsham, 1572. They were both described as vintners, having kept 'a tavern or wine

cellar ... without lawful warrant ... ' since 26th September 1565. The significance of the

latter date is unclear and the signs were not listed.2 A William Barkham was an alderman

and citizen of Chichester in 1570, and this may be the same man, though no other

references have been found.' InHorsham 'old Bottinges chamber' is recorded in the 1611

inventory of Robert Tredcroft of the Red Lion. This inn was functioning in 1598 and

Tredcroft (1553-1611) descnbed himself as a vintner in his will. It is clear from the

inventory contents that his was a large inn with 13 chambers that could accommodate

over 50 people. So at some time between 1572 and 1598 Henry Botting's tavern may

I The OED makes it clear that a vintner could be a) one who deals in or sells wine; b) a wine merchant; c)
an innkeeper selling wine.
2 PRO E17612111S, E176/1/18.
3 WSRO, Chichester City Archives, BI2, Grant of Arms dated 1570.
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have became the Red Lion inn, run or owned by Tredcroft." It was situated on an

imposing site in the market area and would have profited from this position.

I wondered whether the changing role of monastic hospitality after the Reformation

influenced what I see as a changing role for vintners, but no research seems to have been

done on such a theme. Nilson finds' ... little evidence that cathedrals regularly extended

free hospitality to non-noble pilgrims except on special occasions' and says that 'pilgrim

inns' were common by the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. He also states that most

pilgrims could not expect free accommodation.' The Reformation meant that pilgrimages

could no longer be undertaken so if religious guest houses closed or fell into ruin after the

1530s it is possible that some vintners saw opportunities of taking on the role of

innkeeping when more people were travelling for economic reasons in an era of rising

population. But the causes are not clear.

However, it ~ clear that most of the large inns of the region, and some of the smaller

ones, sold wine. Their keepers were often referred to as innholders and/or vintners with

no distinction made between these two occupations. Evidence for a Midhurst tavern is

discussed in Chapter 7, but it can be seen that vintners of the region were supplying

accommodation for travellers in inns and were also referred to as innkeepers.

While most bedchambers were upstairs, nine ground floor parlour-bedrooms are listed in

the inventories between 1589 and 1687, four in Chichester, one in Horsham, and two each

inMidhurst and Arundel." At the Swan in Chichester in 1638 the room was described as

4 Hughes, Horsham Houses, 13, 33. In 1588 a Henry Botting may have owned the George inn in
Horsham. The family had been running it since at least 1555. As he had six children and many
grandchildren, it is not possible to be absolutely certain which 'old Botting' had used the chamber at the
Red Lion or to which inn the wine licence had been applied. The chamber was still listed as 'Bottings' in
Richard Hurst's Red Lion inventory of 1637.
, B. Nilson, Cathedral Shrines of Medieval England, (Woodbridge: Boydell Press, 1998), 184-5. Pantin,
168, described five great inns financed by religious houses.
6 Barley, 65-66, 186-187. 'One cannot tell how many of them were first floor rooms, for Sussex folk used
the word chamber so widely, not only for a ground floor sleeping-room, but also for a buttery... or a
brewhouse... It was unusual not to have a ground floor sleeping-room, except in the houses of craftsmen,
who used it for a workshop... ' I have not found any sleeping quarters called 'chambers' on the ground
floor of either inns or houses in the several thousand inventories I have studied over the last 25 years, and
do not agree with Barley's statement. If there were beds in ground floor rooms, the room name did not
include the word 'chamber'.
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the 'Dyneing Parlour' (see Appendix 5). As late as 1707 Ann Bryant of Steyning had a

bed in her inn's dining room, which may originally have been the parlour. Chartres felt

that many street parlours of inns, having given hospitality to itinerant shopmen on market

days, had converted to shops by the end of the eighteenth century, though the opposite

happened in Horsham when the Star inn's former shop had been converted into a

bedroom for four guests by 1702.7

Bedchambers on the first floor usually interconnected, but as the notion of privacy gained

in popularity, exterior galleries were added or corridors made along one side of the

rooms. Door locks may have been fitted, though no mention of these has been found

Harrison commented in 1587 that a guest could carry the key to his room as if it were his

own house for as long as he was at the inn. Pant in said that there was a much earlier

demand for privacy in inns than in private houses, especially from merchants who needed

a secure locked room for their valuables. Chartres felt that the sharing of inn beds by

strangers led to the trading community helping the spread of'privacy." There are only two

inventories listing locks in the region, though they are not for rooms. Robert Tredcroft's

hall cupboard at the Red Lion, Horsham had locks and keys in 1611, and William

Manser's Chichester inn had one long box with a lock, which may have contained

documents, in a little cupboard next to the garrett in 1651. There was also a grate with a

lock and a standing cupboard with a lock and a key in his kitchen.

There was often more than one bed to a room, sometimes as many as three or four. Beds

were usually for two people, though more could have shared if necessary. Truckle or

7 Chartres, 'The Place of the Inn', 4.
8 see Pennington, TheHalf Moon, Nonhchapel. Built in the first half of the seventeenth century, the Half
Moon has three first floor chambers that were formerly interconnecting. A corridor was later made along
one side of the rooms to provide separate access to each room. A fourth, smaller chamber, perhaps a
servant's room, had no apparent interior access, and may have been entered from the outside by ladder;
Clark, The English Alehouse, 10, said the innkeeper was liable in law for the safekeeping of guests'
goods; Bretherton, 182; Pantin, 183-184; Chartres, 'The Place of the Inn', 116. quotes some disgraceful
occurrences that took place in shared beds and chambers in a Hampshire inn in 1726, though felt that
even by 1760 private bedrooms were still a rarity.
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trundle beds were frequent, again for one or two people - often servants or children."

Clean sheets would have been anticipated, but might not always have been supplied."

Harrison said that guests were:-

... sure to lie in cleane sheetes, wherein no man hath beene lodged since
they came from the landresse, or out of the water wherein they were last
washed ... "

but this may have only been so at the 'greate and sumptuous innes' that he described in

1587.

All the innkeeping inventories list linen - sheets, napkins, table-cloths and towels,

sometimes with pillow covers. Sheets are often found in large quantities, but some

numbers seem low for the beds itemised, such as eight pairs for 10 beds at a Steyning inn

in 1690, contrasting with 35 pairs for 12 beds at a Midhurst inn four years later. Robert

Tredcroft's 1611 inventory for the Red Lion, Horsham, lists washing in the garden, linen

used by guests of differing social classes:-

... wett clothes, viz: Twoe payer of hempen sheetes, one payer of
hollandsheetes, three Canvas Sheetes, one table cloth, 8 napkins and one
towell.

But sheets are far more than just bed coverings to the inn historian - they reveal status and

function. There were different kinds of sheets - fine or coarse, canvas or hemp and the

best Holland linen. Widow Clarke of the George, Chichester, had large quantities of linen

9 V. Chinnery, Oak Furniture. The British Tradition, (Woodbridge: Antique Collectors' Club, 1993
reprint), 394-396; T. Burke, The English Inn, (London: Longmans Green, 1931), 45, quoting Pepys
whose two servants shared a truckle bed while he and his wife were in the main bed in a 'little inn'.
10 Morris, 207. Fiennes travelled with her own sheets. In 1698 she stopped at a poor cottage in
Northumberland and when the landlady brought out her best sheets, Fiennes used these to keep the dirty
blankets off her own; D. Jarrett, England in the Age of Hogarth, (London: Yale University Press, 1996
reprint), 148, in May 1732 the artist William Hogarth stayed in a Kent inn where the sheets were so
damp that after an hour he and his four friends (the five of them sharing three beds) had to get up. They
were bitten by gnats all night; E. S. de Beer, (ed.), The Diary of John Evelyn, (London: OUP. 1959),262-
263, in 1646 Evelyn arrived, ill, at an inn in Savoie, where the hostess took her daughter out of the bed.
He got into it, still warm, without a change of sheets, and blamed it for having given him smallpox.
11 Pantin, 184, quoting Harrison.
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listed in 1652, valued in 55 different amounts: her 72 sheets were valued at between 2s.

6d. and 8s. a pair, her 16 tablecloths from Is. to 5s. 6d., to suit the social status of her

guests. Table 19 below displays the amounts of linen listed in the inventories, together

with the number of beds they covered, as well as other linen and the chamber pots.

Date Dec Surname Town! £ lnv. Linen Sheets Napkins Table- Towel s Chambers No. of Beds Guest Chamber
Village Total Value (Pairs) cloths Pr=Pnrlour T=Trundlc Nos. Pots

1589 lk Scriven Midhurst 53 £2 09) 38 22 6 6 1'+5 7+3T 2Q 5

1611 N Tredcroft Horsham 205 ?£4 (48) 96 HR 24 t2S }3 t23+5r 56

1614 K Farre Arundel 21 less £1 (I) 2 8 10 4 4 6 12

1614 N May Horsham 27 £2 (8) 16 ? 1 1 1

1617 Vn Crabb Arundel 41 None

1618 Aid Keere Chichester £22 (27) 54 129 138 1)4 P+8 12+61 J6 16

1619 Ih Goodman Perworth 171 (32) 65 J14 17 12 7 10+2T. ~4. 2-J,

1624 [h Cox Bramber 46 £5 (16) 32 28 10 2 5 7+IT 16 6

1630 Vn Batchelor Arundel 43 £7 (12) 24 36 8 14 3 2 4 2

1631 Y Smith Horsham 59 None

1632 rh Challen Arundel 148 £5 yes yes yes yes 1'+6 6+4T 20

1633 Y Cowlstocke Steyning 240 £14 OQ) §O 66 14 6 6 8+IT 18 Yes

1637 [h Gates Midhurst 18 check (4) 8 12 2 - 3 2 4

1637 Y Hurst Horsham 129 £20 t3Q}6~ 60 ,12 :~ '!l 1)+4'1' ~Q $

1638 Vc Gates Lodsworth 17 less £1 (5) 10 8 2 - 5 HIT 10 I

1638 M Salloway Chichester 347 £30 (Jl)6:} q~ 2,l il~ »+10 16+7:IJ 46 Yes

1640 A Blaker Lancing 48 £4 (7) 14 6 4 6 2 5" 10 I

1641 Ik Massey Rogate 142 £10 (12) 24 48 12 71 8 4+31' 14 4

1641 Ih Bishop Midhurst 287 ? (30) ~O ;4j r2~ ?~ 1)7/8 9+211 ~~

1642 N Hearsey Steyning 110 £10 !i.l} 34 26 6 4 3 7+IT ifS 6

1647 Y Penfold Slin/old 111 £14 (t4)4,3 124 4 - 5 5 10 3

1650 Th Fowler S.Harting 52 £6 (13) 26 36 5 yes P+4 6+2T 16

1651 Vc Manser Chichester 20 - - - - - I 2 4

1652 W Clarke Chichester ? £12 (36) 72 %q 1~ Il l~q 9+711 ~~ ~

1662 N Bennett Midhurst 188 £12 (10) 20 48 3+ yes 8 7+21' 18 7

1665 Ik Pilfold B'hurst 67 £4 yes 54 9 - 6 8+IT 18 7

1665 ill Mellershe Midhurst 477 £4 (8) 16 yes yes yes I 2 4

1666 lh Patching HOrsh.'ID 25 £4 (8) 16 8 6 5 2 2+IT 6 2
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Date Occ Surname Town! £ Inv. Linen Sheets Napkins Table- Towels Chambers No. of Beds Guest Chamber
Village Total Value (pairs) cloths P=Parlour T=Trundle Nos. Pots

1667 y Scutt Horsham 451 £23 (2~)52 60 It 10 6 7+2T 18

1667 W Haylor Petworth 146 £8 (13) 27 40 9 19 5 6+2T 16 Yes

1668 Vn Blanch Petworth 78 £7 - - - - 4 4+3T 14 7

1669 Vc Tupper Nt'chapel 155 £8 (20) 4 I 21 8 12 4 7+IT 16

1670 rh Goble Petworth 541 £50 (63) '127 204 28 24 14 14+6T 40 13

1672 Vc Richardson Thakeham 23 - (14) 28 24 . - 3 6 12

1672 Y lsemonger Slinfold 125 £13 (20) 40 48 6 . 5 7 14

1672 N Carpenter Petworth 190 £15 (1'8)315 !3(i 10 4 10 12+4T 32 ~

1673 rh Courtney Midhurst 438 £12 (5)30 96 6 12 5 1 2 1~

1675 N Goodier Petworth 16 £9 (7)34 25 6 6 (2empty) 9 9 ;18 '8

1675 Gt Kemp Steyning 129 £1 I (~0)4Q 24 9 6 8 14 ~8 g

1677 rh Rose Pulb'rgh 110 £20 None 5 8+IT 18

1677 Vc Sturt Angm'ing 98 £14 (30) 60 36 9 8 3 4 8 3

1677 Th Mercer Midhurst 153 £22 5 7+IT 16

1677 Vc Scott Chichester 21 £7 (20)4(] 36 8 P 8 lO+lT 27 6

1679 Vc Clayton B'hurst 44 £6 (17) 34 6 6 - 3 5 10

1679 N Pick Steyning 34 £1 (6) 12 · . - 3 5+2T 14

1679 N Dixon Chichester 62 £7 (20) 40 36 10 6 P+5 8 16 7

1682 N Worgar Bramber 207 £8 (20) 40 12 8 8 6 6+2T 16 5

1684 rh Payes Boxgrove 49 £3 None 4 ?3/4 ?6/8

1686 N Edbury Sidlesham 138 £7 (17) 34 · - - 2 I+IT 4

1686 Gt Brian Horsham 369 £23 (SO)JQQ ,ll,1! \12 · ~ §+1l: ~~ :l~
1687 Ih Cutbert Arundel 166 £3 ?(II) 22 30 yes · P+2 4 8

1687 rh Apps Boxgrove 94 £3 - - - · 4 74 ?8

1689 Ih Daniel Horsham 91 £9 (20) 40 30 8 9 6 10+IT 22 4

Chk rh Pryce Horsham 13 £2 (6) 12 · 2 - 3 3 6

1690 Ik Burnett Steyning 77 £5 (8) 16 12 4 8 5 9+IT 20 4

1690 Ih Moore Br'dwater 39 £2 (6) 12 8 3 6 5 5 10 6

1690 rh Newnham Horsham 69 £67 (19) 38, ~4 2 '12 >3 ~+4T 18 ,8

1690 rh Goodgroome Arundel 90 £4 (l~)~4 ~4 6 10 4 8 16 6

1691 Vc Ellis B'hurst 25 £9 (5) 10 ? ? ? 3 4 8 2

1692 N Golding Steyning 22 None 6 4+IT 10

1692 Vc Lover Ashington 33 £12 «(!g~JI ~~ 4 - 2 2 4 4
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Date Occ Surname Town! £ Inv. Linen Sheets Napkins Table- Towels Chambers No. of Beds Guest [Chamber
Village Total Value (pairs) cloths P=Parlour T=Trllndle Nos. Pots

1694 W Cooke Midhurst 223 £17 05)70 72 Ii 24 9 11+2T 26 yes

1694 Ih Hollis Midhurst 25 ? (6)JZ 12 3 old .I I 3 6

1701 lh Ludgator Pulb'rgh 102 ? (13) 26 36 - 6 4or5 7 14 3

1702 N Waller Horsham 157 £23 (3(j) 72 72 21 17 7+2 13+2T 30 yes

1705 Vc Chitty Horsham 27 £3 (7) 14 6 5 6 3 4 8

1706 Vc Wheatley Felpham 209 £31 (17) 34 60 12 12 3 4 8

1706 Y Daniel Horsham 62 - (20)40 24 tom 6 4 II 22 6

1706 Sd Savage Horsham 37 - (16) 32 42 7 10 4 5 10 I

1706 [b Rade Horsham 139 £27 (41) 83 84 25 22 II ;20 40 10

1707 W Bryant Steyning 54 £9 (14)28 24 10 - DR+6CH 7 14 2

1708 Ih Fish Petworth 29 £2 (5) 10 - I 10 3 3 6

1708 Ih Herriott B'hurst 66 £4 (10) 20 15 4 4 5 4 8

1710 Vc Emery B'hurst 18 None - . . - 3 3 6

1710 Ih Harding Femhurst 59 £8 (16) 32 24 5 6 3 4 8

Table 19
Chambers, beds, linen, and chamber pot, 1589-1710

Sources: All sources for Tables 19-27 can befound inAppendix 1

This Table reveals far more than lists of linen, numbers of beds and inn chambers. It is a

microcosm of inn history for the region. The highlighted figures indicate some of the more

interesting groupings which point to an urban and rural inn hierarchy. The appraisers

usually listed sheets in pairs, and their numbers have been bracketed. The total number of

sheets is listed after the paired numbers which makes it easier to compare with the number

of napkins. The latter are usually noted i.ndozens or half-dozens but have been totalled D r

the Table. The paired sheet numbers can be compared to the number of guest beds. lose

analysis reveals a correlation between the figures. A similar number of single sheets and

napkins indicates innkeeping, as does paired sheet and guest bed numbers. Many more

napkins than single sheets indicates that guests were eating and drinking wine more than

they were staying overnight. This indicates tavern activity. While a tavern might have had

some beds (and was therefore an inn), wine drinking is usually indicated by cellar

contents.
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Seven urban inns had more than 20 tablecloths each. Towel numbers often seem lower

than might have been expected, and there is no indication of their lengths. In Yorkshire,

Kightly says that some diners might have shared a communal towel, perhaps exceeding 30

feet long, stretched over diners' laps."

Wine was a status symbol amongst the inns of western Sussex. Those selling wine had the

best facilities." The presence of pewter chamber pots was also one of the defining

elements of a comfortable inn and most of the inns supplying wine had more chamber pots

than those that did not. 14 A good inn had a commode in the bedroom. These were called

close stools, or bed pans, not to be confused with warming pans which were also supplied

at the better inns." An outside privy might have been available, and there is a rare listing

of one in 1624 at the White Lion at Bramber - a 'house of office' in the stable." Spits,

jacks and candlesticks were three more defining items for inns of the region and Table 20

shows their ratios.

Date Surname Town/JIiI/age Spits Jack Candle- Chamber Close Bed Warming
sticks Pots Stool Pan PaD

1589 Scriven Midhurst tom 9 tom

1611 Tredcroft Horsham 8 l~ 5 1

1614 Farre Arundel I 1

1614 May Horsham 3 1 4 ?

1617 Crabb Arundel 5 I 1
1618 Keere Chichester I(~ 16 2 2
1619 Goodman Petworth rg II; 2+ I

1624 Cox Bramber 2 9 6 1

1630 Batchelor Arundel I 8 2
1632 Challen Arundel .~ I

12 C. Sherwood, 'The Placement of Furniture in Houses: The Use of Inventories & Pictorial vidence-
Part 2, 30th September 1995' in Regional Furniture Society Newsletter, 23, (Winter, ]995), 10, a talk
entitled 'From Inventories to objects' given by Charles Kightly about Barley Hall in York.
13 Clark, The English Alehouse, 8, saysmost inns sold wines, but this was not so in Sussex.
14 Bretherton, 191, John Taylor described his chamber pot in unpleasant detail (no date given, but
probably mid-seventeenth century); Chartres, 'The Place of the Inn', 112, noted that pewter chamber pots
were still being used in 1779 and wondered whether this distinguished inns from private households
where earthenware would have been used.
15 F. W. Steer, Farm and Cottage Inventories of Mid-Essex, 1635 to 1749, ( hichester: Phillimore, 1969
edn.), 18, said bed pans were the same as warming pans, but I do not agree. Both items sometimes appear
in the same inventories. Widow Haylor of Petworth, 1667, had a pewter bed pan which would have
melted if hot coals were placed in it. Pantin, 187, said sanitary arrangements in medieval inns were
obscure, with few traces of garderobes.
16 A lavatory was also called a 'necessary house'.
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Date Surname Town/Village Spits Jack Candle- Chamber Close Bed Warming
sticks Pots Stool J'IIII Pan

1633 Cowlstocke Steyning 2 I Yes Yes

1637 Gates Midhurst 2
1637 Hurst Horsham 8 12 8

1638 Gates Lodsworth 2 4 I

1638 Salloway Chichester ~ I Yes Yes I old

1640 Blaker Lancing 1 4 I I

1640 Massey Rogate tom 5 4 1
1641 Bishop Midhurst bird 1 tom tom 2
1642 Hearsey Steyning , 3 6 3
1647 Penfold Slin/old 2 3
1650 Fowler S. Harting 2
1651 Manser Chichester I l old

1652 Clarke Chichester .~ I 6 Q 2 I I

1662 Bennett Midhurst 3 I 4 7
1665 Pilfold Billingshurst 4 I Yes 7
1665 Mellershe Midhurst 2 Brass and Pewter

1666 Patching Horsham 2 I 3 2
1667 Scutt Horsham 9, I I I

1667 Haylor Petworth 4 1 Yes Yes I I PIT I

1667 Blanch Petworth 4 I 12 7 I brass

1669 Tupper Northchapel Torn I

1670 Goble Petworth 'Jt I 10 plus q 2
1672 Richardson Thakeham 3 6

1672 Isemonger Slin/old 2 I 8
1672 Carpenter Petworth 5 I 12 5 I old

1673 Courtney Midhurst I 6 12

1674 Goodier Petworth 3 I 6 8

1675 Kemp Steyning 2 I 8 8
1677 Rose Pulborough I

1677 Sturt Angmering 3 I I 3 I

1677 Mercer Midhurst I Torn

1677 Scott Chichester ~ ~~ 8 6 I

1679 Ficke Steyning 3 I 2
1679 Dixon Chichester 2 I 6 7 I 1
1682 Worgar Bramber 3 1 Il~ 5

1686 Edbury Sidlesham Yes

1686 Brian Horsham 18 I 3 I~

1687 CUlbert Arundel 2 I 6

1689 Daniel Horsham 5 ~11 4 I

1689 Pryce Horsham Goods

1690 Burnett Steyning 4 1 ~~ 4
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Date Surname Town/Jlillage Spits Jack Candle- Chamber Close .Bed Warming
sticks Pots Stool Pan Pan

1690 Moore Broadwater I 2 6
1690 Newnham Horsham 4 1 tom ~, I I

1690 Goodgroome Arundel 4 I 9 6

1691 Ellis Billingshurst 2 1 3 2
1692 Golding Steyning I

1692 Lover Ashington 4 I

1694 Cooke Midhurst 4 1 19 pewter

1694 Hollis Midhurst ~ I 1 1 bmss
1701 Ludgator Pulborough 4 1 14 3 2

1702 Waller Horsham '~ i2@l Yes Yes 1 1
1705 Chitty Horsham 3 1 5 I

1706 Wheatley Felpham 4 1 11 ~ 1
1706 Daniel Horsham ~ ~&lD~ U" 6 1
1706 Savage Horsham 1 1 3 1 1
1706 Rade Horsham ~ 1~I9'BJg a9. ilq I I

1707 Bryant Steyning 3 1 other 2
1708 Fish Petwortb 2 1 5
1708 Herriott Billingshurst 3 1 other

1710 Harding Femhurst 4

Table 20
In the Hearths: Spits and jacks. In the Rooms and Chambers: Candlesticks,

chamber pots,warming pans and other sanitary ware, 1589-1710

K=Kitcben, BK=Back Kitchen, H=Hall B=Buttery

Some inns were clearly better supplied than others, as highlighted numbers show. The

Red Lion (Tredcroft 1611 and Hurst 1637) inHorsham and Goodman of Petworth, ]619,

had eight spits and 12 candlesticks each. Other inns had similar numbers, indicating large

hearths and plenty of food. Due to damaged inventories, and the custom of weighing

pewter and brass for valuation, chamber pots and warming pans are not always Listed

separately, and other items are lumped together, so the inn hierarchy is not quite so clear

as in Table ]9, but there is enough evidence to confirm an inn typography. Some of

Brian's 18 chamber pots would have been for use in the gaol. Listings f architectural

details in Appendix 12 b) confirm that some innkeepers had two kitchen the econd one

sometimes described as 'new'. Ten inns had bakehouses and probably all the hearths had a

bread oven attached. A complete list of food items extracted from the inventories is

included in Appendix 13. Bacon, bread containers, salt, cheese and butter are the most
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frequently listed items. The ducks, hens and geese in the inn yards would have supplied

eggs and meat as well as feathers for mattresses and pillows. Chartres felt that kitchens

would rarely have been used for guests, but that servants might have eaten there, though I

do not necessarily agree with this as multiplicityof seating indicates a wider use."

Not surprisingly the coastal innkeepers provided fish for their guests. Edbury of

Sidlesham had probably caught it himself as he had two boats listed in 1686. Moore of

Broadwater had four herring barrels in his buttery in 1690 and Wheatley ofFelpham had a

fish prong and a net. In Horsham, the Star, with a Coffee Room, provides the first

reference to coffee pots, a mill and roaster in 1702 and its innkeeper Henry Waller had

shares in a ship. In 1706 Savage, the Horsham innkeeping saddler also had a coffee pot

and his colleague Rade at the White Horse had a punch bowl and a 'Sillibob Pott'. In

Chichester the Dolphin Coffee House was noted in 1689, presumably operating in or next

to the inn of the same name. Everitt felt that coffee might have signalled news rooms and

club activities. Coffee houses were well known in London throughout the second half of

the seventeenth century but coffee making equipment is not mentioned in the Sussex

innkeeping inventories until after 1700.18 No tea-drinking items are listed at all.

There are so many references in the inventories to drink that the Table for this is

necessarily very large and can be found in Appendix 14. Beer, wine, ale, cider, mead and

spirits are listed in varying quantities. Those innkeepers with wine, some with very large

amounts indeed, are at the top of the inn and tavern hierarchy. If wine was not listed in

the cellars or butteries, wine pots and glasses often indicate its presence at other times.

There were large numbers of pewter flagons which could have been used for wine or

beer." Many inns were brewing their own beer, and some must have been supplying other

outlets to judge by the quantities of equipment and the valuation of the brewhouses. Only

one malthouse is listed, at Daniel's Horsham inn in 1706. There are few references to

17 Chartres, 'The Place of Inn'. II 0-1l1.
18 Steer, 'The Dolphin & Anchor Hotel, Chichester', 4; Everitt, 'The English Urban Inn', 134. in 1694 a
Northampton inhabitant, ' .. .in addition to running his wife's inn ran one of the earliest and most
influential coffee-houses in the town'; Everitt, 'The Eoglish Urban Inn', 111-112; WSRO,
EPlI29/11S/097, Christopher Elson of the Pad at Lancing had a coffee pot in 1719.
19 Clark, The English Alehouse, 198. In 1700 'quart-pots or flagons' were synonomous, but Table 21
shows that they were of pewter, and could be quart, great or lidded.
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tobacco, three urban and two rural inns only indicating that pipe-smoking was occurring.

Goble at the Great White Hart in Petworth had 8Ibs of tobacco in 1670, Daniel and Rade

at Horsham had tobacco tongs in 1706. The earliest reference is at the Buck at South

Harting where Fowler had a docking engine in 1650, the latest with Herriott at

Billingshurst who had an unknown amount of tobacco in 1710. Mercer's 1678 Midhurst

probate account lists tobacco purchased from Farnham in Surrey (see Appendix 7).

Seven barrels ofmilk (it could be used for possets and sillabubs) in Newnham's Horsham

inn in 1690 are the only reference to this non-alcoholic liquid, though cows are listed in

some inventories. In the same year there is a note of decayed liquor, at Arundel, where

presumably there had been a delay in dealing with Goodgroome's inn after his death. The

five inventory references to 'stale' beer indicate quite the opposite from the modern

meaning - it was otherwise known as 'strong' beer. Mild and March beer are also listed.

There are only four references to ale, which was not the same as beer," The references to

cider are equally divided between the town and country, but both listings of mead were at

rural inns. There were large numbers of glass bottles at the inns in the second half of the

seventeenth century, from 84 to 240. Scutt of Horsham had a parcel of cork to stopper

his in 1667.

There were various cask and barrel capacities, and the Glossary explains all but the size of

the mystery containers, humbers or humbertons, in the cellars of the Lion, Swan and

George inns at Chichester between 1618 and 1652. Keere of the Lion had 'two

humbertons & two hogsheads ofbeere, 9 empty hogsheads, 7 stands and a salting trough'

worth 50s. in 1618. Salloway at the Swan in 1638 had 'in the Seller of Beere one and

Twenty humbers at 12s. the humber'. Emma Clarke of the George in 1652 had 23

humbertons, 16 of them filled with beer valued at £8. They may have been larger than

hogsheads, or just a particular kind of cask. Keere was an alderman, Salloway a merchant,

and Clarke the widow of an innkeeping merchant, so it could be wondered if they had

been shipped in from elsewhere, via the river Humber for example. These containers only

20 Bretherton, 169, says that after 1600 the terms beer and ale became practically interchangeable, but I
do not agree. See Appendix 14 and J. M. Bennett, Ale, Beer, and Brewsters in England: Women's Work
in a Changing World 1300-1600, (Oxford: OUP, 1996).
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occur in the leading Chichester inn cellars. A humberton might also have been a fish barrel

[umber = grayling]; both Isaak Walton and Thomas Fuller praised the grey mullet caught

between Arundel and the sea, and it abounded in local coastal waters."

Inns at the top end of the hierarchy, like the Swan, often had named rooms. Pantin felt

this was more useful for the serving of food and drink to guests." Sallowayand Clarke

both had bedchambers with names such as Lion, Rose, Bell, Angel and George,

presumably decorated with appropriate motifs. These names seem peculiar to drinking

establishments and if seen in an inventory should alert the researcher to an inn or a tavern.

They would also have alerted the traveller to inns at the top end of the hospitality

hierarchy. Some indicate a coloured theme, such as Green Chamber, or Red Parlour, and

appropriately coloured furnishings are often listed. In western Sussex the names have only

been found in the urban inns. New Shoreham is unfortunately excluded from all the tables

in this chapter because of the absence of inventories and wills for the port; it could be

imagined that room names like Dolphin and Mermaid might have featured.

Tables 21 and 22 list 72 named and nine numbered rooms and chambers in the inns of the

region, and there must have been more. The names are a rich source for the decorative

arts of the period, indicating that coloured wall and ceiling paintings would have featured

inmany of the inns, furnishings and bed coverings of red, green, and yellow echoing the

room designs. Doors would have displayed the symbols of the Half Moon, Rose, Eagle

and Lion and all the others to aid travellers and servants. Shakespeare has Falstaff staying

in a room newly painted with the story of the Prodigal Son, and Prince Henry calling for

wine in the Half Moon, with mention of the Pomegranate." Appendix 15 gives a

complete breakdown of the names, but also shows an ambiguity of symbolism amongst

the most popular, those relating to the monarchy, heraldry and religion. For example, the

HalfMoon, Crown, Rose and Swan all symbolised the Virgin Mary, as well as royal and

other coats of arms, badges and crests.

21 Neither Mrs. Juliet Field, Senior Assistant Editor, OED, nor Professor Richard Coates, President of the
English Place-Names Society, University of Sussex have been able to give a definitive meaning, but see
Glossary; VCH, 5, Pt 1, 12. The grey mullet was well known in the coastal waters of Sussex.
22 Pantin, 187, records room names in 1489 at the Chequer in Canterbury.
23 W. Shakespeare, The Merry Wives of Windsor, IV.S. 6-7; King Henry IV, Part 1, II. 4. 27-28, 38-39.
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18 innkeepers, 14 named inns in 6 towns,
with 72 named chambers and rooms, as well as 9 numbered

Chichester 4inns 17 names 1638-1679 Appendix 15

Horsham 3 inns 3 names 1686-1702 gives name

Horsham 1 inn 9 [numbered] 1706 breakdown

Midhurst 4inns 27 names ]662-1694
Petworth 3 inns 22 names 1670-1675
Arundel 1 inn 1 name 1632
Steyning 2 inns 2 names 1633-1707

Table 21
Numbers of named urban rooms and chambers

Town Chichester
Date 1638 1652 1677 1679
Surname Salloway Clarke Scott Dixon
Inn Name Swan George White Horse Star
Chamber 6 3 2 I
Room 0 Par] our 0 0
Unknown 1 2 1 0
Total 7 6 3 1

Fox Cock Bull chamber Yellow chamber
Lion chamber Lion chamber Sun chamber
Rose chamber Rose HalfMoon
Bell chamber George chamber
Angel chamber Anchor chamber
Green chamber Red Parlour
Spread Eagle chamber

Town Horsham
Date 1686 1690 1702 17~
Surname Brian Newnham Waller Rade
Inn Name Chequer unknown Sial' W. Horse
Chamber I 0 I 2
Room 0 Parlour 0 7
Unknown 0 0 0 0
Total 1 1 1 9

Yellow chamber Fox parlour Red chamber All numbered,
incl. Club Room
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Town Midhurst
Date 1662 1673 1677 1694
Surname Bennett Courtney Mercer Cooke
Inn Name Unknown Spread Eagle Unknown Spread Eagle
Chamber 1 1 0 0
Room 0 1 0 0
Unknown 5 1 6 12
Total 6 3 6 12

Foxhound chamber Crown Anchor Nags Head
White Hart Eagle room Fox Crown
HalfMoon Angel cham ber Crown Kings Head
Crown Kings Head Greyhound
Star Mitre Rose
Fleur de Lys Chequer Eagle

Luce
Angel
Lion
Swan
White Hart
Bell

Town Petwortb
Date 1670 1672 1675
Surname Goble Carpenter Goodier
Inn Name Great White Hart George George
Chamber 4 6 5
Room 0 0 0
Unknown 7 0 0
Total 11 6 5

Cock Anchor chamber Anchor chamber
Hart chamber Cross Keys chamber Dolphin chamber
Griffin HalfMoon chamber HalfMoon chamber
Bell chamber Crown chamber Crown chamber
Angel Bull chamber Fleur de Lys chamber
Star Fleur de Lys chamber
Luce chamber
Dolphin chamber
Falcon
Marigold
Sun

Town Arundel Stc, ning
Date 1632 1633 1707
Surname Challen Cowl stock Bryant
Inn Name Unknown Chequer Kings Arms
Chamber 1 I I
Room 0 0 0
Unknown 0 0 0
Total 1 1 1

Rose cham ber Green chamber Kings chamber

Table 22
Urban inn room names, 1632-1707
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Results are bound to be lopsided because of erratic inventory survival, but they show a

trend. Seventeen inns had named rooms and one had numbers." Midhurst and Petworth

had more names than the other towns. Seven of the inns contained wine and six more had

flagons which might have been used for serving it. Five had no wine-related equipment at

all. The names conjure up colours and symbols which must have added much to the inns'

appearance and status. The inn's sign was not necessarily indicated by any of the room

names or by the named room with the highest contents' valuation.

Horsham was as important as Chichester in inn terms, an administrative centre as well as a

market town. But inns there apparently had no named rooms, which came as a surprise.

Perhaps the inventories are just missing.25 Though it might have been expected that the

Red Lion in 1611 and 1637 would have had a wealth of room names, but none appear

until 1686, withjust one yellow chamber, numbered rooms appearing at the White Horse

in 1706. This speaks of a different type of innkeeper from those of Midhurst and

Petworth, and perhaps travellers of a different social status.

There must be a connection with the influence of the landowning families of the latter

towns, including strong links with London and court. In 1580 the Earl of Northumberland

of Petworth House and Viscount Montague of Cowdray were the County

Commissioners." Everitt writes of servants from big houses moving on to run inns, and

this may have happened at Petworth and Midhurst." Such innkeepers would have used

their connections to gain custom - knowledge of dealing with the upper classes and their

own experience of London inns with named rooms could have influenced the provincial

inn scene in these Wealden towns. Gentlemen also ran inns across the region. A Mr.

24 Everitt, 'The English Urban Inn'. 124. says that room numbering was a much later (than 1698)
development in hotels, so he presumably had not come across it in Northampton.
2S WSRO STCIIlBox 5, Fiche 3+, Original Wills 161I, the will of Ann Tester of Horsham. widow,
reveals a 'Lyon chamber' in her house, which was almost certainly an inn. Though her deceased husband
John Tester is unknown to me as a Horsham innkeeper, one of her will witnesses was John Waller.
probably of the Waller innkeeping dynasty. Her 'honest neighbours', Robert Tredcroft and Thomas Smith
were Horsham innkeepers; WSRO, EP1I29/106/018. Thomas Groombridge, 1620, was a glover and
victualler, but his inventory is too damaged to use.
26 Brandon, 225-226, describes the town houses of the sixteenth and seventeenth century Petworth gentry;
PRO. SP12/144/30.
27 Ibid., 121. Pennington, Chequer Inn. 20, John Wilson, the tenant in 1776, was a former servant to Mr.
Goring of Wiston House; Souden, 70, in 1788 Byng mentions a similar circumstance in eastern Sussex.
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Pennington was running the George at Petworth in 1684 and had married into the Blanch

innkeeping family." Mr. Courtney had connections with the Spread Eagle in Midhurst

(see Chapter 7), Mr. Kemp of Steyning, 1675, ran an inn there, and Mr. Brian kept the

Chequer at Horsham in 1686 as well as the gaol,"

None of the rural innkeepers had named rooms. It was an urban phenomenon that

reflected status and hierarchy. Some names were more popular than others and a

breakdown under several headings can be seen in Appendix 15 a) and b). There were five

themes of which religion was the most popular, followed by heraldry and the monarchy,

then by hunting or sports and the Chequer, an independent name.

Lionel Cranfield, the Earl of Middlesex and ex-Lord Treasurer of England, owner of the

Wiston Estate near Steyning, stayed overnight, probably in a named room, at a Chichester

inn in April 1628. While the sign is not documented, it is sure to have been the prime inn

of the city, almost certainly the Swan in East Street, where Edward Salloway (see

Appendix 5) or his father Thomas might have been the host. Supper was meat, fowl and

fish, the latter predominating, with apple tart for dessert. The guests ate in a private room

with a 6d. charge for the fire. The bill for their stay was £8 2s. and Cranfield left a tip of

4s. for 'the house'. At 5% this was not perhaps an extremely generous one, but he was

known for his parsimony." His inn bill for supper can be seen in Appendix 16.

Travellers required other services as well as food, drink and a bed for the night. Attention

to their transport methods was vital. Inns usually provided support services such as

stabling, coach houses, blacksmiths, saddlers and wheelwrights. Surprisingly, there is little

. 28 WSRO, Add. Ms. 1674, William Pennyngton occupied the George at Petworth in 1697; R. Turner, Jun.
Esq. 'The Great George Inn, Petworth', SAC, 19, (1867), 141, says Remington (sic) was there in 1684,
(but unfortunately also mistook the Oreat White Hart inn building for the George, see Beck, 139);
information from A. McCann at WSRO that Pennington married Elizabeth Blanch of Petworth in 1671 at
Northchapel, and is described as a yeoman. I note that Walter Blanch, vintner ofPetworth, died in 1668
(see Appendix 1).
29 Everitt, 'The English Urban Inn', 130, mentions a gentleman innholder in Northampton in 1656.
30 Morgan, 89; KAO, Cranfield MS, U2691A455/4; see M. Prestwich, Cranfield: Politics & Profits under
the Early Stuarts, (Oxford: OUP, 1966); J. Pennington, 'The Wiston Estate, Sussex: Crown Sequestration
and its Effects, 1596-1634', Chapters 3 and 4, (unpublished master's thesis, Brighton Polytechnic, 1989).
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evidence for ostlers in the region, who should have been kiUedin equine care." Horses

were the main means of transport, whether ridden, or pulling wheeled vehicles. Travellers

would often have needed more than one horse, particularly in bad terrain like Sussex.

Shakespeare mentions ostlers in derogatory terms, inferring that they were 'on the make'

and often untrustworthy (see Chapter 3). He indicates they were always absent when

needed." Jonson portrays the ostler Peck as a sly, cruel cheat who, apart from routinely

giving the horses in his care less than their due weight of oats also rubbed their gums

with salt to ensure they could not eat. He removed their shoes as well while exchanging

their saddles and bridles for inferior equipment. Other contemporary writers warn of

cheating ostlers."

The evidence there is for Sussex comes from the inventories. Table 23 lists the

innkeepers' horses, stables, hay and ostlers' chambers.

Date Surname Townl Occ Horse Value IStable Ostler nAY& TotAl
Village value Value

1589 Scriven Midhurst Inn !2mares & a coli £2 £2

1611 Tredcrotl Horsham Vint 1 mare & a coli £1 Two Ostlcry £12 £146s.8d.

:r:.!aglot HcrriN1 £ I 6s.8d .
1614 .Farre Arundel Kpr Yes
1617 Crabb Arundel Vint I horse 13s.4d. 13sAd.

1618 Keefe Chichester Ald Yes ~6 l~s.4d, £6 13s.4d.

1619 Goodman Perworth Inn Anag Yes 5 load

1624 Cox Bramber Inn Yes 8s. 8s.
1632 Challen Arundel Inn Stable
1633 Cowlstocke Steyning Yeo 1 mar,ll ;£~ £2 £6
1637 Gates Midhurst Inn Stables £1 £1
1638 Salloway Chichester Mch IStables Charnlleli £20 £20
1641 Massey Rogate Inn 1 horse Yes Yes
164] Bishop Midhurst Inn Yes
1642 Hearsey Steyning N Yes Y s
1647 Penfold Slinfold Yeo ;2ho~~ (in barn) :£J ~ £2 £13
165] Manser Chichester Vict Yes 8s. 8.
1652 Clarke Chichester Wid Yes ~1~'109l £13 lOs.
1662 Bennett Midhurst N a,~p~ ~.I.a Yes £10
1665 Pilfold Billtngshurst Inn Yes Yes
1667 Scutt Horsham Yeo " horseS ~2 Yes ~IO £22

31 McCann, West Sussex Probate Inventories, contains no known ostl r ' inventories; Hughe , (1997),9,
notes one ostler in the Horsham Parish Register in 1595.
32 William Shakespeare, King Henry IV, Part 1, II. 1. 8-]2.
33 Ben Jonson, 'The New Inn', 2, The Complete Plays of Ben Jonson, 2 vols, (London: ent, 1910) 460-
463; Bretherton, 182-83,185, 195.
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Date Surname Towol Oce Horse Value Stable Ostler Oay& Total
JIillage value Value

1668 Blanch Petworth Vint 1 little horse £2 lOs. 105. £3

1670 Goble Petworth Inn ,(:hambel; ~Q £9

1673 Courtney Midburst Inn :f1.b!!Uar<l I~~ Stables £3 £7

1675 Goodier Petworth N I horse £2 Yes !;hlU!tbe, £3 lOs. £5 lOs.

1675 Kemp Steyning Gent ~~.1Jl!!t~ :~9, £4 £23

1677 Rose Pulborough Inn I horse £3 lOs. £3 lOs.

1677 Mercer Midhurst Inn 1 horse £2 £1 lOs. £3 lOs.

1679 Clayton Billtngshurst Viet 1 horse beast £2 lOs. £2 lOs.

1679 Dixon Chichester N ~m Yes

1682 Worgar Bramber N lJ.JJtIUi.&'",l,~ Il~ Yes £6

1684 Payes Boxgrove Inn 1 horse £410s. Yes £4 lOs.

1686 Edbury Sidlesham N 1 horse & cart £2 £2

1687 Cutbert Arundel Inn j1Jftibt~~~ l~ £8

1687 Apps Boxgrove Inn 1 horse £4105. £2 lOs. £7

1689 Daniel Horsham Inn I horse £4 Yes £4

1690 Burnett Steyning Inn Stables £2 Ss. £2 Ss.

1690 Newnham Horsham Inn 1 old mare 25.6d. Yes 25.6d.

1690 Goodgroome Arundel Inn @.,"~ ~,~ Yes £1 lOs. £9 lOs.

1694 Cooke Midhurst Wid 1mare £1 ISs. 1£25 £26155.

1694 Hollis Midburst Inn 1 horse £2 £2

1702 Waller Horsham N Yes £J3~$1 £13 Ss.

1706 Wheatley Felpham Viet 1 horse Yes

1706 Savage Horsham Sdlr 1 horse Yes

1706 Rade Horsham Inn 1 horse £2 Yes £10 £12

1708 Fish Petworth Inn Yes £1 £1

1708 Herriott Billingshurst Inn Yes Yes

1710 Emery Billingshurst Viet 1 old horse £1 £1

1710 Harding Fernhurst Inn 1 horse & I colt

Table 23
Horses, stables, hay and ostler, 1589-] 710

The Table lists 34 urban inns of which 20 had horses, five had ostlers, 19 had stables (six

inns had more than one) and 26 had hay. The ostler ' accommodation, and the most

valuable horses and hay stores have been highlighted. It is not surpri ing to see that many

are the inns at the top of the regional hierarchy. Of the 14 rural inn , ] 1 had.hor es, 10

had hay but only four apparently had stables. Of these two are noted for their good

horses. Only one horse is described as 'oJd' and ~dbury of idleshamhad a horse and cart

which may have been used for journeys to and from hichester with fi h and other gods.

Some horses would have been taken as heriots before the listing, as at the Red ion in

1611.
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There are five references to ostlers between 1611 and 1679 at Chichester, Petworth and

Horsham, four of which were at known high status inns. Tredcroft's Red Lion had an

'Ostrie' in 1611, either a separate building in the yard (it is listed between the stable and

the barn) or over the stable. It contained 24 pottIes of hay, four bushels of oats and a tub,

together with planks and board, the whole valued at ISs. There was no mention of a bed,

though the inn could sleep at least 12 servants ifnecessary. The four later references are

to a bedchamber for the ostler, though in each case there was only a flock bed with sparse

coverings, valued at Ss. between 1638 to 1679, indicating no improvement in facilities as

time passed. Only Goodier of the George at Petworth in 1675 supplied a boarded

bedstead and two flock bolsters for his ostler, instead of just a mattress. These inn

servants were not rated very highly by their employers, confirming contemporary opinion.

Clark says that some inns had their own 'alehouse tap' .34 There is no evidence for 'taps-

at-the-back' of the inns in Sussex during the period, but ostlers may well have been

involved in sub-contracting from the innkeepers and selling beer or ale to lower class local

customers or travellers.

While the inventories provide details of horses, stabling and other facilities, they also omit

much. Robert Harding of the Blue Bell at Fernhurst must stand as an example as well as a

warning. The name ofhis inn is only known from his will, which also lists the inn's barn,

stable, two crofts, garden and an orchard, none of which are in any way hinted at in the

inventory, even though horses and pigs are noted.

Many inns supplied games for their guests, and illegal gambling would have played a large

part in this. Music was sometimes available and some innkeepers had their own musical

instruments. Gardens also provided a leisure activity. Table 24 shows the known facilities

available to travellers in the region.

34 Clark, The English Alehouse, 105.
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Date Surname Town or Garden Playing tables Sbumeboard/Sboveltable Nine-pins (skittles) Music
JIi//af(e Pair oftables I?Lone Table) Billiards

1611 Tredcroft Horsham Yes Three [& 36 [I long table] Red Lion
Iplaying cards 1

Yes [2 long tables) Anchor

1614 Farre Arundel One old

1617 Crabb Arundel One

1618 Keere Chichester One

1619 Goodman Petworth One [2 long tables]

1624 Cox Bramber Yes One

1633 Cowl stocke Steyning One

1637 Hurst Horsham Yes

1637 Gates Midhurst [I long table]

1638 Gates Lodsworth (I long table]

1638 Salloway Chichester [I long table]

1640 Blaker Lancing I shovel table, I hove
board

1641 Massey Rogate One

1641 Bishop Midhurst One [1 long table] in the
Shu me-board Chamber

1642 Hearsey Steyning Yes Musician (PR)

1651 Manser Chichester Yes Board in the alley

1652 Clarke Chichester One [I long table]

1662 Bennett Midhurst 2 brass skinles

1667 Scutt Horsham One [l long table]

1667 Haylor Petworth Yes One old Shuffleboard Chamber Billiard table Tcnor (W)

1668 Blanch Petworth One Boardsend Chamber Billinrd chamber

1669 Tupper Northchapel Shove Table Musical
lnstrumcnts

1670 Goble Petworth Yes Two [1 long table) I stone table with
a wooden frame

1672 Carpenter Petworth [I long table 1 in thc
Shuffleboard Room

1673 Courtney Midhurst [1 long table) in the
Shu Illebonrd Room

1675 Goodier Petworth Yes One [I long table] in the 8 square table (for Virginals
Boardsend room chess or draughts)

1675 Kemp Steyning Ooardscnd Table in the Virginals
Boardsend Room

1677 Rose Pulborough Boardsend Room

1677 Mercer Midhurst One

1677 Scott Chichester Shuffleboard Table in th
Shuffleboard Room

1679 Clayton Billingshurst Shovegroat Room

1679 Picke Steyning [I long table] in the
Boardsend Chamber

1689 Pryce Horsham 1Shovel board Table

1690 Newnham Horsham One
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Date Surname Town or Garden Playing tables SbumeboardlSboveltable Nine-pins Isklttles] Music
Village Pair of tables J?LongTlbleJ Billiards

1690 Goodgroome Arundel 8 brass shovel board pieces

1690 Moore Broadwater Yes Musical
Instruments

1701 Ludgator Puborough IBoardsend Table in the
Boardsend Room

1702 Waller Horsham Old Billiard Table

1706 Wheatley Felpham I 9-pin stone, 1 pa ir
9:Ilins I 9::Qinbowl

1708 Fish Petworth I pair 9-pins, I bowl
B stone frame

1710 Harding Femhurst Yes(W)

Table 24
Games, music and gardens, 1611-1708

W=Will, PA=Probate Account, PR=Parish Register

From these 28 urban and 10 rural inventories, it can be seen that playing tables (for

backgammon, chess or draughts) and shuffleboard were the most popular. The latter was

usually played on a long table, often with brass pieces. There is documentary evidence

elsewhere to show that tables might, in extreme cases, be over 30 feet in length. An inn

might have had several long tables which could also double for the gam . The George at

Petworth had three in 1672 but only one was in the Shovelboard Room, where it was

presumably used for the game. So 'long table' might not always refer to a shovel or

shuffleboard table. The spellings were various and a portable board may have b en u d in

place of a table in some cases, for instance by Blaker at th Pad • 3Sancmg,

Boardsend is a word associated with an inn, seen several times in Table 24 as a room

chamber or table. It is not clearly defined in the OED but a ref renee (in ast Anglia) to a

'Boards end table with the pieces' probably mean that it wa bing used a a huffleb ard

table and this is what Clark thinks too. Goodier had a long table in hi ard end R om

at Petworth."

35 Chinnery, 293-296, who cites' ... a Shovel-a-Board Table whereon meat never t d ... ' in 1610.
36 Noted by the writer at a talk given by Joanna Martin on 21 May 1994 at a Day School on Th History
of the Inn, at Ixworth, run by the Cambridge University ontinuing ducation Department; lark, Th
English Alehouse, 198.
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There is only one reference to playing cards - 36 were listed at the Red Lion, Horsham in

1611.37 There are not so many to nine-pins, or skittles, but this game needed space which

might not always have been available. The words 'stone frame' and 'stone table' seem to

be connected with skittles, and this might have been the spot at the end of the run where

the bowls hit the pins. A Petworth innkeeper of 1726 had 'a stone bracket for 9-pins'

listed in his inventory." There are three references to billiards.

The musical references are tantalising. There were virginals in Petworth and Steyning

inns. Broadwater and Northchapel innkeepers had their own musical instruments though

what they were is unknown. Innkeeper Hearsey of Steyning was listed as a musician in the

Parish Register burials, and Widow Haylor's tenor (a type of violin) was mentioned in her

Petworth will in 1667 (see Chapter 6). Whether the innkeepers just played for their own

customers, or went to other venues is not known. Perhaps the instruments were used by

guests as well. A Petworth musician, Henry Trash, left his cousin a tenor violin, a treble

violin, base viols and music books in 1622, so music was obviously much appreciated in

the provincial towns of the region."

Arkell feels that the uneven distribution of musical instruments in inventories suggests that

domestic music making flourished more in some areas and at different times. Jonson refers

to fiddlers going in to play during dinner. Shakespeare makes it clear that musicians play,

and are paid, in his inns. Bretherton, quoting Moryson (1617), indicates that the musicians

would give a guest a 'wake-up' call in the morning. Chartres feels that music in the

provinces has been underestimated. He also says that musicians were 'sent for', but it can

be seen from the above that some Sussex innkeepers had their own instruments and

37 Mayhew, 50, says that packs of playing cards could be bought from local merchants' shops in Rye in
the sixteenth century.
38 The end of the run must have taken many hard knocks. Chapman, West Sussex Inns, 95, the landlady
of the Red Lion, Pulborough died in 1776 of a fractured skull, struck on the head by a bowl in her own
ninepin alley; Mayhew, 50, mentions a game called 'the stone' but does not go into detail; WSRO
EP1/29/149/290, inventory of James Mellor, Petworth, 1726; Chinnery, 190·191, mentions oyster tables,
and in a personal comment to the author 21.07.2000 said these could have been made of stone with a hole
in the middle through which the empty shells were voided.
39 WSRO, SCTlllBox 10, Fiche 13+ (Original Wills), Henry Trash of Petworth, 1622; Jonson, 490-491,
in his play The New Inn, writes of fiddlers organised by the chamberlain.
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perhaps entertained guests themselves," Dances may have been held, but there is no

evidence for these during the period. Research on this subject is badly needed and it may

be that inventories and wills elsewhere will supply some of the answers.

Pantin indicated that inn gardens would have been an oasis of peace for weary travellers,

and Chartres writes offruit being grown there, and bowling greens laid out. Washing was

dried in the garden of the Red Lion at Horsham in 1611 and there was a summerhouse

there, another at Manser's Chichester inn in 1651, where he also had an arbour. Quite

what form these took is uncertain, though Pantin likened summerhouses to small booths

in old-fashioned tea gardens." Bees are another garden indicator. Manser had 3 stalls of

bees and Wheatley at Felpham in 1706 had bees with a beehouse. But the example of the

Blue Bell at Fernhurst should alert the reader that Table 24 must be incomplete when it

comes to garden facilities, even though implements such as garden rakes and shears are

sometimes listed. However, these few references throw a new light on outside

recreational spaces at both the urban and rural provincial inns of the region.

All this material shows the varied function of many inns in western Sussex and reveals

their hierarchy. Though some evidence is missing, there is enough to show how the

hospitality trade worked across the region. The supplying of wine to guests indicated a

high status inn, with named rooms, plenty of sheets and other linen. This and the nwnber

of spits and chamber pots, varied food and entertainments all show that travellers could

expect a good standard of hospitality at some inns. Others show little evidence of such

qualities. The rural inns had no named rooms and few luxuries listed in their inventories,

but games, gardens and musical instruments were not unknown to travellers stopping off

at village inns throughout the period, though despite all this information, it must be

remembered that inventories only supply a partial picture.

40 T. Arkell, 'Interpreting Probate Inventories', in When Death Do Us Pari, 94; Jonson, 461-462; W.
Shakespeare, King Henry IV, Part II, II. 4. 200-201, 370; Bretherton, 184, 195; Chartres, 'The Place of
Inns', 391-392.
41 Chartres, 'The Place ofInns', 105-107; Pantin, 188.
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The inn as a public building - local and regional administration

The inn provided an important venue for public meetings of all kinds, with hospitality as

part of the service. Some architectural evidence for the inn as a public building shows up

in probate inventories. Many of the inns had a bedchamber on the first floor that doubled

as a meeting room, which can be deduced from the quantity of seating and other factors.

In Appendix 11 I have listed 46 of what I consider were meeting rooms. They have been

extracted from 34 inventories, only seven of which relate to rural inns. Three of the urban

inns each had three meeting rooms, six inns had two, while the remaining 37 had one

each. Only five had no beds, and five were apparently unheated, though I think the latter

is unlikely. The rooms seated from seven to 43 people, 36 seating ten or more. I have

included the White Lion at Bramber in 1624, even though the Court Chamber apparently

only had seats for two. Bramber's manorial courts were held spasmodically, though there

may have been some fixed seating. By 1682 13 people could be seated there.

Stools and chairs predominated. There were some forms but few benches, though if fixed

they would have been unlisted. The Great Chamber at the Swan in Chichester contained

two maps and seven pictures. There were more cushions, painted and stained cloths

before the mid-seventeenth century, with more window curtains and pictures after. There

were looking glasses, display cases for drinking glasses, sconces and refinements such as

tapestry coverlets, and various leather, embroidered or upholstered chairs. There were 26

carpets displayed on eight different types of tables. Thirteen of the rooms were named

chambers, 13 were hall or great chambers. Many of the most highly valued items of

furniture in the inns appear in the meeting rooms, of which 18 had window curtains; only

one rural inn had these, the Crown at Slinfold on the London to Chichester road. Room

valuations varied from £1 lOs. to £18 (an average of between £125 - £1,500 today)."

42 Equivalent Contemporary Values of the Pound: A Historical Series 1270-2001, issued by the Bank of
England, see Bibliography for details. All references to today's values from this source are hereafter
placed in brackets after the contemporary sum.
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Bretherton, Johnson and Everitt have recorded most of the known public activities that

took place at inns in the early modem period." There is documentary evidence for some

of them taking place in the region under study, though it is only possible to list a few here.

Robert Tredcroft had a book of Statutes in the Red Lion 1611, which might indicate that

this was where the Assize Court was held when it came to Horsham. 44 In the early-1640s

a substantial landowner of Angmering, Thomas Gratwicke, died. Crown officials issued a

notice in 1644 that any known heirs were to make a personal appearance before His

Majesty's Escheators at the Red Lion, bringing evidences of the lands Gratwicke held at

the time of his death. This summons indicates that the Horsham inn was a suitable venue

for this important local enquiry. In 1637 it could seat 43 people in the hall chamber. Giles

Moore, rector of Horsted Keynes, a village in central Sussex, took ' ... the Oath for

Renouncing Popery according to the Act of Parliament ... ' in Horsham on 26 July 1673,

perhaps at the Kings Head.45 Interrogation of witnesses took place in a law suit at the

Kings Head, 'the dwelling-house of Arthur Rowland', in 1687.46 Depositions were taken

at the Swan, Chichester, in 1658 and a masonic lodge met at the Dolphin there in 1696.47

Inns were used for billeting and were an important source of beds and horse fodder. After

a Sussex muster in 1618, all the companies hastened to an (unknown) inn, having charged

their muskets and given their ' ... Captain a brave volley of shot at his entrance into his

inn... '.48 Everitt notes that Civil War commissioners met at numerous inns in Kent, and

Fletcher says that in Sussex the Committee set up in July 1643 based their practice on the

Petty Sessions and ' ... met in the inns of market towns. Chichester, Arundel, Horsham and

Billingshurst were regular meeting places ... ,49 Henry Chitty, alderman of Chichester and a

'Captain of trained bands', purchased the Dolphin there in 1632 (presumably the one

43 Bretherton, 198-199; W. B. Johnson 'The Inn as a Community Centre, The Amateur Historian, 2, no.
5, (AprillMay 1955), 134-137, though he does not give many dates; Everitt, 'The English Urban Inn',
110-113.
44 WSRO, Holmes, Campbell & Co., Mss 1022.
45 Bird, 222, he spent 6d. at the Red Lion and •At the Taverne Is.'
46 WSRO, Wiston MS 5380.
47 P. Godman, 'ltchingfield', SAC, 40, (1886), 129; information re the masonic lodge given verbally by
David Steel at a Chichester Family History Society meeting on 25.3.1998. He also said cockfighting was
held there in 1788.
48 C. Thomas-Stanford, 'The Sussex Musters of 1618', SAC, 59, (1918), 120.
49 A. Everitt, The Community of Kent and the Great Rebellion 1640-60, (Leicester: Leicester University
Press, 1986), 130-131, the Kent County Committee met at six different inns in 1643; Fletcher, 325-326.
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outside the East Gate, though this is not certain) for £45 and though he sold it again in

1637, he may have been defending it when it was' ... totally burned and pulled down and

carried away... ' together with other buildings nearby during the CivilWar action there in

1642.50

Many inns were situated in the market areas, as Everitt describes, and it can be assumed

that they had a large part to play on market day." Meeting rooms and private chambers

could be hired for the showing of trade goods, which would have cut out the payment of

market tolls. Some innkeepers have items listed in their inventories which indicate some of

the other trades with which they were involved, and that they had shops or workshops on

the premises.

Date Surname Town/Village Occupation Trade _g_oods Value
1589 Scriven Midhurst Innkeeper Hampers, baskets, husbandry tools, saw boards
1611 Tredcroft Horsham I[Vintner] Farming. One hamper. Timber.
1624 Cox Bramber Innholder Barber
1640 Blaker Lancing Coalhousekpr Husbandry. Coal in the coalhouse. Scales
1641 Massey Rogate Innkeeper Pair of pack hampers
1647 Penfold Slirfold Yeoman Husbandry. Wheat. Sheep
1650 Fowler South Harting Innholder Farming
1662 Bennett Midhurst None listed 30 bushels of malt £6.00
1665 Pilfold Billingshurst Innkeeper Husbandry tools
1667 Scutt Horsham Yeoman Glaziers tools £2.Brewer £50 £52.00
1669 Tupper Northchapel Victualler Husbandry
1672 Isemon ger Slinfold Yeoman Blacksmith 300 planks
]672 Carpenter Petworth None listed Barber. Warehouse. Laundry
1673 Courtney Midhurst Innholder Farming. Wool, corn sacks, measures in_garret
1677 Rose Pulborough Innholder Husbandry. Cider making
1677 Sturt Angmering Victualler Farming 7 acres
1679 Clayton Billingshurst Victualler Husbandry tools
1682 Worgar Bramber None listed Farming 10 acre§
1686 Edbury Sidlesham Victualler Fishing, farming
1686 Brian Horsham Gentleman Gaoler. Baker. rnnke~er
1687 Cutbert Arundel Innholder Husbandry
1687 Apps Boxgrove Innholder Farming
1689 Daniel Horsham Innholder Miller. Baker
1690 Moore Broadwater Innholder Musician
1690 Newnham Horsham Innholder Miller. Milkman
1690 Goodgroome Arundel Innholder Wheelwright. Fishing
1692 Golding Steyning None listed Chains
1694 Cooke Midhurst Widow Farming

50 Godman, 128.
51 Everitt, 'The English Urban Inn', 97, 104-107.
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Date Surname ToWDIVll/fllle Oecupation Tradeloods Value
1702 Waller Horsham None listed Farming. Shipping
1705 Chitty Horsham Victualler Brewing
1706 Rade Horsham Innholder 1 parcel of wheat
1706 Wheatley Felpham Victualler Farming, Fishing, Beekeeping, Mead
1706 Savage Horsham Saddler Saddler. Ironmonger
1708 Fish Petworth Innholder Miller
1710 Emery Billingshurst Victualler Grocer

Table25
Trade goods listed in probate inventories, 1589-1710

Thirty five inns show evidence of trade goods, indicating dual occupation. Half are the

rural inns, of which 13 villages of the 21 listed in Table 6 occur. Some of the more

isolated inns would have had difficulty in surviving on the hospitality trade alone,

particularly in bad weather and throughout the winter, without another trade to fall back

on. Many had husbandry tools and were involved in farming activities. Three on or near

the coast were fishing, with boats, nets and other equipment. lsemonger (at the Crown,

Slinfold, on the London to Chichester road) was a blacksmith. Emery of Billingshurst, a

few miles to the south, sold soap and candles from his grocer's shop. Others were

involved in growing apples for cider and keeping bees for wax, honey and mead. Massey

of the Black Lion at Rogate had a pair of pack hampers, indicating the carrying and

selling of goods. Blaker of the Pad at Lancing kept a coalhouse on the river estuary at the

ferry crossing to Old Shoreham.S2 A few miles upstream Cox offered barbering services to

his customers near Bramber bridge. Barges worked the rivers with cargoes and must have

been involved in bringing custom to the more isolated rural inns.

There is a different pattern to the occupations of the urban innkeepers. Many were also

fanners, but with quite large acreages. Some grew barley, produced malt and large

quantities of beer which they must have been selling on. Two had pack hampers and at

least four, possibly more, were milling flour and baking bread. Brian of the Chequer at

Horsham provided bread for the prison, of which he was gaoler. Also in Horsham

Newnham was a milkman and a miller, Scutt was a glazier, and Savage was a saddler and

52 M. Norman, (ed.), Co/vil/ Bridger in Aleppo: His Personal leiters Home to his Family in Shoreham
etc., 1754-1766, (Shoreham-by-Sea: [n.pub.], 1998),56-58, Harry Bridger, a Shoreham shipping
merchant, owned coal pens in the harbour as well as the 'Padhouse' at Lancing in 1765.
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ironmonger. Carpenter of Petworth was a barber. It may just be the survival rate of the

inventories that shows Horsham with the most mixed of the dual occupations of the urban

inns; though it would not be surprising if this were so, as the town stood as a half-way

stop for many travellers between London, and the coast. Twenty inventories reveal

evidence of shops and workshops in Table 26 below.

Date Surname Town/Village Occupation Shop Contents Value
1589 Scriven Midhurst Innkeeper I old table, 1 joined form, 2 linen turns, saw boards 13s.

& other implements. Fowling piece, war bill, sword,
dagger, hedging bills & husbandry tools

1614 Farre Arundel Keeper Shop chamber only
1617 Crabb Arundel Vintner Wines, old form, old table, brass candlestick, chest,

the pewter
1618 Keere Chichester Alderman Table, chest, lead and brass weights, blades, scales £1 lOs.
1632 ChaJlen Arundel Innholder Leather and laces £2.
1667 Haylor Petworth Widow Shop Room. I cupboard, I little table, joined form, £1

settle bench, old cushion, trenchers, glasses
1668 Blanch Petworth Vintner Icupboard, a little table, 1 joined form 12s.
1672 Richardson Thakeham Victualler Shop chamber only
1672 Isemonger SUn/old Yeoman Blacksmith's shop. Pair of bills, anvil, horse harrow, £3 lOs.

all tools belongin_g to the shop
1672 Carpenter Petworth Barber's shop: 2 tables, cupboard, glass cage, £2 lis.

2 shelves -17s. Warehouse: table, coop, hanging
shelf & lumber-14s. Shop adjoining: I corn bin-El

1686 Brian Horsham Gentleman Shop chamber in Chequer
1689 Daniel Horsham Innholder Chest, 2 tables, 2 bushels, 2 half bushels, 2 pecks,

2 gallons, 2 potties, 3 small measuresi tub, old chest 19s.
1690 Burnett Steyning Innkeeper A shopboard, old chest, pressing iron, two shelves, Ss.

old featherbed, steddle & curtains, leather bottle £1 lOs.
1690 Goodgroome Arundel Innholder 2 hogsheads, 3 tubs, 7 kivers, Iold wash bowl, 3 £23s.

searches, I meal bag
1702 Waller Horsham Room that was part of the shop. Now a bedroom.
1706 Wheatley Felpham Victualler 20g_allons of mead and other things £10.
1706 Daniel Horsham Yeoman ShOE_chamber only
1706 Savage Horsham Saddler Workhouse: 18 saddletrees, wooden tunnel, 4 bridles, £1 Ss.

1 old saddle, other lumber
1708 Fish Petworth Innholder 10 little brandy runlets, 2 searches,S lead weights, I 12s.

safe, 2 old forms, 4 old boxes, 2 old shelves,glasses
1710 Emery B illingshurst Victualler Small Shop. Candles, soap and other small things £3 ISs.

Table 26
Inns with shops and workshops, 1589-1710

Only four shops were at village inns and the one at Thakeham was probably sublet.

Emery's grocer's shop at Billingshurst was listed as 'small', The urban inn shops were

very different. They may have been connected with local trades such as Challen's Arundel
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shop which contained leather and laces. Everitt writes of some innkeepers being retired

traders, or connected with one particular trade and so becoming a centre for, say, leather

buyers and sellers on market day.53 Three of the urban inns had shops leased out and the

appraisers of Waller's Horsham inventory in 1702 knew that one of his rooms had

formerly been 'parte of the Shope'. His inn, the Star, was right by the market area but

despite that, it had become more profitable to turn the shop, or part of it, into a

bedchamber. Burnett's Steyning inn, the White Horse, had a shop with a shopboard - used

as a shutter and/or counter - the pressing iron and leather bottle may have been an

indication of tailoring or cloth-related work. An old bed possibly meant 24-hour service,

or that the shop doubled as a porter's or ostler's lodge for late-comers." Carpenter's

George inn at Petworth had a warehouse in 1672 but there is nothing to indicate its use.ss

While there are no direct references to innkeepers as employers, it can be seen that they

were very much an economic force in their towns and villages. They provided work for

inn servants, many of whom would have been apprenticed, and the 'maids chamber' or

'mans room', usually in the inn garrets, reinforces this." The surnames of servants in wills

hint at the involvement of relatives of other innkeeping families in the trade. For example

Thomas Challen names the maidservant at his Arundel inn as Elizabeth Batchelor in his

will of 1632; John Batchelor, an Arundel vintner, had died two years before. Ostlers,

wheelwrights, blacksmiths, saddlers, carriers, farriers and harness makers would all have

benefited by the presence of an inn. Suppliers of horse fodder, wood, coal and faggots

would have been just as busy. Table 27 lists some of the items needed almost daily at the

inns across the region.

53 Everitt, 'The English Urban Inn', 106-107.
54 Thirsk & Cooper, 416, in 1688 a London shopkeeper explained that he lodged in his shop, rather than
in the adjoining house, 'for in my apprenticeship, and some time after, we were frequently called up at all
times of the night to serve customers, [which] obliged us to have a bed in the shop'.
ss Clark, The English Alehouse, 8-9, refers to the great expansion of inland trade which led to specialist
shops appearing within the precincts of large inns.
S6 Chartres, 'The Place ofInns', 343-345, refers to prostitutes working at inns, and says that many of the
female inn servants would have been expected to provide such services to travellers.
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Date Surname Town/Village Hay Value Oats Wood Value Faggots Value Other
Cwt

1589 Scriven Midhurst Yes

1611 Tredcroft Horsham 4loads& 2 £4 4 bushel 40 cords 210ads of
dozen bottles of £14s. coals
hay
8 loads £8 3/4rs oats
elsewhere

1614 Farre Arundel Job of hay Wood

1614 May Horsham 2s. Wood Yes Coals

1618 Keere Chichester Hay in the £6 I3s. 4d. 25. 8 cord 200
stable

1619 Goodman Petworth 510ads 20 cord 200 Load of coal

1624 Cox Bramber Hay 85. Oats

1630 Batchelor Arundel 3/4 cord 5s.
1631 Smith Horsham (Wood is not at Wood60 £13 Yes Wnttlesand

Chequer] cord timber at
Itchingfield

1632 Challen Arundel 7 cord £3 lOs. 300 £1

1633 Cowlstocke Steyning Hay in the bam £2 2 bushels Wood £2 112 load
coal

1637 Gates Midhurst Hay in the £1 Wood
stables

1637 Hurst Horsham 610ads £7 Yes £1

1638 Salloway Chichester 19 loads £20 17 cord £ lO.4s. 2000 £72s.6d. 12s.the cord

1640 Blaker Lancing Coals and
coal house

1640 Massey Rogate (damaged) 2 bushels 14 cord ?logs

1641 Bishop Midhurst Hay & straw 12 cord 900
I/tom)

1642 Hearsey Steyning Hay 710ad 710nd peat
1647 Penfold Slinfold Hay £2 Wood £5

1650 Fowler South Haning Hay in the bam £1 lOs

1651 Manser Chichester 112 load 8s. 7 cord £44s. 400 £1 l2s.

1652 Clarke Chichester 610ads £13.10s. 1200 £6

1665 Pilfold Billingshurst Hay

1665 Mellershe Midhurst Hay in the bam £5 Wood Yes Peat

1667 Scutt Horsham Hay &straw £10 5 q. £2 IDs. Wood Yes

1667 Haylor Petworth Hay &straw £1 lOs. Wood £7 Yes

1667 Blanch Petworth Hay & straw IDs. Wood Yes

1669 Tupper Northchapel Load of wheat 500 green
straw

1670 Goble Petworth Load of hay & £9 2 cord 500
hops

1672 Richardson Thakeham \"ords Fuel

1672 lsemonger Slinfold 6 loads £6 6 qtrs £3 Wood Spray

1672 Carpenter Petworth oat loft/oat 8 cord 500+
bin

1673 Courtney Midhurst Hay £3 2 112acres Wood Yes
£2 lOs.

1674 Goodier Perworth Hay £3 IDs.

1675 Kemp Steyning Hay £4 £1 Wood IConl

1677 Scutt Horsham Hay & straw £10 5 qtrs £2 Wood Yes
lOs.

1677 Mercer Midhurst I load £1 IDs. Wood Yes 8 bshl
charcls
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Date Surname Town/Village Hay Value Oats Wood Value Faggots Value Other
Cwt

1677 Rose Pulborough Hay lOs. 2 old oat 12 cords £3 l2s.
tubs

1679 Dixon Chichester Hay Wood Yes
1682 Worgar Bramber Wood £1 IDs. 1/2 load

charcoal,
sea- coal
!grates

1684 Payes Boxgrove Hay Wood
1686 Brian Horsham I mow of hay at £8 14 stacks £5 19s. 800 £3 4s. At the gaol

[gaol
800 At Chequer

1686 Edbury Sidlesham 4 cord Yes
1687 Apps Boxgrove Hay and clover £2 IDs. £3 Wood £3 Yes
1689 Daniel Horsham Parcel of hay Wood Yes Coals&

malt
1689 Pryce Horsham Coals
1690 Burnett Steyning 2 loads £2 Ss. 4 cord £3 Yes Spillwood

& charcoal
1690 Moore Broadwater 2 cord 100 Pair

coal irons
J690 Newnham Horsham Parcel of hay 3 cord Parcel
1690 Goodgroome Arundel I 112 loads £1 IDs. 2 cord 1000
1692 Golding Steyning 2 loads £2 JOs. 3 loads £1 16s.
1692 Lover Ashington Wood Yes
1694 Cooke Midhurst Hay £25 Wood Yes Peal£IIOs.
1701 Ludgator Pulborough Parcel of hay Parcel of £1

Cordwood
1702 Waller Horsham Hay and straw £13 Ss. Wood Yes Flite
1705 Chitty Horsham Wood Yes
1706 Wheatley Felpham 2 bushels & 1 112cord 200

2 acres

1706 Daniel Horsham Wood Yes
1706 Savage Horsham Yes £4
1706 Rade Horsham Hay in stable & £10 9 stacks £4 19s. 1 stack £1 ISs.

bam
1707 Bryant Steyning 2 cord 8s.

sawn
1708 Fish Petworth Job of hay and £1 Yes Slabs, coals

straw
1708 Herriott Billingshurst Hay Wood Yes

Table 27
Hay, stables, horses, wood, faggots and coal, 1589-1708

Sixty three of the 75 inventories contain references to hay, oats wood, faggot and other

fuels. Of these 19 are rural inns, representing 14 villages. Some f the urban inns had

enormous and valuable supplies of fuel for open hearth cooking and heating. Wood and

coal were used for both, but faggots were for the brick bread ovens. harcoal was used

by the blacksmiths, though it could also be used in braziers to keep food warm. Tt has

been mentioned above that Blaker of the Pad at Lancing had a coalhouse. Of the rural
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inns, only the White Lion at Bramber (up-river from the Pad) and Moore's inn at

Broadwater, a few miles west of Lancing, had references to what was often called

'seacoal', which would have been something of a luxury at a rural inn as it was

expensive.57 The Swan at Chichester had 19 loads of hay valued at £20, 17 cord of wood

and 2000 bundles of faggots in 1638. In contrast, 40 years later Rose ofPulborough had

just half a load of hay, two old oat tubs and 12 cord of wood, one tenth the value of

Salloway's supplies. In 1659 the Swan was one of seven Chichester inns in trouble for

selling overpriced beer and not keeping 'their gallon chained at the ostrey doore and not

bottleing their haye'." This is an interesting reference to what was legally expected of

town inns - that a measure for the horses' oats had to be kept attached to the ostlery

(perhaps indicating that many of the city's inns had such a building) and that the hay had

to be 'bottled', bundled up into 3Y2lb. loads, presumably so that cheating could not take

place.

More comparisons and contrasts can be made from the tables listed above, and many sub-

tables could be extracted from them, but space precludes this. The inventory contents do

not reveal the whole picture but show that the inns, both urban and rural, were intimately

bound up with their communities in trade, administration and social exchange. This would

have benefited the local and regional economy. There is much more work to be done on

the function of inns in these fields, and it is to be hoped that others will take up the

challenge.

The way that innkeepers interacted with their neighbours and contributed to cultural

activities in town and country will be discussed in the next chapter. The way that they

advertised their serviceswill end this one.

57 Charcoal was sometimes abbreviated as 'cole' but the meaning is usually clear. 'Sea Coal' came by sea
from Newcastle and was costly. George Blaker's 1640 Lancing inventory is difficult to read, with
eccentric spelling. He was an 'ealehousekeepp[er]' or 'caelhousekeepp[er]'. He certainly kept a small inn
or large alehouse, but also had a 'Colhouse for coles', four scales and 'irons for to bournee Cole'
.58 WSRO, Quarter Sessions Returns, Chichester City, NI6 no. 2.
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loo Sigos and An:hitecture

Inn signs have proved of great significance to this study. Having felt at the beginning of

the investigation that they were an interesting and necessary part of an inn's history, I

soon realised that they are much more than that. Architectural hierarchy and topography

can be deduced from the different signs. Inn names and their signs throw light on

patronage and land ownership, social and economic trends and local events. The mapping

of inn signs has produced some meaningful patterns.

Inn names such as George, Crown, Swan, Chequer, Red Lion and White Horse can be

traced back to medieval times. In many instances the name on the sign has stayed with a

building, or its site, since its beginning. However, changing inn names are nothing new,

though usually the replacement names were 'traditional' or reflected a particular event or

person, like Royal Oak (see below)." The signs may also have been a reflection of the

way towns were administered. In 16~ it was reported to the Market Court at Chichester

that inSouth Street:-

... the sign of the White Horse is very much decayed and not well to be
discerned by reason of the weather ... which hath washed away the colour
of him. 60

Presumably it had to be repainted. Harrison in 1587 described the 'gorgeousnes' of some

signs, which gave an outward indication of the innkeepers' wealth and to procure 'good

ghests'." Contemporary inn sign illustrations are invaluable. An oil painting of the Swan,

in East Street, Chichester, dated 1715, perhaps at that time one of the leading regional

inns, shows a new frontage with a large and elaborate wrought iron sign bracket reaching

a third of the way across the street. From it hangs a large sign, dominating the scene; it

supports a picture of'a white swan, standing against a sunset with wings outstretched and

neck curved. Suspended from the arched end of the bracket is a carved wooden

5~e 'Rat and Carrot', 'Frog and Firkin' type pub chain names are a late-twentieth century phenomenon.
60 WSRO, Chichester City Archives, AAI, £2; M. Gowler, Ralph Ellis: Inn Sign Painter and Designer,
(Bognor Regis: Gowler, 1997),51, Ellis (1885.1963) said that approximately twenty years was the limit
of the (twentieth century) paint on an inn sign - he often also designed the brackets which were then
made by a smith.
61 Bretherton, 197.
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representation of Bacchus, the god of wine, astride a wine barrel with four bunches of

grapes swinging below, the whole gilded; it indicated that good wine and a high standard

of service was available within.62Appendices 8 and 10 show Bacchus signs, one a

seventeenth century sign from Lewes in Sussex.

There were several types ofinn sign brackets. At the top of the hierarchy was the gallows'

type, a horizontal beam (from which hung the sign) supported by two posts on either side,

straddling the road, and these reflected inns that were sure of their social status. They

were a powerful visual form of advertising and could be seen from some distance (see

Appendix 9).63

Next in order of importance was a post standing away from the inn building, either topped

by a sign, or like a gibbet, with a sign hanging from it at right angles. Sign brackets were

usually made by local blacksmiths and joiners, and expressed varying degrees of

ornamentation in wrought iron and wood, giving trade to local craftsmen and

opportunities to exhibit fine work, depending on financial sponsorship.

The third type was a sign on a bracket fixed to the wall of the building at right angles,

hanging out over the pavement or road, and sometimes over the entrance door or to one

side of it. In extreme cases this could vie with a gallows sign and bracket (like the Swan,

Chichester, above) and was very heavy, needing several supports." At this time signs just

displayed the symbol, such as a Star, a Crown or a rampant White Horse, but no

62 The painting hangs in Pallant House, Chichester. One bunch of grapes that may have come from the
sign hangs from the sign of the White Horse in South Street. This information came from the late Peter
Parish of Chichester, though needs confirmation.
63 Cheal, The Story of Shoreham, 76, the Star Inn at New Shoreham had a large gallows sign in the
nineteenth century. There is one still to be seen at the George Inn, Crawley, West Sussex, which Thomas
Rowlandson illustrated in 1789, and in Cuckfield there was another at the Kings Head c.1790, see
Farrant, 'Sussex Depicted', 199. There was one at the Swan, Fittleworth, taken down in the 1960s
because of the increasing size of road haulage wagons. It was reconstructed, at a greater height than
previously, as a Millennium project; WSRO Add Ms 45366, the George Inn at Henfield had a gallows
sign straddling the road c.1800. See Appendices 9 and 10 for two examples.
64 Pennington, The Chequer Inn, 4, 7-8, 25, the Chequer at Steyning had a new wrought iron sign bracket
made c.1799. It is very ornate, overhangs the road by 12 feet and contains 120 feet of wrought iron work.
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writing." Another type of sign was a flat board, either canted out from the porch at an

angle, or attached flat on the front and/or side walls of the inn.

If inns had wine licences there was an indication of the supply with an additional sign, a

carved bunch or bunches of grapes hanging from the end of the main inn sign bracket or

suspended above it. Otherwise three or four bunches adorned a much more ornate sign, as

at the Swan, above." Most of these wine indicators have disappeared, but the Red Lion at

Arundel and the White Horse at Chichester both support a bunch of grapes on their signs

and others can be seen in museums and elsewhere in the country. The best surviving local

example, in a museum at Lewes, is illustrated in Appendix 8.67

The surviving inventories reveal few references to signs and posts. They were immovable

objects, so those that do appear were listed in error, revealing a hidden pocket of inn

history. In 1622 Hughes notes the Court Leet fining Margaret Sturt of the Anchor,

Horsham, because her sign was rated as an 'obstruction'. It may well have been a

gallows' type." Hurst's Red Lion inventory of 1637 lists a 'sign and posts', valued at £2,

which must refer to a gallows sign. Challen's Arundel inn sign was valued at £1 in 1632.

He could accommodated 20 people, but Fish in Petworth, who could only sleep four

guests in 1708, had a sign worth 5s., indicating the lower end of the inn hierarchy.

The idea that the regional inn sign had a connection with the inn's function has slowly

emerged during the writing of this study. Those named George, Swan and Crown are

attached to long established urban inns, with their origins in the medieval period. They

were positioned in the market areas and the George was usually in the prime position,

often facing travellers from London. It was probably the first inn to be seen entering town

65 In the late-eighteenth and early-nineteenth centuries the illustration often disappeared altogether and
only a name, either of the brewer or innkeeper, was displayed.
66 WSRO EPl/29/149/325,999/101, William and Jane Johnson's Petworth inventories of 1758 list three
signs of the White Hart and three bunches of grapes; Bretherton, 196.
67 Thi hIS IS at t e Anne of Cleves' House Museum, Lewes, which also has a fine carved bunch of grapes
sign from one of the town inns. The George at West Meon, Hampshire, sports a splendid example of a
bunch of gilded grapes on its sign; Hughes, Down at the Old Bull and Bush, 6, mentions a 'boy on a sign
post' listed in the inventory of Henry Groombridge of the White Horse in Horsham in 1729. This was
probably a Bacchus rather than the black boy proposed by Hughes.
68 Hughes, Down at the Old Bull and Bush, 6.
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from the north, on the London side, and is the earliest documented urban inn name across

the region. The Chequer was originally an independent sign, the Star and the Anchor were

usually religious symbols but all three emerged early on the town scene."

Three signs that reflect patronage and land ownership are the rampant White Horse,

White Lion and Red Lion. The two former are supporters of the coat ofarms of the dukes

of Norfolk, powerful landowners in the region. The Red Lion is more difficult to analyse.

A heraldic Red Lion is part of the royal coat of arms of Scotland, but pre-1603 inns with

this sign in the south-east might also be connected with the dukes ofNorfolk."

Fig. 10 below shows the distribution patterns of these seven influential inn signs across

the region throughout the period, the first time such a map has been attempted. The towns

predominate, Horsham, as might be expected, having the highest number of early inn

names. New Shoreham, because of its missing buildings and lack of sixteenth-century

documentation, apparently lacks a Swan, Red Lion or White Horse, three of the inns that

might have confidently been expected there, and possibly were. There was a later White

Lion (which I have included here), but it could be, as a coastal port, that the inn sign

pattern was slightly different. George, Dolphin, Star and Fountain inns existed in New

Shoreham in the seventeenth-century, but more research on English port inns might clarify

naming patterns. Some 'stray' village signs have been included on the map; they are not

listed as inn sites on Table 6, but may have been large alehouses on the way to becoming

small inns. They nonetheless provide important evidence of a regional inn sign tradition of

specific names given to certain inns, from which status and hierarchy can be revealed.

69 Everitt, 'The English Urban Inn', 123, said that the George in Northampton 'was always regarded as
the first among equals... '; I have discovered that a chequer sign did not necessarily signal the name of
the inn. It appeared on all inns in the early modern period, either as a design painted on a board fixed to
the front of the inn, over the main doorway, on a door post, or inside the building. S. M. Jack, Towns in
Tudor & Stuart Britain, (Basingstoke: MacMillan, 1996),8-9, relates of an (undated) new inn that ..... the
interior was to have a 'fair board in manner to a chequer' ..... This sign indicated the availability of drink,
and, possibly, games. The custom more or less died out during the nineteenth century and the only inn in
England to retain it, as far as I am aware, is the Methuen Arms (formerly the Red Lion) at Corsham in
Wiltshire, which I visited in 2001. Appendix 10 shows the current design, with two earlier illustrative
English examples displaying chequer boards fixed to inns which have separate inn signs. Gillray,
Hogarth and Rowlandson frequently portray these. Numerous 'old wives' tales' are attached to the inn
name Chequer (i.e. that it is in some way related to the Wild Service tree) but these are of recent
invention. Larwood & Hotten give some interesting ideas in English Inn Signs, 293-294.
70 Larwood & Hotten, 72-73, think it may have originated with a badge of John of Gaunt.
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o Villages

o Strays

==== Roads from Budgen's
map of 1724

• Red Lion

o White Lion

o White Horse

• George

• Crowno Swan

• Chequer

10miles

N

f20 kms

GEORGE CROWN SWAN CHEQUER RED LION WHITE LION WHITE HORSE
TOWNS TOWNS TOWNS TOWNS TOWNS TOWNS TOWNS
Arundel Arundel Arundel Horsham Arundel Horsham Arundel
Chichesler (2) Chichester (2) Chichesler Steyning Horsham New Shoreham Chichester (2)

(not at same time) (not at same lime) Horsham Midhursl one intra. one extra mural
Horsham Horsham Midhurst VILLAGES Petworth VILLAGES Horsham
Midhurst Midhursl Petworth Pulborough Bramber Ste~nlng
New Shoreham New Shoreham Sleyning VILLAGES Mid urst
Petworth Petworth STRAYS Angmering STRAYS
Sleyning Steyning VILLAGES Felpham Femhurst Thakeham VILLAGES

Fittleworth Rowhook Pulborough An~mering
VILLAGES VILLAGES Pulborough Sllnfold Bill ngshurst
WeslTarring Slinfoid Flttleworth

STRAYS STRAYS Rogate
STRAYS STRAYS Broadbrldge AShln~lon Slorrl~on
Felpham Littlehampton Littlehamplon Old S oreham West IlIlnglon
Hou~hton Westbourne
Little amplon West Tarring

STRAYS
Easebourne
Marehill

Fig. 10 The distribution of the most influential inn signs across the region
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The computer Database shows that at least ten more White Horse signs were attached to

village alehouses. There were, therefore, approximately 26 of these rampant horses

dancing their way across the region, at least twice as many as any of the other important

signs mapped. This really does indicate the widespread dominance, and influence, of the

dukes of Norfolk on the inn and alehouse owners of western Sussex. Fig. lOis an

innovative map, suggesting that many more such investigative approaches could be made

using other inn signs. I originally did a mapping 'test run' on the Royal Oak sign which,

mainly attached to alehouses and all post-1660, showed a clear route across the

Hampshire border, through western Sussex leading to Brighton. There are few Royal

Oaks elsewhere in the region and the connection with Charles II and his flight to the south

coast after the Battle of Worcester in 1651 is inescapable.

The function of the inn through its sign became more fluid as the period progressed.

There was some movement and changing of inn names, though many in time reverted to

their former signs. The regional inn signs reflect hierarchy and function. Those inns with

simpler and less valuable signs and brackets could be expected to be similar in function,

while the inns with florid signs and elaborate brackets were literally at the top of the

innkeeping pole, usually supplying wine and offering a higher class of service with more

luxurious accommodation. Their inns contained meeting rooms, and they were involved

with local and regional administration. Money spent on the wrought iron brackets, the

carpentry and the painting of these signs provided a form of advertising for the inn's

function and hierarchy of which local inhabitants and travellers would have been well

aware.

**********

This chapter has looked in some detail at inn and tavern function across the region. It has

shown that wine was a high status indicator. Those that supplied it were not usually

taverns, but inns with the highest quality linen, well-furnished cooking hearths and plenty

of chamber pots. Many of the urban inns supplied a good variety of food and drink,

though some of the rural inns could make visitors fairly comfortable too. There was a

variety of games and sometimes music; gardens have emerged as one of the benefits that
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an inn offered, whether in the cathedral city or rural village. Midhurst and Petworth are

particularly notable when it comes to room names. Theirs were more varied and

numerous, contrasting greatly with Horsham. The latter town had some good inns, but it

seems their innkeepers had not the time nor inclination to deal with fancy ideas.

Numbering rooms was perhaps seen as more practical.

Fodder and stabling for horses was as important as a travellers' food and his

accommodation. The few references to ostlers show that some were present at the high

class inns, but even then were not considered worthy of a decent standard of rooming.

Literary references mock them but there may be a hidden tap-at-the-back scenario here of

which we are unaware.

Inns played their part in county administration. Only some of the many functions they

hosted in their meeting chambers have been discussed, due to space, but enough examples

have been given to show that inns were important meeting places. Appendix 11 has

revealed a chain of varied function rooms across the region, serving the local and regional

population, in some rural areas as well as the towns. Not many rural inns had meeting

rooms though some sold wine. Few of their innkeepers had luxury goods. Innkeepers

were heavily involved in the local economy, employing labour and services, running their

own shops and workshops or leasing them out. Many had another occupation, sometimes

two or three, to make ends meet when times were hard. Unsurprisingly it was the rural

inns that most needed this extra support.

Advertising is nothing new, and this chapter has shown that the symbolic illustrations on

the region's inn signs were vital in displaying hierarchy and social status. Differing forms

of inn sign bracket indicated much to the traveller and would have been meaningful to

local inhabitants. Sturdy wooden posts supporting colourful heraldic and other signs were

part of the traveller's day, alerting him to much, both good and indifferent, that could be

expected once he took his horse into the inn yard and made himself known to one of the

innkeepers whose lifestyles are discussed in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER6

Innkeeping lifestyles

This chapter will look at the lifestyle of innkeepers across the region. It can be seen from

the previous chapters that there was a hierarchy of inns in western Sussex. Whether their

keepers called themselves vintners, yeomen, victuallers, widows or gentlemen, they

mostly went under the general description of innholder or innkeeper and there was a

matching hierarchy amongst them. It could be expected that an urban tavern keeper

would be very different from the host of a small rural inn. Their lifestyleswould have been

at opposite ends of the social spectrum. This chapter sets out to see if this was so.

A great deal of evidence has been extracted from probate inventories and tabled for the

previous chapter on the function of the inn. This chapter will display several more tables,

this time revealing more about the innkeepers and their personal belongings, such as

books, clothing, luxury items and weapons. Several rural innkeepers will be examined to

see whether they had any of the refinements that might be expected at the homes of their

urban counterparts. Just because innkeepers worked in town did not mean that they were

automatically well-behaved and respected, as court records will show.

The appraisers of the innkeeping inventories were often relatives and other colleagues in

the hospitality trade. Servants mentioned in innkeepers' wills sometimes have the same

surnames as other known innkeepers in the area. I This information has been added to

details extracted from the wills, and added to documentary evidence from estate archives

and elsewhere. This had made it possible to glimpse some of the family dynasties

operating in the inn trade across the region.

I Many innkeepers were married with children. Nineteenth century census returns show youngsters
working at their parents' and others inns, acting as barmaids and inn servants, which must also have
happened in earlier centuries.
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Many of Everitt's early modem urban innkeepers were pillars of society in town life,

holding important administrative posts.2 This may have been the case in late-eighteenth

century Sussex in some of the larger towns, such as Chichester, Lewes and Brighton, but

in the seventeenth century and earlier the provincial innkeeper in the western region of the

county does not always emerge from the documentation with such a flourish.

In the later Stuart period the innkeeper was 'a powerful figure' in provincial towns,

according to Clark, and he describes the lavish meals and well-appointed guest chambers

to be found at inns, where the majority of innkeepers brewed their own ale and beer. This

only occurred at the upper end of the innkeeping hierarchy in Sussex where it is clear that

many innkeepers did not have 'well-appointed' chambers, nor did they brew their own

beer. Clark also mentions the expansion of coach services for the well-to-do after the

Restoration, and says that many innkeepers acted as provincial postmasters. There is little

evidence to show that Sussex innkeepers acted as postmasters in the period and none at

all in the region under study, as discussed in Chapter 4. Clark writes that inns were 'the

elite of English victualling houses for most of the period before 1800.,3 Perhaps about a

dozen of the inns in this regional study could be described as 'elite' before 1700, and most

Sussex inns were much smaller than those he envisages.

It is hard to know how much the Sussex innkeepers contributed to the cultural scene in

town and country during the period, as there are few direct documentary references,"

Certainly some of the region's innkeepers held positions of responsibility, such as that of

churchwarden (see Chapter 7). In 1579 innkeeper and churchwarden James Holland,

probably of the Chequer inn, Steyning, was found drinking during service time. Despite

his office, he was not beyond misbehaving on a Sunday at a time when drinking was

forbidden.' In September 1533, a fight took place not far from the White Horse in South

Street, Chichester, after Edward Holland, who had been drinking there with other men

until! a.m., committed a murder in self defence. He was not the innkeeper, but whoever

2 Everitt, 'The English Urban Inn', 102,103, 124 et passim.
3 Clark, The English Alehouse, 14.
.. Everitt, 'The English Urban Inn', 113-120, describes a regular annual social season when country
gentry migrated to their town houses or the 'great country inns' in the shire capitals.
, WSRO, EPII23/S, Register of Churchwardens Presentments. Hunter, 'Legislation', 33.
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was might have been in trouble with the Vicar's Choral and Dean and Chapter who

owned the site. Some years later, in 1574, another White Horse innkeeper was presented

for holding unlawful games in the cellar,"

A Coroner's Inquest, probably held at the Swan inn at Chichester, provides a

documentary glimpse of, presumably, its deceased innkeeper on 25th January 1577. On

that day, at about ' ... 5 p.m, John Askewe of Chichester, 'inholder', feloniously hanged

himself with a halter worth 1d. in 'the faggotte chamber' in the Swan Inn ... ' His goods

and chattels were worth £22 Os. 6d.7 It seems unlikely that another innkeeper would have

hanged himself in a colleague's inn. The value of his possessions amounts to nearly

£4,000 in today's money but probate inventories do not reveal the extent of a deceased

person's indebtedness and he could have had many financial and other problems.

This inquest reveals an interesting architectural detail, not otherwise known, that an inn

like the Swan had a specialised area for keeping faggots. These bundles of sticks were

used to heat the brick ovens for bread and pies and Table 27 in Chapter 5 shows their

widespread use. The chamber may have been on an upper floor, perhaps over an outside

service building at the rear of the inn. The faggots would have benefited from a chimney

passing through the room to keep them dry. By 1638, when the Swan had 2000 bundles

of faggots, they were kept over the stable as well as in the yard. As Askewe had used a

halter to hang himself, perhaps the 1577 faggot chamber had also been part of the stable

block.

Some innkeepers were in debt in the seventeenth century and Table 28 shows some of

their financial details. As has been stressed elsewhere in this study, the picture is far from

complete, as wills for 17 of the deceased are unknown, and 19 are administrations only.

Two complete probate accounts survive, both for innkeepers who have no wills; two

more have partial accounts included in their inventories, mainly relating to funeral

expenses (see Appendix 1).

6 Hunnisett, 'Sussex Coroners' Inquests 1485-1558', 23-24'; 'The Last Sussex Abjurations', SAC, 102,
(1964),50-51.
7H . 'Sunmsett, ussex Coroners' Inquests 1485-1558',63.
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Date Surname Town! Leases Debts owed to Debts Due on Specialty

Village SperatelDesperate owed by Mortgage, Book, Bonds

1611 Tredcroft Horsham He is Owner of the Tom 500 year mortgage on the

Anchor, below (W) Anchor inn (Tom)

1614 May Horsham Lease of 500 years for £414s.

£ 100 for the Anchor (W)

1614 Farre Arundel Obligation £1 lOs.

1617 Crabbe Arundel £14 Bond £4

1619 Goodman Petworth 3 wine licences & lease

£50

1624 Cox Bramber £14 £710s. DiII£IO

1631 Smith Horsham Rent charge £2 p.a. (W) £ 15 12s. Desperate

1632 Challen Arundel £17 Sperate Bonds £ 19

1633 Cowl stocke Steyning £2 14s. £69 II Bonds£ISI

1637 Hurst Horsham Specialty £2

1638 Gates Lodsworth O=Maryan Jarrett (male) In Debt At pawn £1

1638 Salloway Chichester £8 lease of the house £66 Desperate

1641 Bishop Midhurst 1 lease of house and a Desperate debts

parcel of land (Tom)

1642 Hearsey Steyning £15 £40

1647 Penfold SlinJold £10 Desperate £2

1650 Fowler S.Harting £4 lOs.

£3 14d. (PA)

1652 Clarke Chichester 0= Mr. Richard Bragge

1662 Bennett Midhursr £9 Desperate Bond £ I0 Specialty £ 15

1665 Mellershe Midhurst £5 Desperate Mortgage £400 Bond £6

1667 Scutt Horsham Lease of a bouse £5 £ 135 on scores for Bond £91

beer, some Desperate

1667 Haylor Petworth O-Mr.Thomas Stradling Bonds £27 lOs.

1670 Goble Petworth Lease of White Hart for £40 Desperate Mortgage on Cox's

9000 & odd years £ 180 Sperate copyhold

1672 lsemonger SlinJold £7

1673 Courtney Midhurst Securities £52

1675 Kemp Steyning £ I0 Desp £4 Sperate

1677 Rose Pulborough £7 ISs. Desperate

1677 Sturt Angmering £2 l l s.rent owed Bond £32 13s.

1677 Mercer+ Midhurst 0- Mr.William Young £5 Desp £4 Sperate

1682 Worgar Bramber Bonds/Securities £ I00

1686 Edbury Sidlesham IOn Dock £20

1686 Brian Horsham £ I00 Desperate

1687 Cutbert Arundel £9 Despcra le Mortgogc£25

1689 Daniel Horsham £8 16s. CPA) £ 15 7d. Book Debts

1690 Goodgroome Arundel £4 Desp £3 Sperate :On llook (no figures)

1691 Ellis Billingshurst On Book £1 lOs.

1694 Cooke Midhurst On Books £7 lOs.

1701 Ludgator Pulborough £8105. Specialty £62

1702 Waller Horsham IShores in vessel at sea £30
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1705 Chitty Horsham £ I lOs. Desperate

1706 Wheatley Felpham Desperate, unlisted

1708 Fish Petworth £ 1 lOs. Desperate

1710 Emery Billingshurst On Book £2 small debts

Table 28
Debits, credits, leases and other financial details

extracted from probate accounts, inventories and wills, 1611-1710

W = Will PA = Probate Account 0 = Owner
*See below for details of Mercer's probate account

Sources: All sources for Tables 28-31 can be found in Appendix 1

Thirty-nine inventories list financial details. A third are for rural and two-thirds for urban

innkeepers. It has only been possible to discover five inn owners, and be certain of two

annual rentals. The rent for the Swan in Chichester in 1638 was £8 per annum, and an inn

in West Street, Horsham (possibly also named the Swan) leased by John Scutt was £5 per

annum. Salloway in Chichester had £66 in desperate debts, and Scutt had £] 35

(c.£IO,OOO)owing 'upon scores for beere', some of which was desperate, though he did

have a bond of £91. 'Upon scores' tended to mean 'on the slate' but Scutt had th largest

of the brewhouses recorded, valued at £50 (c.£3,750), and was obviously allowing

extended credit to customers purchasing beer for their own inns (see Appendix 14).8

Henry Gates, victualler of the village ofLodsworth (on a route from London to Midhurst)

was in serious financial trouble at the time of his death in 1638. His wife had b en forced

to pawn six pewter platters, a salt and two brass kettles for ISs. (worth El ) during her

husband's last illness; the owner of the inn, Maryan Jarrett of AlfoJd urrey a (male)

blacksmith, was owed £7 in back rent. This would have been much more than a y ar'

rent for a rural inn with five chambers. Some of Gates' good and eh ttel had b en made

8 Chartres, 'The Place of Inns', 140-142, 173, said relatively few of the inn he r s arched were owner-
occupied. The majority of innkeepers were leaseholders and he noted lea e becoming sh rter a his
period progressed. The initial costs of taking an inn were substantial. veritt, 'The. nglish Urban Inn',
125, 131, also noted that very few Northampton innkeepers owned their inns. orne belong d to country
gentry, some to town gentry and tradesmen. Clark, The English Al house,197, gave orne small inn
rental values in Warwick in 1694 as c.£6 p.a.; see P. Spufford, 'Long-Term Rural redit in ixte nth and
Seventeenth-Century England: the Evidence of Probate Accounts' in When Death Do Us Pan, 2l3-228.
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over to the owner at the time of the listing. Jarrett had otherwise threatened to distrain

them in the presence of the appraisers,"

In contrast to this sorrowful scene, Henry Waller of the Star at Horsham in 1702

appeared to have a prosperous inn, money in his purse and clothing valued at £20, no

desperate debts and £30 (c.£2,250) of shares in a vessel at sea. Had a probate account

survived, however, this picture might have altered.

An account does survive for Henry Mercer of Midhurst who died in 1677. The inventory

is badly damaged and his will is missing. The name of his inn or tavern is unknown but

enough details remain to make the examination of these two documents a worthwhile

exercise as together they reveal something of his lifestyle. The inventory preamble

describes him as an innholder, and despite its missing parts, it can be seen that the inn had

at least ten main rooms, six or seven with distinctive names such as Chequer, Crown, and

Kings Head (see Table 22 in Chapter 5). There was also a garret, a loft, a brewhouse,

bakehouse, and two cellars. His appraisers, a merchant and a gentleman, were both from

Midhurst. The latter was Mr. William Young, and as the account reveals that Mercer

owed him £10 15s. in rent (not listed in the inventory), he was probably the owner of the

inn. This sum would have been a reasonable annual rental for an inn of this size in the late-

seventeenth century.

Mercer's wife Sarah acted as his accountant and while the inventory had been taken on 4th

May 1677, the account was not finalised until January 1679. The inventory total was £152

13s. 6d. with a £5 desperate debt appended, but the account amounts to £181 8s. 2d, so

there was actually an overspend of £23 14s. 8d. This shows that Mercer was not worth

£152 13s. 6d. but was in debt.

The account is displayed inAppendix 7 and shows that money was owed to 16 people for

a variety of goods and services, i.e. two mercers, a shoemaker, a seamstress, a faggot

9 HLRO, no. 3341, Box 2A, Sir Giles Mompesson account book. In 1620, a Marrian Jarratt (sic) of
Lurgashall, Sussex, (not far from Lodsworth), described as a yeoman, was granted a Mompesson licence
to keep the Crown at DunsfoJd, Surrey.
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supplier and two maltsters, as well as two vintners. His wife had to pay bills for carriage

of sugar from London, of tobacco from Farnham in Surrey, and of the wine, the origin of

which is not stated. The account also reveals that she had paid £4 for a licence to sell

wine, confirming Mercer's status as an innkeeping vintner. The inventory gives no

indication of wine, possibly because it is badly torn just where the cellars are listed, but

both were named as beer cellars and there is no other hint of wine drinking amongst the

goods listed, no flagons or wine pots or glasses. Without the account it would have been

impossible to know that Mercer sold wine at his inn.

There were indications of a high class establishment with the named chambers and the fact

that window curtains, table carpets and pictures were listed. Mercer also had a bell in the

bar (or buttery as it may have fonnerly been known) for service, and a pair of playing

tables in the haIl.lo There is no indication of a garden or stables, but the last part of the

inventory is missing, and this is where the outdoor goods are usually listed. The inn could

sleep more than 24 guests and there was plenty of hay and fuel. The linen was lumped

together and valued at £22 (c.£1,650), a high sum, and he had 97 pieces of pewter,

though nothing was itemised. Mercer was ill during his last days and the account lists

medicine supplied by two doctors or apothecaries.

As there is no surviving will, nothing is known about his family. The account lists a

Thomas Mercer amongst his debtors, and perhaps this was a son. Mercer was one of the

innkeepers who possessed some silver plate, valued at £2 (c.£150). The following Table

lists them, many apparently with more silver than Mercer. However, had his will survived,

as in the case of Widow Haylor of Pet worth or Cutbert of Arundel (see below), a different

interpretation of his financial status might have been made.

10 The only other reference to a bell is in Rade's inventory of the White Horse, Horsham, in 1706, in the
boys' garret.
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Date Surname Town/Village Silver & other precious metal items listed in the Value
probate inventories and wills

1611 Tredcroft Horsham 12 spoons, 1 old salt, 1 little salt, 8 bowls, 1 beaker (6Ibs)
1618 Keere Chichester 3 bowls, 2 gilt bowls, it salt cellar, a gilt salt, a trencher £25

salt, 18 spoons, a stone pot, the lid & bottom of silver
[plate, gilded

1619 Goodman Petworth 19 spoons, a fair salver with a cover, a bowl
2 stone pots garnished with parcel gilt, a tankard £28

1630 Batchelor Arundel 1 spoon
1631 Smith Horsham I bowl, 6 spoons (in his house, not in his Chequer inn)
1632 Challen Arundel 6 spoons, china cup with silver foot £1 ISs.
1633 Cowl stocke Steyning 2 spoons lOs.
1638 SaUoway Chichester Plate, 113 ounces and a half, at 4s. 8d. the ounce £99s. 8d.
1640 Massey Rogate Spoons, silver seal, gold ring (in his Will 5 spoons listed,

one of which had his name 'upon the end')
1641 Bishop Midhurst 3 beer bowls, 2 salts (1 plain, 1 gilt + cover) 6 wine cups, unvalued

9 silver ?b ... _(document tom)
1642 Hearsey Steyning Bowl £1 IOs,
1650 Fowler South Harting (2 spoons in his WiJI)
1652 Clarke Chichester Plate, 2 wine bowls, 2 beer bowls unvalued
1662 Bennett Midhurst Bowl, 5 spoons £4
1667 Scutt Horsham 3 bowls, 3 spoons, 2_gilt spoons £7 lOs.
1667 Haylor Petworth 6 spoons, 3 bowls, 2 cups (her Will lists more, see below) £9
1668 Blanch Petworth 3 little bowls, 6 small spoons £5
1669 Tupper Northchapel 2 pieces of plate torn
1670 Goble Petwortb Plate £25
1672 Isemonger Slirfold Goblet and cup £1 lOs.
1672 Carpenter Petworth Cup & 2 spoons £1 Ss.
1673 Courtney Midhurst Sugar dish, drinking cup + 2 handles, little plain silver cup £4

with 2 handles, 2 small claret cups
1675 Kemp Steyning 1 porringer, 3 small drinking cups, 2 spoons
1677 Sturt Angmering 1 bowl £1
1677 Rose Pulborough 3 bowls £3 lOs.
1677 Mercer Midhurst Plate £2
1679 Clayton Billingshurst 1 taster
1682 Worgar Bramber Cup, bowl, 2 tasters £] IOs.6d.
1686 Edbury Sidlesham Plate & spoons £3 lOs.
1686 Brian Horsham Cup, 10 spoons, a tankard £9 lOs.
1687 Cutbert Arundel 2 gold rings, 4 pieces of old gold, 1 tankard, I cup,2

spoons (tobacco st00'er & pair of buckles listed in Will)
1689 Daniel Horsham 2 cups £1 I~
1690 Moore Broadwater 3 little tasters, a small spoon £J
1694 Cooke Midhurst Plate & rings £14 ISs.
1702 Waller Horsham 2 tankards, 1 boat, 7 spoons £1500
1706 Rade Horsham 6 spoons

Table 29
Silver and other precious metal items listed in the inventorie and wills, 1611-1706
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The 36 inventories containing silver include ten of the rural innkeepers. Sturt of

Angmering had just one silver bowl, perhaps a familyheirloom, which at a valuation of a
I

£1 would mean c.£75 today. The urban inns with silver are the ones that have constantly

shown themselves to be high in the inn hierarchy of the region, so perhaps it is no surprise

to find these items listed, some with high valuations.

Spoons predominate with a few specialised items such as claret cups and a sugar dish at

the Spread Eagle, Midhurst, as well as a little plain silver cup with two handles, while

Challen at Arundel had a china cup with a silver foot and six spoons. The highest

valuations were in Chichester, Midhurst, Petworth and Horsham. It is a great pity that

New Shoreham is unrepresented amongst the probate documents as it would be

interesting to know how financially stable the maritime innkeepers were, and whether

their goods reflected their overseas trading clientele.

On the whole the rural innkeepers had only a few silver items each, whereas the urban

keepers, particularly those involved in selling wine, had many more. Keere, Goodman,

Goble and Courtney's collections sound particularly fine. Some of the valuations seem a

little erratic and it could be that the appraisers were uncertain of current market prices and

had no immediate way of discovering these. Some silver has not been valued, and some is

listed with other items so the value cannot be easily deduced.

This Table produces the usual caveat that inventories do not contain all the hoped-for

information. Widow Jane Haylor is listed amongst five Petworth innkeepers who had

silver. Her inn is unknown, though Walter Blanch, a vintner who witnessed her will,

succeeded her there, dying himself only a year later, when Mr. Thomas Stradling,

gentleman of Petworth was one of his inventory appraisers. Haylor's will reveals that

Stradling was the inn owner; he was also one of her four appraisers though there is no

mention of his ownership or gentlemanly status in the inventory.II Her will (see

Appendices 6 and 17) shows that 32 people, as well as a number of godchildren, received

bequests from her. While the inventory lists her silver as six spoons, three bowls and two

11 Stradling was one of the appraisers of Carpenter at the George in Petworth in 1672, so was probably
that inn's owner as well. Itdoes not seem to be the same inn as Haylor or Blanch.
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cups, the will reveals that several other silver items had already been received by her

family and friends.

Jane Haylor had at least seven gold rings, one of them a seal ring, as well as a two and

twenty shilling piece of gold. She also had a silver whistle and a bodkin. Hints of a strong

personality emerge from her will. She asked for six 'loving friends' to carry her corpse to

its interment, and named them, but warned one, to whom she had left her biggest silver

bowl:-

... in case the said Mr. Lorphelyn (ifhee bee in Towne at my funerall) shall
refuse to help carry mee That then hee shall not have my silver boule
above given to him.

Another item not listed in the inventory is her 'instrument of music called a Tenor' which

was bequeathed to one of her coffin-carrying friends, Mr. William Bennett. The idea of

Widow Haylor, her fingers laden with gold rings, playing the tenor (a type of violin) in

her Petworth inn soon after the Restoration of Charles II is one that taps at the door of

the imagination.P She requested burial near her husband by the north door of the church.

One item that might have been expected in inns, at least towards the end of the period,

was the clock. Carpenter of Petworth had a hour glass in 1672, but only three clocks were

listed, Midhurst 1673, Horsham 1686 and, surprisingly perhaps, at Femhurst, when

Harding of the Blue Bell, a small rural inn, had one in his bedchamber in 1710, worth £1.

Documentation survives to throw some light on the lifestyle of the Horsham innkeepers,

their inns crammed around the market area of the Carfax. One of these was the Half

Moon, run by a widow in 1640. By 1664 the landlord was Leonard Booker, tailor. The

12 J. Chartres, 'The Place of Inns', 391-392, feels that music in the provinces has been much
underestimated, and produces some examples. Everitt, 'The English Urban Inn', 125-126, 129-130, 134,
describes a widow' ... a woman of some character ... ' running an inn in Northampton, and cites other
widows in the trade. He finds plenty of evidence for marriages with innkeepers' daughters or widows
being a common way for innkeepers from other parts to gain a foothold in a town. See Prior, 'Women and
the Urban Economy: Oxford 1500-1800', in Women in English Society, 1500-1700, ed. by M. Prior,
(London: Methuen, 1985).
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inn had five chambers and contained a butcher's shop. Francis Stringer married Booker's

widow or daughter in 1697. He was beer brewer who was also an overseer of the poor,

engaged in local administrative business, the meetings of which may have been held in his

inn." As the inns changed hands, or marriages took place, so there was a new influx of

different trading skills to complement the business of paid hospitality. The flourishing

Kings Head in Horsham is situated on a comer site, diagonally opposed to the former Red

Lion building, and first appears documented as an inn in 1665. It contained shops, stables

and other buildings and was in various occupations; it is possible that only part was acting

as an inn at that time. One of the occupants may have been a barber-surgeon. Legal

depositions in a law suit about a property in Petworth were taken at the King's Head in

1687 when Arthur Rowland, gentleman, may have been the owner."

In contrast, the George in North Street, near the gaol, had an unsavoury reputation when

in 1645 the innkeeper Richard Luckins was also the gaoler. He was accused of extorting

unjust fees, putting debtors in irons if they irritated him, allowing prisoners to escape and

dabbling in black magic. He was described as a 'notorious drunkard, quarreller and

blasphemer' running a disorderly inn. He had also been fighting and breaking the peace

and was finally indicted in 1647 when' he forcibly excluded the sheriff, Sir Thomas

Eversfield, from the gaol. Luckins' pay, though, was several years in arrears by £33, so

perhaps he had every right to feel angry. Descnbed as a shoemaker at the Petworth Easter

Quarter Sessions in 1647, he may have been running the Anchor in Horsham in 1656.15

Some wine is sure to have been sold illegally, in a coastal county where smuggling was

rife, but it is difficult to say how much of this occurred. Many inns licensed to sell wine

could have profited by buying smuggled wine at a much lower price and selling it

apparently legally. It could be supposed that some innkeepers backed smuggling

operations, but this 'black economy', where it existed, was well concealed."

13 S. Ojabri, 'Secrets of the HalfMoon', West Sussex County Times, 11 November 1994,27. Thanks to
Sue Ojabri of Horsham for bringing this to my attention.
14 Hughes, The King's Head. 5-7.
IS Fletcher, 143-144; Redwood, 117, 123; Hughes, Down at the Old Bull and Bush, 6.
16 P. Quennell, (ed.), Memoirs of William Hickey, (London: Hutchinson, 1960), 208, a late example of
1776 comes from Eastbourne, when Hickey and three friends called at •... a miserable-looking dwelling
from the outside as I ever beheld, where from its appearance we expected neither victuals, drink or any
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That even well-placed innkeepers did not hesitate to cheat can be seen in Chichester from

the late-sixteenth century onwards. Vintners and innkeepers were being fined for holding

unlawful games in their inns in 1574. Several 'innholders and vintners', including Mr.

Richard Keere of the Lion, had no 'botIes of hay' in 1604 and others had underweight

bundles. Mr. Salloway, innkeeper and merchant of the Swan in East Street, was not

selling his hay 'by the bottle' in 1627; his widow Alice and widow Emma Clarke of the

George in the same street were breaking the Assize in 1641 by ' ... not selling a full ale

quart of the best beer for one penny.' The fine was 12d. They were also allowing unlawful

games at their inns. Widow Clarke was again in breach of the Assize ten years later in

1651, together with six other Chichester innkeepers. Her son Thomas took over the

George in East Street after her death in 1652. In January 1654 he was up before the

Quarter Sessions for keeping unlawful games in his house, behaving in just the same way

as his mother had done."

Clarke's inventory shows that the George was a smart town inn. There were curtains at

the windows of the two meeting rooms where at least 28 people could be seated. There

were six pictures and a looking glass adorning the walls, and a variety of green chairs,

turkey work and embroidered cushions, table carpets and cupboards. Sixteen beds in eight·

chambers and a parlour bedroom could accommodate 32 guests or more. Clarke's own

bedroom was probably the kitchen chamber, which no doubt benefited from a warm

chimney. There was a high curtained bed covered by a white rug, with a variety of storage

chests, trunks and boxes. She kept all her silver there, as well as seven cheeses and a

looking glass.

sort of comfortable refreshment.' They were much surprised by a clean room and blazing fire, an
excellent lobster and fish dish. They drank ale, presuming that such a house would not have wine. But to
their surprise, when asked, the landlady produced a bottle which ' .. .1 found to be claret. .. very fair
wine ... each of us drinking full two bottles.' When the bill came, they found the landlady had not charged
them for the wine because' ... my poor boys [her sons] now and then run over to Guernsey on little
matters of business and generally bring home with them a few dozen of wine which I seldom find
occasion to use, and as it costs me nothing you are heartily welcome, and much good may you do with it.'
They persuaded her to accept a guinea instead of six shillings for their food and drink.
17 WSRO, Chichester City Archives, K2; K5/1; K7/14; AAI f.2; Quarter Session Returns, Chichester
City, N16/15; N18128.
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Clark notes that particularly in rural districts there was terminological confusion over

drinking establishments, as some were really too large to be true alehouses but lacked

formal recognition as inns or taverns. The Mompesson licensing scheme (discussed in

Chapter 1) caused one magistrate to complain 'I do not know which must be inns and

which must be alehouses' .18 While Justices of the Peace were often confused about inn

definition, they had firm guidelines to follow on the innkeeper's duties towards his guests.

Some extracts from Burn's 'law' are set out below:-

Since innkeepers are bound by the law to receive guests, for that reason
they may detain their goods till they are paid... an innkeeper shall not be
liable to make any satisfaction for a theft or burglary committed in his inn,
and in the chamber of any of his guests hired for some time; but if the
guest leaves goods in his chamber, and returns again the same night, the
innkeeper shall be liable for such goods stolen. Also, if an innkeeper bids
his guest take the key of his chamber and lock the door, and that he will
not take the charge of the goods; yet if they are stolen, he shall be
answerable: because he is charged by law for all things which come to his
hand, and he cannot discharge himself by such or the like words."

An Arundel innkeeper, John Chambers (possibly related to Adam Chambers of the White

Horse) would probably have been in the same legal position in 1574 when a Rye

shipwright broke into his inn and stole a furred gown worth £2 6s. 8d. (c.£400), a canvas

doublet and four plate trenchers. The gown may be a glimpse of the innkeeper's

wardrobe, or that of a well-clothed guest, not often revealed. Arkell writes of the

frustration of clothing and money being lumped together in inventory valuations. Earle

showed that in post-Restoration London the basic middle class male wardrobe (valued

between £10 and £20) was three suits with accessories. Campbell felt that while dress

(and speech) were not the most fundamental characteristics of a social group, they were

usually the labels first noted." A few of the innkeeping inventories and wills do reveal

some contemporary garments which clothed some of the innkeepers discussed in this

study.

18 Clark, The English Alehouse,S.
19 Bum, 30-31.
20 Cockburn, Calendar of Assize Records, Elizabeth 1, 103-104; Arkell, 92; M. Campbell, The English
Yeoman, (London: Merlin, 1983 edn.), 362.
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Robert Tredcroft of the Red Lion at Horsham, who died in 1611, also possessed a gown,

though whether it was 'furred' was not noted. He had four jerkins, three pairs of

breeches, two cloaks, four shirts, five bands, two hats and five pairs of stockings. A tear

in the document means the list is cut short. Tredcroft sublet the Anchor to Thomas May

who died three years later with a similar number of garments, including three pairs of

shoes and three doublets. Several items were listed as 'new'. Five bands, three shirts and

two caps stored with the linen may have been nightwear. Thomas Challen of Arundel

bequeathed his 'cloth suit ofa sad colour and the coat to it' to his brother-in-law in 1632.

No aprons are listed. Clark says that a white apron as innkeeping occupational dress

begins to appear in the eighteenth century, though it can be observed long before this in

illustrative sources and Shakespeare has his inn servants wearing leather jerkins and

aprons."

Some of the post-I710 innkeeping inventories for the region show that nightcaps and

slippers were provided for inn guests, so perhaps this refinement was only just starting to

be used in the region. The only glimpse of this within the period under study is at

Horsham in 1706 when Thomas Rade of the White Horse had four old slippers (not for

horses) and two horse cloths in the yard.22

If guests were not yet being given slippers to replace their muddy boots, and nightcaps to

keep their heads warm, they were being given pewter chamber pots for their rooms.

Chartres stated that pewter chamber pots distinguished the later-eighteenth century inns

from private households, though this was happening in Sussex early in the seventeenth

century. He also wrote that the kitchen was often the only service room and rarely used

for the reception of guests, though the seating listed in the Sussex inn kitchens and the

frequent presence of many other service rooms, such as butteries, old kitchens,

21 Clark, The English Alehouse, 205; W. Shakespeare, King Henry IV, ParI 2, II. 2. 167-168.
22 Slippers appear in later inventories, for example WSRO, EP1129/183/199, Mary Burnett of Steyning
offered 6 pairs ofsJippers in 1720; EP1129/106/408, Henry Oroombridge of Horsham had 19 pairs for his
guests in 1729; D. Skilton, (ed.), A. Trollope, Orley Farm, (Oxford, New York: OUP, 1985),48, notes
that a visitor to ' ... the commercial room at The Bull [in nineteenth century Leeds] had called for a pair of
public slippers ... '
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backhouses and others, would lead me to think that kitchens were used for, at least, lower

class guests."

Many inns supplied quite varied food, as can be seen from Appendix 13. Tredcroft at the

Red Lion, Horsham, had 20 codfish, a breast of beef and a mustard mill in 1611. Keere of

the Lion Chichester a custard mould in 1618, Salloway of the Swan in the same city had

sweet suet, onions and butter in 1638. Carpenter of Petworth had a fish plate and a

pepper box in 1672. Salloway, a merchant as well as an innkeeper, was closely involved

with his local suppliers, as can be surmised from the inn bill in Appendix 16 discussed in

Chapter 5. He, or his father, had provided boiled and roast chickens for the guests on 25

April 1628, as well as two capons. Pigeons and a pigeon pie had been included in the

meat section, as well as lamb and mutton. The local fishermen would also have been

providing the plaice, salmon, skate, lobsters, crabs, prawns and cockles listed."

Innkeepers were well-placed to overhear private conversations: their buildings acted as

public meeting places where conspirators could come together openly. In 1641 Henry

Binsted of Chichester had been described as a vintner with brewing vessels in his house,

another reference to a wine merchant involved with innkeeping. In 1658 he was the

innkeeper of the Dolphin, an inn opposite the cathedral, and was the driving force in a

conspiracy himself to support the return of Charles II with a considerable anny. The

county was inadequately defended and the ingenious plan, formulated by Binsted, was to

seize Chichester and disarm the troop of 30 or so parliamentary cavalry based in the city.

About 17 county gentry and more than 20 lesser gentry were implicated in the plot, which

failed. It is not clear what happened to Binsted, but his standing in the community must

have been high for such a following."

23 Chartres, 'The Place ofInns', 111-112.
24 Kent Archives Office (now the Centre for Kentish Studies), Cranfield MSS U269/A455/4,
Miscellaneous Bills, 1628.
25 Morgan, 70; Fletcher, 313-314. A Royalist agent tried to enlist the support of another man over a pint
of wine at the Chequer, Maresfield in eastern Sussex in connection with a Stuart restoration in 1658;
Clark, The English Alehouse, 159, gives some examples of political activities centred on drinking
establishments during the 'English Revolution'.
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Bearing in mind that many of the innkeepers must have been educated men, some of them

gentlemen, there is a noticeable lack of books amongst their belongings. Innkeepers had

to reckon accounts, write out bills, order supplies and host meetings, so it might be

presumed that many were literate. Table 30 shows the few books listed.

Date Surname Town/Village Inventory Bible Books Value

description

1611 Tredcroft Horsham Vintner 2 Two Common Prayer books ISs.

One old Pulton's abridged

1619 Goodman Petworth Innholder 1 Other books

1630 Batchelor Arundel Vintner Diverse books

1632 Challen Arundel Innholder Books

1633 Cowlstocke Steyning None stated 3 books

1641 Massey Rogate Innkeeper I Other books

1652 Clark Chichester Widow I One Sermon Book

1662 Bennett Midhurst None stated 2 Other books

1669 Tupper Northchape/ Victualler I (?more, page tom)

1689 Daniel Horsham Innholder I

1701 Ludgator Pulborough Innholder 1
1702 Waller Horsham None stated 2 Other books

Table30
Books, 1611-1702

These twelve inventories contain the only known books in the possession of the region's

innkeepers. Wills do not mention any, nor do the sparse probate accounts. Pamphlets,

newspapers or chapbooks might have been beneath listing, but it seems surprising that

more Bibles were not noted. While, as is usual with appraisers, the book titles were not

generally recorded, Robert Tredcroft had 'One old Pulton's abridged' as well as two

Bibles and two Common Prayer Books. The Red Lion was the leading Horsham inn in the

first half of the seventeenth century. It had been selling wine probably much earlier than

that. The Assize Courts met in the town when the weather was good, and this note of

Ferdinando Pulton's book of statutes is of some interest, indicating that Tredcroft's two

meeting rooms (seating 16 and 17) could have been used to host the Courts. Editions of
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Statutes [General & Miscellaneous Abridgment} an Abstract of all the penall

Statutes ...collected by F. Pulton were published in 1577, 1579, 1581 and 1586. A new

edition came out in 1606, so presumably Tredcroft's was one of the late-sixteenth century

editions, as it was described as old.26

The appraisers seemed keener to note weaporuy in more detail than books, and this is

listed in the table below. Some of the guns were obviously for duck or pigeon shooting.

Farre of Arundel had three of these 'fowling pieces'; he is described as a 'keeper' on his

1614 inventory. While this could have meant that he worked as a gamekeeper, perhaps on

the Arundel estate, the inventory contents indicate that he was also running a small inn.

One of his appraisers made his mark with a five-pointed star and may have been landlord

of the Star inn in the town.

The Glossary explains the meanings of the weaporuy pieces, many of which would

indicate that their owners were, or had been, involved in the Militia.

26 The General Catalogue of Printed Books to 1955, Compact Edition, Vol. 20, (New York: Readex
Microprint, 1967, Compact edn), 1091.
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Date Surname Town! Guns Swords Body Armour Halberd Bandolier Other

Village Pike&

Warbill

1579 Scriven Midhurst 1 fowl ing piece 1 & a dagger Warbill

1614 Farre Arundel 3 guns or fowling Hanger Shoulder knife

pieces

1614 May Horsham 1 pistol 2 A headpiece, a I capcase, 8 bow

pair ofcumts

1618 Keere Chichester I caliver furnished A corslet Halberd

1619 Goodman Petworth 2 gorgets, a Half pike

pair of curats

1630 Batchelor Arundel 1 (Will)

1632 Challen Arundel 1 musket I A snapsack press

1641 Bishop Midhurst I musket I

1662 Bennett Midhurst I gun

1670 Goble Petworth AGunRoom

1672 Carpenter Petworth I musket Halberd

1675 Goodier Petworth I staff gun 1 & hanger

1677 Mercer Midhurst Halberd

1686 Brian Horsham I gun

1690 Goodgroome Arundel 2 Pike A belt

1701 Ludgator Pulborough I broken gun

1706 Wheatley Felpham 3 guns and a case

of pistols

1706 Savage Horsham Hanger

Total 18 16 Urban 18 10 + dagger 8 pieces 6 3 4

2 rural

Table 31
Weapons and armour, 1579-1706

NB. In the urban inns weapons were listed in three kitchens, four halls, four chamber, one hop and one
named ?drinking room. The two rural inns named a hall and a back room.

While many of the later items must have been quite old and some were kept for sp rting

reasons, others were perhaps displayed as indication of form r militia inv Iv ment or for

reasons of status. Weapons hung in yeomen's halls as they aJ were at th inns, th ugh

analysis of the listings above does not show a particular display pattern." nly two rural

innkeepers had weapons; Wheatley of Felpham bequeathed a 'Bottlen gun' t a

brother, and Farre describes one of his guns as a birding piece in hi wilL Many weapon

27 Campbell, 232; Arkell, 93-94, after 1660 'the paucity of weapons in the inventorie makes it difficult to
accept that the Civil War had taken place so recently ... so far no regional study of such weapons over time
has been undertaken.'
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listed in inventories were also mentioned in the wills. Only Batchelor's nuncupative will

mentions a sword that was not listed in the inventory of his Arundel inn.

The Musket Gun inn at Findon had been providing hospitality for travellers crossing the

downland route between Lewes and Chichester since at least 1619. Its name reflected the

occupation of the Lasseter family who ran it. The inventory of Billingshurst victualler

George Ellis, who died in 1691 about 12 miles away to the north-west in the Weald,

shows that William Lasseter of Findon was one of his appraisers. The Lassetter family

was first documented at the Musket Gun in this downland village in 1619 (see Table 12).

They were gunsmiths as well as innkeepers throughout the seventeenth and much of the

eighteenth-century. The only inventory for the inn within the period (there are later ones)

is dated 1701 and has not been included in the study, as it contains nothing to show

Lasseter's trades. He had obviously retired by the time it was taken. Other evidence

shows that his or his son's apprentice, Thomas Ellis, presumably related to George Ellis

above, had absconded from his master at the Musket Gun, Findon, to be discovered living

a 'Dissolute, Loose and Bold' life in Billingshurst (hard to imagine today) in 1702.28

In Chapter 5 the presence of inn gardens has been noted (see Table 24). Several have

been discovered from inventories and wills for Sussex. Pant in did not mention their use

for hanging out washed sheets, which can be seen at the Red Lion, Horsham in 1611. A

summer house and an arbour are also amenities that reflect the lifestyle of innkeeper

William Manser of Chichester in 1651. In the midst of the turmoil of Civil War and the

changing national scene, in which Chichester played its part, perhaps Pantin's idea of

peace and rest. at least for a short while. can be transferred to some of the lesser

provincial English inns.

The foregoing tables and descriptions give some insight into the lives and status of many

of the region's innkeepers. The probate documents reveal many details, though what is

absent is as important as what is present, as Mercer's probate account illustrates. Some

innkeepers enjoyed their lifestyles. while others, sunk in debt and worry, must have spent

28 WSRO, EP1/29/084/068; H. Warne, (ed.), Wivelsfield: The History of a Wealden Parish, (Wivelsfield:
Pier Point Publishing & Wivelsfield History Study Group, 1994), 132.
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much of their time trying to make ends meet. The rural innkeepers contrast poorly with

their urban counterparts, yet many of their small inns survived for far longer than the

bigger town inns.

The character of innkeepers like Robert Tredcroft and Thomas May of Horsham must be

reflected in their items of clothing, which show that they were well dressed and seemingly

prosperous. It can be seen that some innkeepers would not have been popular with their

colleagues due to disgraceful behaviour and flouting of the law. While the law may not

always have been applied, there was a legal framework which must have held many in

check. Family connections must also have made a great difference, and those innkeepers

belonging to a network of relationships across the region would have had long-term

stability and improved prospects by having made firm friendships and judicious marriages.

Innkeeping Dynasties 29.

As Everitt found in the town of Northampton, there is evidence for the build-up of

innkeeping dynasties in the county of Sussex. While the more common surnames, such as

Cook, Edwards, Hall, Hammond, Harris, Hills, Parsons, Smith and Taylor are difficult to

pin down - they all occur with frequency over time but it is not possible to say whether

they are related - there are other less common surnames, such as Billett, occurring in

29 The sources for innkeeping surnames in the next five paragraphs are so numerous and widespread that
they are grouped here for convenience (fuller details can be found in the Bibliography). Appendix J;
Arundel Castle MS A1397; Bishop, A Peep into the Past: Brighton in the Olden Time, (1892); Caldecott,
SAC, 79, 81; Chapman, West Sussex Inns, (1988); ESRO, QRlE1233/M23, Sessions Roll, 1687;
QRIE/304/16, Sessions Roll, 1705; Computerised Database of Quarter Sessions Returns, 1550-1800,
extracted from ESRO, in private hands; Neale, Victorian Horsham, (1975); Freeth, Mason & Wilkinson,
A Catalogue of the Horsham Museum MSS, (1996); Gardner, 'Midhurst Court Roils', SNQ, 13;
Goodwood House MS E189, E2164; Hickstead Place MSS 208; HLRO 3341; Hughes, Horsham Houses,
(1986); The King's Head, (1998); Down at the Old Bull and Bush, (1997); Keynon, 'Petworth Town and
Trades, 1610-1760', Pt 2, SAC, 98, (1960); Pt. 3, SAC, 99, (1961); Morgan, Chichester, (1992);
Pennington, 'The Gun Inn, Findon, West Sussex', West Sussex History, (1997); Petworth House MSS
5464,8061; Pigot's Directory, 1839; PRO NOI/2396; PRO E163/17/22; PRO E176/1/169, E351/3153,
E351/3155-3156; Redwood, 'Quarter Sessions Order Book, 1642-1649', SRS, 54, (1954); Haines &
Arnold, (eds.), 'Spershott's Memoirs of Chichester (18th Century)', SAC, 30, (1880); Sawyer, 'Sussex
Tavern-Keepers and Taverns in 1636', SAC, 33, (1883); 'Sussex Wine-Merchants and Tobacconists,
1633 to 1635', SAC, 36, (1888); Steer, Arundel Castle Archives: A Catalogue, I, (1968); VCH, 6, Pt. I;
WSRO, Add MSS 5613, 6017, 13,818, 13,826; Arundel Borough Archives; QDE/2/I, Arundel Land Tax;
CAP1I30/1; EPI/29/142170; Lavington MS 3; MP 52, 2195, 2379; STCII/Box 5, Fiche 3+, Original
Wills, 1611, Ann Tester, Horsham; Wiston MSS 3035,3063,3251,5289,5380.
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Chichester six times between 1608 and 1636, and Carns in Midhurst in 1614 and 1708.

Perhaps 20 or so innkeeping familieswere flourishing in western Sussex from the early-

seventeenth century into the eighteenth. Four surnames that occur in the sixteenth century

as inn or tavern keepers are still current much later, one in the mid-nineteenth century.

The latter is the surname Johnson, one of the more common surnames, but it constantly

occurs as an urban and rural innkeeping name, the first references in 1614 and 1636 at

West Cbiltington, and later elsewhere, for example at the Swan in Chichester 1754, in

1799 at the HalfMoon in Petworth and possibly still in the Chichester area in 1850.

Two surnames with at least ten references each on the database are Boxall and Michell or

Mitchell. The latter name occurs all over the region from 1616 to the twentieth century.

The first Boxall to be noted was at the Angel in Haslemere, just over the Sussex border in

Surrey, in 1616. By 1661 a Boxall was in Lurgashall, not far from Midhurst, then by 1695

a Boxall Hammond (the latter another innkeeping surname) was running the Angel at

Midhurst. A Mr. Boxall was running a Brighton inn in 1811. Horsham provided Arthur

Rowland at the Kings Head between 1669 and 1691, with John Rowland at the Leopard

in 1720. The Bottens or Bottings of Horsham were at the George in 1555, possibly

earlier, at the Red Lion later in the sixteenth century, and still innkeeping in 1770 and

beyond.

Some innkeeping surnames seem to stay in one area. They could be long-lived innkeepers,

or a father and son team. There was Strudwick in Wisborough Green in 1585/1614,

Madgewick in Kirdford 1625/1648 and Hudson in Midhurst in 1614/1636. The Fletcher in

West Tarring in 1570, 1636 and 1667 is unlikely to be the same person and may represent

three or four generations of the same family; the habit of giving one son the same first

name as the father makes it difficult to distinguish individuals. Some familiesmay have run

inns on linked routes, such as the BriantIBryant families of Steyning and West Tarring in

1614, and the Hartleys of Westbourne and Aldsworth in 1705.30 Everitt gives many

examples of similar business ventures.

30 Souden, 81, in 1788 Byng commented 'Our host's name at Winchelsea was Bray, the same at Bartle,
and so is our host at Horsebridge; all relations. We like asses have been braying about for these four
days'.
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The Wallers are a good example ofa prolific regional innkeeping family whose members

frequently acted as inventory appraisers and will witnesses. For example, John Waller

witnessed Ann Tester's Horsham will in 1611 (she must have been running an inn as the

will mentions a Lion chamber and three leading Horsham innkeepers, but no inventory

survives). Thomas Waller was one of the appraisers for Edward Tupper's innkeeping

inventory at Northchapel in 1669. Micah Waller appraised the goods of innkeeping sadler

Walter Savage at Horsham in 1706. Wallers were at the George Inn, Crawley and the

Anchor, Horsham, a linked route, in 1672. Henry Waller had the Star Inn, Horsham in

1689. In 1704 Thomas Waller leased part of the White Lion in Bramber where his son

Emery was landlord in 1732 (see Chapter 7). In 1761 Mr. George Waller (whose mother

sold the White Lion - see Chapter 7) was at the Anchor in Horsham until 1778 when he

went bankrupt. Despite this, an Ann Waller was still running it in 1823.

The Pilfolds were in Billingshurst, Horsham and Henfield between 1618 and 1668. The

Howes were in Horsham from 1622-1839 and married into the Hammonds, another

innkeepinglbrewing family. Thanks to John Taylor's travels in the seventeenth century, it

can be seen that Richard Meade had four inns in different places in 1636 (the name also

occurs in 1614 and 1881), while Thomas Oliver had at least six inns across the whole

county in 1636 and earlier. The Mays were at Horsham, Crawley and nearby Worth

between 1614 and 1636. Some families, in contrast, stayed at the same inn for a couple of

centuries. The Lasseters of the Musket Gun at Findon, innkeepers and gunsmiths, were
involved in running then leasing out this rural inn from at least 1619 to 1798 and possibly

longer.

Innkeeping was a skilled occupation, and those innkeepers who married wisely prospered

and built up their trade, acquiring more inns as time passed. Their longevity over

sometimes more than three centuries speaks for itself. It would be possible, with time

spent working on Parish Registers, Census Returns, Land Tax records and wills, to

uncover a network of marriages between county innkeeping families. Wills reveal some

links (see Chapter 7) and many widows ran inns, staying for a long time, while others

disappear from the record presumably into judicious marriages with other innkeepers.

Innkeeping by women was a recognised and respectable occupation and no doubt
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provided manywidows with a sociable and profitable lifestyle.When John Taylor stopped

at the Chequer inSteyning for a night in 1653, he described his hostess as 'fat and fair'. It

could be wondered whether she kissed him when he left, as per the advice given by

Donald Lupton in 1632:-

If either the hostess, or her daughter, or maid will kiss handsomely at
parting, it is a good shoeing-hom or birdlime to draw the company thither
again the sooner."

The role of the innkeeper was complex. Many were pillars of society, participating in

town and village administration, while not averse to breaking the law now and again with

friends, family and customers. Hospitality was a hard taskmaster and the hours, as now,

must have been long and often tedious. Family ties aided the business process and many

of the supporting services, such as smithying, malting and brewing, were undertaken by

other members of extended innkeeping families.Many innkeepers made a good living and

some of their inns still survive today, witness to half a millennium of social and

architectural manipulation. Chapter 7 will describe three contrasting inns of the region, to

see how function, hierarchy and architecture combined in this survival.

31 Thirsk & Cooper, 348.
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CHAPTER 7

Three Case Studies

This chapter provides a detailed examination of three contrasting inns. Case studies

provide a documentary and architectural profile to underpin the previous chapters. They

allow certain inns to be examined in considerable detail and a more specific study of their

differences to be made, which has not been possible in the preceding chapters. It is not

claimed that these inns are typical of the region, but they are unique. They reflect the

history of each locality in which they functioned and also provide examples of individual

working arrangements of inns within the region. They also produce some problems. It is

possible to highlight themes discussed in previous chapters, and to counter some of the

generalisations made about provincial inns. One rural and two urban inns will be

examined.

It would have been possible to do case studies for all the towns in the region, except New

Shoreham. The port suffers from a lack of early documentary source material, the fust

surviving written evidence for named inns appearing in 1659, and there is also an absence

of inn buildings. The opposite applies to Horsham, where a case study of just one inn

could turn into a thesis in its own right; many of the town's medieval timber-framed inn

buildings survive and there is voluminous documentation for them. Chichester and

Petworth have plenty of documentation but many of the former's inn buildings are lost

and the latter's demolished. Arundel has buildings and documentation but it has not been

possible to tie any of the surviving inventories to their inns with certainty.

The Spread Eagle at Midhurst and the Chequer at Steyning have been chosen as the urban

case studies. The Spread Eagle was probably purpose-built in the mid-sixteenth century

and is of particular interest as it seems to have functioned purely as a tavern for part of its

existence. The Chequer may also have been purpose-built and dates from the mid-fifteenth

century, a hundred years before the Spread Eagle. The two inns have kept their original

names to the present day which has made identification with associated sources easier.

Their geographical situations within the region, Midhurst in the Weald and Steyning by
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the Downs, provide a good contrast, and the inns display differences in hierarchy and

typology.

Twenty eight of the rural inns are still functioning, but for many there is not enough

documentary evidence to show change over time. An inn in the villages of Billingshurst,

Slinfold and Pulborough might have been chosen for a case study, as nine inventories

survive for inns at these places, but not all can be definitely linked with the inn buildings,

some of which have disappeared. Bramber, however, provides two inventories with wills

from the period which can be identified with the White Lion, the third case study. It was

mostly rebuilt in the mid-nineteenth century on the same site and renamed, but contains

part of an earlier range. The first known documentary reference is in 1526. The inn's

situation at a river crossing on a major cross-county route meant that it held an important

place in the rural inn hierarchy of the region.

Steyning and Bramber provide a stark contrast in inn terms. The former was a market

town with seven or eight inns throughout the period, but the latter was a mean and

decayed village, overlooked by a derelict and crumbling Norman castle. Steyning is

situated on a crossroads below the north escarpment of the South Downs, a mile west of

the bridged crossing of the river Adur at Bramber. The parish lies partly on the well-

drained chalk downland, and was on the favoured route between Chichester and Lewes,

the two administrative centres for the county; this was part of a greater route from

Canterbury to Southampton. I The London to New Shoreham route via Dorking and

Horsham also passed through the town where the Chequer inn was well-placed on the

crown of the High Street in the market area. The majority ofSteyning's properties were

owned by the dukes of Norfolk of Arundel and the town's neighbouring Wiston Estate.

The White Lion at Bramber also lay on the routes described above, but on the west bank

of the tidal river, where the Adur briefly bifurcated, necessitating two bridges. Flooding

was endemic in the area and the crossing place was very important. At the beginning of

I rcu. 6, Pt 1, 203, 224-225.
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the period boats under sail were still passing through to the decaying port of Steyning, but

by 1700 this was no longer possible.2

All three places were 'Rotten Boroughs', returning two Members of Parliament each until

the Reform Act of 1832. Votes went with buildings 'on old foundations', which meant

that many inns dating from medieval times benefited financially from electoral corruption

and intrigue, candidates vying for votes amongst the small number of franchised

inhabitants. Bramber was an extreme example, but in 1705 the White Lion was one of

only two buildings there to hold a vote.' The owners and occupiers profited significantly

from this, as will be seen below.

1) The Spread Eagle, Midhurst

Sir Anthony Browne, the first Lord Montague, granted space for a market house in the

south of the town in 1552, a likely date for the first build of the Spread Eagle which he

possibly financed. The crest of the Browne coat of anns is an eagle with its wings

outspread, the tips pointing upwards, commonly known as a 'spread eaglet." This is the

name of the inn that now dominates the southern part ofMidhurst.

The date 1430 is finnlyattached to the inn, at least in twentieth century literature and

present day advertising, though is not evidenced architecturally: the timber- framing gives

it a mid-sixteenth century date. While there could have been an inn on the site in 1430, it

was not the present Spread Eagle. There is unlikely to have been an inn of this name in

Midhurst before 1542 when the Browne fiunily inherited the Cowdray estate. There is no

known docwnentary evidence for the name earlier than 1621. Mary Hudson was the

occupier then, though was holding a wine licence inMidhurst in 1614.'

2Ibid., 209, 234.
3 VCH, 6, Pt 1,202.
4 VCH, 4, 74; J. E. Huxford..Arms of Sussex Families. (Chichester: Phillimore, 1982), xiii, 419.
5 PRO, E 163/17122. Miscellanea of the Exchequer. Balfour, 11·12. VCH, 4, 74·S; thanks to Dr A.
Hughes of Horsham for advice on architectural interpretation. There is circumstantial evidence to show
that this 1430 date 'appeared' in the 19205. Two nearby manors belonging to the Browne timily also
have Spread Eagle public houses; PRO AlO1 1239611lists a Spread Eagle at Lodswortb in 1616 (probably
then an alehouse); Tudor, 118, gives the first documentary reference to the name Spread Eagle in
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The inn comprises three builds. The earliest is a timber-framed mid-sixteenth century

range, situated on the corner of West and South Street by the Market Square. The front

facing the market place is jettied, indicative of high status. The second build, on the south,

is a separate late-seventeenth century brick range, with stone dressings; a third eighteenth

century brick range adjoins the western side.

A map of Midhurst dated 1633 shows the inn with a large arched entrance to a separate

building on the south, presumably the stables. Mary Hudson was still at the Spread Eagle

in 1637 but by 1646 the Courtney family had arrived and soon afterwards the stable range

may have been enlarged. A datestone inscribed 1650 is set above its entrance, though this

might only relate to part of the building or record an event like a marriage. Other service

buildings have disappeared but the 1874 Ordnance Survey map shows an entrance

between the north and south ranges, and a rear exit from the northern courtyard. Two

undated (probably 1666-1670) inn tokens, each displaying a spread eagle design, survive

for 'Henery Cortney', worth a farthing and a ha1.fi>enny.6

The Midhurst Hearth Tax returns for 1670 list 13 hearths for a Mr. Henry Courtney.' He

cannot be identified with Henry Courtney, innholder, whose inventory was taken on 6th

June 1673, listing three hearths. The inn had a brewhouse, seven rooms and two cellars,

one for beer and the other for wine, which ties in well with the first build of the Spread

Eagle. There were three named rooms - 'Crown', 'Eagle Room', and 'Angel Chamber' -

an indication ofa high status building.·

Fernhurst as 1772, but there was an innholder in 1592, though the Red Lion was also functioning in the
village in 1669.
6 WSRO, Ordnance Survey, 1stEdition, 25" Series, Sheet 21, 1874; Add. MS. 24,110; see J. Pennington,
'Inns and Taverns of Western Sussex, England, 1550-1700'; Balfour, 12-13; J. B. Caldecott, 'The
Penfold Bequest: Coins and Tokens', SAC, 83, (1942-43), 109, 112-113, the farthing token is illustrated.
7 I. L. Williams, 'The Inhabitants ofMidhurst: An Amendment', SAC, 130, (1992), 245
a It might be wondered whether an inn with these room names was the Angel at Midhurst, whose front
range is a timber-framed building dating from the late-seventeenth century, though there is some re-used
earlier timbering on the ground floor. The rear ranges are all post-1750. The room/chamber name Angel
is not unusual, see Table 22, and all the available evidence points to the Spread Eagle.
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The beer cellar had a capacity for c.880 gallons (7,000 pints) at the time of Courtney's

death, and the wine cellar held Spanish and French wines valued at £124, c.£10,OOO in

today's currency. The silver included two small silver claret cups - indicating the nature of

some of the wine. There was also a silver sugar dish. Wines were often too dry for the

English taste and sugar was added." Wine sales and drinking was the major business of the

Spread Eagle which can only be described as a tavern. There is no evidence of the

accommodation and services that would have been provided by an inn at this time. There

would have been good business on market days, but there must also have been other

customers to warrant such wine stocks. Courtney was described as an innholder by his

appraisers, not a vintner, though this was not unusual.

Courtney was also farming, some of his land leased from Lord Montague. With over 30

acres of arable crops, sheep, cattle and pigs, he was providing malt for his brewhouse, hay

and oats for guests' horses, milk for butter and cheese, with lamb, beef and pork for their

dinner. He had hops for beer brewing. The valuation of the brewhouse equipment was

high at £22 and beer may have been supplied to other outlets. There were sacks of com

and wool in the garret. These may have been his own, or possibly trade samples for the

market held outside. The reference to a balcony may have indicated a galleried chamber

overlooking the inn yard, where his black mare was stabled. The balcony chamber, a

heated room, was probably a bed-sitting room for his wife and himself. It had a curtained

feather bed, six upholstered chairs and a display cupboard for glasses and cups.

The named rooms had coloured themes. It was blue and red in the 'Crowne' and the only

possible guest chamber, the 'Eagle Roome', had red bed furnishings. The 'Angell

Chamber' was being used for storage of linen - 12 pillow slips, 12 towels, six table cloths,

96 napkins and 30 sheets - valued at nearly £12. Courtney's 3:1 ratio of napkins:sheets

shows that eating and drinking was more important than accommodation. If the Spread

Eagle had been an inn in 1673, 96 napkins would have been accompanied by a similar

number of sheets (see Table 19). No accommodation is listed for living-in servants, as

there would have been for an inn.

9 W. Shakespeare, King Henry IV, Part I, II. 4. 23,31, 58-59,472-473.
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Twenty-six flagons and 12 chamber pots are an additional indicator of what was going on

here - drinking, and plenty of it. While flagons could be used for beer, they tended to be

for wine. A flagon held twice as much as an ordinary wine bottle, usually had a handle,

spout and a lid, and was for use at the table." Chamber pots were not necessarily for

chambers. They were readily available in drinking rooms and can be seen in seventeenth

century illustrations. A pewter still provided distilled spirits. The shuffleboard room

contained the long table used for this popular gambling game. There was also a brass

clock there, the earliest of only three listed in the inventories. This, together with named

rooms with,coloured themes, quantities of wine, as well as beer and spirits, all point to

high status activities at what was possibly the only true tavern in Midhurst.

Courtney's will, drawn up a month before his inventory, included instructions for 40

shillings and a 20 gallon barrel of beer to be given to the poor of Midhurst in the market

house loft on the morning of his burial. This would have been enough for a quart of beer

and 6d. each for 80 people. A celebration by the poor of the town, not in his tavern, but

within sight of it, would have underlined his erstwhile status and generosity.

Courtney's wife Katherine received unspecified houses and lands, and his son William his

gun and sword, as well as a good education. When Williamreached the age of 21, he was

to have £150, the equivalent of c.£12,000 or more today - a large sum. The three

overseers were a tanner and two mercers (father and son) from Midhurst. One of the

mercers was also an inventory appraiser so it could be wondered whether Courtney was

involved in the leather and cloth trades locally.

The will indicates other properties. Unfortunately no probate account survives so it has

not been possible to discover his financial standing or what else he owned or leased. He

could not have been the Mr. Henry Courtney with 13 hearths in Midhurst in 1670. The

latter was a gentleman, a relative who perhaps built what was to become the southern

range of the Spread Eagle soon after the innkeeper's death. Private houses often became

10 OED: 1) a bottle for holding wine or other liquors 2) holding twice as much as an ordinary wine bottle
3) with a handle (now), spout and lid - a large vessel for use at table. The numerous OED quotations
nearly all refer to wine.
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inns. I I A gap between the two buildings (now covered in) can be clearly seen today. It has

been said that the earlier timber-framed part of the Spread Eagle was not used as an inn

for some time; it was leased out to butchers during the nineteenth century. The long tile

hung pentice on its northern frontage indicates this use. It is not possible to deduce how

the two buildings interacted over time until more information about the Courtney family is

discovered.

Katherine Courtney may have continued to run the tavern after her husband's death, as

her son William was a minor. The hospitality trade was one that kept many widows

employed (Appendix 19 shows six in the region in 1625).12Courtney may also have had

apprentices. The two witnesses to his will, Edward Atkinson and WilliamWeekes, may

have been apprenticed inn servants.

At some time before 1694 widow Frances Cooke had taken over the Spread Eagle which

had by then become an inn. She died in 1694 and her inventory lists the contents of a

much larger building than previously, now also relating to the southern range. There were

nine more named rooms than in 1673, the Nags Head, Kings Head, Greyhound, Rose,

Luce (Fleur de Lys), Lion, Swan, White Hart and Bell. The Eagle, Angel and Crown were

still listed, presumably the same rooms listed in the older timber-framed range. The inn

could sleep at least 24 people in eight named chambers, and a new garret was perhaps for

servants. Window curtains in four chambers and the parlour provided privacy and status.

There were now 70 sheets, 72 napkins and 24 towels and their ratio indicates an inn

instead of a tavern. There was Canary, white and red port wine, though not as much as in

Courtney's time. The number of flagons and chamber pots is unknown, but there were

four spits and 17 candlesticks, six of the latter paired pewter ones. The brewhouse

valuation was half that of Courtney's, but still high at £13 13s. with plentiful equipment.

There were c.250 gallons of beer in the cellars.

11 Pantin, 189.
12 Pr' 'Wlor, omen and the Urban Economy: Oxford 1500-1800', 106-108, the commonest occupations of
women in business between 1520 and 1800 were trades involving food and drink. Of the 25 licences
issued for the region in 1625, six were for women (see Appendix 19). PRO EI63/17/22, Miscellanea of
the Exchequer, three Midhurst widows held wine licences between 1614-26.
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There were three meeting rooms, the Kings Head, Angel and Lion, seating c.40 people;

several chairs and stools were covered in leather, twelve chairs with turkey work

upholstery, there were five tables and three table carpets, but no beds. All these rooms

had window curtains and were heated. Only two other inns in the region had three

meeting rooms (see Appendix 11), indicating the high status of the Spread Eagle at the

end of the seventeenth century.

Widow Cooke's own bedsirting room was probably the Bell, where her feather bed with

seven pillows (many more than usual) perhaps indicates that she had been propped up in

bed for her last few weeks. There was a chest of drawers, a joined press, chairs, stools

and a small table. The room contained three looking glasses and the linen, together with

silver pJate valued at £13 ISs., and she had rings worth £1. There was a horse in the

stable together with very large quantities of hay valued at £25, wood and faggots at £12

lOs., and pigs, peas, barley and peat. Her own debts are not listed, though she had £7 lOs.

(c.£600) owing on book, but no desperate debts.

By 1695 Henry Courtney's son William was running the inn. In due course his widow

married the grandson of a former occupier. By 1716 the lease had been conveyed to

Henry Pruet (in 1627 a John Pruet held a burgage which included the Spread Eagle), and

his grandson William was there in 1760, having taken over from his father John. In 1730

the inn buildings and stock were insured with the Sun Insurance Company of London for

£1000,,3 The stability and experience of these Midhurst innkeeping families must have

contributed greatly to the Spread Eagle's success as the prime inn and tavern of the

sixteenth and seventeenth century town. It continues to flourish today.

The Spread Eagle is a complicated case study. It shows change over time in architectural

terms, but also sounds a warning to regard supposed 'historical inn dates' with

suspicion," It shows the differences between a tavern and an inn, though there are still

questions to be answered about customers for both, and reasons for the change of use.

13 Balfour, 11. 15.
I..Hughes, The King's Head. 3-5, notes the date 1401 displayed over that Horsham inn's doorway, with
nothing in the building pre-dating the seventeenth century. It was first documented as an inn in 1665.
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The study reveals the varied relationships within the innkeeping fraternity, or at times

sorority, in Midhurst. While the inventories give some insight into rooms and their uses

within the Spread Eagle, the lack of probate accounts means that the picture is far from

complete, though wills sometimes add a little more information.

Unfortunately many of the documents in the Cowdray Archives were destroyed in the fire

of 1793. It would be possible however, with a more detailed architectural study, a plan of

the inn buildings, plus more documentary research on Midhurst, to add to the history of

the Spread Eagle and its inn and tavern keepers.

2) The Chequer, Steyning

When the 1686 Return for Inns and alehouses was taken for Steyning, the inns of the

small market town (with a population of c.450 in 1676) could sleep 25 guests and stable

48 horses, numbers that the Spread Eagle of Midhurst alone could have accommodated.

In the 1470s Steyning had three innkeepers, one of whom was probably running the

Chequer, built c.1450. Its sign probably means that it was not originally built by a

controlling landowner, but emerged as an independent inn under a private owner.

Tenanted by John Holland in 1576, it provides the earliest documentary reference to a

named inn in Steyning. IS

He was probably a relative of William Holland, a mercer born in Steyning who founded

the Grammar School there in 1614, and became an alderman of Chichester. William

Holland purchased the White Horse at Steyning in 1613 when John Cowlstocke was its

innkeeper. He died the following year, and his will lists at least ten Holland relatives living

in Steyning and it is almost impossible to distinguish the family members. 16 Innkeeping

I' Pennington, The Chequer Inn, 9; Centre for Kentish Studies, (formerly Kent Archives Office),
Cranfield Mss. U2691M117/2, Miscellaneous Papers, with thanks to John Townsend of Ashurst for this
reference.
16 W. P. Breach, 'William Holland, Alderman of Chichester, and the Steyning Grammar School', SAC,
43, (1900), 72.
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Hollands, Cowlstockes and Bryants intermarried throughout the first quarter of the

seventeenth century, forming a local dynasty in the trade under the name of'Bryant."

It is impossible to pursue a case study of the Chequer inn without mentioning the White

Horse, as the families who ran the two inns intermarried. The White Horse was situated

just a few houses to the south east of the Chequer, on the crossroads in Steyning. Most of

it burnt down in 1949, and it now functions from the old kitchen, the former stables and

coach house. IS For most of the seventeenth century it was Steyning's premier inn, the sign

reflecting patronage and ownership by the dukes of Norfolk. The White Horse was a

burgage property of Steyning manor, with voting rights for the two members of

Parliament at each election. It was the prime town inn throughout the period. The

Chequer was part of Charlton manor, one of several that comprised the town, but did not

have any voting rights, even though it was in the middle of the High Street. This would

have affected its prospects.

The Chequer inn sits on the crown of the High Street, in the former market area. Its

timber framing dates the original build to c.1450, with seventeenth century and later

additions. Heavy sooting can be seen on a plastered division within the roof, this and

other evidence indicating that part of it was probably a two-bay medieval open hall. There

is some decorative, combed plasterwork on a partition in the roof of the floored

crosswing, indicating that part of the attic was in use for some time, probably as a

servant's room. The street frontage of the crosswing was jettied at first floor level,

indicating status and style. A drawing of the inn as it might have been when first built,

together with a plan and short commentary, produced for the tenants in 1994, can be

found in Appendix 3 a) and b).19

17 WSRO, Wiston Ms.6621, William Bryant of Hurstpierpoint, innkeeper, brother of Richard Bryant,
1665; Samuel Brian, gentleman, innkeeper of the Chequer at Horsham 1686; Anne Bryant, widow
(innkeeper), Kings Arms, Steyning, 1707; Thomas Apps, innholder of Boxgrove, had an appraiser named
Nicholas Briante.
IS A ground floor plan of the White Horse in 1920s, indicating room use, was drawn in 1996 by Harold
Joyes of East Preston, whose father Harold was the landlord then. My own childhood memory of the
White Horse is seeing it on the morning after it burnt down in 1949, when the still smoking stumps of
large timber posts impressed themselves on my mind.
19 Colin Garlick, landlord of the Chequer 1948M90, drew a ground floor plan in 1989 showing room use
before alterations done in 1950. His great-grandfather George Chalcraft tenanted the inn in 1880.
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A coaching entrance was made by taking out the ground floor of an adjoining building,

perhaps in the late-seventeenth century. Entrance for wheeled traffic to the inn yard was

then secured from the High Street, with an exit to the lane at the rear of the plot. The yard

still contains stables, a coach house, a former smithy and a two-storey flint building linked

to the rear of the inn, known as the ostler's house. Two pieces of land went with the

property, the Chequer Acre (or Garden) and the Chequer Orchard. 20

The White Horse was enlarged c.1790, and a music gallery added. In 1799 the Chequer

was given a new brick frontage, bay windows and a large porch. The main roof was

altered, a rear extension built and a large 'Club Room' formed on the first floor. The

tenant, a brewer, was fined 6s. 8d. by the manorial court for having encroached on the

High Street. This was probably the same year that the decorative wrought iron sign

bracket was erected."

The Churchwardens' Presentments for 1579 reveal that James Holland, churchwarden and

innkeeper, probably of the Chequer, was drinking with William Pellett (another Steyning

innkeeper) and John Cook during service time on a Sunday, perhaps in his own inn.22 In

1593 Charlton manor was purchased by the Wiston Estate and the antiquated rental of7d.

per annum for the Chequer continued to be noted in manorial court records for the next

200 years. The inn was sublet for a much higher sum and in 1640 William Clarkson, a

Steyning yeoman, was leasing it out for £5 15s. p.a. 23

20 Pennington, The Chequer Inn, 27, an ostler and his family lived there in 1841. The Chequer Acre was
built over in the 199Os, the Chequer Orchard earlier in the 20th century, but both areas can be easily
traced on the O/S 25" 2ndedn. 1897 map ofSteyning. WSRO, Wiston MS 6839.
21 S. Shaw, 'Excursion from London to Littlehampton, 1790', The Topographer, 4, (1791). 145, with
thanks to John Farrant of Brighton for this reference. VeB, 6, Pt 1,226; WSRO, Wiston MS 5200, f.89;
the sign has a curved piece at the end which is typical for the hanging place of a bunch of grapes, though
it now supports a lamp. The bracket projects 12 feet over the road and is quite a feature of the High
Street. An inventory and valuation of stock and effects of the Chequer as at 31- August 1870 (in private
hands) lists 120 feet of ironwork in the sign bracket.
22 WSRO, EP1/2315, f.48, Churchwardens' Presentments, 1579.
23 Pennington, The Chequer Inn,S, 33, Charlton manor was sold to the Eversfield family of Horsham in
1653 but returned to the Wiston Estate in 1818. By 1880 the inn was in the hands of the local Chalcraft
family, who held it untill990 when it passed to Whitbreads Brewery; WSRO, EP1129/183/063.
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No sixteenth century wine licences have been discovered for Steyning. From 1614-1626

Richard Briant and Thomas Oliver had one each, but no signs are listed in these records.

Other inns were functioning in the town and it is not possible to say which of them were

licensed for wine sales. Certainly the White Horse and the Chequer are the strongest

contenders. Richard and Mary Briant together held a wine licence in 1635.24 Richard

Briant had married Elizabeth Holland in 1610, but she died in 1615. The next year he

married Mary Cowlstocke, daughter of innkeeper John Cowlstocke. As Everitt wrote,

"lnnkeeping was a trade ... in which opportunism and mobility were essential... ' In 1618

both men were churchwardens as well as innkeepers, and in 1621 John Cowlstocke was

one of the appraisers of a James Holland's goods and chattels in Steyning. In 1622 Joan

Holland, widow, was apparently paying an antiquated 7d. annual rental to the Wiston

Estate for the Chequer inn. In 1623 Thomas Cowlstocke, the eldest son of John

Cowlstocke, married a Jane Holland, and their son John was born the following year.

WilliamPellett, innkeeper, and Thomas Cowlstocke were both churchwardens in 1625.
25

These intricate family relationships give some idea of the difficulties of sorting out the

complicated innkeeping scene in Steyning at this time.

In February 1633 John Cowlstocke died, and on n" March one of the three inventory

appraisers was his son-in-lawRichard Briant. In the year of Cowlstocke's death, the cellar

at the Chequer was enlarged. There is a datestone there inscribed 1633 with initials,

possibly GO and WE, which may have belonged to the Gray and Easton families,

seventeenth century coopers and stonemasons of Steyning. The cellar only contained beer

at Cowlstocke's death, but by 1635 the Briants were licensed to sell wine and the

following year John Taylor recorded two taverns in Steyning, one run by Richard Briant.

though it is clear these were also inns."

24 PRO EI63/17/22; F. E. Sawyer, 'Sussex Wine-Merchants and Tobacconists, 1633 to 1635', SAC, 36,
(1888),248.
25 Everitt, 'The English Urban Inn', 121; WSRO, EPII29/183/017; Pennington, The Chequer Inn, 10;
with thanks to Cecily Moorhouse of Upper Beeding for extracts of innkeepers from a transcript of the
Steyning Parish Registers, 1565-1925 (in private hands).
26 See J. Pennington & J. Sleight, 169-170, 183. I saw this stone in 1989, but it has now been painted
over and the inscription is no longer visible. Sawyer, 248; Caldecott, 'Sussex Taverns in 1636',66.
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Mary Briant was John Cowlstocke's daughter; she and her innkeeping husband Richard

had possibly been running the inn for some time while her father was ill. Cowlstocke

described himself as 'Crasy and sickly in body but good and perfect remembrance and

memory' in his will of 1631. It is important not to take all words at their face value in

these documents, as 'crazy' at that time probably meant 'frail'.27 As Cowlstocke only

bequeathed 12d. to ten close family members, it is likely he had passed everything else on

some time before his death. In his will he mentioned Richard Briant as the husband ofhis

daughter and father of his grandchildren but left him nothing, not even 12d. This could

mean that Briant was already running the inn.

Cowlstocke's inventory reveals an inn with six bedchambers, his own containing a

curtained bedstead and its furnishings, an old cradle, a road saddle and bridle. Six chests,

one trunk and a box probably contained his clothes, as well as 30 pairs of sheets, 14 table

cloths, 60 napkins, 15 pillow slips and six towels. There were green, middle and writing

chambers, the latter with two old tables, seating and cushions as well as a bed. This may

have been a room used on market days for business deals and financial matters. The

market was held outside in the street.

The great chamber was one of the regional town meeting rooms. In the eighteenth century

the Chequer was used for the Petty Sessions, the Hundred Court, Overseers of the Poor

and the Sewer Commissioners' meetings, and it can be presumed that many of these

activities were also occurring during the seventeenth century." The room doubled as a

bedchamber and was heated. Ten people could sit round the table and a livery table

indicated that food might also be served. Nine cushions added a touch of comfort. The

low chamber, perhaps the one with the combed plasterwork, might have been the

servants' or apprentices' room. Four people could sleep there in two beds, with four

chests, three unnamed books, two spinning wheels for linen, a flasket, but also five

bushels of wheat, which may have had something to do with the weekly market.

27 seeDED.
28 P' Thennmgton, e Chequer Inn, 14-15, 18,21-23.
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Cowlstocke's probate account does not survive; his will and inventory give no indication

that he had any freehold or copyhold land, or was involved in farming activities. His three

appraisers, one of whom was his son-in-law Richard Briant, did not list his occupation.

Cowlstocke described himselfas a yeoman in his will, but the vicar ofSteyning wrote 'the

Inholder' against his burial entry in the Parish Register." Social status and occupation

were seen differently through different seventeenth century eyes.

The March inventory listed ' ... one hogg of Baccon, w[i]th butter and other

p[ ro ]vision ... ' in the Backhouse. There were two young pigs (called shuts or sheats

locally) in the barn where the hay was stored, and whether Cowlstocke had cows, sheep

or any arable crops can only be imagined. He kept half a load of coal and two bushels of

oats in the coal loft, which was probably in the attic. Coal was valuable and kept more

securely upstairs. It probably came up by barge to Bramber from the Pad's coalhouse at

Lancing. There was wood valued at £2 in the woodhouse. Boards in the barn worth £ 1

were possibly used for extra tables or for assembling a cock fighting ring. Cocking is

documented at the Chequer in the eighteenth century but no references to a purpose-built

cockpit have been discovered for the town. 30

On the ground floor the kitchen is listed last, after the main rooms and the backhouse,

between the woodhouse and barn. It only contained 'wodden stufe' valued at lOs. The

hall was used as the main cooking venue. This may indicate a former detached medieval

kitchen in the inn yard, away from the house. Or it might just be that Mary Briant, if it

was she, preferred the hall hearth. This room was well stocked for food production.

Pewter chamber pots were present but not nurnbered. At least 13 people could sit down

at two tables, and there may have been unlisted fixed benches. A pair of gaming tables

completed the hall-cum-kitchen scene. Under the hall was the cellar, containing c.290

gallons of beer with pots and glasses, valued at £4.

29 Transcript ofSteyning Parish Registers, 1565-1925 (in private hands).
30 G. R Scott, The History of Cockfighting, (Hindhead: Triplegate, 2nd edn .• 1983), 57-58 et passim; a
copy of advertisement from the Sussex Weekly Advertiser, 23 March 1795 for a cockfight to be held at
the Chequer is displayed at the inn.
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The parlour was under the jettied part of the crosswing, looking out on to the street and

the weekly market. Itwas a heated room, containing a table, form, two chairs and a joined

stool. There were four cushions, and two silver spoons may also have been kept there.

There were no window curtains or apparent decorative features. The inn parlour as

described in inventories usually stands out as a cosy room with some comforts. It could

be wondered whether some items had been moved or taken before the inventory was

made.

Of particular interest is the amount of money owing to Cowlstocke, as well as a note of

his own debts; the latter were not usually shown on the inventory and the absence of a

probate account makes this list a valuable piece of financial information. He owed his son-

in-law £10. Two farmers and other local men were owed sums from £4 to £20. A bond of

£20 was owed to Mr. Jordan, who may have been the Sussex lawyer retained by Lionel

Cranfield, the Earl of Middlesex, owner of the Wiston Estate 1622-34.31 The Chequer

was one of Cranfield's properties so presumably there must be more to this than meets the

historical eye.

To set against these debts amounting to £69, Cowlstocke had £151 owing to him from

nine people in bonds of £5 to £40. He may have been acting as a local banker. A fanning

widow owed him £11. Three gentlemen, whose surnames are unknown to me, owed £55

on four bonds. Two local yeomen owed £50 on three bonds, and three other men £35 on

one bond each. Cowlstocke also had three debts owing without specialty, though they

were not listed as desperate, in sums of8s., 9s. and £1 17s., perhaps money 'on the slate'.

It is not often that debts both owing and owed are itemised so carefully on an inventory,

and it gives some insight into the chain of debit and credit in which this 'yeoman

innkeeper' was involved." Cowlstocke had also been a churchwarden, and he left lOs. to

31 Pennington, 'The Wiston Estate', 39-41, 59, 90.
32 Spufford, 'Long-Term Rural Credit in Sixteenth and Seventeenth-Century England: the Evidence of
Probate Accounts', 225, 227 et passim, states that in some cases lenders were among the borrower's
landlords (though he was not writing about inns in particular); his article shows that probate accounts,
rather than inventories, are the documents which give much more understanding to the chain of debit and
credit.
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the poor of Steyning, named his wife Mary as his executrix, and his son Thomas and a

cousin as overseers, giving the latter two 3s. 4d. apiece for their pains.

When John Taylor journeyed across Sussex in 1653, he chose the Chequer for an

overnight stop, and wrote:-

August the 18, twelve long miles to Steyning
I road, and nothing saw there worth the Kenning,
But that mine Host there was a jovial Wight,
My Hostess fat and fair: a goodly sight:
The Sign, the Chequer, eighteen pence to pay.
My mare ate mortal meat, good Oats and Hay.33

Taylor obviously enjoyed the company of the innkeeper and his buxom wife, flattering

them perhaps, and it is tempting to imagine Richard and Mary Briant in these roles. He

did not mention his own food, but was obviously pleased that his horse was well looked

after, which as can be seen from Chapter 5, was not always the case in provincial inns.

The Chequer is useful as a case study for several reasons. Even though parts of the main

roof have been altered and the hall chimney has gone, the original mid-fifteenth century

timber-framed building is nearly intact inside the later frontage and other additions. It was

not a large inn, but in 1633 about 16 guests could have been accommodated. The pIan of

the original building shows how it could have functioned from c.1450 until 1799 when it

was substantially enlarged (see Appendix 3). The idea of a detached kitchen should be

bome in mind.

The documentary evidence reveals a complicated picture of family relationships and

innkeeping mobility within the town. One inventory and will are obviously not enough to

provide a balanced picture but plenty of detail can be extracted from the documents and

interpretation of the architecture shows change over time. In-depth knowledge of early-

modem Steyning history has been particularly useful to the study.

33 Caldecott, 'John Taylor's Tour of Sussex in 1653',24.
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Cowlstocke had some standing in the local community. He was a churchwarden, lending

money and acting as an unofficial banker. The inn was positioned in the market area of the

town and his writing chamber was probably used for business transactions. He appeared

to have few luxuries - two silver spoons, three books and a good riding mare hardly put

him in the top echelon ofSteyning's 'best people'. But hiswill hints at more as he thought

of himself as a yeoman and had only left a shilling a piece to the members of his family,

indicating he had already bequeathed property and other items. His death took place more

than a year after he made his will, and he had been ill for some time. His daughter and

son-in-law were well-placed to take over the running of his inn in the meantime and to

capitalise on his business ventures.

3) The White Lion, Bramber

The village ofBramber is not mentioned in the survey of 1686, though 'Beyding' (Upper

Beeding, the village on the opposite side of the river crossing) was included. The

exclusion of Bramber seems very odd as the White Lion was definitely functioning during

the late-seventeenth century. It could be wondered if the recorders were bribed to ignore

Bramber, a very small place - in 1724 there were only 24 families living in the parish - but

a powerful force in corrupt electioneering methods. As one of the 'rotten boroughs'

Bramber returned two members of Parliament and in 1705 was said to have only two

inhabitants with the franchise, one of whom was landlord of the White Lion.34

Williamde Braose, a supporter of Williamthe Conqueror, began the building of Brarnber

castle and church in 1073, and established the Benedictine Priory of Sele at Beeding. He

also built a wooden bridge across the wider arm of the river on the Bramber side c.l 080,

supplanted by a fine stone bridge built by one of his descendants a hundred years later.

Two inns existed at Bramber in 1538, and presumably one of these was 'the Lion'

recorded in 1526. The earliest known reference to the inn as the White Lion is in 1549

when Sir Richard Sherley of Wiston (a descendant of Williamde Braose) and four others

sold it to a Bramber yeoman. The inn's sign is unsurprising, as the coats of arms of the

34 VCH, 6, Pt 1,202,211-212.
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four landowning families between 1066 and 1925 included rampant lions (gold, white or

silver). Three of the families were linked by marriage and two, the de Mowbrays and

Howards, were dukes of Norfolk. By the sixteenth century the White Lion was firmly

established as an inn, usefully placed on a through route, benefiting from the bridged

crossing of the river."

In 1549 the White Lion had a barn, stable and garden, as well as two acres of land in the

parish. Today, mostly rebuilt and called the Bramber Castle Hotel, it has a large garden

and car park bounded by a stream to the south. The service buildings have disappeared.

The inventories show that in 1624 it had five chambers, but no cellar. There was a stable

with a hayloft in the inn yard. By 1682 there were six chambers and a wine cellar. An

entry chamber indicated a large porch or arched inn yard entrance.

Due to the coming of the railway to Bramber in 1861 and its subsequent popularity as a

venue with a 'romantic' castle ruin and an eruption of tea houses in the village street, the

old White Lion was rebuilt and renamed c.1870. It had been partly restructured at some

time in the late-eighteenth century when visitors from the fashionable seaside resort of

Brighton were finding their way to the village. A timber-framed range remains at the rear,

which may have been a former stable or service room, and some timbering can be seen

over a side entrance, but it is not certain how the earlier inn was sited. Presumably it

fronted the village street, and its yard was bounded by the stream,"

A court chamber was noted in the 1624 and 1682 inventories. It reappeared in an 1833

document as the court room. Manorial courts were held irregularly in Bramber over the

centuries - there had been no resident lord of the manor since the fourteenth century - but

the room would have been used for many other functions and one is described below."

3S Ibid., 201-205; WSRO, Wiston Ms. 5988; S. Freeth, (ed.), The Wiston Archives: A Catalogue, (WSCC:
Chichester, 1982),2; Pennington, 'The White Lion', 28-32.
36 Pennington, 'White Lion', 31-33.
37 Ibid., 28-31; VCH, 6, Pt 1,211; Hampshire Record Office, Calthorpe Papers, 26.M.62/F/C/1273, with
thanks to David Thompson of Burgess Hill for this reference.
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A Coroner's Inquest held in Bramber in January 1552 reveals the names of two village

innkeepers. One must have been from the White Lion, but no other inn sign is known. A

timber-framed house now called St. Mary's, built c.1470, replaced an earlier building next

to the western end of the stone bridge. Pantin thought possibly that this had been built as

a large courtyard inn but there is no documentary proof. It would make sense though, as

an inn placed at the edge of the crossing would invite visitors, particularly on an important

route where offerings were expected at the chapel of St. Mary on the bridge. In 1549 a

piece of land on the west and north sides of Bramber bridge which was formerly built

upon was said to be 'laid flat and in decay'. St. Mary's House may also have been

deteriorating by then; only the eastern range now remains and the stone bridge had more

or less disappeared by the end of the seventeenth century, though was still noted in 1668.

It could be that an inn was functioning, in a much reduced building, in the mid-sixteenth,

but had ceased to operate by the beginning of the seventeenth century." No further

references to two innkeepers in Bramber have been found since the mid-sixteenth century,

and st. Mary's, if it had been an inn, continued to decay;"

The Inquest was attended by the county coroner and 14 local jurors. It describes a conflict

in October 1551 between widow Christian Kayne, and William Battner, the Bramber

innkeepers. Kayne's pigs had trespassed on Battner's land and his son had assaulted the

widow's servant Joan David. William Banner joined in and David's death in Kayne's

house was the result. She had been ill and the verdict was a natural death.40 The report of

the Inquest can be found in Appendix 18.

38 VCH, 6, Pt 1, 202; WSRO, Wiston MS. 5988; J. Farrant, 'Sussex Depicted. Views and Descriptions
]600-1800', SRS, 85, (2001), 169. A drawing dated 1636 shows the two bridges clearly. It does not show
St. Mary's as a large courtyard building. The house has an imposing chimney, but there is only one
range, with a bam. It looks as though a tree is growing out of the ruins of the chapel on the bridge.
WSRO, Wiston MS. 680.
39 Hunnisett, 'Sussex Coroners' Inquests, 1485-1558',45; Pennington, 'White Lion'. 28-33; Pantin, 184;
Magdalen College Archives, EUl-6, Registers of Leases, 1480s-1570s. With the help of archivist Dr.
Robin Darwall-Smith, I have searched at the Magdalen College Archives at Oxford (the College owned
many Sussex lands, including much ofBramber, from the fifteenth to twentieth centuries) but no Sussex
inn ownership was found there.
40 H . tt 'Sunrusen, ussex Coroners' Inquests, 1485-1558',45.
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Wine licences were issued to Peter Cheeseman in 1570, and William Francis in 1585, beth

of'Bramber," Neither can be linked with a named inn or tavern there. In 1596 Christopher

Goram was the innkeeper named at an inquest held at Horsham gaol where three women

had died natural deaths before they were due to appear at the Assizes. Just a few weeks

before two of the women had been accused of stealing linen from Goram's house and

picking his mother-in-law's purse, which probably took place at the White Lion."

An inventory for Robert Cox, innholder, in 1624, shows that the White Lion had five

chambers, sleeping 14 or more people, including the Cox family. He and his wife

Elizabeth had one son and two daughters - only Annis perhaps still lived at home. Jane

was married to William Hodges, a Steyning pewterer, who may have manufactured the six

chamberpots at the inn. A 'daughter-in-law', Mary, was from a former marriage of his

wife Elizabeth, and she was married to John Balcombe, a Steyning tailor.

In 1609 Cox had been running the Swan inn in Steyning High Street. His son-in-law was

involved in a scandal that must have rocked the town in 1610. Balcombe was the prime

witness to events that took place in the stable of the Swan, where a 19 year old local

youth buggered a mare. The outcome of the court case is unknown, but it is likely that

Thomas Stark, the active participant in the felony, was hanged. It could be wondered if

Robert Cox wished to distance himself from events. The Swan had been owned by local

Steyning landowner Mr. Richard Farnefold who had died the previous year, though Cox

may have just seen the advantage of taking on one of the few burgage properties in

Bramber, with the resultant financial profits."

Cox made his will inNovember 1623, and the contents of the White Lion were appraised

in February the following year. The inventory reveals that about ten guests, his own

family and perhaps an inn servant could be accommodated there in five chambers.

41 PRO, E35113153, Pipe Rolls; PRO, E176/1/169, List of Sussex Wine Licences.
42H . Sunmsett, ussex Coroners' Inquests 1558-1603,120-121.
43 Breach, 'Farnefold of Steyning', 97; WSRO, QRlW514/64; see Cockburn, Calendar of Assize Records:
Sussex Indictments: Elizabeth I, 145,153,230 et passim; Breach, 'Farnefold of'Steyning', 97.
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Though manorial courts were infrequent, due to absent landowners, a court chamber was

listed. A reference to two old tilts indicates canvas coverings, perhaps for carriers'

wagons, or portable bough houses (travelling alehouses) used at public events, such as

elections, or taken to local markets, as Brarnber's own market had lapsed by 1595.44

There was a street parlour with no window curtains, just a table with its frame and two

forms, apparently a simple room where guests could look on to the muddy road outside as

well as the castle ruins looming above. The hall was heated and equipped for some

cooking, while three pewter and four latten candlesticks lit the way to using three quart

pots, one pint pot and six chamber pots. The kitchen had a well-equipped cooking hearth,

and a brass warming pan for cold beds. There were two flitches of bacon hanging in the

chimney and a mustard quem, garden rake and spitter indicated the inn garden. Nine stone

pots, four glasses, a crock of butter and a pair of playing tables were stored in the buttery.

The stable contained hay and oats and unusually in inventory listings 'One howse of

office', set amongst the old boards, poles and other lumber there, for the convenience of

the Cox family and their customers. This is the only reference in the 75 innkeeping

inventories to what was sometimes termed a 'necessary house' - in other words, a

lavatory. Good inns supplied close stools in the chambers, and possibly some medieval

buildings still had garderobes which would not have been listed in the inventories if they

were empty, but facilities in other establishments must have been very primitive. There

were three hens and a cock in the yard, so eggs were no doubt added to the food already

mentioned. There was a good store of wood and faggots.

Cox worked as a barber, well-placed at the river crossing to attract customers for a shave

or haircut. Money owed to him may have included barbering services. Some sort of sign

would have indicated this extra trade at the White Lion and a red and white striped

barber's pole can be imagined. Cox bequeathed all his basins and working tools to his son

Henry after his own wife's decease. Perhaps she carried on barbering in place of her

husband.

44 VCH, 6, Pt 1,210.
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The inventory includes some property in Steyning, part of it a shop where it is apparent

that Cox's son Henry was also working as a barber. He was leading a bachelor's existence

in a bed-sitter (belonging to his brother-in-law William Hodges, the pewterer) with a

barber's shop attached. His 'Barbers tooles and c1othes', like his father's, would have

been razors, mirrors, brushes, and he may well have supplied leeches for blood letting,

and cups and glasses for dealingwith abscesses and boils. He would have also had aprons

and towels. As well as the furnishings of the Steyning bedsit and barber's shop, Cox left

Henry all his wearing apparel. Cox's will makes it clear he was anxious that Hodges might

evict Henry from the 'new dwellinge shopp', He did not seem worried about his own wife

Elizabeth remarrying, but ensured that a new husband would not sell or alter any of her

property." The overseers of the will were Steyningmen, one probably a brewer.

One omission from the inventory is the drink. A cellar to the inn had been built by 1682,

but in 1624 Cox probably used the buttery to store barrels (or butts). Some drinking

equipment was stored there, as well as butter, but the pair of playing tables would not

normally have been kept in the buttery - it would have been in the hall or parlour. This

and the lack of beer and wine would indicate that either the inn had closed briefly, or that

the drink had been sold. It was too valuable to waste, if no-one could immediately take

over the running of the inn after an innkeeper's death.

The Cox family apparently disappeared from innkeeping, at least in Bramber and

Steyning, after this date, though Elizabeth may have remarried. Richard Meade held a

tavern at Bramber in 1636 according to John Taylor, but as Meade had five other

'taverns' in Sussex, he was probably not the innkeeper himself." The White Lion must

have been sellingwine, but no Bramber wine licences have been traced since 1585.

Nicolas Worgar's inventory was taken in May 1682 and indicates some upgrading since

1624. The heated court chamber now contained 12 leather chairs, cushions, two tables

with carpets, and other furnishings, indicating its use as a meeting room. There was an

45 B. J. Todd, 'The remarrying widow: a stereotype reconsidered'. in Women in Eng/ish Society, ed. by M.
Prior, (London: Methuen, 1985),68-70.
46 Caldecott, 'Sussex Taverns in 1636',65-66,68.
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extra chamber, a dedicated washing room and a dairy. There was also a wine cellar

containing 86 bottles of wine, two and a halfrunlets of wine and three empties, valued at

£7. The buttery contained six hogsheads and two barrels of beer, over 380 gallons, with

other equipment, all valued at £8. Some of the linen was of a finer quality than in Cox's

time and a silver cup, bowl and two tasters indicated the changed status of the White

Lion. Sea coal was being used for cooking instead of wood and there was a jack in the

kitchen hearth to work three spits. There were still six pewter chambers pots, but 16

flagons, seven wine pots and a display case for glasses all point to the upgrading of

facilities to attract a better class of customer.

The parlour was not listed but was being let separately (see below). There were still no

window curtains, but an entry chamber indicated some rebuilding and raising of status.

Charcoal was possibly being used for blacksmithying. Worgar had £100 in bonds and

other security. He also had three cows and a heifer, with milk and cheese in the kitchen.

There were pigs and horses, as well as eight acres of barley (for malting), two acres of

peas and tares and an acre of wheat. Local farmers Nathaniel Turner and John Lidbetter,

as well as his widow, were the appraisers. Worgar's eldest son John inherited his property

and a recently purchased Steyning malthouse. There was another house in Thakeham.

One of the will witnesses was Bernard (or Barnard) Chatfield, owner of the Crown inn in

Steyning."

So, by 1682 the White Lion was slightly larger and more comfortable. There were still no

curtains at the windows but the inn was providing better accommodation and an improved

standard of living for the innkeeping family and their guests than during Cox's time. The

'Rotten Borough' ofBramber must have been influential in helping the inn to gain money

and status, and this is connected to the missing parlour.

Bramber returned two Members of Parliament after 1453. It was a small and unimportant

village, but the manorial lords and the owners of the castle ruins, the dukes of Norfolk,

47 It could be wondered whether the other house was also 8 White Lion; one still functions as a public
house in Thakeham today under that sign; W. H. Challen, 'Baldy's Garden, The Painters Lambert, and
Other Sussex Families', SAC, 90, (1952). 147; WSRO, Wiston MS 277.
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were not. The votes were tied to 'ancient foundations' - even to the ridiculous point of

the castle keep and the castle ramparts (both in ruins long before the Civil War) each at

some time having a vote. The elections were disgracefully corrupt, with accusations of

harassment and bribery in 1640. After this election Bramber was more often represented

by local families than proteges of the dukes of Norfolk. In 1700 one member was

convicted of malpractice and unseated. A document in the Wiston Archives reveals that in

1704 Thomas Waller, of the Waller innkeeping dynasty, was leasing the west part of a

tenement 'called the Parlor in The White Lyon Inn, Bramber'. This must have been done

to split the vote that the inn possessed. This was known as 'faggot- voting' as a room

with a hearth had to be present. The 1696 'Splitting Act' deemed a vote legal if it could

be proved that a burgage had been split prior to the Act, which in this case it presumably

had. In 1705 Waller was one of only two parishioners in Bramber who had the county

franchise, which put him in a very strong position indeed for soliciting cash from the

candidates. Defoe noted in 1724 that the elections at Bramber were 'scandalously

mercenary'."

An inventory for Thomas Waller's son Emery in 1732 shows that by then the inn had

seven chambers and three parlours. There were curtains at the street windows. The inn

contained 65 chairs, 14 tables and other seating. There was plenty of wine and beer in the

cellar, and a tea table in the great parlour chamber. There were 42 pairs of sheets, 82 table

napkins and 12 table cloths, giving an idea of the scale of the comfort and entertaining

available at this village inn. Twenty people could sleep in comfort. George Waller, a

descendant of Emery's, kept the Star in Horsham, one of the prime inns there in the later

eighteenth century. He told a friend in 1774 that ' ... his mother sold the house at Bramber

where Election kept ... for £575, though scarce worth more than half that sum, on account

48 WSRO, Add MS 1170, ff.2-4 relates that in 1703 one voter in Brarnber lived in a 'Split House'; this
was probably the White Lion. The writer commented that in 1714 Bramber had just 36 votes, 22 of which
were in the village with another 14 in part ofSteyning. In 1719 one voter erected his 'house' on the site
of an outhouse or pigstye; VCH, 6, Pt. I, 111-112,202; WSRO, Add. Ms 3128; S. Thomas, 'Sleaze and
Electioneering in Midhurst in the 18th and 19th Centuries', in J.Magilton & S. Thomas, (eds.), Midhurst,
(Chichester: Chichester District Council, 2001), 128. Furbanks and Owens, Daniel Defoe, 55, who said
c.I72S he had heard that the Bramber vintner boasted he had made £300 on one pipe of canary wine at a
recent election. Defoe referred to the house as a 'tavern' but said the vintner was more like an alehouse-
keeper.
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of Elections. ,49 There could not be a clearer indication of how corrupt electioneering

practices helped the owners and innkeepers of the White Lion to enrich themselves and

climb the social ladder.

Bramber began the period with two inns and two wine licences, but by the early-

seventeenth century only the White Lion was functioning. The inventories list goods in a

timber-framed building that in 1624 had four ground floor rooms and five chambers, one

of latter indicating that manorial court business was held there, however infrequently. By

1682 changes had been made; another chamber had been added and a wine cellar

constructed. There was a smarter entrance. A dairy and washing room were providing

extra services for travellers. Improvements had been made to the court chamber's

furnishings. More significantly,the parlour was 'missing' and other documentation shows

it was leased to the Waller family. The vote for one of the few burgage properties in

Bramber had been split. This gave the innkeepers the opportunity to make large financial

profits at election time, when the two prospective members of Parliament bribed the few

parishioners for their votes. The White Lion would also have hosted the hustings, enabling

fat bribes to be acquired.

By 1732 the inn may have been partially rebuilt. It had seven chambers on the first floor

and a garret above. It had its own malthouse and brewhouse. There was no mention of the

court chamber (which was again listed in 1833) but it may have been subsumed into the
Great or Little Parlour Chambers. There were three parlours on the ground floor offering

many more comforts than the sparse furnishings in Robert Cox's time a century before.

The Waller innkeeping dynasty made good profits from the inn which, because of its

voting potential, was sold at twice its true value.

••••••••••
These three case studies show great differences in the inns and their function. The two

urban inns were sited in market areas, but contrast their architectural forms. It has been

49 Pennington, White Lion, 30-31. WSRO, EP1129/028/039; W. Scawen Blunt, 'Extracts from
Mr. John Baker's Horsham Diary', SAC, 52, (1909),68.
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possible to show that the Spread Eagle functioned as a tavern, supplying large quantities

of wines, and that the 1430 date of origin ascribed to it is incorrect. There must have been

a strong influence by the manorial lords of Midhurst, the Browne family, throughout the

period, though this is difficult to quantify, There are also problems in deciding just how

and why the large second range of the inn was built; family relationships are difficult to

clarify, However, the inventories show that the tavern became an inn. Something of the

innkeeping personalities involved can be extracted from the documentation, showing that

innkeeping widows had some power and influence in a provincial town like Midhurst.

The Chequer in Steyning, a smaller market town than Midhurst, but on an old and well-

travelled route, remains a dominant feature oftoday's townscape. While a chimney and a

bay were probably added in the late-sixteenth or early-seventeenth century, it did not

benefit from any other major rebuilding or enlargement until it was refronted in 1799,

eight or nine years after improvements were made by its main competitor, the White

Horse. The original mid-fifteenth century timber-framed building has been examined,

measured, drawn and analysed. The plan has enabled the only inventory identifiable with

the inn to be used more imaginatively. It is possible to follow in the appraisers' footsteps

as they walked round the building itemising its contents in 1633. The associated will and

other documentation reveal some of the tortuous family relationships within the

innkeeping fraternity in Steyning. It also shows the extreme mobility of these innkeepers

as they moved up and down the High Street, raising or lowering their standards and their

prospects.

The Chequer was not part of Steyning manor and because of this provided different

functions from its near neighbour the White Horse. It did not have any parliamentary

voting rights, which must have affected its long-term financial prospects.

In rural Bramber, the White Lion was quite a contrast to these town inns. Situated in a

poverty-stricken village, it was usefully near a vital bridged crossing of the river Adur, on

a route to the port of New Shoreham and further afield. As the village shrank and its

castle fell into ruins through the abandonment of its manorial lords, the inn slowly grew in

building terms and financial benefits. It was one of the few burgage properties in the tiny
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village which meant that its vote was eagerly sought by patrons of the two prospective

members of Parliament at each election until the Reform Act of 1832. Because of this it

had two tenants for a while, and possibly more, which profitably split its vote and

increased the revenue. The inventories and wills chart a steady rise in the inn's fortunes as

subsequent tenants and owners benefited financially from electoral corruption. It was

probably providing wine in the late-sixteenth century but had a purpose-built wine cellar

by 1682 and at the end of the period was owned by one of the regional innkeeping

dynasties, to be sold at double its true value later in the eighteenth century.

The case studies show that provincial inns were not always mere shadows of their city

cousins, but were involved in national affairs. Their innkeepers often provided the best

wines in comfortable surroundings as well as being ready to take large bribes for their

votes at election times. The inn signs were linked to patronage, land ownership, financial

backing or may have originated independently. Whether the inn was situated in a

controlled urban environment with a busy market, or a poor down-at-heel village, these

case studies show that the innkeepers were men or women of influence, if not integrity,

whose personalities and business acumen contributed greatly to their success as purveyors

of paid hospitality in western Sussex.
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CHAPTER8

Conclusion

I feel that this study has been well worth undertaking. The documentary and architectural

sources have produced so much new information for the region, revealing a pattern of

urban and rural inns interacting across a difficult regional landscape. I have provided

documentary evidence for 81 named urban inns in seven towns over a 300 year period,

approximately 1440-1740. There is architectural evidence for 25 of these, plus 9 which

have been rebuilt. Nineteen of the inns continue to trade as hotels or public houses. I

have identified 38 named rural inns in 21 villages; 29 buildings remain, (four are

rebuilds) of which 21 are still dispensing paid hospitality to travellers, though only a

handful offer accommodation nowadays. Three of the 21 have been rebuilt on the same

sites. Three more rural inns can possibly be added to this number.

So, altogether, sources for approximately 120 named inns and/or taverns (the many

problems of definition are explained in Chapter 1) for the region have been explored, and

further documentary evidence for unnamed inns has also been revealed, though most of

these are probably among the known named inns. The named inns are listed in Appendix

20, the first time that a comprehensive gazetteer for western Sussex has been produced. It

gives an indication of date spans and an approximate guide to the number of sources for

each inn. The Bibliography introduces the reader to greater detail, while tables and maps

in Chapters 1 and 4 clearly display the slow growth of inn sites across the region

between 1550 and 1700.
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The inns are linked to the socio-economic and topographic history of the county. They

functioned on major and minor county routes, providing hospitality for travellers and

venues for local and regional administration. They functioned in market places and at

town ends, were influenced by the country houses of a land-owning class, and provided

vital overnight stops in rural areas near river crossings and steep hills. Their combined

existence does not seem to have interested historians in south-eastern England, and only

a few single-inn studies have been undertaken in the region. This study comprising the

western half of the historic county of Sussex has begun to fill the vacuum.

It is the first time that a compact regional study of EngJish inns has been undertaken, and

it makes a new contribution to the history of provincial inns and taverns. Walking, the

use of maps, geology and the landscape have all contributed to the discovery that the bad

road system in the county held back the growth of the inns in building terms. It has also

revealed that the rural inns were vital in the chain of communication in a difficult

landscape; perversely, while the travelling conditions held back the development of these

smaller inns, they also contributed to their maintenance and survival. Knowledge of

vernacular architectural development in the region has also been an important part of the

study, confirming and augmenting the documentary investigation.

It has taken several years to explore all the documentary source material. The existence

of such an overwhelming number of sources, described inChapter 3, has been a problem

that necessitated an early reduction of the area, chronology and subject matter originally

proposed. Not only has it been difficult to structure the sources, but their volume and

variety has meant that in a thesis of c.75,OOO words much of value and interest has

necessarily been omitted. Despite this, the combination of architectural detail from the
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surviving inn buildings plus the diversity of the associated documentation has meant that

it has been a worthwhile study of a previously neglected subject.

The Bibliography shows that a considerable number of primary sources have been

consulted. Two national and seven county record offices have been visited, some on

several occasions, and one of the latter, the West Sussex Record Office, on innumerable

occasions. Archives at Magdalen College, Oxford, Lancing College and Arundel Castle

in Sussex have also been consulted, The latter is included in seven of the county's estate

archives used, and over 600 estate documents have been examined. More than 100

inventories and 80 wills have been transcribed and analysed in detail; many more have

been scrutinised. Dozens of probate accounts have been examined and the only two

relevant to the study have been transcribed. Other episcopal documents have been used,

as well as many more classes of document at WSRO, listed in the Bibliography. More

than 100 maps have been closely examined and many of these were used in the field, and

on the walking and siting exercises explained in Chapters 3 and 4. Chapter 3 describes

all these sources inmore detail and many are utilised in the maps and tables. Altogether,

well over 1000 documentary sources have produced evidence for the inns and taverns

revealed in this study. The Bibliography lists 51 printed primary sources, as well as more

than 200 secondary sources. All this material has contributed to a new picture of paid

hospitality inwestern Sussex .

.The pioneering researches of Chartres, Clark, Cox, Everitt, Hunter and Pantin have been

vital to the exploration of the period. Their work has informed and often contrasted with

this research. Chartres has shown that the shops run by inns were closely interlinked with
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the local and regional market economy, and that traders and merchants were the catalysts

for the introduction of more privacy in inn chambers. Clark's work on alehouses has

provided a good contrast for this work on inns and taverns. Cox's research on inn names

and his mapping of them gave impetus to my own studies in this field, and Hunter's PhD

thesis on drink-related legislation set the background to the whole scene in the early

modern period. Pantin's architectural treatise on the great English inns proved a sharp

contrast to the small provincial inns of western Sussex. Everitt's research on urban inns

has provided ideas about many of the socio-economic forces relating to inn history, and

given examples of innkeeping lifestyles and dynasties in another part of the country to

set against my own. His work also alerted me to the research that I could undertake on

rural inns, as his was a purely urban study.

Other literary sources have added useful ideas, and within the county the study has

benefited from the work of Hudson, Hughes, Morgan, Steer and others, from the

scholarship of the Victoria County Histories, to the detailed research on town histories

and single-inn studies by Sussex historians.

It has been possible to show that during the early period there were probably c.40 inns in

the region, mostly in the towns (see Table 1). Several urban inns emerged as influential

and important centres of hospitality and administration, but their size was much smaller

than the generally perceived notion of provincial English 'coaching' inns. A new

discovery has been that there were only two or three what might be termed 'large' inns at

anyone time, and that these were half the size of the urban inns described by Everitt.

While many of the surviving inn buildings look relatively large today, architectural

analysis shows that they were much smaller during the period under examination.
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Knowledge of vernacular architecture has distinguished inns operating during the period

and been used to interpret building additions made in later years. Sussex inns were much

smaller than formerly thought and many rural ones survive to the present day. Fewer

urban inns survive, but those that do reveal typology and hierarchy through their

architectural forms. No general inns studies have merged primary architectural and

documentary sources in such a way and in such detail.

A chronology of the inn in western Sussex has been established and its changing

function over time examined. Three main geological and geographical inn regions have

been identified, the coast, the Downs and the Weald. A breakdown of the urban and rural

inns shows that overall numbers trebled throughout the period, but when analysed in

detail, other factors emerged. The urban inns doubled in number between 1550 and 1700

but the rural inns multiplied sixfold, indicating their importance to travellers as the road

conditions worsened, particularly in the Weald Clay. Tables 2 and 15 in Chapters 1 and 4

give a breakdown of these figures on a regional geological basis.

A computerised database of Sussex inns was begun in 1993 on Software (Dataease) that

is now out of date and cannot be printed. Even so, the 2000-plus inn entries (each with

35 Fields) can still be manipulated on screen to provide such information as a) inn signs

of the same name with their first known date in their town or village, b) innkeeping

surnames with dates, places and sometimes named inns, which can reveal the build up of

trade dynasties, c) groupings for comparative purposes under various headings. Much of

this material has been transferred to the maps displayed throughout the study as well as

the text, and particularly to Appendix 20, the gazetteer of 122 named inns in western

Sussex.
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Four central sources emerged early on - maps, architectural evidence, probate documents

and estate archives. I have walked miles in the pursuit of understanding former roads and

bridleways from early maps. Had I been a horse rider, no doubt my observations of the

problems of the region's geology and its importance to the inn would have been even

more intense, but walking former routes between rural inns, using Ogilby and Budgen's

late-seventeenth and early-eighteenth century maps, has been an eye-opening experience.

It has enabled an appreciation of the many difficulties faced by travellers in the past, and

the importance of the site, and the sight, of their inns. Use of the O/S 25" mid- to late-

nineteenth century town and other estate maps has helped to uncover and appreciate the

siting of urban inns within their townscapes. For example, the medieval Crown and

George inns either side of Arundel High Street are all but lost to the modem eye, both in

other use, refronted in brick, with later fenestration; the former Crown has a vast public

car park behind it. Maps, as well as personal visits, were used to re-discover the inns,

some of their former outbuildings, and the extent of each inn's curtilage.

In 1700 the Sussex roads were even worse than they were in 1550. As traffic increased,

particularly with more wheeled vehicles and greater numbers of horses, as well as pack

trains, roads became increasingly difficult to negotiate. Travellers and inhabitants were

constantly at odds with the landscape and many examples of contemporary letters and

diary entries have been quoted in confirmation of this. Local knowledge of the county

and its shape has been vital in understanding why the area had such a notorious

reputation for impassability. Many Wealden inns would have benefited from longer stays

by guests due to bad weather, but also lacked visitors for the very same reason. Most

rural innkeepers and some of the smaller urban innkeepers had other occupations to

compensate for lost income. The postal system was erratic with only two routes working
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with any regularity, one at either end of the county. The length of Sussex, and its

underlying geology, meant that communications were poor, particularly when it was wet.

Carriers working from inns must have been an important force in the regional economy,

but little documentary evidence for their existence has emerged.

There have been many changes in the larger towns due to growth and rebuilding. New

Shoreham lacks sixteenth century documentary evidence (apart from a few wine

licences) as well as actual early inn buildings. However, despite these factors, there is

enough regional evidence to indicate inn typology and hierarchy over time, showing how

this has been influenced by the landscape. The Weald dominates the area, providing

more urban and rural inns than the downland and coastal regions, as Tables 2 and 15

reveal. London was the focus for many journeys across the region, with ports and

markets exerting a strong influence. Inn numbers slowly rose and after the Restoration

some inns added new chambers and improved facilities, but there was no sudden

increase in new growth. Overall inn numbers trebled from c.40 to c.120 over a 150 year

period during a time of worsening communication. As travel became more difficult, the

inns became more involved with the local population and regional administration.

New research has been revealed by the maps. Figs. 1 - 10 illustrate the text and display

the location of the urban and rural inn centres, as well as their siting in relation to the

regional geology. For instance, the reasons for Horsham's importance as a staging post

between London and the coast is clearly explained in topographical terms by Fig. 3. For

the ftrst time the issue of wine licences has been discussed and listed in Tables 7, 11 and

Appendix 19. The targets of Sir Giles Mompesson's inn licensing scheme have been

listed in Table 12 and illustrated in Fig. 4. Fig. 10 maps the seven most influential inn
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signs of the region for the first time, revealing a totally new outlook on inn typology and

siting, as well as information about regional patterns linked to patronage and land

ownership.

There have been problems of definition for the different types of drinking

establishments, but probate and estate documents have helped to reveal some of these. It

can be seen in Chapter 1and elsewhere how difficult contemporary 1ustices of the Peace

found it to distinguish between inns and alehouses. Londoner John Taylor referred to

Sussex inns as taverns, and dictionary definitions cause even more confusion. Contents

of probate inventories show that many inns sold wine, and therefore could be called

taverns, even though taverns were not, by law, allowed to supply accommodation. The

estate documents used fur this research always refer to 'inns' and the word tavern so far

has not been discovered. Maps have enabled further understanding of regional inn

topography and for the first time it has been possible to set such a study against a firm

legislative background, thanks to Hunter's work. The case studies have given depth to

inn and tavern function as well as showing the importance of architectural evidence.

Seventy five innkeeping probate inventories, mapped in Fig. 7, have been extensively

analysed in thirteen tables (nos. 18-30). Fifty inventories relate to urban inns, 25 to rural

establishments, a good survival rate. They reveal much of the region's socio-economic

inn history. They show the many differences between the urban and rural inns, indicating

that there were several types of town inn serving customers of different social status.

Room management, furnishings, types of guests, their fuod, drink and entertainment

have all been analysed. The inventories indicate the way space was utilised by the

number and quality of the rooms and furnishings. They also reveal innkeeping lifestyles
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and the interaction of innkeepers with their customers by the listings of luxury items like

silver and good clothes, as well as musical instruments and games. Documentary

evidence extracted from probate inventories and wills has not previously been used in

this way for uncovering inn history. Combined with the specialist knowledge of

vernacular architecture, it has revealed hitherto unknown connections between the

region's urban and rural inns, their keepers and customers.

A few of the more prosperous inns added, or adapted from other rooms, extra or larger

parlours and dining areas to their accommodation. Beds, however, were still often part of

the ground floor parlour furnishings, saving on the cost of building a new chamber but

adding extra overnight guest accommodation. At the same time parlours were becoming

high status, comfortable, heated rooms for the better-off guest, though there were some

exceptions. The addition or insertion of chimneys allowed more bedchambers to be

created. Some of the chambers in the larger urban inns were given names. Midhurst and

Petworth had the highest number of named rooms, reflecting their local gentry links with

London. One Horsham inn had introduced numbers by the beginning of the eighteenth

century, a new departure for the region which presumably copied a London fashion. The

analysis of room names has helped to deduce inn typology and the success or otherwise

of particular inns. Tables 21 and 22 as well as Appendix 15 show their variety and form.

The inventories have also revealed a hierarchy of function rooms in towns across the

region, serving the local and regional population in a variety of ways. Appendix II

shows that few rural inns had meeting rooms, though some sold wine, but only a

minority of their innkeepers had luxury goods. Innkeepers, particularly of the larger

urban inns, were heavily involved in the regional economy. They employed labour and
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local services, as well as members of other innkeeping families. They were running

shops and workshops or leasing them out. Interaction with local markets has not been so

easy to discover, but some innkeeping and shop contents point the way to the baking,

barbering, farming, milling, smithying and other industries that were trading from the

inns and their yards.

By 1675 some changes can be seen: some new urban inns had appeared since 1660,

though only a few new rural inn names can be identified. The Red Lion had been the

leading Horsham inn until the middle of the seventeenth century, when it was overtaken

by the new King's Head. The Swan and Dolphin at Chichester vied with each other

throughout the period. The 'Great' White Hart at Petworth was gradually superseded by

the Half Moon during the eighteenth century, and at Midhurst the Spread Eagle had an

important role to play, probably first as a tavern and then as an inn. Rural inn numbers

increased sixfold during the period, to c.40 by 1700. In contrast, the urban inn numbers

doubled, though some of the older inns had closed or disappeared, and others had been

built since 1660. About 80 urban inns were trading in the region at the end of the

century, of which buildings about a third - 2S - have survived to the present day (nine

more have been rebuilt on the same or adjacent sites). Two-thirds of those are still

trading as hotels or public houses. Of the 38 rural inns, 28 buildings survive, of which 21

are still trading (three in rebuilds on the same sites). Pro rata, the survival of more rural

than urban inns points to their importance in the chain of communication in the

notoriously difficult travelling conditions in the region. Those travellers striving to reach

markets, ports or their own country houses often had to 'make do' with the small rural

inns and their lack of facilities if they could not reach a town inn because ofbad weather,

failed ferries or broken-down bridges.
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Some new rooms were being built, and there was a growing desire for privacy as the

seventeenth century progressed. Despite this, there seems to have been little change in

the standard of comfort offered to customers throughout the period. No tea-making

equipment is recorded in inventories until 1719, and though there is a reference to a

coffee house at the Dolphin in Chichester in 1689, that drink and its equipment is not

listed in the inventories until 1702. This seems surprising in a coastal county and it could

be wondered whether smuggled and luxury goods were infiltrating the market but kept

well-hidden while inventory listing was going on. While joined stools declined and

chairs increased, stained cloths decorating the walls were replaced by pictures and maps,

and a few new rooms and galleries were added to both rural and urban inns, there is

nothing to indicate vast improvements in the standard of hospitality offered. The

facilities were reasonable in many cases, very good in the larger inns and sometimes

surprisingly good ina few of the rural ones. Rural inns offered from one to three guest

chambers, while those in town offered as many as 14, as well as quite a wide variety of

choice of inn types for travellers of differing social status and hospitality needs.

There seems to have been no 'heyday' of the inn in western Sussex during the period;

this came about with the turnpiking of Sussex roads from the mid-eighteenth century

onwards. While numbers grew slowly, reflecting an increase in the travelling public,

many inns seem to have stagnated, while interacting with their local population as well

as with travellers. The worsening roads were the problem, though there always seems to

have been at least one 'good' inn or tavern in the town. Wine-drinking activities were

undertaken in the inns, rather than at specialised taverns. The Spread Eagle at Midhurst

was perhaps the exception to this, but the picture is still not clear. The provision of wine

was usually a high status indicator. In a provincial area like Sussex, wine licences were
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mostly in use by urban inns providing accommodation and food as well as wine and

other beverages, rather than by stand-alone town taverns. There was a threefold increase

in urban wine licences between 1570 and 1626, illustrated in Table 11, but little change

in rural areas. This meant that journeys were no easier, but that more travellers were

staying at the town inns. They also stayed longer the worse the weather became. As inn

numbers slowly increased so did the demand for wine.

Wine drinking was an important part of the hospitality trade, and eleven named wines are

listed in eight of the 75 inventories, as shown in Appendix 14. Some of these eight inns

(two rural and six urban, including the Red Lion at Horsham and the Spread Eagle at

Midhurst) had between two and five types of wine. It was available in 13 more inns, as

there are references to wine barrels and bottles in cellars, as well as wine pots, glasses,

cups, bowls and other wine vessels in various rooms. There are 40 listings of flagons,

which could have been used to serve wine as well as beer.

However, beer was the mainstay of the trade, with 51 inventory references to various

strengths stored in cellars and butteries, as well as 14 to brandy and other spirits, eight to

cider, four to ale and two to mead. Over 50 inns were brewing their own beer, some with

extremely well-equipped brewhouses whose capacity and value meant that they must

have been selling to other outlets, indicating the building up of the tied house trade

throughout the period. Sixteen inns had separate cellars for wine and beer, though some

of the rural inns used their butteries for drink storage and had no below ground cellars at

all. Forty two inventories list chamber pots, a vital part of customer service, and they

must also have been present in many of the un-itemised pewter valuations. All the
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inventories had drink-related items listed and most supplied food, even if the only

indication of this was just one pig in the yard (see Appendix 13 for full details).

Games and music were on offer throughout the period, but not at all the inns. Just under

half the urban inn inventories and under a sixth of the rural ones list games. There are

references to cards, shuffleboard, playing tables, billiards, skittles or ninepins, but none

of the inns offered all of these. Customers of the rural inns were poorly served, only a

few offering some of the games listed above. Several musical references indicate that

there may have been more cultural entertainment available than is readily apparent,

particularly in Petworth for which some useful and interesting evidence survives.

Amongst the urban innkeepers there are few references to books, but many to luxury

silver items. The lack of books, particularly Bibles, does seem an odd finding and

contents of inn inventories in other regions could be used to discover whether this was

usual in the trade. Tables 24, 29 and 30 list all the items discovered.

Several inns had gardens, but if they did not contain washing, beans, beehives or garden

tools, it is hard to discover their existence from probate inventories, though wills

sometimes name them. Tredcroft of the Red Lion in Horsham had a summerhouse listed

in his inventory of 1611 and Manser's Chichester inn had an arbour and a summerhouse

in 1651. It can be presumed that these gardens were seen as relaxing and useful areas,

available for guests, as well as the innkeeper and his family. They were usually at the

high end of the inn hierarchy, though there is some evidence for a few gardens at rural

inns, and Table 24 shows these.
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A 'perceived idea' dashed has been that all inns provided stabling for their guests, but

only a quarter of the inventories show evidence of this. A few inns had barns, which
,
./

presumably could have been pressed into service as stables, but those with barns also had

farming links, so that does not seem so likely. Stables were dedicated buildings for

housing horses and particularly in towns like Chichester and Horsham they would have

been in great demand. The 1686 government survey shows nearly 600 stablings available

for those two towns and it is not apparent from the surviving documentation that

anything like this number could have been housed. The few references to ostlers show

that some were present at the high class inns, but that they were not considered worthy of

a decent standard of rooming. Literary references mock inn servants, especially the

ostlers, but the latter may have been more numerous than is immediately apparent.

Chartres puts forward the idea that many ostlers worked independently and leased their

own stables. Private houses may also have sublet or contracted out stables, though again

no documentary evidence has emerged in Sussex for this theory. Many stables and fields

for horse-keeping must have been owned or leased by people other than the innkeepers

of the region.

Some of the medieval timber-framed inns were reaching the end of their useful life by

the mid- to late-seventeenth century. Those with early names, such as George, Swan,

Crown, Red Lion, White Horse and Chequer, likely to be medieval buildings, would by

then have been extensively repaired and altered. There is some documentary and

architectural proof that galleries or corridors were added to some of the inns to introduce

a measure of privacy to guests who no longer wished to have strangers sharing or passing

through their chambers. Inns that could not afford to adapt and change with the times
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were under increasing pressure as expectations of privacy and comfort grew throughout

the period.

A new discovery has been that voting rights contributed to the demise of some inns as

pressure was brought to bear by powerful landowners or innkeeping dynasties on owners

and tenants to split up their houses and inns into several tenancies for the so-called

'faggot-voting'. Money was made out of this, as in the 'Rotten Boroughs' of the region

buildings on 'old foundations' carried a parliamentary vote, and corruption was rife. The

influence of landowners like the dukes of Norfolk contributed to the downward social

spiral of many of the old inns. Extra tenants were encouraged to move in to share inn

buildings which were no longer fashionable and perhaps not very profitable, which

resulted in the inns contracting in size, as only part then continued to trade. This

multiplication of inn tenancies is clearly shown in Horsham. Hundreds of deeds in the

Arundel Castle Archives and Horsham Museum (see Bibliography) reveal how inns like

the Chequer, George and Wonder or Talbot were split up, and tenants crammed into the

old buildings to provide an illegal number of votes. These medieval inns gradually lost

their prestigious positions in the town inn hierarchy and were overtaken by new inns like

the Kings Head. Two of the case studies have illustrated how profits could be made from

the franchise, in particular at the White Lion, Bramber. Though situated in a poverty-

stricken village with few inhabitants, this small inn gained immensely in prestige, both in

building and financial terms, as it held one, and sometimes more, of the few votes in the

Borough for two Members of Parliament. The Wallers, a Sussex innkeeping dynasty,

profited from this, as Chapters 6 and 7 show.
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Research into past and present advertising of every sort has been very much part of this

study. Whil~ visits to the surviving inns and taverns (now hotels or public houses) to

examine their siting and architectural evidence has been a vital part of the research,

during these investigations I have had to overcome and interpret much modern

advertising in the way of myths and 'old wives' tales'. Stories of 'smuggling tunnels',

'old ships' timbers' and innumerable ghosts, as well as spurious dating 'evidence' and

inn sign interpretation enshrined in local legend, have had to be tactfully handled.

However, despite all this, an important new discovery has been that the urban inns of the

region had signs relating to their typology and situation within the town, as discussed in

Chapter 5. The idea that the distribution of the most influential inn signs across the

region is meaningful is displayed for the first time in Fig. 10. The urban inn signs reveal

a pattern in their placements, particularly the George, Crown and Swan, usually the

earliest inn buildings in the towns, built on prime sites. These three inn signs can

confidently be expected in each of the seven towns before 1600, even if documentary

evidence for such earlier dating is lacking. Signs such as the Chequer, Red Lion and

White Horse were also important, displaying a mixture of independence, patronage and

land ownership to inhabitants and travellers.

The symbolic illustrations on the region's inn signs were vital in displaying hierarchy

and social status. Many would have had sign brackets and posts reflecting this too.

Differing forms of inn sign bracket indicated much to the traveller and would have been

meaningful to local inhabitants. Advertising of services was therefore provided without

writing, and the most powerful could be seen at a distance. Colourful signs and ornate, or

otherwise, supporting brackets reflected what was on offer inside the inn or tavern.

Carved bunches of grapes indicated that wine was available and the common symbol of a
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chequer sign on the door post or wall showed to all that the house provided drink and

probably gambling.

The case studies have proved revealing and complex. They have shown the differences

between certain inns and their functions. Links with local families can be seen through

the signs, together with documentation from their estate archives. The traditionally held

1430 building date of the Spread Eagle at Midhurst has been shown to be inaccurate by

more than a century. Architectural evidence has enlarged on function and ownership. The

original medieval timber-framed build of the Chequer at Steyning has been discovered to

be almost wholly intact inside a later brick frontage and other building additions.

Innkeepers were involved with local and regional administration, some acting as bankers

and handling large sums of money. They were seen as responsible citizens in their

,locality, though some were not above breaking the law and behaving badly. It has not

been possible to judge their financial status, mainly due to the lack of probate accounts,

but it can be seen that there were many more desperate debts listed in the town inns than

in the villages, as shown in Table 28.

Despite this, marriages between innkeeping families led to trade dynasties which often

lasted for several centuries. These were not only within one town or village, but stretched

over linked routes and several places, sometimes county wide. Members of some families

were also involved in the allied trades, such as brewing, malting and smithying.

Movement of innkeepers between inns can be seen, social mobility both up and down the

scale being an important part of the hospitality trade. Provincial inns were often involved

in national affairs, whether functioning in a controlled urban environment or in a poor
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village. Innkeeping personalities, both male and female, played an important part in the

survival of the inns, reflecting fmancial acumen and social status.

This has been a difficult study to structure owing to the voluminous sources. Despite

this, many perceived ideas about Sussex inns have been overturned, and a new

contribution made to the county's history. No regional study of Sussex inns has been

attempted before and much new knowledge has been gained. A firm legislative

background to the work has been provided by Hunter, and this, together with the new

research on inn sign typology and symbolism, has opened up inn history in the county.

The innovative use of the county's geology and geography by walking with early maps

has proved that the landscape has had a tremendous influence on inn siting and function.

The overwhelming evidence for worsening travel throughout the period has reinforced

the idea that the inns were much smaller than at first anticipated, and this has been

backed up by the architectural evidence. The inns only began to grow in building terms

from the mid-eighteenth century when turnpiking in the county was instituted.

Vernacular architecture has been an important research tool behind these discoveries,

providing visual clues to back up documentary evidence for inn function and typology.

This combination has shown that the inn buildings are an important adjunct to the written

sources. This regional study of inns and taverns in the early modern period adds new

impetus to the national historiography and points the way to future research.

In addition, the history of the inn and tavern is not just an important subject in England.

It can be seen from the articles comprising the recently published The World of the

Tavern: Public Houses in Early Modern Europe (of which my article on western Sussex

is one - see Bibliography) that general, themed and regional approaches to inn history
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are now being made in Austria, Germany, Russia and Switzerland as well as England.

This increasingly international interest in the contribution that inns and taverns have

made to society and the economy of their locality and region shows that the subject is

one that can no longer be disregarded by historians. I hope that other researchers will add

to this international debate by setting their own discoveries alongside my own. Thirty

years ago Everitt wrote his pioneering English urban inn study, pleading for serious,

systematic research into the function of inns and their influence on the social, political

and economic life of the nation. This regional study of the inns and taverns of western

Sussex is part of the growing response to that plea.
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D M Year Occupation Surname First Townl
Name Village

John Arundel

10 3 1589 Innkeeper Scriven John Midhurst

Inv. Tot.' Inn N.me Inventory Will
£ So d. [probable] W RO W RO

10 12 1611 None stated Tredcroft#

30 5 1614 None stated Farre#

28 10 1614 None stated May

Crabb#

Richard Chichester 221.08.08 Lion

41.03.11

Robert Horsham

Thomas Arundel

Thomas Horsham

Edward Arundel

52.10.02 EP 1129/138/002 ISTC 1/14 £.1 13

204.17.04 Red Lion EPI129/106/002 IS. Dean 7

20.12.00 16PI1291008/007 A. Dean 17

27.03.09 Anchor EP1129/106/009S. Donn 39

EPI129/008/010 STCIIIIF f.IOO24 9 1617 Vintner

22 10 1618 Alderman Keere (1)11291541/017 ISTOIII/I C61

27 10 1619 Innholder Goodman#

19 2 1624 Innholder Cox

John Petworth 170.12.00

12 4 1630 Vintner Batchelor

7 7 1637 Innholder Gates

Hurst

Robert Bramber

Thomas Horsham

Thomas Arundel

John

Richard Midhurst

Richard Horsham

Henry

161'112911491016 M. Dean 23

46.02.02 White Lion 61'1129/028/004 S. Dean 20

59.03.08IChequer EPI12911061041 ISTCI1I8 f.46

42.14.11 EPI129/008/039 ISTCIIIS f.3

Steyning

148.06.06 IEI'I129/008/046 ISTCIIIS f.204

240.07.00ICheqller EPI1291183/033 ISTCI1I8 f.246

18.09.04 EPI1291138/029 ISTCIIVM f.50

Lodsworth

128.13.02 Red Lion IEPI1291106/059 ISTCII IIIi r.57

(lPI1201128/022 ISTCIIIIII f.6216.18.D6

26 9 1631 Yeoman Smith

22 6 1632 Innholder Challen

II 3 1633 None stated Cowl stocke

20 10 1637 Yeoman

21 2 1638 Victualler Gates

30 10 1638 Merchant Salloway Edward [Chichester 347.09.06 Swan IEI>I1291541/043 N Will

9 3 1640 Coalhsekpr Blaker

II 3 1641 Innkeeper Massey#

George Lancing

Francis Rogate

Richard Midhurst

48.02.08 l'ad IEI>1129/118/032 S. Dean 14

142.09.06 Bla k Lion IEI'I129/159/034 M.D n 4

286.17.05 EPI129/138/036 M. Dean 3026 ? 1641 Innholder Bishop#

3 8 1642 None stated Hearsey

18 10 1647 Yeoman Penfold

Neville Steyning

John ISUn/old

109.11.00 (?Stnrl I!ZP1129/183/057 ISTCIII/H f.191

111.03.00 KlngsHead IEI' 1129/176103I STCIIIIK 1:109

20.06. II EP 1129154 11064 S'fC 1111K f. 140

52.01.04 au k IEPl129/098/056 'STCII2I r.330

no total George EP 112915'11/070 STC II 11K f. I57

188·06·00

476.10.04

E1)11291138/055 ISTCIIIIII f.257John Midhurst

Blllingslturst 67.08.06 W. Horse I El) 11291021/082 STC 111111r.354

liP 1129/138/059 STC 1123 r.291

Thomas Horsha III

Henry Horsham

14 I 1650 Innholder Fowler •

26 8 1651 Victualler Manser

14 12 1652 Widow Clarke

16 I 1662 None stated Bennett

28 4 1665 Innkeeper .Pilfold#

18 10 1665 Innholder Mellershe

Thomas S.Harting

William [Chichester

Emma Chichester

John

William Midhursl

30 4 1666 Innholder Patching

29 3 1667 Yeoman

23 5 1667 Widow

Scun

Haylor

II 3 1668 Vintner Blanch

Jane Perworth

Walter Petworth

450.11.09 [?Swnll] til'l1291106/102 STC 11111f.60

145.18.081.531110inn) IEPI129/149/130 ISTCII2J f.352

78.05.04 [sllme inn] l~P1/29/14·91139 ISTC 1123 f.lS8

25.07.08 EPI129/106/099 STCIII/l f.9

# Inventory damaged * Partial probate account is included with th inv nt ry *'" Pr at
WSRO, EPl/33/1678, Henry Mercer *** Probat a OU11t·, W R , Plll/9/1/1 7 John

APPENDIX 1 A list of the 75 probate inventori with th if a
and accounts used throughout the thesis

iated will
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D M Year Occupation Surname

14 10 1672 Victualler Richardson

Isemonger

Henry Petwortb

124.11.08 Crown

First
Name

Edward

John

John

Townl
Village

Inv. Total Inn N.me Inventory Will
£ s. d.llprobab1tl WSRO W..!_R.O
155.02.06 HalfMoon 16PI129/J42/044 STC1124.£8

540.19.04 G.W.Hart EI)112911491145 STCI124/f.125

Northchapel

Thakeham 23.03.03 [?W.Lion) £PI12911951050 No Will

Siinfold IEP 112011761045 ISTC 1125 f.85

4 2 1669 Victualler Tupper#

3 6 1670 Innholder Goble

21 II 1672 Yeoman

26 II -1672 None stated Carpenter

6 6 1673 Innholder Courtney

John

Henry

Geoffrey Petwortb

Petworth 190.06.00 George IBPI12911491J58 No Will

Midburst 437.18.10 Spr. Eagle ![WI129/138/0n STel125 f.95

EPI12911491164 ISTC1126 f.4216.03.09 George13 I 1675 None stated Goodier

? ? 1675 Gentleman Kemp Edward Steyning 128.10.06 PROB4110679 Not f und

29 I 1677 Innholder Rose John Pulborough 110.01.06 BP 112911531129 No Will

2 5 1677 Victualler Sturt John Angmering 97.12.00 InrI129/006/0?9 ISTel126 f.153

4 5 1677 Innholder Mercer++#

20 9 1677 Victualler Scott"+#

Henry Midhurst 152.13.00 EPI129/1381077 No Will

Chichester 21.07.00 W. Horse 161>1129/038/009 No WillJohn

Billingshurst 44.01.10 Blaok Lion IEI'I129/0211129 ISTCI1271:63John

Thomas Steyning

Simon

Nicholas Bramber

Peter

Joseph Sid/esham

Samuel Hor ham

Edmund Arundel

Chichester

33.18.04 Olue Aneh. iEPI12911831121 No Will

IEPI12915411087 IEPIIII/121161.18.08ISI11r

207.03.06 Whit .Lion 13111129/028/026 ISTCI127 f,353

Boxgrove 48.16.06 1.:1'1129/02?1077 ISTC 1127 f.467

137.13.00 l'?erown] Et>11291173/130 ISTell2S f.19

369.03.00 ICh ucr Ilil'112911061209 No Will

165.18.06 lll' 1129/008/11!I STC 1128f.56ft

29 5 1679 Victualler Clayton#

8 12 1679 None stated Pick#

23 12 1679 None stated Dixon#

27 5 1682 None stated Worgar

19 2 1684 Innholder Payes

6 2 1686 None stated Edbury

10 9 1686 Gentleman Brian

6 5 1687 Innholder Cutbert

10 I[ [687 Innholder Apps Thomas Boxgrove 93.14.10 IBI'I129/0271084 ISTell2S f.333

15 4 1689 Innholder Daniel William Horsham 90.17.10 IEPI12911061224 No Will

23 10 1689 Innholder Pryce.

4 II 1690 Innkeeper Burnett

Richard Horsham

William Steyning

13.06.04 181'112911061228 No Will

77.01.10 W. Horse IEPI12911831146 No Will

1£1'1129/029/103 N Will17 II 1690 Innholder Moore Thomas Broadwater 39.07.08

IS 12 1690 Innholder Newnham# Thomas Horsham 68.19.02 131'112911061237 No Will

30 12 1690 Innholder Goodgroome Thomas Arundel 90.07.04 E1l1129/0081200 STC 1129 f.S!>

15 8 1691 Victualler Ellis George Billtngshurst 25.05.00

14 10 1692 None stated Golding

6 12 1692 Victualler Lover

6 8 1694 Widow Cooke

Thomas Steyning

Thomas Ashington

Frances Midhurs!

Peter Midhursl

Pulborough 101.15.03

24.10.00

22.05.00 IlolfMo n 1131'11291183/151 No Will

33.00.00 r?R. Lion] 1£1'11291009/036 No Will

1[:1'1129/0211161 No Will

222.15.03 Spr. Ell I EPI129/138/1J2 STel/30 1:160

IEP1129/1381133 No Will10 10 1694 Innholder Hollis

9 9 1701lnnJIOIder Ludgator John IEI>I1291153/184 ISTCI I 11M r~3S

# Inventory damaged * Partial probate account is included with the inv ntory 2 7



23 I 1702 None stated Waller Henry Horsham 256.10.03 Star EP 1129/1061281 ISrClI30 f.522

14 8 1705 Victualler Chitty Thomas Horsham 26.15.26 EPI129/1061297 STCIIIIM £56

19 4 1706 Victualler Wheatley James Felpham 209.06.04 IEP 1129/0811068 STCI/30 C840

14 6 1706 Yeoman Daniel John Horsham 61.11.08 EPI1291106/302 ISTCIIIIM f.60

8 10 1706 Sadler Savage Walter Horsham 37.03.04 EP 112911061305 STCI/31 f.65

18 II 1706 Innholder Rade Thomas Horsham 139.14.11 W. Horse EP 11291106/306 STCIIIIM f69

22 5 1707 Widow Bryant Anne Steyning 54.03.00 KingsArms EP1129/1831180 ISTCI/31 f.33

IS 3 1708 Innholder Fish Henry Petworth 29.08.00 EPI12911491251 STCIIIIM f.79

30 12 1708 Innholder Herriott Daniel Billingshurst 66.05.03 EPI129/021/195 STCI.3I f.125

24 4 1710 Victualler Emery Richard Billingshurst 17.13.00 EI'I12910211199 STCIII/M f.94

9 6 1710 Innholder Harding Robert Fernhurst 58.19.00 Blue Bell EI'I1291082/080 ISTCI/31 f.212

There are 75 inventories and 57 wills surviving. Fourteen inventories are damaged. Only two probate
accounts have survived for these inventories, and two partial account are included with th ir inventorie .
Thirty three inns can be named with some certainty, and five possibly named. The inventorie compri 50
urban and 25 rural inns, 1579-1710, of which 7L male innkeepers were running 46 urban and 25 rural inn ,
and four urban inns were run by widows.

# Inventory damaged * Partial probate account is included with the inv nt ry ** Pr bate aunt
WSRO, EP1I33/1678, Henry Mercer *** Probate account W R Pili/ /I1l678, John tt
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The illustration by Sylvia Bright shows a reconstruction of
the 15th century Chequer Inn from the accompanying plan.
The jettied end is to the east of the main entrance and the
open hall to the west ...the smoke from the central hearth
would have f~tered o~t through the gablet.
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The Chequer Inn, High Street, Steyning, West Sussex

The Chequer Inn. on the south side of Steyning High Street. now presents an essentially 18th century
facade with a pillared entry porch and two-storey bays to each side. Internally, especially to the
western end. it is clear that there is a timber-framed core. TIlls is more obvious at first-floor level.
where bay posts for a north/south western wing can be seen; however the roof supplies the greater
part of the evidence.

A-E is a four-bay cross-wing, apparently always floored. and partitioned to the apex with wattle-
and-daub at B (from an early period) and at C,D (possibly in subsequent periods). There is an arch
brace on the corner at D (east) and this, taken with the plan proportions, may indicate that DIE is an
addition - that the original cross-wing ended at D. This addition. with an outshot,' may date from the
17th century.

The first floor joisting in AB suggests it could originally have been jettied forward. There are
medieval-type joists inCD, curiously set across the wing. The chimney stack at D, added in the 17th
(or late-loth) century may originally have been external, as is the side-stack to AB. The crown posts
at B and C have short, straight braces to the purlin. Bay posts are jowled. Within the roof space it is
clear that a major re-roofing was carried out in the late 18th century, presumably to coincide with the
re-fronting. On 22nd October 1799. the Court Book for the Manor of Charlton (part of Steyning)
states:":

John Stoveld the younger has made an Incroachment on the High
Street. ..by. causing the Chequer Inn. which hath in a great measure
been rebuilt, to be. brought considerable forwarder into the High Street.

As well as beinginnkeepersthe Stoveld family were also brewers, their business premises situated in
Dog Lane, then known as Brewery Lane. John Stoveld the younger was fined 6s. 8d. (33p.) by the
Court for his lack" of planning permission for the Chequer Inn alterations, but managed to avoid
reinstatement. .It is likely that the handsome 'Wrought-iron sign bracket was commissioned from a
local blacksmith at this time. The re-fronting carried away the roof ending over AB, and also left
intact 12 sooted medieval rafters (from the original hall) along the southern slope of HF; they have

'. '. empty collar mortices. presumably from a crown-posted roof. They have been extended with
additional pieces of timber on the upper ends to enable the re-roofing to cover the extended front
with a different pitch. Taken with some first floor evidence this suggests an open hall of two equal
bays.'

Th,ere is additional evidence by way of posts and eaves-lengths to the south of GF for a staircase
..' vyse, built into the angle between cross-wing (AE) and hall (HF) presumably when the latter was
floored. This still contains the balusters and window for an 18th/19th century stair. All ground floor
evidence for the hall, and a possible later inserted chimney stack, has been submerged/removed with
the construction of the bars.

The original build almost certainly dates from the 1400's. Three innkeepers were recorded in
Steyning in the 1470's and the Chequer Inn was probably already well established by then.

(c) Annabelle Hughes & Janet Pennington - August 1994

APPENDIX 3 b) The Chequer Inn, Steyning, text
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Inn Name Earliest Date Earliest Date in Cox's
on Database Eng/Ish Inn and Tavern
E=earlier tban Cox Names

Tabard 1440 1384
George 1487 1369
Swan 1513 1446
WhiteHorse 1533 1518 15 years earlier than Dbase

Star 1537 1462
White Lion 1549 1512 37 years earlier than Dbase

Buck 1555 None [Antelope 1494]
Crown 1574 1465
Chequer 1576 c.1400
Kings Head 1581 1540 41 years earlier than Dbase

Black Bull 1591 E 1754
Red Lion 1598 E 1637
Lion 1604 c.1515
Plough 1604 E 1813
Spread Eagle 1604 1590 14 years earlier than Dbase

Anchor 1611 E 1682
Talbot 1611 1494
Angel ?l612/1695 1435
Kings Arms 1614 E 1697
Black Lion 1618/1679 1690
[Musket] Gun 1619 E 1660s
Dolphin 1632 E 1652
Kings Arms 1632 E 1697
Queen's Head 1637 E 1706
HalfMoon 1640 E 1662
Bear 1658 1528
Ship 1664 1583
Griffin 1670 E 1789
White Hart 1670 1492
Sun 1680 1374
Blue Anchor 1686 E 1695
Golden Lion 1687 1619
Three Tuns 1688 1660 28 years earlier than Dbase

Black Horse 1689 1674 1S years earlier than Dbase

Green Dragon 1694 E 1708
Blue Bell 1710 1662 48 years earlier than Dbase

APPENDIX 4 The earliest dates for inn names in western Sussex
compared to those listed by Cox 243
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WSRO EPI/29/541/043 Edward Salloway 30 October 1638

A True and perfect /lnventory/' Indented of all the good[e]s and Chattells of Edward
Salloway, late Cittizen and Marchant of the Citty of Chichester in the County of Sussex,
deceased this Thirtith (sic) day of October Anno d[omi]ni 1638. Taken and prised by
John Bartholomew William Sanford and OUiver Jenning[e]s

Inprimis In the Kitchen

One hundred three quarters and six pound of pewter w[i]th
Chamber pott[ e]s and all the rest £9 14s. 2d.

The brasse pott[e]s, kettles and Candlestick[e]s weighing
Two hundred three quarters and six pound £8 4s.

Five Iron dripping pannes 13s.4d.

Six spitt[e]s & a Jacke and lynes £1 4s.

Foure payre ofpott hangers, two payre of gridirons and
four potthook[e]s 13s.4d.

One Racke and fender, two fire prong[ e]s, one fire pann
and tong[ e]s and two dogg[ e]s 14s.

One Cleaver and pestle Is.

One henn coope and other woodden stuffe, Treyes and trenchers 55.

One litle round table and three Chayres lOs.

One payre of bellowes, a breadgrate and a salt box Is.2d.

In the Larders

One old table, one old Cubbord and a Binne and a safe 8s.

One standing Cubbord, one Chest and a binne ISs.6d.

One Still, one frying pane, one iron Chaffing dish and a Iynnen whee Ie

lFiveP ropes of Onyons

lOs.

2s.

Sweete suett 1s.

1 Inserted above the line
2 Ditto

Transcription of Edward Salloway's probate inventory 2St



In the Well Howse

three Tubbes, a kiver and a buckett Ss.

In the Hall

One long Table ofBeeche and two side Tables of Beech
and a Joyned forme 16s.

In the Dyneing Parlor

Of Plate 113 ounces and a halfe praysed at 4s. 8d. the ounce £9 9s. 8d.

One Table, one forme and one livery Cubbord and Cushen £1 6s. 6d.

One payre of brand irons and Bellowes, one Feather bedd, boulster
and pillow £3 3s. 4d.

One Greene Rugg, one old Blanckett and a flock boulster £1

One featherbedd, matt and a Coard, Curtaynes, Vallence
and Curtayne rodd[e]s £1 ISs.

In the litle drinking roome

One table and an old forme 2s. 6d.

In the Ostler's Chamber

One old flock bed and boulsters, and an old Covering Ss.

In the Great Chamber

The long table, round table and the livery Cubbord

The Carpett for the long table and Carpett for the round table
and Cubbord cloth

£3

£1 13s. 4d.

One dozen of Joyned stooles covered w[i]th Turkyworke £2 2s.

Twelve Cushens and a litle window Cushen £1

Five Chayres £113s.4d.

One Bedsted, curtaynes and vallence, matt and Coard £6

One featherbedd, two feather boulsters and one pillowe £5
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One old rugg and two blanckett[e]s £1 2s.

One payre of Brand irons, a payre of dogg[e]s, fire pann
and tong[ e]s w[i]th the Bellowes ISs.

Seaven pictures and two mapps 12s.

In the Chamber called tbe Spread Eagle

One Table and six Joyned stooles and one livery Cubbord £1 ISs.

One joyned Chayre and a Iitle leather Chayre 14s.

A Carpetting Cubbord cloth and a Cubbord cloth ISs.

Five old Cushens 4s.

fire pann and tong[ e]s and a payre of dogg[ e]s 3s.4d.

One high Bedstedd and one Trundle bedstedd, Curtaynes,
vallence, Coard[e]s and matt[e]s Ss.

One featherbedd, two feather boulsters and one pillow £3 16s.8d.

One greene rugg and twoe Blanckett[ e]s £1 4s.

In the Trundlebed, one little featherbedd, an old Covering
and Blanckett[e]s £1 6s.8d.

In the Cbamber called tbe Lyon

One litle drawing table, one livery Cubbord, three joyned stooles,
an old former and three leather Chayres £2

Two Greene bedstedd[e]s, Curtaynes and rodd[e]s, matt[e]s
and Coard[ e]s £2 13s. 4d.

Two featherbed[ e]s, foure feather boulsters and two pillowes £7 lOs.

Two Tapestry Coverlett[e]s and foure blanckett[e]s £3 16s.

Two Trundle bedstedd[e]s, matt[e]s and Coard[e]s w[i]th
an old Bedd and an old Covering £1 6s.8d.

Six Cushens and a Cubbord cloth £1

Two title brandirons 38.
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In the Rose Chamber

Two old standing Bedstedd[e]s, matt[e]s and Coard[e]s,
Curtaynes and rodd[ e]s

Two old ruggs and two old Blanckett[ e]s

Two featherbedd[ e]s, foure feather boulsters and one pillow

One litle table, one joyned Chayre, an old livery Cubbord
and one title forme

An old Cubbord cloth and a Cushen

In the Gallery

Three Chest[e]s

One round Trable and a side Table

In the Chamber called the Bell

Two standing Bedstedd[e]s, six old Curtaynes and rodd[e]s,
matt[e]s and coards

Two old Arris Coverlett[e]s and two old Blanckett[e]s

Two feather bedd[ e]s and foure feather boulsters

One Trundle bedsted

A Table, forme and side Cubbord

In the Chamber called the Angell

One table, foure Joyned stooles, two Chayres, one livery Cubbord
and an old sideboard

Foure bench Cushens

One Carpett, a Cubbord cloth and a Cubbord Cushen

Two Greene bedstedd[e]s, Curtaynes, rodd[e]s, matt[e]s and Coard[e]s

Two Trundle bedstedd[e]s, matt[e]s and Coard[e]s

Two featherbedd[ e]s, two feather boulsters and foure feather pillows

£1 6s.8d.

£1 4s.

£7 14s.

85.

2s.

13s. 4d.

lOs.

£2

£1 8s. 4d.

£5 14s.

2s. 6d.

12s.

£1 8s.

45.

lOs.

£2 3s.4d.

6s.8d.

£8 Ss.
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Two litle feather bedd[ e]s and two boulsters

Two greene rugg[eJs, one litle Cov[er]Iett and two bJanckett[e]s

One payre of bell owes and a Brandiron

In the Greene Chamber

One Bedstedd, Curtaynes, rodd[ e]s, matt and Coard

/A feather bedd & bolster/' one old tapestry Coverlett and a blanckett

One litle table, a livery Cubbord and litle Chayre, one forme
and a Cushen on the Cubbord

In the Iitle Chamber called the Fox

One litIe side table, one joyned stoole and the old Carpett

One livery bedstedd, matt and Corde

One litle featherbedd, one houlster and one pillow

Two title Cov[ er]Iett[ e]s

In the Yard

Seventeene Cord[e]s ofwoodd at 12s. the Coard

Over the Stables

Nyneteene load[e]s of hay

Over and Stables and in the Yard

One Thowsand and a halfoffagott[e]s

In the Yard

500 more of ordinary fagott[ e]s

In the Seller

Of Beere, one and Twenty humbers at 12s. the humber

3 inserted above the line

£3 13s.4d.

£2 2s.

Is. 4d.

ISs.

£3 6s. 8d.

lis.

4s.

6s. 8d.

£2 3s. 4d.

8s.

£10 4s.

£20

£6

£2 2s. 6d.

£12 12s.
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The lease of the howse £8

An old Close stoole and other lumber seene and unseene,
knowne and unknowne .os.

In his Lodging Chamber

In his Lodging Chamber (sic), two dozen of fyne dyaper napkins £1 Ss.

Five dozen of old dyaper napkins £1 Ss.

Foure dozen & a halfe of old napkins 13s. 6d.

Seaven dyaper towells 16s.

Fourteene dyaper tableclothes £4 18s.

Eight old Towells 3s.

Nyne old tableclothes £1 16s.

Ten side hoard clothes and Cubbord clothes 18s.

Ten payre of the fynere sorte ofsheet[e]s being w(orthe) at 13s. the payre £6 .os.

Nyneteen payre and one sheete of the Courser sorte and worthe £5 7s. 2d.

Seaven payre of old pillowcotes 14s.

Two payre of old Coarse sheetes 6s.

The Bedstedd, matt and Corde w[i]th Curtaynes £1

One featherbedd, two feather houisters and two feather pillowes £4 16s.

One Coverlett and two old blancketts 13s. 4d.

One Trundle bedstedd, flockbedd and houlster, an old Cov[erJlett
and blanckett, matt & Cord £1

One livery Bedstedd, matt and Corde Ss. 6d.

One flockbedd and houlster 12s.

One featherbedd, feather houlster and pillow £3 ISs.

One rugge and Cov[ er] lett and one Curtayne lOs.

One payre of brand irons 6s.
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Three joyned Chest[ e]s, one deske, one presse, a side table
and a glasse Cubbord £1 lOs.

One looking glasse Ss.

Two pott[e]s of butter 13s.4d.

Rosewater and glasses 4s.

His wearing ApparreU w[i]th money in his purse £10

In money remayning in the hand[ e]s of M[aste]r Henry Chittey £30

Desperate Debts

Owing by Thomas Pay of Portsmouth in the County ofSouth[ampton] £59

Owing by (blank) Rowse of Reading in the County ofBerk[shire] £7 lOs.

Sum[m]a Totalis £347 Os. 6d.

(The inventory was sworn on 2ndJanuary 1639)
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APPENDIX 7 Probate account of Henry Mercer, Midhurst, 10 January 1679
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WSRO EPl/33/1678 Henry Mersher of Midhurst - Probate Account

The Accompt of Sarah Mersher Widdow the Relict and Administratrix of all & singular

the goods Chattles and Credits of Henry Mersher late of the Parish of Midhurst in the

County of Sussex within the Diocesse & Archdeaconry of Chichester deceased made as

well of & upon all such goods chattles and credits of the said deceased which have come

to the hands of this Accomptant As also of all such payments and disbursements which

this Accomptant hath paid and expended in & about the Administration of the same goods

Exhibited this tenth day of January Anno D[omi]ni (stylo Anglie) 1678.

The Charge

Inprimis this Accomptant chargeth her self with all & singular the goods chattles and

credits of the said deceased menc[i]oned and comprized in an Inventory thereof made &

exhibited into the Registry of this Court amounting to the summe of £157 13s.

6d.

Summapatet

The Discharge

Inprimis this Accomptant craveth allowance for the Funerall expenses

of the said deceased £10

Item paid for the fees of the Letters of Administrac[i]on ingrossing & exhibiting of the

Inventory the Kings Duty for the same with the Proctors fee and Bond and for

withdrawing of the Caveat with other charges & expenses for her self & sureties at the

time of taking the Letters of Administration 355.2d.

APPENDIX 7 Transcription of Henry Mercer's probate account 263



Item paid to M[aste]r Cobden Mercer due from the deceased

Item paid to M[aste]r Peryham Minister due from the dec[ease]d

Item paid to M[aste]r Pearson Mercer due from the deceased

Item paid to Goodman Lobden Shoomaker due from the said deceased

Item paid to M[istres]s Payne Semptress due from the said deceased

Item paid to John Budd for faggots due from the said deceased

Item paid to Thomas Mersher due from the said deceased upon Bond

Item paid to Goodman Crowcher for Malt due from the deceased

Item paid for a License to sell Wine due from the said deceased

Item paid to M[aste]r William Young Esq[ uire] for Rent due from

the said deceased

Item paid to M[aste]r Houghton for Wine due from the deceased

Item due to M[aste]r Coward for Wine from the deceased and

paid to M[ aste]r Jackson by this Accomptant

Item paid to M[aste]r Hannam for Malt due from the said deceased

Item paid to John Hughes for carriage of Wine due from the deceased

Item paid to M[aste]r Hayes of London for Sugar due from the deceased

Item paid to M[aste]r Goble of Farnham for Tobacco due from the deceased

Item paid to M[aste]r Bowes for Physick used in the time of the

deceaseds sickness

Item paid to M[aste]r Meale for Physick used in the time of the

deceaseds sickness 205.

£4l9s.

£4

23s.

lOs.

lOs.

£9I8s.

£9

£4

£4

£10 155.

£33

£40 3s.

£32 105.

£4

£3 115.

£3

£2

Summa £17914s.2d.

Ordinary Charges
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Inprimis for drawing this Accompt & Counsell about the same 5s.4d.

Item for examining this Accompt 3s.4d.

Item for the admission thereof 8d.

Item for the Apparitors fee l2d.

Item for double ingrossing this Accompt in Parchment 6s.8d.

Item for the Quietus est under the Seale 17s.

Summa 34s.

Summa totalis expositorum et exponendorum £181 8s.2d.

Sic restat in manibus hujus Computan[t] nil sed in Surplusagio est et expo suit ultra vires

Inventarii summam £23 14s. 8d.

Jan[ ] 10 1678 juxta etc.

Sara Mersher vid[ua] reli[ct]a dic[ti] DefIunc]ti ac ad[ministra]trix etc. sup[ra] veritate

Compo [sito] jurat P[er] me Tho[mas] Briggs

[Thus remains in the hands of this Accountant nothing but in surplus is and set forth over
and above the Inventory total £23 14s. 8d.

10 January 1678 next etc.

Sara Mersher widow, relict of the said deceased and administratrix etc. the above is a true
Account Sworn by me Tho[mas] Briggs]
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APPENDIX 8 Tavern sign- 'Sign of the Vine Inn, Lewes, 16th_18th century'
(now Shelley's Hotel) 266
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a) The Lamentable Fall of
Madam Geneva (1736)-
note the chequer board,
Bacchus astride barrel, &
the bunch of grapes

c) The Sun Public House,
note Sun inn sign & the
chequer board (n.d.)

b) The King's Head Inn,
Cuckfield, Sussex, with
gallows' sign posts, c.1790 .'
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Date Surname Town/ Inn Name Ch Seat Chamber Heated Value of Bed Stools

Village nos. nos. name contents nos. J=Joined

1611 Tredcroft Horsham Red Lion 2 16 Hall chamber Yes £9 I 9

17 Buttery chmbr Yes £8 2 3

1618 Keere Chichester Lion 1 14 Great chamber Yes £13 2 4 Joined, 2 low

I cushion stool

1619 Goodman Petworth 1 10 Gt. Parlour ch Yes £14 125. I 3,310w

1624 Cox Bramber White Lion I 2 Court cham ber Yes £47s. I

1632 Challen Arundel I 21 Hall chamber Yes £15 Ss. 2 9 J, 2 low

1633 Cowl stocke Steyning Chequer I 10 Great chamber Yes £12 lOs. 2 5

1637 Hurst Horsham Red Lion I 43 Hall chamber Yes £12 Ss. 2 40 Joined

1638 Gates Lodsworth I 7 Best chamber Yes £4 I 7

1638 Salloway Chichester Swan 2 17 Great chamber Yes £1817s4d. I 12 J turkeywork

8 Spr. Eagle eh Yes £15 8s. 8d. 2 6 Joined

1641 Bishop Midhurst I 25 Kitchen chmbr Yes torn 2 12

1642 Hearsey Steyning I 13 Loft chamber Yes 2 9 Joined

1651 Manser Chichester I 8 Great chamber No £1 lOs. 0 210w&

I footstool

1652 Clarke Chichester George 2 9 George chmbr Yes £12 13s. 6d. I 5 Joined

19 Rose chamber Yes £10 ISs. 6d. 2 6 Joined

1662 Bennett Midhurst I 8 White Hart Yes £10 I I J & 4 with

leather covers

1665 Pilfold Billingshurst WhiteHorse I 13 Hall chamber Yes £1310. 2 6 Joined

1667 Haylor Petworth I 12 Hall chamber Yes £5 I 10 Joined

1668 Blanch Petworth I 8 Billiard chmbr Yes £8 I 2 Joined

1670 Goble Petworth GW.Hart 2 14 Star chamber Yes £12 I 5 Joined

14 Marigold ch Ycs £11 lOs I I old Joined

1672 Isemonger Slinfold Crown 1 12 Hall loft Yes £11 105. I

1672 Carpenter Petworth George I 13 Bull chamber Yes £7 lis. 6d. I 5 leather

1675 Kemp Steyning 2 8 Great chamber Yes £5 ros. I I

10 Parlour chmbr Yes £7 lOs. I 2 serge

1675 Goodier Petworth George I 8 HalfMoon ch Yes £93s. I 4 Joined

1677 Scott Chichester W.Horse I II HalfMoon No £4 lOs. 3

1679 Dixon Chichester Star 2 13 Great chamber Yes Tom 2

9 Yellow clunbr Yes £2 7s. ? I

1682 Worgar Bramber White Lion I 13 Court chamber Yes £7 lOs. 2

1686 Edbury Sidlesham I 18 New Room No £1 lOs. 0

1689 Daniel Horsham I 10 Further chmbr Yes £7 Ss. 6d. 2 2 Joined

1690 Burnett Steyning White Horse I 10 Best chamber Yes £7 13s. 2d. I

1690 Moore Broadwater I 12 Parlour chmbr Yes £2 lOs. I

1690 Newnham Horsham I 11+ New chamber Yes £6 Ss. 2 6 Joined

1690 Goodgroome Arundel I 13 Kitchen chmbr Yes £6 2 I

APPENDIX 11 Table of regional meeting rooms, 1611-1706 269



Date Surname Cushions Forms Chairs Tables Table
J=Joined Carpets

1611 Tredcroft 2 I 2 & I playing

8 4 Joined 2 I & I playing I

1618 Keere 17 3 Joined I 3 square Broad-

cloth

1619 Goodman 3 I I 1&1 little Green

1624 Cox 5 2

1632 Challen 3 Joined 3 I

1633 Cowlstocke 9 I 2 I I

1637 Hurst 6 3 4

1638 Gates I

1638 Salloway 12 & I little 5 Ilong& 2
window cushion 1 round

5 old ) J, I little leather I

164J Bishop 10 old 12 turkey work I
I J w. leather back

1642 Hearsey 4 & I window 4 1 Joined I
cushion

1651 Manser 2 low bullrush 1

3 wrought, I great

wrought arm chair

1652 Clarke 5 dornix 4 green drawing I
10 old Turkeywork 2 7 green I square old, I

&4 wrought & I drawing
1662 Bennett Cushions 1 Joined 1 Joined

1665 Pilfold 5 bench 7 2 2
1667 Haylor 2 round
1668 Blanch 61eather 3
1670 Goble 6 9 Russia leather 2 1

10 leather, 3 green 2 1
1672 lsemonger 2 6 I 2
1672 Carpenter 1 Joined 2 leather, 3 rush I long
'1675 Kemp 7 1 1

4 serge, 4 leather I round
1675 Goodier 2 4 leather 2
1677 Scott 2 5
1679 Dixon 7 & 6 turkeywork I

9 I
1682 Worser 2 I & 12 leather 2 2
1686 Edbury 18 I
1689 Daniel I 5 I
1690 Burnett 2 10 leather I drawing

& 1 little
1690 Moore 1 12 bullrush I
1690 Newnham I bench ... Chairs (tom) 1
1690 Goodgroome I Joined 9 2
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Date Surname Cupboards, Side- Window Other furnishings

boards, Cloth=(C) Curtains

1611 Tredcroft Yes Painted cloths

Livery cupboard (C) for 3 windows Painted cloths

1618 Keere Livery cupboard Domix

1619 Goodman Cupboard cloth Stained clothes, ewer & basin

1624 Cox

1632 Challen Sideboard I J chest, I J coffer, 1 glass cage

ewer & basin

1633 Cowl stocke Livery cupboard

1637 Hurst 2 livery cupboards I chest, ewer & basin

1638 Oates 1 cupboard

1638 Salloway Livery cupboard (C) 7 pictures, 2 maps

I cupboard Green rug

)641 Bishop I court cupboard

1642 Hearsey Sideboard

1651 Manser Sideboard &

side cupboard

1652 Clarke Sideboard (C) 3 I picture, a seeing glass

Side cupboard (C) 1 5 pictures

1662 Bennett Side cupboard (C)

1665 Pilfold Candlesticks, ewer & basin

1667 Haylor

1668 Blanch Livery cupboard I great chest

1670 Goble Side cupboard 2 Wicker voider basket, brass snuffers

I great pair of brnss andirons

2 Snu f'fers, andirons with brass knobs

1672 tsemonger Sideboard 1

1672 Carpenter Side cupboard (C)

1615 Kemp Sideboard (C) Andirons with brass heads

1675 Goodier Side cu pboard Yes

1677 Scott Side cupboard

1679 Dixon

Cupboard

1682 Worgar Side cupboard (C)

1686 Edbury

1689 Daniel I chest

1690 Burnett Sideboard (C) I rod I stand, 13 pictures,2 Hower pots,

Looking glass

1690 Moore 2 pic's, sconce, chest drawers, Ikg gloss

1690 Newnham Sideboard

1690 Goodgroome Sideboard 4 rods 2 glass cages, 3 glasses, 2 earthen plates
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Date Surname Townl Inn Name Ch Seat Chamber Heated Value of Bed Stools
Village nos. nos. name contents nos. J=Joined

1694 Cooke Midhurst Spr.Eagle 3 15 Kings Head Yes £8 2s. 6d. 0 2 Joined

14 Angel Yes £11 9s.6d. 0 3
10 Lion Yes £10 12s. 6d. 0 I J, 5 leather

1702 Waller Horsham Star 3 23 Parlour chmbr Yes I 1

13 Hall chamber No 2 7

IS Shop chamber No I

1706 Rade Horsham W.Horse 3 19 ClubRoom Yes 2 5
14 Room 24 Yes 0 4
14 Ch 11/12/13 Yes 2
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Date Surname Cushions Forms Chairs Tables Table
J=Joined Carpets

1694 Cooke 1& 12 Turkeywork Idrawingl little J

10 & I armed large/small 2

4 leather 2

1702 Waller II leather & 3

II Turkey work

2 benches 2

41eather & 2
II Turkeywork

1706 Rade 14 I

I 7 I

14 2
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Date Surname Cupboards, Side- Window Other furnishings
boards, Clotb=(C) Curtains

1694 Cooke Yes Looking glass

Yes

Yes

1702 Waller Yes I brass sconce, snuffers

Yes I glass

1706 Rade 3 I sconce, seeing glass

Seeing glass

5 Seeing glass
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Ground Floor Bakehouse Chamber Shop Chamber
and below ground BedChamber Shovelboard Chamber

Backhouse Best Chamber Sink Chamber
Bakehouse Billiard Chamber Skilling Chamber

Bar Boardsend Chamber Stairs
Billiard Room Brewhouse Chamber Washhouse Chamber
Boardsend Room Brewhouse Loft
Brewhouse Buttery Chamber Second Floor
Buttery Chamber Coal Loft
Cellar Chamber within the Cop Loft
Coal Hutch kitchen chamber Garrett
Coffee Room Closet Loft
Dresser Room ClubRoom Meal Loft
Drink Room Court Chamber Mill Loft
Entry Cupboard Chamber Oat Loft
Hall Entry Chamber Parlour Garret
Kitchen Entry Loft
Kitchen (old) Gallery Outside the house
Kitchen (new) Gatehouse Chamber Abroad
Larder Gatehouse Loft Alley
Little Room Great Chamber Arbour
Low Room Green Chamber Backside
Milkhouse Hall Chamber Barn
[Missing] Little Chamber Court
[Named] Lobby Chamber Field(s)
New Lobby Garrett Garden
[Numbered] Lodging Chamber Garner
Ostlers Loft Chamber Gates
Pantry Loft over Hall Grounds
Parlour Loft over Parlour Kiln House
Passage Long Chamber Land
Room Low Chamber Malthouse
Shop Lower Lodging Ostlery
Shovelboard Room chamber Outdoors
Sink Maids Chamber Slaying house
Spence Mans Room Stable(s)
Stairs Middle Chamber Over the Stable(s)
Warehouse Milkhouse Chamber Summer House
Washhouse [Named Chamber] Well House
Workhouse [Numbered Chamber] Woodhouse

Outer Chamber Yard
First Floor (a few mal: Parlour Chamber
be on Second Floor} Parlour Loft
Backhouse Chamber Room
Backhouse Loft Servants Chamber

APPENDIX 12 a) Listed headings for rooms, chambers and other spaces, extracted
from the innkeeping inventories 1589-1710, grouped in alphabetical order 275



Date Surname Town/ Vlliag e Inn Name Bake- Brew- Buttery Cellar Hall Kitchen Larder Parlour
house house 8=beer P=parlour

W=wine

1589 Scriven Midhurst Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes (bed)

1611 Tredcroft Horsham Red Lion Yes Yes BeerlWine Yes Yes Yes &Little P

1614 Farre Arundel Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

1614 Maye Horsham Anchor No rooms listed

1617 Crabb Arundel No rooms listed

1618 Keere Chichester Lion Yes Yes Yes OldlNew Yes Yes & Street
P (beds)

1619 Goodman Petworth Yes Yes B/W/Otller Yes Yes Great & little
Parlours

1624 Cox Bramber WbiteLion Yes Yes Street Parlour

1630 Batchelor Arundel No rooms listed

1631 Smith Horsham Chequer No rooms listed

1632 Challen Arundel Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes (beds)

1633 Cowlstocke Steyning Chequer Backhse Yes Yes Yes Yes

1637 Gates Midhurst Yes Yes Yes (bed)

1637 Hurst Horsham Red Lion Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Pantry Yes

1638 Gates Lodsworth Yes Yes Yes Yes

1638 Salloway Chichester Swan Beer Yes Yes Larders Dining P

1640 Blaker Lancing Pad Yes Yes Yes

1641 Massey Rogate Black Lion Ycs B&W Yes Y+Old DiningP(bed)

1641 Bishop Midhurst Yes Yes B&W Yes Yes (torn)

1642 Hearsey Steyning Yes Yes Yes

1647 Penfold Slinfold Red Lion Yes Yes Yes Yes

1650 Fowler SBarlillg Buck Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes (beds)

1651 Manser Chichester Inner/Other Yes Yes Ycs

1652 Clarke Chichest.er George Little Little Yes Yes Street l' &
Red l' (beds)

1662 Bennell Midhurst Yes Yes Yes

1665 Pilfold Billingshurst White Horse Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

1665 Mellershe Midhurst Rooms unlisted, only cellar noted Yes

1666 Patching Horsham Yes Yes Little l'

1667 Scutt Horsham ?Swan Yes Yes Yos Yes+Old Yes

1667 Haylor Petworth same inn Yes Yes Two Yes Yes

1668 Blanch Petworth same inn Yes Yes Two Yes Yes

1669 Tupper Northchapel HalfMoon Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes (torn)

1670 Goble Petworth Great White Yes Yes Y+Bnr Cellars Yes 2 hearths Yes
Hnrt

1672 Richardson Thakeharn ?White Lion Yes Yes Yes Yes Liule P &
Old P

APPENDIX 12 b) Extracts of architectural details, 1589-1672 276
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DAJe, ~u~a~e Town/ Inn Name Brewhouse Cellars Cellar Flagons Chamber
VlUage Valuations Valuations (pewter) = all Pots

"
pewter weighed

1.~79Scrwen, Midhurst £1 I I

16lt T~erQft ' Horsham Red Lion £3 2 wine/beer £11.00 I pewter (tom) 5

" ,i"'j,. ::
" I,:t,~

;,/. ' .,,. Anchor 2 new/old
";:-:1' 1

1614 F!irre Arundei 1 pewter

)6J4 M~Y" Horsham Anchor lOs. I

1§1·7Crabb" ' Arundel yes £5.00

1618 Keet!)· .. : Chichester Lion £3 I £2.10 2 16

1619 ~~(linan , Petworth £12 3 w/b/orher £37 Yes

" '1, , ..
.1~~4~o"; " Bramber W.Lion 6
163,!l ~at4hc19r Arundel 2

"1631 $niitl), " , Horsham Chequer

1:~i3:Z9~lle.ii Arundel I (pewter)
163~ co'wlstoC;ke ~ Steyning Chequer I £4.00 Yes
\1'~~7pate~'" ;1 Midhurst

1~~7,~1~ Horsham Red Lion £2 8
.,J638 Gates ,,",,'-:," j' Lodsworth lOs. I I I
~,~3~ Sall~~y', ' , Chichester Swan £13 I beer £1212s. Yes
l~Q ~(ilk~,·,.I,'" Lancing Pad £2 ISs. I
tt'i40 M!iS~Y ",.: Rogate BiackLion £3 2 Tom I (tom) 4
;·~641,'ijish9P .. , Midhurst Yes 2 wine/beer (pewter)
'1',),\",:1,' 1'1, ','i.," .""/,,.
I'~J~~HtIlr~,~ , Steyning Buttery £2 6
Il:l~7 f~II,fi)'d

. Slin/old Red Lion (pewter) 3'A" ;

'1650 Fowler, S.Harting Buck I £3 (pewter)
"I;6~1,Manacr Chichester £20 (Celiar) 2 £4
,l~5f Cla,rk!l '." Chichester George £4 I £11 6 quart flagons 9
'1~62 BCI(nQtt t Midhurst £9 I £16 9 7
1~$ ~pf6I~'.".;.'d Btlltngshurst W. Horse £6 Buttery £3.10 2 7, .
'166$ 1¥~II~~e , Midhurst £4 1 £10 (pewter)
;~()(i6P~tchfn8 ""1'.' Horsham 5 2
,16~7 S~Uff.,,,"i:.. ':.~ Horsham £50 (pewter)
.t66~liI.ylpr ,;' ;I, Petworth same inn £7 2 £12 12
'1~1 J3lan.dh." ~;v",: Petworth samc inn £S 2 £12 21 7
,JM9 ryPPer ' Northchapel HalfMoon Yes tom torn
J6,70 ~ble.",., ,Petworth G.W.Hart £7 2 £50 2S pewter 13
!

' ':.''''''" rev,

i'j.i-' .'1" .,";' "i

"j~12 ~cb{lt~j)1l: r. Thakeham ? W. Lion £4 I 7
J,61~ 'S~m()~.er:' SII'lfo/d Crown £4 7 9
l67Z C~t'fJepter Petworth George £24 I Great £15 is & 2 great 5
)~13OOI1ItD"y 'h Midhurst Spr. Eagle £22 I £149 26 12
1,674 QO<I~I~ , Petworth George £5 2 & I little £11 15 8
'6'7~ Komp, "

,~ , Steyning 2 wine/beer £16 12 pewter 8
Wi! .Rps~ " Pulborough £11 I £154s.

, 'um Stllrtl .4, Angmering £6 1 £7 8 3

',61,7. Me~llt , " Midhurst £2 2 beer/inner £25
.. ",t\" Ill", "il, ", '
.1~1'J:$c)o~""""'" Chichester W. Horse £7 ] 2 6
1"lf19, q~,}i,t!>". ", Billingshurst Black Lion Buttery 10 2

APPENDIX 14 Drink and drink-related items listed, 1579-1710 282



D.te Surn.me Wine Beer Ale Cider

1~79 Scriven
"

1,611 Tre4cro.ft I hogshead claret, 112hogshead white, 2 barrels
I runlet of (torn), I runlet of wine

,.:'
1614 [Farre' (wine)

1614 Mi!'y
1617 '" Crabb Red,Malaga,Sherry, Sack

I 1618 IKeere, 2 humbertons, 2 hogsheads

1619 Oi>o4man. ' Sack, sweet wine, white wine, claret 4 hogsheads, 2 barrels

1~24 "Co?, '"''
.1630 ,l3atcbelor

16~1 . ~m,jth

, 163~ . Clulllen .;
11'.". "

,1633, CowllltOcke ' Yes

, 16,37 ~tes,
, 1637:' »tJ~ " (wine)

Hi38 ' Gates ,,(I,

. 16,~~ SaJlow.y,,' 21 bumbers

;·,'164<F' Bhlkel':,':'" 7 barrels of beer £2 ISs.

'1640 MasSllY ,)," " Sack & Claret wine 7 hogsheads (cider)

1641" I}I~hop
, 2 pipes, 6 hogsheads & other small 10 hogsheads

"

j;::' ',i;' :',t ,.. l).{~:
caskets of wine & vinegar

, ;.164:2 'J lJ#lrs** ' 6 kilderkins

,{;1~,tt7 ,Pe"tp!,~ "; t~.

"", 16~0'i]' Fowl~ "" Yes

'i 16$1 ' Maia~ " I butt, 2 hogsheads

,16~ G'lari(e (wine) 16 humbertons £8 (ale)

, 1662~" l3emlCtt Yes

. "1Q~~, Pl!fo)ii. ,':'IJ''J,;)

',166S Mell~she . Yes

',\J;16~~:\;:,:PatoJti~g (' ",;
1§.61:,~,~Scutt ,:, i" "

'~";,,1661,,( ,~~Y'Or','fiu';;, Yes

1-1',,166,7',' B,la"Qh"u~' 648 gallons

'fJfi~9". lupper" , 28 kilderkins

, 1,~70 .• , Goble (wine) Beer in butts, pipes, hogshds

I)~,·).
i;, & other beer vessels £50

", '.I, l' ,I,",
1'67p" RiclW'~~(III 1 barrel

, 1(172, lslllrll)jlgjj~ ,
''', 1672 Catpetltel' " )6 kilderkins beer/ale Yes

,\ l673 C0l!l1:tI~Y , , Spanish & French (£124) 13 hogsheads £25

1·,,;':1674:" Iqotl4f~' , (wine) Stale (strong)

)675 ' K~mr Sack & French wine (£12) 4 hogsheads, £4

, '1~77 , Rose" Canary IOg.(£3) 12 kilderkins £3 Yes£1. " "

'~71 Sturt 4 kilderkins £5 4s.

t~1,7\\, ¥ercer March beer 7 hghds £10. lOs 2 barrels £2

'I,;:' I 6 hghds, 4 kilderkins £6 lOs.

1'1,~1677' ' S,cott'
" '~f~19':, OIIi¥tQb',' . " (wine)
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Dlte' SlIrnl",e . Otberdrink

r
1579 Scriven. ...

1611 TrcXl~ft Vinegar, a stiJI
..

"

1614 Farre
161~ May
1617 Crabb , Syrup, vinegar

,1618 E.eere A still

1(119 Goodman

1624 Cflx ,.

J.63(l Batchelcir

;163.1 Smitb
1632 Cludten, A still

'f16~3 , ~(hvlst(i~JCe
1637 ' p.tes

, 1631' Hllm'

Equipment

3 quart pots, 2 pint pots, 4 stone pots, 5 hogsheads, 3 barrels, 3 firkins
Pots: Wine - 2 wine pottle, 3 quart, 2 pint. Beer - 21 quart, 17 pint, 3 halfpint, 12 stone,

1--...:.........4--......--'11--------12 quarter pint. 6 glasses & pots, 6 veny glasses (?), I hogshead,3 barrels, 7 run lets

1 old wine pipe, 8 small pots nnd cans

A posset pot, 8 hogsheads, 4 barrels & stands, wine pots
1-_;_......+-----II------10ther cellar - beer & 4 tables with forms and benches

9 hogsheads

4 glasses, 9 stone pots, 3 quart pots, I pint pot
A tasting cup

16 pots & certain glasses
Pots and glasses

6 wine quarts, 8 pottle pint

;.1638 . o~te~"
12s. the humber
2 firkins
2 pewter wine quarts, 2 pewter wine pots, 12 wine glasses, I beer pot, pots, apples
6 silver wine cups, 3 silver beer bowls, 12 stone pots, 10 hogsheads
In the Chapel (a cellar): 4 plank tables & a form

Equipment

. !~,SP 'F.p~ler·;h Docking engine (?for tobacco)

,)6~l:Manser " 3 butts, 4 hogsheads, a barrel, a tun,
5 wine pots, 2 silver wine bowls, an ale quart pot, 7 humbertons, 7 hogsheads, 1 firkin
4 pint pots, 12 bottles

:,'16~~,Pilf~l~'..",;,..' g barrels, 2 firkins, 14 kilderkins, 9 pint pots, other small pots

A parcel of cork, 120 kilderkins, 5 double barrels, 750 hoops

I iron to warm beer
A double barrel (tom)

'·1~1Q.' Ooblo;i " 7 runlets of strong
" ", waters, a cellar of.,/'J ',:" ,"i' , ,'«" j hot waters

14 wine pots, gIbs tobacco, 2 tankards, 12 jugs, cans, glasses, 84 glass & stone bottles
6 barrels, 20 kilderkins, 2 firkins. Pewter pots: 3 pints, I 112pint, 1 114 pint

l~72 , <;arjXm.~!'f 2 butts, 3 pipes, 12 hogsheads, 4 kilderkins, 1 quart pot, 3 little pint pots, bottles water
: 1673 Cqiirtpey 3 pottle pots, 6 quart pots, 12 pints, 4112 pints, 2 quart pots, bottles £3 105.
'1~74 Goodier 2 pewter wine pots
11;15 ., K,emp " ~ 6 wine pots

1617: ~ose Cider press, cider trow & pounders. 26 kilderkins, 5 barrels, 144 glass quart bottles,
1-..:-.:;....:4.:,:., ---~1-------i120 stone quart bottles

,,1677 Shirt
13 hogsheads,S double barrels, casks, 2 pipes, 144 glass bottles, 6 glasses
I hogshead, 13 kilderkins, 3 flrkins £2 4s.

.1,' I '{j., ,.t.,,~ ',.;./

")6,77 ," M'ercllr,··

I pewter pint pot, 96 bottles
; j 619'; Cillyt~n 4 pewter wine pots, 2 kilderkins, 2 firkins
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D.te Surname Chamber
pots

I···· .

Town!
nUage

Inn Name Brewhouse Cellars Cellar
Valu.tlons

Flagons
(pewter) = all

pewter weighed

10
1679 Picke

7

Steyning Blue Anch

Valuations

Yes

1679 Dixon
1682 :Worgar

Chichester Star
Bramber W. Lion

£2 1 £4

ButterylWine £15 16 5

1684 Payes Boxgrove £4 I £10105.6d.

18
I68611¥beiy Stdlesham £4 £1455. Yes

1686 Brian Horsham Chequer 25 & 3lidded

Arundel £2 £5 13

4

1687 Apps Boxgrove £4 £16
1689 Daniel . Horsham 19

'1(;89 Pryce . Horsham
,1690Burnett ,Steyning W.Horse £6 £11

(pewter)

4

1690 Moore -,Broadwater £6 Buttery £6 17 6
1690 NeWlham Horsham
1690 GoOdgroolJle Arundel~l'" ,. , 'I; r ,;

Yes
£3

2 £6
£6 12 quart &

5lidded

19 8
6

1691 Ellis 2Billingshurst £3 £1 8

1692 Golding
1692 Lclver

Steyning

1694 Cooke ". . Midhurst
Ashington

HalfMoon £5
Yes Buttery

£2
£1

Yes
15 4

Spr. Eagle

Star

W. Horse

17.10 l;Iardi,ng Femhurst Blue Bell

£25 (cellar)

[Malthouse]

£1 wash-hse

£14

£17

£2

£8
£1

£10

£6

Iwine

1 Beer

OuterlJnner

Buttery

2& small beer

I&brewhse

Buttery
Cellars

1~9.4 Itplli!!.·· . Midhurst
£10
£1

Yes
12

'p(jl ~Ildgator. : Pulborough
170~ Waller. Horsham
170~ C;;hi~ '~ Horsham
1106 Wheatley " : Felpham

£1 lOs.

£9

£50

2

15

3

Yes

6

. )"106 Savage:! , . 1" Horsham
t 7~ .R!ld.eV ·,r·., Horsham £5 10

, -: -:~. .' "

17.:0.8,fish Perworth
£9
£6

£10

19 2

',.l( ;,;' .' ·'i

1719 ErnCO'· ,'Billlngshurst

£17.IOs

£1
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Date Surname WiDe Beer Ale Cider
I

,.' " "
1679 i'ic'ke
1679 DixoD 3 hogsheads.'
1682 W,orgar Bottles of wine, 2 112runlets of wine 6 hogsheads, 2 barrels
16~4 Payes, Yes Yes
1686, Bdbery 9 112hogsheads
1686, BliM
1687 ' , Cutbc!rt 3 hogsheads £3

· .1'687 " APps Yes Yes
1689 Da.niel
168~ ?rY~e .'
1690·····13umett (wine) 290 gallons 2 vessels

.'

· 1690 Meore (wine) 16 kilderkins

-». l6~,-, Jl)I~Wriliam Yes (tom) 4 barrels 10 Kild .
· -l~90" . Cloo<lgrciome 8 kilderkins of strong beer

'.'
.,,' !

1691, Ellis", .
,16R' GdJdiPS ,I, 1 vessel of beer l Os,

'.... , 'r

, ,1,64_?2' Lovllt, ',j

',.,1~!)4" . C,!lo~e ' Red port wine, white, Canary (£5 12.6d.) Yes£2 Is.
'1694.1'. HoJlj~' . Yes

I'.i;',f?~j"" ~UP~tol; ~" (wine)
; 17Q2' WaUer ,~ , (wine) Yes

':,1,70S C~itty
.~\I?06£:' Wheatle~,~ , 8 112hogsheads stale £24 3 Hogsh.

"
J 1 pipe stale, 2 halfhgs mild

"

I" ., .. , ,;( 144 glass bottles of beer
" 11,06 Daljiel, :'!
';"."")',. "'" '. ~~',.:,:.

1,706,' Sjt~"g~
,

i, }70~ Rade )' ,
1":",,' 'j~ I', ,'~r','.

r. 1):;~'~'\\': , ,;., , ",~,,!".
'·i!~7qJ,~',Btyan~ ";::.;" (wine) J 4 vessels for beer/cider (cider)
I,~,1108 :!,~'FiSh'.,. ,i 1 hogshead, 2 kilderkins £4

,.,', '0' ','I,' ',,: , ,ft
,i!1 ,.(. ~,

':!. :,
1* 170.8 '; H~ott 2 barrels stale (strong)

/ "", , 7 kilderkins stale (strong)
11:71(, . En'le!'Y, , tubs of beermo,,,, Harding, 9 hogsheads
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Dllte . Sur.name,
EquipmentOther

1679 Picke

1679 Oilton'
1682 WOfgitr
1684 Payes
1686 Ed~ry

Brandy

20 bottles
4 empty hogsheads, 12 glass bottles
3 empty runlets of wine, 84 wine bottles, 7 wine pots, 2 glass bottles

13 hogsheads

1(;86 Bri~",
3 casks, 6 bottles. [n.b. £63 worth of malt]..1687 ClltbCrt

1~89 , D~niel
1 pint pot, halfpint pot, qtr pint pot, 8 kilderkins, 4 barrels, 1 pipe, stone & glass bottles

,1687. API's Brandy

4 112barrels

Vessels

'1690' '.Burnett . 1wine quart pot, 6 hogsheads, 3 kilderkins, 4 terees, 4 pint pots. Pewter pots: I, 9 quart
j....:..:.;:..::.....j==;.;_--4------j a quarter pint pot, bottles

1()90. :Moore •
1S6 bottles (tom)1690; ~~~t)am< I 7 barrels of milk

9 wine pots, S hogsheads, 1 pipe,5 double barrels, 6 kilderkins, 48 bottles

;"

6 hogsheads, 1 double barrel, 6 kilderkins, S kilderkins of decayed liquor,
42 glass quart bottles, S beer glasses, 1 pint pot, 3 little brandy measures

1690 Goodgroome Brandy bottle
(brandy)

.1(;91, 6 kilderkins, I barrel, a firkin, S pewter quartern pots,

,,1692 Golding.,

Empty casks, glass bottles, glasses
Lover

6 hogsheads, 10 kilderkins, smaller vessel, quart pots, 84 glass bottles
11 empty barrels, 6 bottles

,:170) Ludgator ; 6 wine quarts, 2 quart pots, 4 pints, a halfpint, 2 stone mugs, 60 bottles
1702 Waller Wine pots, beer pots, glasses, mugs, bottles
1705 Chitty' 6 kilderkins, 2 barrels, 72 bottles, 4 pints, 12 earthen quarts & pints, some pewter pots
. t7Oq,:; v.1l1l8t1ey .:" Mead 20 gallons Punch bowl, n cider press, a cider trough and pounders, 112ewt hops,

I-,"':,~, .3:~',;':.:r:;:':;;:;',,~..:"""+--_;:'---I48 glass bottles, 4 pewter pints, earthen quarts & pints,

j..';,;1.:.'70~6;d":lI?;:I\II~I:;;.ell:."'<"'~~~ -I4 firkins, 2 kilderkins, 17 pewter quart pots, 1 pewter tankard, 2 112pint pots, 1 pint pot
']':il,\:;:,;"(' , ,,,\!lr:;:,'~>'i tobaccotongs, I pipe, 1 hogshead

1706, Sa~88e' IV" (brandy) 4 firkins, 1 mnlet,3 brandy measures, 12 mugs
'110(i '~d!l ,ri Winehesters: 7 pewter, 16 half, 31 earthen, 32 half earthen ..Pots: 3 pints, 2 half pints,

1-,.;..:..:.....J~,.i,.o;.. ;:..,;~------.,2 Quartems. 2 pair tobacco tongs, 1 glass, punch bowl, refining glass, syllabub pot,
ho-.,....'",,' '~'~1.2..,:;..",":."-:- ....:;:y''1, .,2 beer glasses
,: " ,;;,

,1707 BrYant wine pots, 14 vessels for beer and cider, 240 bottles
I ,,;'1:,r7,.:.0::i,8.+,F;:.ish::.,....,..._,:"",!,:.<b_ra_n_d,:.y;..)., 10 little brandy runlets, glosses, 4 pewter quart pots, 3 pewter pint pots, 2 112pints
I" I quartern, ) In pewter quart pots, old earthen mugs. Small beer cellar: 4hogsheads,
1--'.:.'" .....',-4' ":,"::;:",,,_ __:':.:.;"":...,.,..;-------I3 runlets.Cellar: double barrel, 8 kilderkins, 2 small vessels

1708 Hclri(\tt' brandy & waters 3 barrels, bottles, runlets, tobacco, tubs, tuns

1.17,IQ EmerY'
1710 . Harding 6 empty vessels
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Alphabetical order
Anchor 4 Lion 3 Red 1
Angel 4 Bull 2 no. 10 1
Bell 3 Cock 2 no. 11112113
Bull 2 Dolphin 2 (one chamber) 1
Chequer 1 Eagle 2

Cock 2 Kings Head 2 Rooms
Cross Keys 1 Luce 2 Eagle 1
Crown 6 Star 2 no. 14 1
Dolphin 2 Sun 2 no. 16 1
Eagle 2 White Hart 2 no. 17 1
Falcon 1 Chequer 1 no. 18119
Fleur de Lys 3 Cross Keys 1 (1 room) 1
Fox 3 Falcon 1 no. 20 1
Foxhound 1 Foxhound 1 no. 24 1
George 1 George 1 Club 1
Greyhound 1 Greyhound 1 (or nos. 21122123)
Griffin 1 Griffin 1
HalfMoon 4 Hart 1 Parlours
Hart 1 Kings 1 Fox 1
Kings Head 2 Marigold 1 Red 1
Kings 1 Mitre 1
Lion 3 Nags Head 1 No Description
Luce 2 Spread Eagle 1 Crown 4
Marigold 1 Swan 1 Angel 2
Mitre 1 Cock 2
Nags Head 1 Chambers Fox 2
Rose 4 Anchor 3 HalfMoon 2
Spread Eagle 1 Fleur de Lys 2 Kings Head 2
Star 2 Angel 2 Rose 2
Sun 2 Bell 2 Star 2
Swan 1 Bull 2 White Hart 2
White Hart 2 Crown 2 Anchor 1
Green 2 Dolphin 2 Bell 1
Red 2 HalfMoon 2 Chequer 1
Yellow 2 Lion 2 Eagle 1
Numbered 9 Rose 2 Falcon 1

Cross Keys 1 Fleur de Lys 1
Numerical order Foxhound 1 Greyhound 1
Crown 6 George 1 Griffin 1
Anchor 4 Hart 1 Lion 1
Angel 4 Kings 1 Luce 1
HalfMoon 4 Luce 1 Marigold 1
Rose 4 Spread Eagle 1 Mitre 1
Bell 3 Sun 1 Nags Head 1
Fleur de Lys 3 Green 2 Sun 1
Fox 3 Yellow 2 Swan 1

APPENDIX 15 a) Urban inn room names' breakdown, 1632-1707, in alphabetical
and numerical order, with room listings
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Religion
Heraldry

Anchor
Angel Bell
Bell Bull
Cock Cross Keys
Cross Keys Dolphin
Crown Eagle
Dolphin Falcon
Eagle Greyhound Religion 20
Fleur-de-Lys Griffin Heraldry 16
George HalfMoon Monarchy 11
HalfMoon Hart Sports 4
Hart Lion Independent 1
Lion Spread Eagle
Luce Star
Marigold Sun
Mitre Swan
Rose White Hart
Star
Sun Sports
Swan

Cock
Monarchy Fox

Foxhound
Crown Nags Head
Fleur de Lys
Hart Independent
Kings
Kings Head Chequer
Luce
Marigold
Rose
Sun
Swan
White Hart

APPENDIX 15 b) Urban inn room names' breakdown, 1632-1707, in themed order 289





Sick and weak. Bury by husband near north door of Petworth church

To my kinswomen Jane Cooper, Hester Sands, Mary Sands, Mary Webb daughter of
William Tracey - to each a gold ring. To Mary Sands a 20s piece.

To Mr. Lorphelyn my biggest silver bowl
To Mr. George Pitman my seal gold ring
To Mrs. Pitman his wife my two little Cheyney dishes, my painted glass, 1 little cheyney
flower pot and one of my least gold rings
To my loving friend Thomas Hosier my two and twenty shilling piece of gold and two of
my biggest silver spoons
To Mr. Paul Stevenson my little round table in the parlour
To Mr. William Bennett my instrument of music called a Tenor

To Elizabeth Juden my maid servant £20, my biggest gold ring and all my best wearing
apparel, linen and woollen within 3/12, besides her share of my goods hereafter given. But
if she dies before her legacy comes to be paid then I give the £20 to my kindred to be
divided amongst them as Executors see fit

To Henry Burgess, 40s. within three months of my death
To Alice his wife, my kinswoman, one of myoId coats, an old bed, coverlet, bolster and
pair of sheets
To my manservant William Boxall ifhe shall be living lOs.
To my godson Anthony Bird 20s. to be paid to his godfather Thomas Hosier to be
employed towards his schooling
To Widow Bird his mother Ss.
To all my godchildren 12d. a piece.

To Mary and Katherine, daughters of William James, my two little silver cups to drink hot
waters in.
To Mary his daughter I likewise give my silver bodkin
To Samuel, son of William James, a little silver dish
To my godson John Hampton my silver whistle

To Margaret Holland my maid servant, a pair of old sheets and Ss.

To Elizabeth Haslen, dau of John Haslen the younger, one of my plain silver spoons
To Mary Haslen, another of his daughters, my little glass pot
To William James and his wife my three little painted plates
To my Landlord Mr. Thomas Stradling, a pair of gloves at my funeral
Idesire my loving friend Mr. John Lorphelyn, Mr. William Bennett, Mr. George Pittman,
Mr. Robert Jones, Thomas Hosier and William Dee the younger to carry my corpse to its
interment and a pair of gloves to each of them
'But in case the said Mr. Lorphelyn (if hee bee in Towne at my funerall) shall refuse to
help carry mee That then hee shall not have my silver boule above given to him'.

APPENDIX 17 a) Modernised extracts from the will of Jane Haylor of Pet worth,
widow,S April1667 291



To Dorothy, wife ofIsaac Wilson, 20s.
To my husband's mother 20s.

All the rest and residue of my goods and chattels and personal estate, debts, legacies and
funeral expenses paid etc. to be sold by my Executors 'with what convenient speed they
can or may And the moneys thereof made & arising I will & give unto my Brother
Thomas Tracy, my kinsman Peter Sand[e]s & the aforesaid Elizabeth Juden my servant'
to be equally divided

My loving friends John Haslen the younger and William James to be joint executors and
to each a pair of gloves. They are to satisfy themselves out of my estate for all charges
etc.

5 April 1667 x the mark of Jane Haylor

in the presence of Walter Blanch, Arthur Emerson and William Dee junior

Sworn 8 May 1667
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Bennett, Mr. William, loving friend my instrument of music called a Tenor. A pair of
gloves, he to carry my corpse to its interment
Bird, Anthony, godson 20s. to be paid to his godfather Thomas Hosier to be employed
towards his schooling
Bird, Widow, Anthony's mother 5s.
Blanch, Walter, witness to will. [He was running the same inn in 1668]
Boxall, William, manservant if he be living lOs
Burgess, Alice, Henry's wife, my kinswoman one of myoid coats, an old bed, coverlet,
bolster and pair of sheets Burgess Henry 40s.

Cooper, Jane, kinswoman a gold ring

Dee, William the younger, loving friend, A pair of gloves, he to carry my corpse to its
interment

Godchildren, all [number unspecified] 12d a piece

Hampton, John, godson my silver whistle
Haslen, John, the younger loving friend, Executor a pair of gloves & charges
Haslen, Mary, dau of John Haslen the younger my little glass pot
Haslen, Elizabeth, dau of John Haslen the younger one of my plain silver spoons
Holland, Margaret, maidservant apair of old sheets and 5s.
Hosier, Thomas, loving friend, Anthony Bird's godfather my two and twenty shilling
piece of gold, and two of my biggest silver spoons. A pair of gloves, he to carry my
corpse to its interment
Husband's mother [no name given] 20s.

James, Katherine, and James, Mary, (daughters of William James) my two little silver cups
to drink hot waters in [presumably one each] also to Mary my silver bodkin
James, Samuel, son of William James a little silver dish
James, William, loving friend, Executor to WJ and his wife [no name given] my three little
painted plates. A pair of gloves and charges.
Jones, Mr. Robert, loving friend A pair of gloves, he to carry my corpse to its interment
Juden, Elizabeth, maidservant £20, my bi~gest gold ring and all my best wearing apparel,
linen and woollen, within 3/12. Plus 1/3' residue of value of estate

Lorphelyn, Mr. John loving friend. A pair of gloves. My biggest silver bowl unless he
refuse to carry my corpse at thefuneral

Pitman, Mr. George, loving friend my seal gold ring. A pair of gloves, he to carry my
corpse to its interment
Pitman, Mrs. my two little Cheyney dishes, my painted glass, one little cheyneyflower pot
and one of my least gold rings

APPENDIX 17 b) Bequests from the will of Jane Haylor of Petworth,
5 April 1667, the beneficiaries listed in alphabetical order
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Sands, Hester, kinswoman a gold ring
Sands, Mary, kinswoman a gold ring, a 20s piece
Sands, Peter, kinsman 1/3rd of residue of estate
Stevenson, Mr. Paul my little round table in the parlour
Stradling, Mr. Thomas, my landlord a pair of gloves at my funeral

Tracy, Thomas, my brother 1/3rd of residue of estate

Webb, Mary, kinswoman dau of William Tracey i.e. niece a gold ring
Wilson, Dorothy, wife ofIsaac Wilson 20s.
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Town/Village Surname First name Rent p.a, Arrears
'·",,'Female.

ehjdllestel. I. iBall .' 'ie( ',! Mary ',',iiil'>" £3 ! .:, ••;"'"

Chichester Ball Matthew £2

G~chester "'I' ·1, Billett Hester !,: , £3
" ':',

Chichester Billett Thomas £2
Chichester Billett Thomas £3
Chichester Powsley Thomas £3
Horsharn;', .. Tredcroft; Anne £l,fOs. , ,', ,15s;,,;,

" , .,.,

Horsham Tredcroft Robert £1 lOs. ISs.
MidhU!st '.i!;.~'!', tarns ~1,'. : ' .xnn~.....:.;"~,~,,£1 lOs. £3: ',I,

, "
MidhurstI1¥, ~ ., ,·jr. Hudson ,;" 1\',1~~ ".';,j' £1 1Os.. ,,',\y,

,Midhurst' I Wight ',i Margery £2 ; £1.' I, '"
Petworth Goodman Anthony £4
Petworth Goodman John £3 6s. 8d.
Arundel Fargoose Richard £3
Arundel Freeman Thomas £3
Steyning Briant Richard £2
Steyning Olliver Thomas £2
N.Shoreham Gold Richard £1 lOs. £2 Ss.
Billingshurst Agate John £1
W Chiltington Johnson Charles 13s.4d. 6s.8d.
S. Harting Haycroft George lOs. £1
Houghton Coles George lOs. lOs.
Kirdford Madgwick Thomas £1 6s. 8d. £4 13s. 4d.
Sidlesham Kibe Henry lOs. £1
W Tarring Bryant Moses £2 £4

APPENDIX 19 Wine licences issued in 1625, with place, surname
and rent per annum listed, males and females noted 296
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A SELECTIVE GLOSSARY

Architecture

Bay

Buttery

Chamber

Chamfer

Collar

Collar purlin

Continuous jetty

Cross-wing

Crown post

Dais beam

Dragon beam

Gable

Garderobe

Jetty

The space between two posts crossing the axis and extending over
the width of the building

A place for storing liquor. The room where provisions are laid up

A room (in a house) a private room, a bedroom (can mean a
parlour or bedroom). An upper chamber (1611)

The removal of the salient angle of timber, resulting in a splayed
face

A horizontal timber joining a pair of rafters at any point above
eaves level

A horizontal longitudinal member running along under the centre
of the collars

A jettied storey or other part of a building running along the whole
length ofa wall

A Two-storied transverse component of the better class house
comprising a large open-haIled apartment and landing on the first
floor and (presumably) service apartments on the ground floor

A vertical post, set at the centre of a tiebeam and supporting the
collar purlin. It does not extend to ridge level and this distinguishes
from the 'kingpost' which is rarely found inWealden houses

A horizontal beam at the high end of an open hall at about first
floor level. Usually moulded or sometimes also carved

A large diagonal floor beam 'set comerwise to project beyond the
angle of a building and morticed to receive jettied floor joists at
right angles to each other

The vertical continuation of the end wall of a building terminated
by the shape of the roof

A privy

The projection of floor joists so that the upper floor overhangs the
lower
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Jettying The oversailing of an upper floor beyond the walls of the lower
floor by means of cantilevering the floor joists. On adjacent front
and end of a building a dragon beam and dragon post were
employed. qv. Jettying may have originated in towns in order to
gain extra space in crowded positions. Jettying has practical
advantages in terms of structural rigidity and weathering of walls.
It is also a matter of fashion

Mullions Vertical bars of wood or stone dividing a glass window into many
lights

Pentice A roof against a building at first floor level to give protection for
persons against the weather or for storage

Purlin A horizontal roof timber supporting others at mid span

Quoin The dressed stone placed at the comers of a wall of rubble,
sometimes applied to the angle itself

Room A chamber or apartment in a dwelling house

Tie-beam Heavy horizontal timber on top of and at right angles to the walls
restraining the outward thrust of the roof

Cooking Utensils and Furnishings

Andirons A utensil, consisting of an iron bar sustained horizontally at one
end by an upright pillar or support usually ornamented or
artistically shaped, at the other by a short foot; a pair, also called
'fore-dogs', being placed one each side of the hearth to support
burning wood. Sometimes in a kitchen fire-place the upright
support carried a rack in front for the spit to turn in

Arras (arris) A rich tapestry fabric in which figures and scenes are woven in
colour

Bench A long seat with or without a back, usually of wood or stone

Boardsend The meaning of this word is not absolutely clear. Board is a table
used for meals; 1652 'A Boordsend-king, a pay-all in a Tavern'
perhaps indicates a drinker carousing at the meal table; the 'board'
may also have doubled as a shuffleboard table; perhaps the original
meaning was connected with the long table on the dais at the 'high'
end of a medieval hall, backed by a boarded wall partition

Brandiron A kitchen utensil, commonly a gridiron; a trivet

Bread grate A suspended wooden slatted crate, for bread storage
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Court cupboard A short cup board or a side table

Crewel (cruell) A thin worsted yarn of two threads, used for tapestry and
embroidery, also formerly for making fringes, laces, vestments,
hosiery etc.

Cupboard A side table, possibly with some enclosed compartments; a doored
compartment

Diaper (dyaper) The name of a textile fabric, woven with a small and simple
pattern ... consisting of lines crossing diamond-wise

Dornick (Dornix) The name of a Flemish town (in French called Toumay) applied to
certain fabrics originally manufactured there, and of other
imitations or substitutes; a silk, worsted, woollen or partly woollen
fabric used for hangings etc.

Form A long seat without a back, a bench

Glass cage or case A lightly-builtcase of shelves for storage and display of glasses,
often with a spindled protective front

Grate (1) Gridiron; but also applied to the chequers on the door-post of a
tavern '1622, I see then a tavern and a bawdy-house have faces
much alike: the one hath red grates next the door, the other hath
peeping holes within doors'

Gridiron A cooking utensil, formed of parallel bars of iron or other metal in
a frame, usually supported on short legs and used for broiling flesh
or fish over a fire

Joined Made with mortise and tenon joints

Kiver (keever) A shallowwooden vessel or tub

Livery cupboard A ventilated food cupboard

Painted or
stained cloths A hanging for a room, painted with figures, mottoes or texts

Press A closed cupboard, probably for storage of clothes

Rack A bar used to support a spit; a framework in or on which items are
placed or suspended

Russia leather Best leather, calf or cowhide
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Safe

Sconce

Shovelboard,
shuftleboard

Spit

Trundle, truckle

Turkey work

Voider basket

Virginals

A ventilated chest or cupboard for protecting provisions from
insects and other noxious animals (possibly suspended from the
ceiling); a meat safe

A lantern or candlestick with a screen to protect the light from the
wind, and a handle to carry it by; a bracket candlestick usually of
brass or iron, to fasten against a wall

A long board on which they play by sliding metal pieces at a mark
(sometimes ten yards or more long)

A cooking implement consisting of a slender sharp-pointed rod of
metal or wood, used for thrusting into or through meat which is to
be roasted at a fire

A low bedstead set on wheels, stored under a high bed during the
daytime

Turkish tapestry work, or an imitation of this

A tray, basket or other vessel in which dirty dishes or utensils,
fragments of broken food etc. are placed in clearing the table or
during a meal

A keyed musical instrument, resembling a spinet, but set in a box or
case without legs

Drink and its containers

Ale

Barrel

Beer

Butt

Canary

Firkin

An intoxicating liquor made from an infusion of malt by
fermentation

A cask; for beer - 36 gallons, for ale - 32 gallons

An intoxicating liquor made from an infusion of malt by
fermentation and flavoured with hops

A cask for wine or ale, 108-140 gallons; ale 108 gallons, wine 126
gallons, but these standards were not always precisely adhered to;
the equivalent of two hogsheads

Light sweet wine

Vessel containing nine gallons (half a kilderkin, or quarter of a
barrel); a small vessel
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Flagon A bottle for holding wine or other liquors; for holding twice an
ordinary wine bottle; now with a handle, spout and lid, a large
vessel for use at table, with a narrow mouth

Hogshead A measure of liquids containing 60 gallons; 51-54 gallons of beer;
48 gallons of ale

Hot waters Spiritous liquors

Humberton A beer container of some sort, exact definition unknown [Amber: a
liquid measure, a cask; a dry measure of 4 bushels; homerkin: a
liquid measure; umber: a fish; a grayling, a freshwater fish] perhaps
also barrels for the grey mullet which were plentiful in the estuarine
and coastal waters of Sussex

Kilderkin Eighteen gallons

Limbeck An alembic; an apparatus used for distilling

Mead An alcoholic liquor made by fermenting a mixture of honey and
water

Pipe A large cask used for wine, equivalent to half a tun or two
hogsheads or four barrels, usually 105 imperial gallons (126 old
wine gallons) but varying for different kinds of wine

Posset A drink composed of hot milk, curdled with ale, wine or other
liquor, often with sugar and spices

Pottle Two quarts or a half gallon

Quartem The fourth part of a pint

Runlet Large: 12-18 Y2 gallons; small: 1 pint - 3 or 4 gallons (often wine
or brandy)

Sack A general name for a class of white wines imported from Spain and
the canaries

Stale 1) old or strong. Of malt liquor, mead or wine that has stood long
enough to clear; freed from dregs of lees. 1586 Good ale ... must
be ... stale ... 1709 I daily live in a very comfortable Affluence of
Wine, Stale Beer ... Beef...and Marrow-Bones. 2) that has lost its
freshness, altered by keeping, out of date ... to render beer or ale
stale, i.e. old. 1743 Like old October Beer staled through
Time ... Secure a Butt of Beer from staling too soon [NB the first
sense is in use in the cellar contents listed in Appendix 14; beer that
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has 'gone off is referred to there as 'decayed liquor', i.e. what
might be called 'stale ' today]

Stallage A stand or support for a cask

Sillabub (syllabub) A drink or dish made ofrnilk or cream, curdled by the admixture of
wine, cider or other acid, and often sweetened and flavoured

Syrup A thick, sweet liquid, probably a concentrated solution of sugar in
water with fruit juice

Tankard A large vessel with a cover, for strong drink

Tierce 42 gallons - a third of a wine pipe

Tun 252 gallons (2 wine pipes or 4 hogsheads)

Vessel Any article designed to serve as a receptacle for a liquid,' usually of
circular section; often of a size suitable for carrying by hand

Winchester A container of various dry or liquid content, perhaps 8 gallons if
containing liquor in a cellar

Weapons and Armour

Bandolier A broad belt worn over the shoulder and across the breast, by
which a wallet might be suspended at the site. To help support a
musket. Twelve little cases containing a charge for the musket
were attached

Caliver A light kind of musket

Curat or Cuirass A breast plate and back plate, originally of leather. A pair of curats
- both pieces

Cap Helmet, headpiece

Corslet Body armour of metal, leather and linen

Gorget A piece of armour for the throat

Halberd A combination spear/battle-axe with a handle 5-7 feet long. There
was a sharp-edged blade ending in a point and a spearhead

Hanger A short sword, originally hung from the belt

Musket A hand-gun of the kind with which infantry soldiers are armed

Pike A staff with an iron point or spike
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Snapsack

Other

Band

Bodkin

Borough

Bushel

Bottle (of hay)

Burgage

Copyhold tenure

Cord

Crazy

Faggots

Faggot-vote

Flasket

A bag or case of stout canvas worn by soldiers, strapped to the
back

The neck band or collar of a shirt, originally used to make it fit
closely round the neck, afterwards expanded ornamentally. Hence
in 16th and 17thcentury, a collar or ruffworn round the neck

1. A short pointed weapon; a dagger, poniard, stiletto, lancet; 2) A
small pointed instrument of bone, ivory or steel, used for piercing
holes in cloth etc.; 3) A long pin or pin-shaped ornament used by
women to fasten up the hair

A town possessing municipal organisation; a town possessing a
municipal corporation and special privileges conferred by royal
charter; also a town which sends representatives to parliament

A measure of capacity, used for corn, fruit etc., containing 4 pecks
or 8 gallons; a vessel used as a bushel measure

A bundle of hay or straw. In 1627, hay 20s. a load, a bottle
weighing 3 Y2 lbs

A tenure whereby lands or tenements in cities and towns were held
of the king or other lord, for a certain annual rent; a freehold
property in a borough

A form of customary tenure by which a tenant held a copy of the
entry in the rolls of the manorial court baron which recorded his or
her possession of a holding on agreed terms

A measure of cut wood, especially that used for fuel; a pile of
wood, most frequently 8 feet long, 4 feet broad and 4 feet high, but
varying in different localities

Having the bodily health or constitution impaired; frail; infirm;
shaky

A bundle of sticks, twigs or small branches of trees bound together,
for use as fuel, particularly for brick bread ovens

A vote manufactured for party purposes, by the transfer of persons,
not otherwise legally qualified of sufficient property to qualify them
as electors

A long shallow basket
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Flitch A side of bacon, salted and cured

Flite Unknown. Connected with fuel for cooking or heating, so perhaps
one of the following - Flitern: a strip of wood ofa young oak tree.
Flitters: fragments, tom pieces, splinters. Flitch: A slice cut
lengthways from the trunk of a tree, usually having the natural
surface as one of its sides

Heriot A render of the best live beast or dead chattel of a deceased tenant
due by legal custom to the lord of whom he held; the
corresponding payment

Innholder A man who keeps an inn

Innkeeper One who keeps lodgings and provisions for entertainment of
travellers and others; an innholder; a taverner

Lace Net, noose, snare; a com, line, string, thread or tie (i.e. leather
bootlaces); ornamental braid

Ostler (hosteler) A man who attends to horses at an inn, a stableman, a groom

Overseer A person appointed by testator to supervise or assist the executor
or executors to the will

Poaching Trampling (of land) while in a sodden condition

Recognizance Law: a bond or obligation, entered into a recorded before a court
or magistrate

Pottle (of hay) See Bottle

Rosewater Water distilled from roses, or impregnated with essence of roses,
and used as a perfume

Sad Of colour: dark, deep

Sea-coal A name for mineral coal as distinguished from charcoal

Shut (sheat, shoot
or shout) A young pig

Spilwood Refuse of wood; wood split (or spoilt) by the sawyers

Spitter A spade or spud

Spray Fine brushwood
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Tenor The tenor violin, or viola

Thornback The common ray or skate of English seas

Tobacco tongs Pair of tongs with a spring between the arms, sometimes pocket-
sized, used to pick up embers to light tobacco

Victualler A purveyor of victuals or provisions, specially one who makes a
business of providing food and drink for payment: a keeper of an
eating house, inn or tavern; a licensed victualler

Vintner One who deals in or sells wine; a wine merchant; an innkeeper
selling wine

Sources: Brunskill, R. w., Timber Building in Britain, (London: Gollancz, 1985),' Johnson, S., (ed.), A
Dictionary of the English Language etc., 2 vols, (London: 1766, 3~dedn); Chinnery, v., Oak Furniture:
The British Tradition, (Woodbridge: Antique Collectors' Club, 1993 reprint); Mason, R. T., Framed
Buildings of the Weald, Horsham: Coach Publishing, 1969, 2ndedn); The Compact Edition of the Oxford
English Dictionary, 3 vols, (Oxford: OUP, 1987 reissue); Parish, W. D., A Dictionary of the Sussex
Dialect and Collection of Provincialisms In Use in the County of Sussex, (originally published by
Farncombe & Co., Lewes, 1875), expanded, augmented and illustrated by Helena Hall, [n.p.]: [n.pub.],
1957); Warren, J., (ed.), Wealden Buildings: Studies in the Timber-Framed Tradition of Building in Kent,
Sussex & Surrey, (Horsham, Coach Publishing, 1990)
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Greenwood, Charles & John: Sussex, 1825
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Kitchin, Thomas: Sussex, 1764
Saxton, Christopher: Kent, Sussex, Surrey and Middlesex,
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OIS 25" (First Edition) Sheet LXII7, Chichester, surveyed 1875
OIS 25" (First Edition), Sheet XIIIII2, Horsham, surveyed 1875
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Geological Maps
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(194 7 reprint)
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Tithe Award Maps

The numerous Tithe Award Maps consulted for the seven towns and 21 villages, plus
other villages, are listed in Steer, F. W., (ed.), 'A Catalogue of Sussex Estate and Tithe
Award Maps', SRS, 61, Pt 1, (1962), 175-208, see below under Maps & Views

Town Plans

A Map of the Boro' and Manor of Horsham; describing the situation of the Burgages, as
traced in 1792, (from W. Albery, A Parliamentary History of the Ancient Borough of
Horsham, 1295-1885, (London: Longman, 1927), p.l9

A Map of Pet worth, 1882, (from P. Jerrome, Tread Lightly Here: see Bibliography)

[Other town maps and plans can be found listed under Arundel Castle Archives, Petworth
House Archives and WSRO, Additional Manuscripts]
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